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ABSTRACT

In the aftermath of the attack of rehabilitation and embrace of Martinson’s (1974) “nothing works doctrine,” scholars have made a concerted effort to create an evidence-based corrections and to show “what works” to change offenders (see, e.g., MacKenzie, 2006). Perhaps the most important contribution to this effort to build an effective theory and practice of intervention has been made by a group of Canadian psychologists, most notably Donald Andrews, James Bonta, and Paul Gendreau. They have developed a treatment paradigm—called the Risk-Need-Responsivity Model—that has become the dominant theory of correctional treatment. This approach is now widely known by its acronym—the “RNR model” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a).

Although less developed and implemented, the RNR model has been challenged by a perspective developed by Tony Ward, Shadd Maruna, and others, called the “Good Lives Model”—known by its acronym as the “GLM.” Based in part on desistance research and positive psychology, this model proposes to rehabilitate offenders by emphasizing building on the strengths offenders possess (Ward & Maruna, 2007). In essence, these scholars see the RNR model as more of a deficit model—fixing criminogenic needs as opposed to identifying what the offenders value most in life and using these positive factors to pull them out of crime.

Over the past decade, a spirited debate has arisen between advocates of the RNR model and the GLM. This dissertation is an effort to present the details of each model as a way of probing the extent to which they are incompatible or compatible approaches to offender treatment. The ultimate purpose of this dissertation is to assess whether the RNR and GLM approaches can be integrated to build a new and hopefully more effective vision for offender treatment.
Toward this end, Chapter 1 sets a context for understanding the rise of the rehabilitative ideal, its decline, and then—in response to the attack on treatment—it’s rise through the evidence-based movement within corrections. Chapter 2 then discusses in detail the evolution and content of the RNR model, including its underlying theory, core principles, and the technology of treatment used to translate the ideas into practice. Accordingly, Chapter 3 introduces the GLM as the second systematic model of intervention. This includes the GLM’s underlying theory, the correctional direction it suggests, and the evidence that support its assumptions and practice. Chapter 4 then conveys the nature of the debate between the GLM and RNR model and shows potential points of agreement.

The conclusions from Chapter 4 lead Chapter 5 to suggest two possible futures of offender rehabilitation. One future views the GLM and RNR model as incompatible and thus as offering two independent, rival treatment paradigms. The second future for offender rehabilitation envisions the possible integration of the GLM and the RNR model. As a concrete example, this closing chapter proposes a defensible integrated model of offender rehabilitation—the Risk-Need-Responsivity-Motivation model (RNRM model).
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Since the founding of the penitentiary nearly two centuries ago, American corrections has been marked by the belief that offender not only should be punished but also rehabilitated. This uplifting goal, however, involves a very practical challenge: knowing how to save offenders from a life in crime. In recent years, two important models for rehabilitating offenders have emerged, each known by its acronym: the Risk-Need-Responsivity or RNR Model and the Good Lives Model (GLM). In the chapters to follow, the development and content of each of these treatment paradigms is described and then the nature of the debate between the RNR and GLM approaches is detailed. Although often portrayed as rival and incompatible perspectives, the argument is made that they are more appropriately considered as models that should be integrated. This conceptual integration is set forth and then its implications for “doing treatment” is examined. The dissertation ends with thoughts on the future of rehabilitation.

As a prelude to this analysis, Chapter 1 provides an overview of the emergence and impact of the rehabilitative ideal. Four historical periods are identified—the rehabilitative ideal’s discovery, dominance, decline and reaffirmation. First, this discussion highlights how, during the 1800s, the rehabilitative ideal was discovered and develop. Thoughts of how best to reform offenders changed from a belief in the curative powers of the internal regimen of the prison to the view that unique criminogenic circumstances of each offender must be treated individually. Second, the rehabilitative ideal then became the dominant correctional ideology, shaping the development of the criminal justice and juvenile justice systems and being consolidated the rise of modern “corrections.” Third, in a sudden reversal, the rehabilitative ideal came under withering attack during the late 1970—notably not only from conservatives but
also from liberals. In 1974, Robert Martinson published his classic essay in which he challenged the effectiveness of correctional treatment. This essay solidified the idea that “nothing works” to change offender. At this point, the rehabilitative ideal was in steep decline (Allen, 1981; Cullen & Gilbert, 1982).

Fourth, over the final two decades of the 1900s, a counter-movement slowly developed to challenge the nothing works doctrine. At the core of this effort to reaffirm rehabilitation was the compilation of empirical evidence—both through narrative reviews and then through meta-analyses—demonstrating that correctional programs were effective in reducing recidivism. A key finding of this research is that interventions have heterogeneous effects, with some increasing recidivism and others decreasing recidivism. This empirical reality suggested the need for a theory—a set of principles—that could explain why rehabilitation programs either worked or did not work. In part, the RNR model was developed for that purpose.

The effort to reaffirm rehabilitation continues to this day. Rehabilitation’s reputation has been restored to the point where it now competes as a legitimate correctional ideology intent on shaping policy and practice. The challenge ahead is to continue to develop even more effective treatment approaches. This dissertation is devoted to this task.

**THE DISCOVERY OF THE REHABILITATIVE IDEAL**

As Rothman (1971) has documented, the origins of the rehabilitative ideal in the United States extend to the 1820s. At this time, reformers in New York and Pennsylvania developed prisons—which they called penitentiaries—that were intended not to punish offenders but to rehabilitate them. According to Rothman, these institutions were created in response to a changing social context that resulted in new ideas about the causes of criminal conduct.

By the 1820s, the United State experienced an unprecedented urban and economic
growth, followed by social and geographical mobility. Americans viewed these social changes as a process that imposed a real threat to the order and cohesiveness of the nation. In this regard, they claimed that the social institutions (e.g., family, church, and school) were losing the capacity for stabilizing the social order (Morris & Rothman, 1995). Specifically, Americans perceived the weakening of discipline and obedience in these institutions as an expression of social disorder. Moreover, they argued that there was a link between this breakdown of traditional principles and criminal behavior. That is, even though the actual crime rate “probably did not increase over these years,” there was a broad consensus that the origins of crime locate in the society disorder (Rothman, 1971, p. 69).

Reformers created the prison as a way of addressing the problem of disorder causing crime. The prison was designed to be a model institution in which an orderly society might be recreated. Reformers believed that prison’s walls would isolate offenders from the corruptive, disorderly environment that prevailed in the outer community. In addition, they argued, prison’s internal routine would regenerate the order and discipline; offenders would need to be transformed into law-abiding citizens (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982). Overall, reformers agreed upon the rehabilitative goal of prison and on the theoretical outline to achieve this goal— isolation, discipline, obedience, and a steady routine of labor. However, reformers in New York and Pennsylvania implemented two rival approaches for achieving the goal of rehabilitation.

In Pennsylvania, the reformative discipline in prison was maintained through the solitary confinement of inmates, called the “separate” system. During the entire period behind walls, inmates “remained in solitary cells for eating, sleeping, and working, and entered private yards for exercise” (Rothman, 1971, p. 85). Under this regimen, the rehabilitation process had three phases. At the initial stage, offenders who entered to prison experienced total isolation. They
were expected to devote time to a deep examination of their bad decisions in life. In this isolated period, reformers tried to restore offenders’ morality by forcing them to listen to “reproach of conscience” and “expostulation of religious” (p. 85). In the inmates’ second phase of rehabilitation, reformers in Pennsylvania aimed to cure idleness by allowing offenders daily work in their cell. Such activity, they assumed, would instill habits of order and regularity. At the last phase of the process, reformers’ schema allowed individual treatment for inmates. That is, officials rewarded inmate’s good behavior with books and visitors.

Reformers in New York developed an alternative approach to organizing the prison. As opposed to the separated system in Pennsylvania, inmates in New York were not totally isolated, which is why their model was called the congregate system. Rather, they were allowed to eat, work, and exercise together during the day. According to the reformers’ theoretical principles, such lack of absolute isolation is a substantial threat to rehabilitation. Because inmates had contact with one another, the possibility of criminal contamination could not be precluded. To overcome the risk posed by daily contact with other offenders, the “congregate” system in New York enforced, often with the lash, a strict code of silence. That is, reformers maintained their rehabilitative discipline through rules that prohibited “all taking and even the exchanges of glances” (Morris & Rothman, 1995, p. 106). In addition, the reformers secured the rehabilitative process by compelling inmates to spend the night in individual cells and by isolating them from any contact with relatives and friends. Another substantial aspect that reformers in New York addressed was offenders’ idleness. In the congregate system, reformers tried to instill good habits to inmates through a daily routine of hard labor in prison workshops.

During the 1820s and 1830s, Americans considered the prison to be “the pride of the nation,” a place that would both reform offenders in a humanitarian way and stabilize the social
order (Rothman, 1971, p. 79). During this optimistic period, the reformative models in New York and Pennsylvania spread throughout the country and trumpeted the correctional doctrines of separation, obedience, and steady labor. A few decades later, however, it was clear that the reformers’ early expectations were unrealistic and were becoming increasingly irrelevant. The typical image of prisons in the post-Civil War era was of disorderly places filled with chronic offenders, lower-class citizens, and immigrants. In addition, the ongoing life-stories from incarcerated offenders exposed the effects of prison overcrowding and the brutality used by officials to impose discipline. This reality, then, blurred the appeal of prison as a humanitarian enterprise, and undermined the notion that prison is a place where offenders should be rehabilitated.

By the 1860s, the arrangements in prisons were no longer reflected the theoretical blueprint of the penitentiary reform movement (Rothman, 1971). First, prisons were overcrowded. As a consequence, it was no longer possible to isolate offenders from social communication. Second, prison wardens stopped focusing on rehabilitation and relied on obedience and harsh discipline to enforce order. Administrational convenience, not offender treatment, thus became wardens’ primary concern. Finally, officials allowed the leasing of inmate labor to the private sector. This practice signaled that wardens no longer believed in their special expertise to administer inmates’ routine. Overall, the reformative enthusiasm gradually declined, and the regulation of the chronic and dangerous offenders in the overcrowded prisons became more and more brutal. It was clear, observed Rothman (1971), that the “all important task of administration was to safeguard the peace of the prison” (p. 246).

During the 1860s, it was evident that the internal regimen of incarceration alone could not accomplish reform. That is, prison in and of itself has no therapeutic power. On the surface,
prison failed to maintain the reformers’ theoretical framework, and gradually, the commitment to rehabilitate offenders was replaced by a custodial operation. Outside prison, politicians and the public supported custody as a ready to use instrument that could restrain immigrants and low-class citizens. The tendency, then, was shifted toward viewing inmates as persons “whose behavior might be explained in terms of social Darwinism” (Cullen, 2013, p. 311). In prison, wardens grew comfortable with focusing on guarding offenders rather than dealing with the high expectations of reformation. Therefore, subjecting inmates to aimless punishment became an acceptable and standard practice within the penal system. According to Rothman (1971), “this was not a good time to counter the appeal of custody” (p. 257).

Nevertheless, in mid-1860s, Enoch C. Wines and Theodore Dwight, members of the New York Prison Discipline Association, investigated the penal system and reported a plan for the reorganization of prisons. Their comprehensive report on the *Prisons and Reformatories of the United States and Canada* (1867) analyzed the prison systems in seventeen states and Canada. The report presented the scholarly evidence that the reformatory approach of both Pennsylvania and New York penal systems had become irrelevant, and that rehabilitation was no longer the primary goal of the prison systems in the U.S. In addition, the authors outlined a scheme for new direction to approach prison’s organization and discipline. Three years later, their recommendations would be the theoretical base of a national consensus that reaffirmed rehabilitation.

Enoch C. Wines was the architect of the first National Congress on Penitentiary and Reformatory Discipline (1870). In October 1870, over 250 wardens, chaplains, judges, governors, and humanitarians from twenty-four states, Canada, and South America traveled to Cincinnati, Ohio. (Other penologists from England, France, Italy, and Denmark sent papers to
enrich the congress with their knowledge and experience). These best thinkers and practitioners of this era discussed the next necessary changes in the American penal system, and eventually adopted the Declaration of Principles. Four persons composed a paper outlining principals of organization and discipline, which eventually condensed to the thirty-seven principles of the declaration (Pisciotta, 1996): Dr. Enoch Wines, Rutherford B. Hayes (Ohio Governor, and between 1877 and 1881 the 19th president of the United State), Zebulon Brockway (the superintendent of the Detroit house of correction), and Franklin Sanborn (the secretary of the Massachusetts Board of State Charities). This document presented a “new penology” for the American penal system. That is, the declaration coalesced ideas of new direction in penology into “a coherent correctional philosophy” (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982, p. 68).

The Declaration of Principles reestablished rehabilitation as the supreme goal of public punishment. The congress stated unanimously that criminals are capable of reformation, and that “the treatment of criminals by society is for protection of society” (Wines, 1870a, p. 541). This goal rejected the practice of inflicting aimless punishment on inmates and the administration of a mere custodial operation. In this regard, the declaration also stated a clear utilitarian goal for imprisonment—to reform criminals for protecting the society. In addition, the congress rejected the use of disciplinary punishment to deter offenders. Such practice was perceived as a strategy that inflicts unnecessary pain or humiliation on offenders, and therefore would have destructive effects. Zebulon Brockway, for example, claimed that the purpose of deterrence was social regression, a practice that drags the society “backward to the pillory, the whipping post, the gallows, the stake; to corporal violence and extermination!” (p. 42).

Importantly, the congress took another step toward reestablishing rehabilitation as the primary philosophy of punishment. As opposed to reformers in the first half of the 19th century,
the declaration of principles argued that the severity of crime should not dictate the nature of the punishment offenders would receive. That is, reformers subjected the retributive principle of ensuring the proportionality between sentence length and offense to the goal of rehabilitation. For example, to ensure society protection, the congress suggested that habitual offenders, who resisted reform, might serve long sentences because of the danger they posed—even if this sanction exceeded the pain they had caused. Most importantly, in this new approach, the traditional fixed sentences should be replaced by sentences of indeterminate length. The length of all sentences, in that sense, should be limited “only by satisfactory proof of reformation” (pp. 541-542). Rehabilitation then became the ultimate philosophical justification for the state’s legitimacy to punish through the criminal justice system.

The acclaimed Declaration of Principles did not only reaffirm rehabilitation as the correctional goal of the penal system, but also provided a theoretical blueprint for achieving reformation. This theoretical outline influenced the organization the correctional system throughout the 20th century and therefore merits close examination. In this context, the declaration reflected several correctional principles that the congress aimed to promote. The first correctional principle is the essential role of the prison in the rehabilitation efforts. According to the declaration, imprisonment must be continued until reformation is accomplished. As reformers before them, the commitment of the congress to reform through imprisonment remained stable. That is, reformers still “looked primarily, indeed inclusively, to the penitentiary, its internal organization and routine, to effect rehabilitation” (Rothman, 1980, p. 32). However, as the next correctional principles show, the congress aimed to achieve reformation in a different type of prison. In essence, as opposed to their predecessors, reformers in 1870 did not design prison to serve as an example for the society. Rather, the new penology
organized prison as a “community” that should be a “faithful replication” of the outside environment (p. 118).

The second correctional principle is the introduction of human service. That is, the causes of crime are addressed through human and social service rather than deterrence or vindictive retribution. According to the declaration, “the prisoner’s self-respect should be cultivated to the utmost, and every effort made give back to him his manhood” (Wines, 1870a, p. 542). The new penology, then, rejected the use of penal discipline and stated that the object of discipline was “being to make upright and industrious free men, rather than orderly and obedient prisoners” (p. 543). This new perspective of discipline aimed to stand side by side the inmate “against opposing forces, whether in the form of inward propensity or outward temptation” (p. 554).

The third and the fourth correctional principles were adopted from the penal administration in Australia and Ireland. These are the progressive classification and the mark system that carried out in 1840 by Alexander Machonochie in an Australian colony, and in 1854 by Walter Crofton in Ireland (Morris & Rothman, 1995). According to the principle of progressive classification, rehabilitation in prison is achieved through an intentional process rather than through exposure to the mere regimen of confinement. During the sentence, imprisonment was designed as a series of grades that inmates would potentially progress through until they achieved reformation and then liberty. This promotion toward release is not an automatic process; rather, inmates “earn such promotion, gaining, at each advance, increased privilege and comport” (Wines, 1870b, p. 19).

The fourth correctional principle is the use of a “system of rewards” as a stimulus for inmates to engage in desirable behavior and, eventually, achieve reformation. An underlying
assumption of this strategy was that hope is a powerful agent to facilitate rehabilitation. In this regard, hope is maintained when inmates constantly believe in their abilities to perform the expected actions and to be rewarded (i.e., through inmates’ self-efficacy). Another assumption was that behavior is regulated through the manipulation of self-interests.

According to the new penologists, the operationalization of a well-devised system of rewards includes two dimensions. One dimension presents of the concrete incentives to catch inmates’ self-interest. Such reward “should consist of: 1. A diminution of sentence. 2. A participation by prisoners in their earnings. 3. A gradual withdrawal of prison restraints. 4. Constantly increasing privileges, as they shall be earn by good conduct” (p. 549). The second dimension is the use of “well adjust mark system” as a technique to measure and modify behavior. This technique designed to motivated inmates to perform desirable behaviors and to cease from undesirable behaviors. The inmates then earn marks for “good conduct, industry, and attention to learning,” and with a sufficient amount of marks they could earn more privileges (p. 549). At the same token, prison misconduct resulted in subtracting marks, losing some privileges, and might even caused to reverse part of the progress toward liberty. Overall, then, the new penologists designed a prison that placed inmates’ destiny “in their own hands.”

The fifth correctional principle is the use of a “probationary stage of imprisonment.” This last stage in the reformatory confinement was designed to test the “moral soundness” of inmates who “were judged to be reformed” (p. 549). The purpose of this strategy was to make sure that each inmate could be trusted as a free honest person with respect to the law. Under the probationary stage, officials should examine inmates’ reformation in a more natural environment. That is, inmates are in a state between imprisonment and freedom. However, the authors of the declaration adopted this idea without providing a specific outline about the nature
of this “natural environment.” In the Irish system, for example, the concept of an “intermediate prison” allowed inmates the liberty to work outside the prison without supervision, errands in the city, and more education (Wines & Dwight, 1867/1973).

The sixth principle is the use of different reformatory discipline for different offenders population. The reason behind this classification was to design prisons that specifically match offenders’ “reception and treatment” (Wines & Dwight, 1867/1973, 115). The declaration thus suggested different prisons for first-time prisoners, young, women, misdemeanants, male felons, and incorrigible offenders.

The seventh correctional principle in the new penology is the important role of prison officers. According to the declaration, prison officers have a crucial role in achieving a successful process. Because prison officers were in charge on the therapeutic process, the new penology required them to be committed to the goal of reform. Indeed, prison officers were expected to be much more than guardians. According to the authors of the declaration, officers should be well trained, and perform “entire self-devotion, a calm and cautious judgment, great firmness of purpose and steadiness of action, large experience, a true sympathy, and morality above suspicion” (Wines, 1870a, p. 551).

The eighth principle of reformation stretches the state’s responsibility beyond the prison walls. According to the declaration, the state has to follow inmates after being released, and to make sure that offenders are morally reintegrated, posses the desire to advance themselves, and have the capacity for industrial labor. That is, advocates of the new penology understood the difficulties that prisoners faced when they reentered the community after a long imprisonment. This principle thus required that released inmates must be provided real opportunities to reintegrate into society.
The ninth principle that can be drawn from the declaration relates to the role of religion, education, and labor in inmate rehabilitation. Thus, prisons should provide inmates with industrial employment, education, and moral training (religion). The reformers perceived that religion was the key means for changing the “human heart and life,” and was the only way to deal with the incorrigible offenders. In this regard, the authors of the declaration claimed that they “have profound conviction of the inefficacy of all measures of reformation, except such as are based on religion, pervaded by its spirit, and vivified by its power” (p. 551). The new penologists also believed in the benefits of addressing offenders’ education. Education was seen as a useful reformation tool for offenders “who have generally sinned through some form of ignorance, conjoined with vice” (p. 552). Regarding employment, the declaration stated that the basis of all reformation discipline is a “steady, active, honorable labor” (p. 543). In addition, the new penologists supported the development of a variety of industrial training that inmates could choose. In this regard, they believed that the variety of training would promote inmates’ inner motivation for labor. That is, the expectation was that the training in prison would place the inmate “out of the reach of want; it is to make him master of the great art of self-help” (p. 555).

Indeed, the first National Congress of Penitentiary and Reformatory Discipline (1870) presented a new theoretical framework of the penal system—known as the “new penology.” Once again, the goal of changing the offender was established as the prime justification of the penal sanction. For the first time, however, the target of this effort also included offenders’ well-being and satisfaction. In other words, according to the new penology, the penal system should be directed and designed to reduce offenders’ risk through principles that may also improve other aspects of their life.
The first national congress also contributed to the view that crime was caused by a variety of factors. Influenced by emphasis on secular causes advanced by the emerging social science, the Declaration of Principles explained that the way to eradicate crime was by addressing its psychological and environmental sources. That is, crime was no longer seen as a product of a single factor (e.g., a sinful soul, free will and hedonism, or disordered society). Rather, the new penologists adopted the view, advanced by the positivist school of criminology, that crime is caused by multiple factors. The new penologists thus argued that crime is caused by factors that were both within individuals (the mind or heredity) and external to individuals (social and economic circumstances). Later, in the beginning of the 20th century, this extension of behavioral science would build on these views embraced by the new penologists and further instruct reformers that offender rehabilitation must involve more than mere prison management. By this time, reformers were ready to investigate sources of criminal involvement identified by the emerging fields of psychology and sociology.

Indeed, reformers at the closing decades of the 19th century created a new vision. In this regard, Cullen and Gendreau (2000) state that “the marriage of the ‘new penology’ and ‘positivist criminology’ resulted in the creation of the ‘rehabilitative ideal’—a correctional paradigm that would reign supreme for nearly seven decades into the 20th century” (p. 116). The power of this correctional paradigm was based on maintaining a broad consensus that the improvement of offenders through rehabilitation should be the primary goal of corrections.
THE DOMINANCE OF THE REHABILITATIVE IDEAL

The United State began the 20th century with a powerful liberal spirit of reform. Known as “Progressives,” reformists of that time sought to change the economical and social inequality (Rothman, 1980). Their endeavors to humanize the industrial society led them to ask for assistance from the state. In doing so, they believed that the state could be trusted and perceived the governmental power as a source of support that would help solve the social problems. During the Progressive Era—the first decades of the century—reforms thus launched the creation of a welfare state (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982).

In this context, Progressives approached the crime problem and chose to reaffirm the vitality of the rehabilitative ideal by translating its core idea into concrete policy reform. As did their predecessors in the 19th century, they supported rehabilitation over other justifications of punishment and believed in providing human services to offenders. In addition, Progressives adopted the new penology ideas that presented in the 1870 Cincinnati Congress as their rational blueprint of how to approach criminals.

During the Progressive Era, then, Progressives designed reforms to realize the idea that rehabilitation should be individualized. The goals of programs of individualized treatment, they argued, should be both to improve the lives of offenders and to protect society. Such treatment ought to begin with a comprehensive investigation of the life story of each offender to identify the precise causes of crime. Then, on a case-by-case basis, the details would be diagnosed what led an individual into crime. In turn, a particular curative program would be developed that would be capable of changing the unique criminogenic needs of each offender. Critically important, Progressives endorsed the administration of individualized treatment with a maximum of flexibility and discretion. In this regard, they expected that state agents would use their
unbridled discretion “to fit the punishment to the criminal rather to the crime” (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982, p. 76). Such attitude reflected a confidence in the state’s commitment to the rehabilitative ideal as well as in the therapeutic qualification of its representatives (Rothman, 1980).

In the opening of the 20th century, then, the rehabilitative ideal shaped the development of a new correctional system that realized the Progressives’ line of thinking. A major characteristic of this enterprise was the implementation of alternatives to incarceration. Indeed, unlike penologists in the 19th century, Progressives expanded their rehabilitative efforts beyond the prison walls. They perceived the exclusive use of prison as a uniform, inflexible, and therefore ineffective reaction to criminality. Their purpose thus was to provide new sentencing options for individuals who need to be rehabilitated in more natural setting.

In the Progressives’ correctional system, the individualization of treatment began in court (Rothman, 1980). Once the offender was pronounced guilty, the judge appointed the probation officer to conduct a presentence investigation and submit a presentence report. This report informed judges with knowledge on the convicted offender’s personal history, education and early life, family and neighborhood, home situation, industrial history, and personality. Judges had a wide discretion to decide whether offenders would be rehabilitated in the community or in prison. In this regard, “the personal characteristics of the offender, not the actual crime, were to guide the decision” (p. 63).

Convicted offenders released into the community were under “probation,” a supervision that limited their liberty. The probation officer carried out this supervision with a wide discretion but was expected to act as “counselor and policeman” (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982, p. 78). That is, this job required a sensitive understanding of the unique problems, a genuine respond to the particular needs, and a firm action to protect the public safety by “sending the unreformed to
prison for more intensive intervention” (Cullen & Gendreau, 2000, p. 117). This practice of probation became common between 1900 and 1920, and by 1930 “the federal government and thirty-six states had adult probation laws” (Rothman, 1980, p. 83).

For offenders who were sent to prison, Progressives supported a policy that replaced fixed sentences by sentences of indeterminate length. Like the new penologists, then, Progressives expected inmates to earn their release through rehabilitation. In that sense, confinement was essential because “many offenders required the restrictions of the prison and the experience of the intermediate sentence to be rehabilitated” (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982, p. 77).

During this time, Progressives also created parole boards to determine the precise moment of release and the condition of post-release supervision. Similar to probation officers, parole officers conducted an investigation to provide the parole board with knowledge on an offender’s criminality. Parole officers also supervised the released offenders both to help and police them. According to Rothman (1980), “by 1923, almost half of all inmates sentenced to state prisons were under an indeterminate sentence, and a little over half of all releases were under parole” (p. 44).

Among the various correctional reforms that transformed the abstract notion of the rehabilitative ideal into practice, the innovation of a separate juvenile justice system resembled the purest embodiment of the ideal. Within this system, ensuring the proper physical, mental and moral development of each child by a wide state’s discretionary authority had a solid sense. In this regard, the juvenile court was created as a mechanism of individualized treatment that was administrated under “the most flexible procedures” and aimed to “save” the wayward youth from life in crime (Rothman, 1980, p. 213). Unlike the adult system, the juvenile court was not concerned with the severity of the specific charge or even with the question of guilt. Instead, the
court was operated in a nonadversarial fashion to serve the best interests of the child. Overall, then, the juvenile court “seemed to represent a significant victory for humanity and progress” (p. 215). The first juvenile court opened in 1899, and by 1920 “all but three states had a special court for hearing juvenile cases, and every state permitted probation for youths” (Cullen & Jonson, 2012, p. 31).

According to Rothman (1980), however, salient discrepancies between the ideal and its implantation followed the development of the “new” correctional system. The main reasons for this inconsistency were the lack of knowledge about what caused an individual’s criminality and of how to translate the correctional principles into programs that would change the criminal behavior (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982). Nevertheless, reformers commonly attributed the inability to produce effective programs to organizational factors such as “the lack of resources and trained staff” (Cullen & Gendreau, 2000, p. 118). According to Cullen and Gendreau (2001), such reaction to the programs failures reflected the criminologists’ professional ideology. That is, their ideological commitment to rehabilitation drew their attention away from considering the whole progressive’s enterprise.

Despite the difficulties, reformers thus were very optimistic about the future of correctional rehabilitation and continued to develop the correctional system (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982). In 1954, for an example, the “American Prison Association” pledged the rehabilitative ideal by changing its name to “the American Correctional Association.” This commitment to correct offenders turned into a concrete impact when the variation of correctional programs in prison was extended. The “correctional institutions” then provided inmates with individual and group counseling, therapeutic milieu, work release and furloughs, collage education, and psychological classification systems (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982). In addition, creative experiments
in rehabilitation also spread beyond the prison walls. During the 1960s, the correctional field sought to professionalize the practice of community-based treatment programs and called for reintegrating offenders into the community (Cullen & Gendreau, 2000).

During the 1950 to the late 1960s, then, rehabilitation “remained unchallenged as the dominant correctional ideology” (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982, p. 82). In this regard, Allen (1981) ascribed the ability of the rehabilitative ideal to remain persuasive paradigm to the vitality of two cultural factors. One factor was the common faith in the ability to change criminal behavior. This faith reflected a confidence in the capacity of the social institutions to transform offenders into law-abiding citizens “in good faith.” The second cultural factor that allowed the rehabilitative ideal to remain dominant was the existence of common values. That is, the individuals and the state shared a consensus about the goals of rehabilitation and the way to achieve them.

As the American society entered the late 1960s, the consensus over many social issues started to crack. Within the correctional system, confidence in the model of individualized treatment collapsed and the legitimacy of the rehabilitative ideal suffered a sudden decline. In few years the support for the rehabilitative efforts rapidly diminished to a level that, “it had common to ask, is rehabilitation dead?” (Cullen, 2013, p. 314). The next section, then, will delineate how this crisis in the philosophy of rehabilitation became real.

THE DECLINE OF THE REHABILITATIVE IDEAL

From mid-1960s to the mid-1970s, the philosophy of rehabilitation experienced a sudden decline in legitimacy, “moving from decades-long ideological hegemony to complete disrepute” (Cullen, 2013, p. 305). This decline is often linked to “cataclysmic changes” that transpired in the American society at that time (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982; Allen, 1981; Cullen & Gendreau,
According to Cullen & Jonson (2012), America was thrown into turbulence especially “marked by the Civil Rights Movement, urban riots, the Vietnam War and accompanying protest, the shooting at Kent State and Attica, Watergate and related political scandals, and escalating crime rates” (p. 33).

This ongoing social unrest troubled those on both the left and right political wings of American society. More and more citizens came to question the legitimacy of the prevailing social order and the methods that the government used to maintain it. As the 1970s progressed, the United State faced a radical loss of confidence in its political and social institutions. Indeed, this was a legitimacy crisis, “a confidence gap between the public and the government” (Cullen & Gendreau, 2001, p. 323). For many citizens, the ongoing events caused them to question whether the state could be trusted to govern American society. Importantly, however, conservatives and liberals interpreted the crisis in different ways.

**Conservative and Liberal Attacks**

Citizens that held a conservative perspective viewed the events and saw a social disorder—a break down of law and order. Conservatives watched how numerous political protests throughout the nation often became a stage for direct confrontation with state authority. In addition, they recognized a deep erosion of traditional American moral values, especially those that related to obedience to authority, education, and family. During this period, “crime” became a real threat in the life of many citizens and was perceived as an “a codebook for all that was wrong with American society” (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982, p. 93). In this regard, conservatives displayed a keen sensitivity to the public’s fears of increasing crime.

Conservatives mistrusted the welfare state and perceived its ideology as the source of society’s disruption. In the area of crime policy, they blamed the ideology and practice of
rehabilitation for allowing lawlessness to flourish. First, conservatives argued that rehabilitation encouraged criminals to externalize responsibility. That is, advocates of rehabilitation assumed that the causes of crime have social or innate sources and thus enabled offenders to neutralize their irresponsible choices—to believe that their criminal acts were the result of circumstances beyond their control. Second, conservatives blamed the ideology of rehabilitation for the leniency of the correctional system. They stated that one of the major obstacles to maintaining the social order was the due process legislation that protected the rights of suspects, defendants, and inmates. According to conservatives, this legislation sent a dangerous message to offenders: that whatever they did wrong, the law would be on their side. Moreover, they argued, that the therapeutic attitude of the correctional system signaled offenders that future convictions would result with a lenient reaction. That is, judges and parole boards would focus on offenders’ needs and would use their discretion to release them back to the community.

Conservatives, then, opposed the notion of rehabilitating offenders and perceived it as an illegitimate practice. Within the therapeutic state, they asserted, crime had become a rational—“crime paid”—because it brought rewards and posed few risks of punishment (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982). Conservatives thus contended that the best way to stop chaos in society was to implement laws that “severely limit[ed] the discretion exercised by judges and liberal parole boards” (p. 97). Specifically, they proposed to replace indeterminate sentences with determinate sentences. Judges, then, would no longer have the discretion to impose lenient sentences. Instead, they would have to impose the sentences mandated by the law. Conservative legislators could then pass laws that inflicted harsh sentences on offenders for the crime they committed.

As an alternative to the leniency of the “therapeutic state,” conservatives thus argued that the solution to the crime problem was to “get tough” with offenders. This demand rested on their
assumption that engaging in crime was due to a rational choice. That is, conservatives assumed that a conscious assessment of costs and benefits determined whether a person would choose to act. Crime, in their sense, resulted from a perception that the benefits (satisfaction) from the illegal act outweigh its costs (punishment).

Conservatives thus believed that punitive policies would solve the crime problem—it would transform criminality into an irrational choice. Their suggestion was to inflict harsh sentences to deter both the active criminals (i.e., specific deterrence) and potential criminals (i.e., general deterrence). In addition, conservatives advocated for sentencing policies that would send hardened offenders for lengthy prison terms. Thus, they supported laws that would impose prison terms on all criminals who committed serious offenses (i.e., collective incapacitation) or those who were chronic offenders (i.e., specific incapacitation).

Liberals, on the other side of the political spectrum, perceived the social turbulence in different terms than conservatives. While conservatives traditionally believed that rehabilitation was a false premise and were eager to demolish its dominancy, liberals experienced the events as a continuing disenchantment with their own ideology. During the late 1960s and the 1970s, then, liberals could no longer maintain their faith in a state that no longer seemed designed to reflect the liberal reaction to crime. During this time, they eventually detached themselves from the hope of a welfare state that promised to do good, and came to “doubted both the willingness and capacity of the government to achieve a equitable and human society” (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982, p. 104).

Moreover, liberals suddenly realized that the problems in the correctional system stemmed not from “the absent of a genuine commitment to treatment” but from “the very presence of rehabilitative ideology and practice” (p. 111, emphasis in original). That is,
rehabilitation was no longer viewed as a humane ideal. Instead, liberals asserted that rehabilitation became a “dangerous myth that has long been used by the state to justify the unconscionable victimization of offenders” (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982, p. 125).

For the first time then liberals started to question the fundamental assumptions that followed the development of the therapeutic state for one and a half centuries. Indeed, for liberals, the idea that “the rehabilitative ideal was not flawed and fixable but rotten to the core” was a paradigmatic shift (Cullen, 2013, p. 316). In this sense, liberals abandoned their own social welfare ideology. According to Cullen and Gilbert (1982), liberals rejected rehabilitation for three reasons: the theory of rehabilitation was flawed and thus futile, the therapeutic system inflicted an excessive punishment on offenders, and the administration of individualized treatment was unjust. These types of liberal criticism on rehabilitation led to the decline of the rehabilitative ideal and therefore merits close examination.

The first type of criticism was directed toward the inherent problems in the theory of rehabilitation. These problems, liberals argued, indicated that “rehabilitation efforts are futile and wasteful” (“nothing works”) (Garland, 2001, p. 70). One problematic issue was the reliance of correctional rehabilitation on positivistic criminology. That is, liberals advocated against the notion that the rehabilitative process required a change in offenders’ criminogenic conditions. Instead, they contended that the roots of crime lay in the “structural features of an unjust society” (p. 113). Moreover, similar to conservatives, liberal in the 1970s followed the classical school of criminology and advocated that crime was the outcome of a rational decision. For liberals, however, crime was a rational reaction of people who had to take decisions in harsh and unjust social circumstance.
Another problem in the theory of rehabilitation, liberals argued, was the assumption that the way inmates behaved in prison would predict their behavior after released. According to liberal scholars, this assumption was flawed because prison officials did not have the scientific expertise to predict inmates’ future behavior. That is, correctional rehabilitation had no capacity to identify inmates’ criminogenic propensities and to deliver effective intervention. Therefore, they concluded, this problematic assumption led to the inaccurate prediction of which inmates were, or were not, judged to be “rehabilitated.” In addition, liberals argued firmly against the notion of enforced therapy and considered it as a theoretical flaw. They stated that this practice was ineffective because “people cannot be reformed against their will” (p. 116). Last, liberals dismissed the premise that rehabilitation would be achieved in prison. The corruptive nature of confinement, they asserted, is antithetical to any environment that aims to change offenders for the better.

The second type of liberal critique accused correctional rehabilitation for doing harm to offenders. That is, “rehabilitation makes offenders worse not better” (“everything backfires”) (Garland, 2001, p. 70). Liberals claimed that, in practice, “the system is using the mask of benevolence to do considerable harm” (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982, p. 119). Liberals, for example, perceived sentences of indeterminate length “as a ruthless weapon to coerce inmate conformity” (p. 120). Their argument was that under the policy of indeterminate prison term, the original condition of release was distorted. That is, the power to grant release was not used to promote inmates’ reintegration into society but rather to serve custodial goals—the need to maintain order and to prevent escapes (Cullen, 2013). Therefore, they claimed that inmates experienced coercion not correction. Rothman (1980) described the mechanism of this therapeutic endeavors
and concluded that, “In the end, when conscience and convenience met, convenience won. When treatment and coercion met, coercion won” (p. 10).

Liberals thus were convinced that correctional rehabilitation in prison would inevitably be corrupted and be harmful. In this regard, they also mentioned the uncertainty of release under an indeterminate prison term as another harmful aspect of correctional rehabilitation. Liberals also criticized the nature of the therapeutic techniques as a harmful aspect of rehabilitation. They asserted that under the cloak of a benevolent scientific approach, the correctional system used inhuman behavioral techniques such as electroshock therapy, sterilization, and psychosurgery. In addition, liberals claimed that the use of positive and negative reinforcement in institutions was corrupted to achieve compliance.

The third type of liberal’s criticism claimed that rehabilitation should be rejected because it allowed the administration of injustice. Liberals contended that rehabilitation “undermined fundamental values such as moral autonomy, the rights of the individual, due process and the rule of law” (“justice is in jeopardy”) (Garland, 2001, p. 70). In this regard, they stated that the administration of individualized treatment created official decisions that were both “excessively arbitrary and capricious” and “blatantly discriminatory” (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982, p. 124).

Specifically, liberals argued that judges had no expertise to decide how each offender should be rehabilitated, and thus the decision-making in court relied on their personal tendencies. Such subjective decisions, they asserted, led to diversity in punishment for crimes that committed under identical circumstances. Moreover, liberals accused, the subjectivity in court discriminated the poor and minority offenders. That is, “racial stereotypes shaped sentencing and subsequent decisions” (Cullen, 2013, p. 316). In addition, as mentioned above, liberals
also argued against the harmful way prison officials administered their unfettered discretion to abuse inmates.

Taken together, these three reasons to reject rehabilitation reflected the cognitive shift that liberals experienced during the 1970s. In essence, for these liberals, these fundamental critiques “render[ed] the treatment enterprise fully illegitimate” (Cullen, 2013, p. 317). By 1975, then, liberals mistrusted the welfare state and agreed that the correctional system should abandon “the false hopes for a criminal justice system that would do good” (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982, p. 125). As an alternative to the rehabilitative ideal, liberal scholars proposed a model that would reflect their perception of justice—the “justice model” of correction.

The justice model consisted of several assumptions that, together, aimed to reorganize the correctional process (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982; Cullen & Jonson, 2012). First, sanctions should be based on “just deserts” and not on individualized treatment. That is, punishment would fit the crime and not the criminal, and the abusive link between rehabilitation and liberty would be eliminated. Second, laws should narrow the range of punishment that judges can impose for each criminal offense. That is, liberals hoped to eliminate the disparity and discrimination in sentencing by creating clear sentencing guidelines. Third, indeterminate sentences must be replaced by determinate sentence. Liberals perceived this change as a fundamental factor to protect offenders from being abused by state officials.

The fourth assumption of the justice model required the abolition of parole boards and parole release. That is, under determinate sentencing, and without the link between treatment progress and release, parole boards would no longer be needed. Fifth, prison terms should be short and “reserved for only the most serious crimes” (Cullen & Jonson, 2012, p. 58). This liberal assumption aimed to minimize both the deprivation of liberty and the criminogenic
impact of prison. Sixth, prisons should be a safe and just place. This liberals’ image of prison involved prison officials that treat offenders in a non-abusive manner, inmates that have access to civil rights, penalties that would be regulated according to due process principles, and inmates that would practice self-government. Liberals thus wanted to ensure that beyond the loss of liberty, inmates would not suffer additional pain. Seventh, participation in treatment programs should be voluntary. This assumption was intended to eliminate the harmful consequences of enforced therapy. Liberals believed that voluntary participation in treatment programs would create an authentic motivation to change.

From mid-1960s to the mid-1970s, then, conservatives and liberals joined forces to solve what they perceived as the failure of American criminal justice. Indeed, although conservatives and liberals had different motivation, they called for similar policies: to abandon the therapeutic ideology and indeterminate sentence, and to replace it by “the principles of just desert and determinacy” (Cullen & Gilbert, 1982, p. 91).

**Martinson and the Nothing Works Doctrine**

In the spring of 1974, advocates of rehabilitation experienced a devastating strike that ended up the case against its legitimacy. In this year, Robert Martinson published the results of the most extensive evaluation study that had been conducted on the effectiveness of correctional treatment (Cullen and Gilbert, 1982; Allen, 1981). Martinson (1974) presented findings from a larger project that was initiated in 1966 by New York State, was completed in 1970, and was fully published in 1975 (see Lipton, Martinson, & Wilks, 1975). This project was designated to provide an answer to the general question: Does rehabilitation work?

Martinson and his colleagues used “rigorous standards to select and analyze” 231 controlled studies, conducted from 1945 to 1967 (Cullen, 2013, p. 326). In his article, Martinson
(1974) reviewed the effectiveness of several “treatment methods” such as education and vocational training, individual counseling, group counseling, milieu therapy, psychotherapy, imprisonment (sentence length and degree of security), medical treatment, “decarceration,” probation, and parole. The analysis of these approaches led him to report that “With few and isolated exceptions the rehabilitative efforts that have been reported so far have had no appreciable effect on recidivism” (p. 25). Martinson then moved beyond his findings and stated a conclusion that reflected a pessimistic attitude toward rehabilitation. In the final section of his article, Martinson raised the possibility that the efforts to rehabilitate offenders were futile due to an inherent theoretical flaw. That is, “education at its best, or that psychotherapy at its best, cannot overcome, or even appreciably reduce, the powerful tendency for offenders to continue in criminal behavior” (p. 49).

This notion that “nothing works” to reform offenders became a doctrine that had a tremendous impact on policymakers and criminologists. The appeal of this doctrine, however, stemmed more from its historical context than from the scientific aspects of Martinson’s evaluation. That is, by the time Martinson published his study “many criminologists—and other commentators on corrections—had already decided that rehabilitation was a failed enterprise” (Cullen & Gendreau, 2000, p. 122). In the mid-1970s, Martinson (1974) thus served as the final scientific proof to those who argued for a correctional system that should reject the existing social welfare approach and therapeutic principles in favor of either the justice model (advocated by liberals) or the get-tough crime-control model (advocated by conservatives) (Cullen and Gilbert, 2013).

In this regard, Cullen (2013) details three consideration that ascribe the popularity of Martinson’s “nothing works” doctrine to the historical context. First, Martinson was not the first
one to show the ineffectiveness of correctional interventions (Cullen & Gendreau, 2000). That
is, in the 1950s and the 1960s, scholars conducted reviews of empirical studies and presented
negative results. However, those reviews emphasized the need for treatment integrity and did
not present estimations that undermined the theoretical aspects of rehabilitation. Second, in
1979, Martinson published another evaluation that analyzed 555 studies and, in fact, renounced
his nothing works claim (Martinson, 1979). However, the new evidence did not convince others
“to follow Martinson in reconsidering their rejection of rehabilitation,” and “was largely
ignored” (Cullen, 2013, p. 328).

The third consideration that shows how the influence of Martinson (1974) relates to the
social context in that time is the way it was accepted by criminologists. In the 1970s,
criminologists did not approach Martinson’s doctrine with a critical examination of his report
and did not try to address methodological flaws that could challenge the pessimistic conclusion.
Instead, criminologists approached Martinson (1974) with an attitude that “sought to show that
‘nothing works’ when ‘state control’ is exercised” and to argue “that larger social justice is the
solution to crime” (Cullen & Gendreau, 2001, p. 333). In other words, the “nothing works”
doctrine became part of the field’s “professional ideology” (Cullen & Gendreau, 2001).
Therefore, criminologists in the 1970s welcomed Martinson’s “nothing works” doctrine and
accepted it “uncritically, abandoning the core norm of science that scholars subject empirical
claims to organized skepticism” (Cullen, 2013, p. 328).

Indeed, by the mid-1975, the legitimacy of rehabilitative ideal was at rock bottom—
Martinson’s study seemed to end the debate on the potential merit of rehabilitation. This article
symbolized a solid “proof that rehabilitation was a failed and thus indefensible enterprise.”
Martinson’s “nothing works” doctrine thus “quickly became accepted as a criminological fact—both within academia and among policy makers” (Cullen & Gilbert, 2013, p. 200).

Retrospectively, however, Martinson’s study reframed the debate on rehabilitation and established a silver lining that enabled to reaffirm its legitimacy. That is, Martinson (1974) transformed the debate “from a broad and complex critique of the welfare state into the narrower and simpler issue of effectiveness” (Cullen, 2013, p. 329). In other words, the argument over which correctional theory should take precedence in guiding the correctional system’s policies and practice increasingly became seen as a matter of evidence (Cullen & Gilbert, 2013). Martinson ironically paved the one way for advocates of offender treatment to restore legitimacy to the rehabilitative ideas: They needed to accumulate sufficient empirical evidence to show that treatment programs reduced recidivism—that is, they needed to show that the nothing works doctrine was wrong and the rehabilitation did in fact work.

The next section thus will follow the way that allowed rehabilitation to be reaffirmed. Specifically, this section will present the evidence that enabled rehabilitation to regain its credibility as a correctional theory that can guide effective interventions with offenders.

**REAFFIRMING REHABILITATION**

In the mid-1970s, Martinson’s (1974) publication sounded the death knell for the field of correctional intervention. Rehabilitation then became a deserted ideology that struggled defenseless against policy makers, academician, and practitioners that believed in the “nothing works doctrine.” After all, “If Martinson was right, then it made little sense to continue any conversation about the value of rehabilitation” (Cullen & Gilbert, 2013, p. 200).

This section thus describes how advocates of rehabilitation reacted to this doctrine. Essentially, rehabilitation was reaffirmed primarily by efforts of scholars to show empirically
that offender treatment was effective. Chronologically, the accumulation of the empirical evidence that supported rehabilitation began with reassessing the findings in Martinson (1974). That is, Palmer (1975) recounted the statistically significant outcomes of studies mentioned in Martinson’s review and provided different empirical perspective. In the late 1970s, scholars continued to conduct narrative reviews that challenged the nothing works doctrine. These reviews examined the results of individual studies that evaluated treatment programs (Gendreau & Ross, 1979). This section then discusses how the ongoing empirical findings during the 1980s contradicted Martinson’s premise that “nothing works” (Gendreau & Ross, 1987).

The second part of this section will describe the rehabilitation efforts since the early 1990s. Specifically, this section will present the findings from the meta-analyses reviews. In fact, this quantitative research synthesis was the methodological breakthrough that allowed rehabilitation to be reaffirmed beyond a reasonable doubt.

**Narrative Reviews**

In 1975, the legitimacy of correctional rehabilitation made the first step toward restoration. Ted Palmer, a researcher psychologist, doubted the empirical validity of Martinson’s conclusion and thus examined “whether this conclusion takes account of the facts that were presented” (Palmer, 1975, p. 133). Palmer (1975) analyzed Martinson (1974) and developed a “systematic rebuttal of Martinson’s ‘nothing works’ conclusion” (Cullen, 2005, p. 9). According to Cullen (2005), his study presented three important conclusions. The first was the empirical refutation of Martinson’s statement that his study contained “only ‘few and isolated’ instances of treatment effectiveness” (p. 9). In his article, Palmer broke down 82 individuals studies, cited in
Martinson (1974), into four categories that indicated different degrees of effectiveness.¹ Then he counted how many studies presented outcomes that reflected either “positive,” “partly positive,” “ambiguous,” or “negative” effect on recidivism. The findings showed that 39 studies of 82 had either positive or partly positive effect on recidivism. In other words, rehabilitation efforts worked in 48 percent of the studies in Martinson (1974).

The second important conclusion that could be drawn from Palmer (1975) was the link between Martinson’s methodology and his conclusion that nothing worked. In this regard, Palmer noted that Martinson and his colleagues set a rigorous criterion for “success.” That is, only a “treatment method” that always worked was considered as a “successful treatment.” Therefore, when Martinson found that within each treatment method some programs were effective and some were not (i.e., inconsistent effect), he jumped to conclusion that we cannot expect that any treatment program would be reliable enough to reduce recidivism through rehabilitation.

Martinson’s qualitative judgment thus affected his interpretation. In fact, while Martinson interpreted the negative results in each treatment method as evidence of failure, Palmer interpreted the positive results in each method as evidence of success. Within the social context of the 1970s, however, Martinson’s analytic framework could not be considered as an innocent perspective or an “inaccurate description of individual studies” (Palmer, 1975, p. 150). Indeed, Martinson’s criterion of success might have reflected a “confirmation bias” in his work—a deliberately searched for evidence that would confirm his belief that nothing works to reform offenders (see Cullen & Gendreau, 2001; Kahneman, 2011).

¹ Due to selection bias, Palmer (1975) excluded studies that discussed the effect of sentence length or degree of security on recidivism (those studies considered by Palmer as inevitably leading to a positive effect; see fn. 10).
The third conclusion was that Martinson’s expected each treatment method to have the same effect “for all or nearly all offenders” (Palmer, 1975, p. 150). That is, Palmer pointed at the fact that Martinson ignored the possibility that “some methods are nevertheless of value to at least some offenders” (p. 149, emphasis in original). Palmer (1975) then suggested an alternative perspective on the observed effects. He proposed that the findings reflected a pattern that was influenced by other intervening factors such as offender characteristics, type of treatment setting, and type of worker or service provider. Palmer (1975) called then to researchers to move from searching methods of treatment that hold a “answer” for all offenders to research that focus on “which methods work best for which types of offenders, and under what conditions or in what types of setting” (p. 150, emphasis in original).

In the 1970s, Palmer’s work refuted Martinson’s article but did not inspire the correctional field to question the underlie premises of the “nothings works doctrine.” Indeed, in times when this doctrine became “a matter of almost religious faith” a single narrative review could be easily ignored (Cullen, 2013, p. 329). Martinson (1974) thus remained the “final word” for many criminologists, an essay that coincided conveniently “empirical reality and their ideological preferences” (Cullen & Gendreau, 2000, p. 131).

In 1979, Paul Gendreau and Robert Ross joined Palmer in challenging Martinson’s doctrine. They stated that those who embraced Martinson’s conclusion not only ignored critical literature but also seemed indifferent to the fact that Martinson’s research team relied on research published before 1967. Gendreau and Ross (1979) then presented an extensive narrative review of the literature on correctional treatment—95 studies published between 1973 and 1978. Their review presented clear evidence of success in correctional rehabilitation and emphasized the
important advances in rehabilitation ignored by Martinson. Cullen and Gendreau (2000) drew three major conclusions from this article.

First, Gendreau and Ross (1979) argued for a consensus among behavioral scientists that criminal behavior is learned. They claimed that Martinson incorrectly premised that “criminal offenders are incapable of relearning or of acquiring new behaviors” (pp. 465-466). Their review then presented how behaviorally oriented programs successfully changed offenders’ behavior in various situations and services. Specifically, they found reduction in recidivism in treatment programs that prompted and maintained behavior through a manipulation of rewards or reinforcements (*direct learning*—e.g., behavioral contract, token economy) and in programs that also focused on offenders’ observation and imitation (*vicarious learning*—e.g., role modeling, role playing, peer group interaction). In addition, the review showed better results for programs that employed a combination of treatment methods (i.e., multimodal approach) rather than relying on a single method. The authors concluded that this finding reflected different learning styles among individuals and thus the importance of matching individual’s learning ability and the delivered service.

Second, Gendreau and Ross (1979) followed Palmer (1975) and emphasized the importance of the interactions between individual differences, type of treatment, and setting. Their review found that such interaction increased “dramatically” the success of treatment methods (for example, in interventions that employed diversion, behavioral contracts, family interaction, contingency management, probation, or counseling) (Gendreau & Ross, 1979, p. 486).

Third, Gendreau and Ross (1979) considered lack of therapeutic integrity as a major cause of programs’ failure (Cullen & Gendreau, 2000). Their review thus called on researchers
to pay attention to the link between the original theoretical plan of the program and the actual way that it was eventually carried out. Specifically, they emphasized the following questions: “To what extent do treatment personnel actually adhere to the principles and employ the techniques of the therapy they purport to provide? To what extent are the treatment staff competent? How hard do they work? How much is treatment diluted in the correctional environment so that it becomes treatment in name only?” (Gendreau & Ross, 1979, p. 467).

In 1987, Gendreau and Ross continued to challenge the nothing works doctrine and to encourage the correctional field “to uncover what it is about programs that work that distinguishes them from programs that do not work” (Cullen & Gendreau, 2000, p. 129). They conducted another extensive narrative review of 130 studies published between 1981 and 1987. Their report analyzed the findings in various types of correctional interventions (e.g., biomedical, diversion, early/family intervention, education, getting tough, individual differences, parole/probation, restitution, and work) and offender populations (e.g., sex offenders, substance abusers, and violent offenders).

The findings in Gendreau and Ross (1987) presented updated support of correctional rehabilitation. In addition, the review indicated that the ability of correctional intervention programs to reform offenders relied on “principles underlying effective rehabilitation” (p. 395). In this regard, although the review did not provide a structured guidance, an effort to evolve principles of effective correctional intervention could be drawn from their analysis.

First, as in the 1979 review, Gendreau and Ross (1987) continue to demonstrate that effective programs relied on learning theories. Moreover, the updated review clearly showed the progress that occurred during the 1980s in this field of knowledge. That is, effective treatment programs designed to change both observed behavior and the way in which offenders think (i.e.,
offenders’ cognitive process and skills). Specifically, the review indicated several successful programs that designed to enhance offenders’ problem-solving skills and to redirect their beliefs, values, and attitudes (i.e., cognitive restructuring).

Second, Gendreau and Ross (1987) continued to advocate the interaction of individual differences, type of treatment, and settings as a factor that influenced the results. This review thus investigated this premise by examining only treatment programs “in which a component of individual difference was the primary concern” (p. 371). One type of findings indicated a link between offender’s personality or cognitive reasoning structure and antisocial behavior. Another type of findings demonstrated the importance of the match between offender’s learning ability and the level of functioning required in a program (e.g., taking into account offender’s low cognitive functioning). The last type of findings was the connection between offenders’ level of risk (to recidivate) and the effectiveness treatment programs. This pattern of results reflected a potential “to be the most potent individual-difference factor” (Gendreau & Ross, 1987, p. 373).

Specifically, the review showed that difference in recidivism “depending on whether high-risk cases received intensive services” and whether low-risk cases received ”relatively minimal attention” (p. 373).

Third, Gendreau and Ross (1987) noted that the challenge for the correctional field would be to implement and maintain the scientific knowledge within “the social service delivery systems provided routinely by government and private agencies”—the real world—“that is what doesn’t work!” (p. 395, emphasis in original). In this regard, they recommended on using risk assessment tools that would be represented by dynamic “personal needs” (e.g., degree of substance abuse, criminal thinking). In addition, they recommended on assigning high-risk offenders to program that would be tailored “to fit their abilities and learning style” (p. 374).
Overall, Gendreau and Ross (1987) showed that by the late 1980s many practitioners and researchers took rehabilitation seriously and focused on the developing methods, strategies, and approaches that resulted in effective treatment programs. Nevertheless, in those days, the significant advances in the correctional rehabilitation field only scratched the deeply entrenched “nothing works doctrine.” That is, many criminologist and policy makers already decided that treatment was ineffective and tended to dismiss the reviews as biased studies (Cullen, 2005). They accused thus that authors of reviews presented selective studies, employed subjective interpretation, presented the findings in a misleading way, and ignored other study characteristics that might provided alternative explanation to the results (Cullen & Gendreau, 2000).

These charges were well known to Gendreau and Ross (1987). In their review, then, they also assessed the evolving field of a quantitative approach to literature evaluation. They noted that the correctional field was about to experience a significant methodological leap. That is, “the development of statistical syntheses of evaluation literature, particularly the technique known as meta-analysis…[was] considered in some quarters to represent a methodological breakthrough” (Gendreau and Ross, 1987, p. 391).

Meta-Analyses

By the end of the 1980s, there were already more than 400 controlled evaluations of intervention with offenders, and at least 40 percent of the better controlled studies “reported positive effects” (Andrews, Zinger, et al., 1990, p. 374). According to Palmer (1992), this ongoing research effort reflected a developing consensus that rehabilitation might be useful after all. However, the accumulating number of studies made it more and more difficult to conduct large narrative reviews that would reflect the findings from all the available research. Such an effort was important because narrative reviews of only a subset of studies could not overcome
the alleged flaws that the conclusions were contaminated by a subjective selection and interpretation (Whitehead & Lab, 1989).

Gaining more legitimacy for rehabilitation thus required a new, systematic way to address the findings from a large body of literature. That is, a reliable way was needed to overcome Martinson’s (1974, p. 22) observation that “we have able to draw very little on any systematic empirical knowledge about the success or failure that we have met when we have tried to rehabilitate offenders, with various treatments and in various institutional and non-institutional settings.” Fortunately, in the early 1990s, a new method of assessing extant studies emerged: the technique of meta-analysis (Gendreau & Ross, 1987; Lipsey, 1992; Lösel, 1995; Palmer, 1992). Meta-analysis was used by scholars to provide a quantitative answer to the issues of what works in correctional rehabilitation.

In a nutshell, meta-analysis is a statistical method to summarize the findings of multiple independent research studies, which can run into the hundreds, on the same topic. Lipsey and Wilson (2001), for example, define meta-analysis as a “form of survey research in which research reports, rather than people, are surveyed” (p. 1). In practice, meta-analysis is conducted through the following steps (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001): researchers (1) form a research question, (2) search for all the potential relevant research studies, (3) apply a criteria to maximize the inclusion of only relevant studies, and (4) establish coding form to identify explanatory, outcome, and moderator variables. Then, they (5) “interview” each research study according to the coding form and (6) calculate the precise effect size between each study and the outcome variables. In the last steps of the assessment, (7) the effects are statistically analyzed to provide the distribution of effect sizes and make statistical inferences. In addition, researchers may also
conducted a multivariate analysis to determine the degree to which the values of a moderating variables influence the relationship between the independent variable and the outcome variable.

In analyzing correctional rehabilitation studies, the outcome variable is often recidivism. In this regard, the effect sizes from the meta-analysis indicate that, on average, the intervention increased (positive effect size), had no effect (zero effect), or decrease recidivism (negative effect size). This effect size often reflects the effect of the treatment as a whole on recidivism (the “overall effect size”), but it can also reflect how other factors in the research study relate to recidivism. The salient contribution of meta-analytic technique thus is the ability to measure these effect sizes while minimizing the opportunities for biased interpretation. That is, by using meta-analytic technique, researchers can estimate empirically the impact of moderating variables in categories such as individual characteristics, study methods, type of intervention, settings, and the quantity and quality of treatment provided.

Within the field of corrections, the quantitative nature of the meta-analytic technique was crucial in changing skeptical views about the efficacy of interventions. In contrast to the narrative reviews, the interpretation of findings in the meta-analyses was short and clear. That is, the outcome in those reviews was simply a number—the effect size of the defined categories. Indeed, the quantitative nature of meta-analysis produced an outcome that was not only simple to grasp but also allowed more objective interpretation of the findings. Skeptical scholars thus could use the code form and the criteria for the inclusion of studies to replicate the decision-making that led to particular conclusions.

In addition, the meta-analytic technique was established as a better alternative to the vote-counting method. That is, while the vote-counting method summarized the knowledge by counting the number of studies that found positive effect on recidivism, the meta-analytic
technique provided a much more sophisticated tool to assess the data. Overall, then, meta-analytic technique offered a reliable methodology to face the general question: does offenders can be rehabilitated? Moreover, it could also clarify the pattern of results and thus answer the more specific questions: What does not work? What does work? And what factors moderate the outcome in correctional interventions?

Since the publication of the first meta-analysis research review that focused on treatment of offenders (Garrett, 1985), approximately 100 meta-analyses were used to assess the effectiveness of correctional treatment (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a; Lipsey & Cullen, 2007; Lösel, 1995; McGuire, 2004; McGuire, 2013). Those reviews covered various of areas such as juvenile offenders, offense type or offender classification (e.g., sex offenders, violent offenders, drink-driving, personally disorder), types of punitive sanctions, and specific types of interventions (e.g., education and vocation, socio-therapeutic prison, cognitive-behavioral, family-based, school-based, substance abuse, restorative justice) (McGuire, 2004). In addition, reviews have been designed to test specific hypotheses (e.g., the differential impact of gender, ethnic minority, age group, or adherence to certain correctional principles). Overall, these meta-analyses provided two key findings that challenged Martinson’s “nothing works” doctrine. First, across all types of interventions, the average effect size showed reduction in recidivism. The second key finding was the considerable heterogeneity of effect sizes across the interventions.

**Overall Effect Size.** The purpose of estimating the overall effect size across all types of correctional interventions is to know whether rehabilitation works in general. In fact, such assessment of the average effect size covers a broad spectrum of interventions without making any distinction by type of programs. That is, the estimation of the overall effect size reflects a broad perspective of society’s correctional efforts that consist of the wide range of strategies,
programs, policies, and interventions that in use in correction. That is, such efforts include not only programs that aim to alter the behavior, attitude, or the emotional state of offenders in a supportive and constructive process (Mackenzie, 2006) but also programs with primarily punitive orientation (i.e., deterrence-oriented correctional interventions), community restraints (e.g., surveillance, supervision), and programs that aim to alter the behavior, attitude, or the emotional state of offenders in a supportive and constructive process (Mackenzie, 2006).

Lösel (1995) faced this task and assessed the outcomes in 13 meta-analyses published between 1985 and 1995. This review covered a total of more than 500 evaluation studies that were conducted with both adults and juveniles in community-based and residential correctional intervention. Lösel indicated that the treatment effect sizes in the literature varied between 0.05 (Lipsey, 1992) and 0.18 (Garrett, 1985). Then, he estimated the overall effect size of correctional interventions after considering the studies’ sample sizes and potential methodological biases (e.g., variation in the study designed, publication bias, juveniles versus adults). Lösel’s (1995) conclusion was that “the mean effect of all assessed studies probably has a size of about 0.10” (p. 89). This correlation of 0.10 means that the average percentage points of recidivism rate for the treatment group, across all intervention studies, was 10 percentage points lower than the recidivism rate for the control group.

During the last two decades, the estimation that the overall effect size of correctional interventions is approximately 0.10 was endorsed by several studies conducted by diverse scholars (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a; Cullen & Jonson, 2012; Lipsey & Cullen, 2007; McGuire, 2004; Redondo, Sanchez-Meca & Garrido, 1999). These scholars shared a consensus about three interrelated aspects of this general estimation. One agreed-upon aspect is that the overall effect size is modest but not inconsequential. On one hand, then, broad classification of effect sizes
leads to conclusion that the general impact of correctional interventions on recidivism was small (Cohen, 1992). On the other hand, scholars agreed that this value is not without practical significant. This perspective relies mainly on practical reasons—“better alternatives are not available” and such reduction is potentially cost effective (Lösel, 1995, p. 91). In practical words thus, the overall effect size on recidivism cannot be overlooked, “especially when dealing with high-risk offenders” (Cullen, 2013, p. 338).

The second agreed-upon aspect is that the overall effect size shows a reliable positive impact of correctional intervention programs on recidivism. That is, rehabilitation programs worked. This positive effect, then, reflects solid evidence that refutes a fundamental premise of Martinson’s “nothing works” doctrine—offenders can be reformed by intentional correctional interventions. For example, this interpretation of the findings was so clear to Lipsey (1995) that he concluded that “It is no longer constructive for researchers, practitioners and policymakers to argue about whether delinquency treatment and related rehabilitative approaches ‘work’ as if that were a question that could be answered with simple ‘yes’ or ‘no.’ As a generality, treatment clearly works” (p. 78).

The third consensual aspect is the fact that the pattern of the data in rehabilitation treatment is much more informative than the overall effect size. Indeed, researchers stated that “the most general and striking findings of research on this topic is the great variability of the recidivism effects across different treatments and different studies” (Lipsey & Cullen, 2007, p. 306). That is, some programs were more effective than others. As it will be discussed next, the positive overall effect size provided researchers a solid ground to move on for identifying and investigating the sources of this variability.
**Heterogeneity in Effect Size.** The second key finding from the meta-analyses literature was that treatment effect across studies was heterogeneous, not homogeneous. That is, meta-analyses found a spectrum of treatment effect sizes that stretched from studies with negative effect value (increased recidivism) to studies that showed a positive value (up to 30 percentage points reduction in recidivism). Essentially, this consistent phenomenon refutes Martinson’s conclusion that the treatment effect is uniformly weak across all type of interventions. Researchers thus investigated this variation to provide more reliable answers to “what works best, for whom, under what circumstances, and why” (Lipsey & Cullen, 2007, p. 307).

Since the early 1990s, researchers who conducted meta-analyses adopted one of the two research strategies to investigate what works in correctional rehabilitation (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a; Lipsey, 2009; Lipsey & Cullen, 2007; Lipsey et al., 2010). The first type of research strategy was to conduct meta-analyses that focused on one type of program or program area (e.g., boot camps, cognitive-behavioral therapy, family therapy), on one type of offender (e.g., substance abuse), or on a particular program (e.g., multisystemic therapy, functional family therapy). This strategy, which was used in most of the reviews, produced reliable information about the effectiveness of particular topics and generally confirmed the effectiveness of rehabilitation. However, those studies revealed only a limited aspect of treatment effectiveness. That is, it was “difficult to piece such meta-analyses together into a overall picture of current knowledge about the nature of the most effective programs” (Lipsey et al., 2010, p. 21).

An alternative way to conduct meta-analyses was a comprehensive research review that investigated the entire body of literature. This second type of research strategy thus made it possible to examine the relative effectiveness of different program types and approaches.
Moreover, it allowed researchers to identify the general factors that correlated with effective programs.

The meta-analysis literature presents two perspectives to conduct a comprehensive research on correctional interventions. One perspective is presented in Mark Lipsey’s work (Lipsey, 1992; Lipsey, 2009; Lipsey & Wilson, 1998). This perspective adopted an atheoretical and descriptive approach to investigate the variability of the recidivism effects. The second perspective is presented in the meta-analyses conducted by Don Andrews and his colleagues (Andrews & Bonta, 2006, 2010a; Andrews, Zinger, et al., 1990). Their perspective “test[ed] the hypothesis that interventions adhering to certain principles…would yield higher effect sizes than other types of work” (McGuire, 2004, p. 143). These two ways of conducting comprehensive meta-analysis outlined what “works” and what “does not work” in correctional rehabilitation and therefore merits close examination.

Mark Lipsey conducted a series of comprehensive meta-analyses that focused on the effects of intervention with juvenile offenders (Lipsey, 1992, 1995, 1999, 2009; Lipsey & Wilson, 1998). As mentioned above, Lipsey’s approach to research was atheoretical and essentially inductive. That is, “his analyses are not associated with theories of crime or even with theoretical positions in regard to the processes of behavioral influence and behavioral change” (Andrew & Bonta, 2010, p. 375). Instead, Lipsey’s work focused on the best way to measure the effect size after minimizing the opportunities for biased interpretation. For this task, Lipsey sorted studies into four categories: offenders’ characteristics, study methods, type of intervention, level of supervision and control, and amount and quality of service. His conclusions thus based on high quality research that assessed the relative contribution of numerous treatment variables after controlling for methodological variables.
In 2009, Lipsey presented the findings from his most updated database. This comprehensive study covered 361 primary research reports (with 548 independent study samples) conducted between 1958 and 2002. The findings in this study reconfirmed the conclusions from Lipsey’s previous work. In general, Lipsey (2009) found that treatment efforts result in a significant effect on recidivism even when the effects of the methodological variables and other nontreatment variables were controlled. Specifically, Lipsey’s research strategy presented three factors that were “found to be most relevant when considering what works best for reducing subsequent offense rates” (Lipsey et al., 2010, p. 23; Lipsey, 2009).

The first most relevant factor was the risk level of the juveniles. In Lipsey (2009), this factor was the most strongly and consistently related to recidivism effect (r = .42). That is, “interventions applied to juveniles with higher levels of delinquency risk were more effective, though that effect was offset somewhat if the juveniles had aggressive/violent histories” (pp. 143-144). This relationship between offenders’ level of risk and the effect size on recidivism echoed Lipsey’s previous comprehensive meta-analyses. Lipsey (1992) reported that “there was a slight tendency for studies of juveniles with higher risk level” (p. 121). In addition, Lipsey and Wilson (1998) supported the practice of targeting high-risk offenders “over the view that serious delinquents cannot be helped to reduce offending” (p. 338). Lipsey (2014) thus concluded that the risk level of the juvenile participants revealed as “a strong predictor of positive effects on subsequent offense rates…All else equal, effective programs produce larger effects for higher risk than lower risk juveniles” (p. 8).

The second most relevant factor found in Lipsey (2009) was the distinction between two broad types of interventions. That is, interventions that relied on “therapeutic” philosophy (categorized as counseling, skill training, restorative, and multiple services) had a stronger
impact on recidivism than interventions that adapted “strategies of control or coercion” (surveillance, deterrence, and discipline). Indeed, this broad pattern across studies was also found in Lipsey (1992) and in Lipsey and Wilson (1998). In the later study, for example, consistent evidence of positive effects was found for treatments that were service oriented (e.g., individual counseling, interpersonal skills, behavioral program) whereas interventions that focused on punitive orientation (e.g., “wilderness challenge” programs, deterrence programs) produced weak or zero effect.

The third important factor indicated in Lipsey (2009) was the consistent relationship between high quality of program implementation and reduction in recidivism. That is, the extent to which program did what it intended to do affected the outcome. Specifically, in this study, the effect in this study was measured by “a composite variable that combined two correlated features” (p. 136). One is the existence of any problem with implementation (e.g., high dropout rates, staff turnover, poorly trained personnel) and the other is the degree of researcher’s involvement in the delivery of the intervention. In essence, Lipsey (2009) confirmed the findings found in his previous work. That is, “treatments that were delivered by the researcher, or in which the researcher had a considerable influence, showed larger effect sizes” than treatments in which the evaluator was not part of the program team (Lipsey, 1992, p. 122). In addition, Lipsey and Wilson (1998) also indicated that in noninstitutional settings, “the less involved the researcher was in the design, planning, and delivery of treatment, the smaller the effect size (pp. 321-322). In respect to institutional settings, “studies in which there was indication of high monitoring yielded larger effects than those in which implementation integrity was rated as low” (p. 327).
Beyond these three most relevant factors reported by Lipsey (2009), another important finding related to what was not found as distinguishing factors. In this regard, the study could not distinguish between the relative impacts of the particular types of treatment. In addition, the study found that the level of juvenile justice supervision and control (settings) and the amount of service (measured by the variation in the duration and total hours of service) were not generally related to recidivism in intervention programs for juvenile. Moreover, interventions were equally effective for younger and older juveniles, for males and females, and for whites and minorities.

Overall, since the early 1990s, Lipsey’s studies have had an enormous impact on the correctional field, mainly due to the high quality of his research. In this regard, the fact that he was not “identified as a rehabilitation activists” (unlike other researchers who argued against the “nothing works” doctrine) also enhanced the reliability of his work (Cullen, 2005, p. 19).

Nevertheless, Lipsey’s atheoretical approach to research has a problematic aspect. That is, Lipsey’s practice to sort the studies into predefined types of treatment can be problematic when the analysis cannot statistically distinguish between the relative effect sizes of brand-name programs or generic type of programs (Lipsey & Cullen, 2007). In particular, Lipsey’s strategy has limited informative value because the data often revealed high within-category variations in effect sizes. For example, the effect sizes in generic program type (e.g., counseling or vocational training) were found as “vary from provider to provider.” In addition, “treatment elements are often mixed and combined in varied ways (e.g., drug-education classes combined with individual counseling and vocational training)” (p. 307). Therefore, without more details about what was actually done in the program, Lipsey’s atheoretical approach “can, at best, provide only general guidance for effective programs” (p. 309).
As mentioned above, in the early 1990s Donald Andrews and his colleagues established an alternative approach to conduct a comprehensive meta-analysis (Andrews, Zinger, et al., 1990; Andrews & Bonta, 2006, 2010a; Gendreau, 1996). As opposed to Lipsey’s atheoretical approach, they relied on the criminological and psychological literature. Essentially, they used the meta-analytic technique to test and develop their theoretical model of correctional assessment and rehabilitation. The premise of this model was that adherence to certain principles would result with the single strongest correlation of effect size.

In 1990, Andrews and his colleagues conducted the first meta-analyses that tested their model—the risk-need-responsivity approach (the RNR model). The presumption of this study was that rehabilitation works, and the “evidence of effective treatment was there from the earliest reviews” (Andrews, Zinger, et al., 1990, p. 371). In addition, they relied on the thesis that “the effectiveness of correctional treatment is dependent upon what is delivered to whom in particular settings” (p. 372; see also Gendreau & Ross, 1979, 1987; Palmer, 1975). In that sense, Andrews, Zinger, et al. (1990) assumed that the major sources of variation in correctional interventions were “the main and interaction effects of (a) preservice characteristics of offenders, (b) characteristics of correctional workers, (c) specifics of content and process of services planned and delivered, and (d) intermediate changes in the person and circumstances of individual offenders” (p. 372).

Then, with very limited empirical and theoretical guidance, Andrews, Zinger, et al. (1990) suggested the risk, need, and responsivity principles as three general characteristics of intervention that would explain the variability found in treatment effect. Moreover, their theoretical model suggested that adherence to these three principles would maximize the capacity of treatment to reduce recidivism. The next chapter will provide a broad discussion of the
theoretical and empirical development of the principles that formulate the RNR model. For the purpose of this section, however, these principles will be discussed in brief and in relation to findings from the meta-analyses.

In short, the risk principle indicates who should be treated. This principle suggests that “higher levels of service are best reserved for higher risk cases and that low-risk cases are best assigned to minimal service” (Andrews, Zinger, et al., 1990, p. 374). That is, the risk principle directs the correctional interventions to deliver treatment programs to higher risk cases rather than lower risk cases.

The need principle describes what should be treated. This principle “makes a distinction between criminogenic and noncriminogenic needs” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010b, p. 45). That is, the need principle suggests that correctional interventions should target criminogenic needs—“dynamic risk factors that, when changed, are associated with subsequent variation in the chances of criminal conduct” (Andrews & Bonta, 1990b, p. 374; emphasis in original). In parallel, correctional intervention should avoid addressing noncriminogenic need because a change in these needs will be efficient to reduce recidivism. In Andrews, Zinger, et al. (1990), the criminogenic needs were clustered under the domains of “antisocial attitude and associations,” “antisocial personality pattern,” family (parent characteristics, family structure, family cohesiveness), “chemical dependency,” and social achievement. In contrast, noncriminogenic needs included self-esteem, “increasing cohesiveness of antisocial peer groups,” and personal distress. Overall, therefore, the criminogenic needs were a “subset of risk factors” that was initially drawn from the theoretical perspective of “general personality and cognitive social learning,” as well as from the early studies that focused on prediction of risk (see the next chapter for further discussion) (Andrews & Bonta, 1990a, p. 31).
The *responsivity* principle addresses the *how* of intervention. That is, it identifies the styles and modes of service that is generally capable of influencing the criminogenic needs (“general responsivity”). Another aspect of the responsivity principle directs the rehabilitative effort to provide service that appropriately matched the learning style and the characteristic of the offenders (“specific responsivity”). Such individualized treatment takes into account the “strengths, ability, motivation, personality, and bio-demographic characteristics such as gender, ethnicity, and age” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010b, p. 47). In 1990, Andrews and his colleague viewed “appropriate correctional service” as a structured approached that “involve the use of behavioral and social learning principles of interpersonal influence, skill enhancement, and cognitive change” (Andrews, Zinger, et al., 1990, p. 375). In their meta-analyses, they focused solely on “general responsivity” that was coded as any social learning or cognitive-behavioral programs that used modeling, role-play, problem-solving, and graduate practice.

Andrews, Zinger, et al. (1990) assessed 80 studies that yielded 154 effect size estimates that tested the relationship between level of adherence to the RNR principles and reduction of recidivism. For this purpose, they examined the effectiveness of three categories of treatments that represented the level of adherence to the RNR principles (“inappropriate,” “appropriate,” and “unspecifed” correctional services). Another category (“criminal sanctions”) represented the effect of judicial process without any deliberate rehabilitative service. The analysis of the differential effect of these categories revealed that the average effect of programs that followed the RNR principles was significantly higher than unspecified treatment, inappropriate programs, and criminal processing (effect size of .30 versus .13, -.06, and -.07, respectively).

In the 2000s, Andrews and Bonta (2006, 2010a) continued to test the RNR model in a comprehensive meta-analysis. They presented an updated set of 374 testes that examined their
model through six hypotheses. The following are the findings that relate to each hypothesis. First, the analysis found that the mean effect size of programs that delivered human service was significantly higher than the mean effect size of programs that focused on criminal sanction (.12 versus -.03). Second, correctional treatment that adhered to all of the three RNR principles had larger effect size than services that were consisted with only two of these principles (.26 versus .18) or with one of the three principles (.26 versus .02). In addition, the study examined the independent effect of each principle. In this regard, significant differences were found between correctional treatments that followed the principles of risk (.10), need (.19), or responsivity (.23) compared to treatments that did not follow the particular principle (.03, -.01, or .04 respectively). Notably, this effect of adherence to the RNR model survived statistical controls for the effect of integrity and implementation, age, gender, and ethnicity.

The third finding from Andrews and Bonta (2006, 2010a) was the impact of community-based/residential-based intervention on recidivism. That is, the effect size of full adherence to RNR model was larger in community setting than in residential setting (.35 versus .17). The fourth finding relates to therapists’ skills and qualities (“core correctional practice”). In this regard, the results showed that both indicators of high-quality relationship (e.g., relationship skills, effective modeling) and structuring indicators (e.g., structuring skills, effective reinforcement, effective disproval, structured skill learning, problem solving, effective authority) were associated with improving effect size.

The fifth finding showed that indicators of integrity of implementation and service delivery increased the effect size (e.g., staff selected for relationship skills, staff trained, clinical supervision of staff, number of hours of service, printed manual, specific model, new program, small sample, involved evaluator). The sixth finding from Andrews and Bonta (2006, 2010a)
showed that once the RNR principles were controlled, only four variables increased the effect of treatment service on recidivism: “an evaluator involved in the design and/or delivery of service,” “community based setting,” “nonjustice ownership of program,” and “referral to program by a justice person” (p. 397). In this regard, when three or four of the above characteristics were presented, adherence to the RNR model yielded the strongest effect size (.38).

Overall, the hypotheses in Andrews and Bonta (2010a) allowed researchers to produce constructive knowledge that Lipsey’s inductive approach was incapable to generate. That is, the assessment of program efficacy in terms of treatment principles, rather than in terms of treatment types, seems to be “more consistent with the nature of the variability found in treatment effects” (Lipsey & Cullen, 2007, p. 310). Nevertheless, the comprehensive meta-analyses of Andrews and Bonta (2010a) is limited in its ability to provide good empirical guides to effective program principles. As with Lipsey’s comprehensive studies, the studies of Andrews and his colleagues suffered from the fact that “many evaluations do not describe or measure the intervention with enough specificity to know what exactly was done” (Cullen & Jonson, 2011, p. 304).

In sum, meta-analyses reviews delineated the general pattern of the findings resulted in hundreds of studies. Through a systematic quantitative approach, researchers that conducted various of studies provided reliable leads of “what works” and “what does not work” in correctional rehabilitation. Taking together, the meta-analyses literature produced five general conclusions. The first three conclusions present the evidence that were found in the two comprehensive meta-analyses (Andrews & Bonta, 2006, 2010a; Andrews, Zinger, et al., 1990; Lipsey, 1992, 1999, 2009) and were also supported by other meta-analyses. The fourth and the fifth conclusions based only on evidence from the comprehensive meta-analysis of Andrews,
Zinger, et al. (1990) Andrews and Bonta (2006, 2010a), and the support from other meta-
analyses that assessed studies of specific treatment or approaches.

The first conclusion that can be drawn from the meta-analyses literature is the distinction
between correctional interventions that provide rehabilitative service and interventions that relied
on correctional sanctions. In this regard, Lipsey and Cullen (2007) indicated two clear patterns
in the data. One showed the ineffectiveness of the punitive approach of changing criminal
behavior. That is, evaluation studies that assessed “greater versus less, or no sanctions ha[d]
found, at best, modest mean recidivism reductions for the greater sanctions and, at worst,
increased recidivism for that condition” (p. 314; see also Jonson, 2010). Another pattern in the
data showed that rehabilitation-oriented interventions produced a mean reduction of recidivism
that varied between 10% and 38%. In fact, overview of the effect sizes revealed that “the least of
those mean reduction is greater than the largest mean reduction reported by any meta-analysis of
sanctions” (p. 314).

Indeed, meta-analysis reviews clearly supported the capability of correctional
rehabilitation to reduce offender recidivism and the incapability of correctional sanction to
achieve this goal. In this regard, the impact of rehabilitation-oriented treatments remained
positive across categories of age, gender, and ethnicity (Lipsey, 1992, 2009; Andrews & Bonta,
2010a). Therefore, this pattern of findings across studies considers as “sufficiently sound
general conclusion, bordering on beyond a reasonable doubt” (Lipsey & Cullen, 2007, p. 314).

The second general conclusion that can be drawn from the meta-analysis reviews is the
salient impact of the quality of program integrity on recidivism. That is, meta-analyses
consistently showed larger effect size in correctional programs that were implemented as planned
(Andrews & Bonta, 2010a; Cullen & Gendreau, 2000; Cullen & Lipsey, 2007; Lipsey, 1992,
1995, 1999, 2009; Lipsey & Wilson, 1998; McGuire, 2004). Specifically, the comprehensive meta-analyses indicated the positive impact of interventions that were constructed for demonstration or research purposes. In such projects, the involvement of evaluator in program was a dominant variable that increased the effect size on recidivism (Andrews and Bonta, 2010a; Lipsey, 1999, 2009). Further support to this conclusion was achieved from meta-analyses that were specifically designed to examine the relationship between program integrity and the effect size on recidivism. Those studies found that the involvement of the evaluator in the program setting produced larger effect size (Petrosino & Soydan, 2005; Andrews & Dowden, 2005). Overall, however, due to lack of details about the implementation process, it is difficult to determine the relative impact of the various indicators of integrity (Lipsey & Cullen, 2007).

The third sound conclusion that can be drawn from the meta-analyses is the relationship between the level of risk and recidivism. As mentioned above, this relationship was supported in the comprehensive meta-analyses. In addition, the stability of risk effect on recidivism was also seen in meta-analyses that specifically examined the “risk principle” (Dowden & Andrews, 1999a, 1999b, 2003; Landenberger & Lipsey, 2005). Overall, then, there is sufficient evidence to make a general conclusion that planned intervention that targeted higher risk offenders produced larger positive effect size than programs that did not consider offenders’ risk. Nevertheless, this advice should be taken with caution—that is, because the mean effect sizes in meta-analyses that assessed the effect of risk in treatment programs measured risk in different ways. Indeed, studies that assessed the effect of risk on recidivism presented mean effect size with relatively wide confidence intervals. According to Smith, Gendreau, and Swartz (2009), this pattern of the effect size is “likely attributable, at least in part, to the fact that definitions of risk level can be wildly inconsistent when cumulating risk scores across studies” (p. 160).
The fourth conclusion relates to the intermediate targets that influence the effect size of treatments. That is, treatment programs that addressed certain dynamic intermediate targets yielded larger effect on recidivism than interventions that avoid those targets. In this regard, the relationship between changes in intermediate targets and recidivism was tested by Andrews and his colleagues but was absent from Lipsey’s analyses. Since 1990, Andrews and his colleagues systematically distinguished between various personal and interpersonal domains according to the extant they functionally related to criminal behavior. As noted above, they found that treatment programs that targeted more criminogenic needs than noncriminogenic needs produced greater effect on recidivism than programs that did not follow this scheme (i.e., the need principle) (Andrews & Bonta, 2006, 2010a; Andrews et al., 1990).

In addition, several meta-analyses that specifically tested the hypotheses of RNR model supported the efficacy of the adherence to the criminogenic needs. Those studies found that treatment programs that followed the need principle produced larger effect size in treatment programs for female offenders (Dowden & Andrews, 1999a), young offenders (Dowden & Andrews, 1999b), and sex-offenders (Hanson et al., 2009). Furthermore, targeting criminogenic needs over noncriminogenic needs also yield larger effect size in family intervention programs (Dowden & Andrews, 2003), in programs that used relapse prevention model (Dowden, Antonowicz, & Andrews, 2003), and in correctional treatment programs on violent re-offending (Dowden & Andrews, 2000).

Notably, meta-analyses that investigated the relationship between potential predictor variables and recidivism (prediction studies) assisted researchers to map the effect found in treatment studies. In this regard, Andrews and Bonta (2006) presented a quantitative summary of eight meta-analyses that assessed risk factors. They found that the grand mean predictive
validity (r) of the four most dominant risk factors—criminal history, procriminal attitude, antisocial personality, and procriminal associations—was 0.26. In addition, they found that the grand mean of the other four risk/need factors that are considered part of the criminogenic needs—social achievement, family/marital issues, substance abuse, and lack of prosocial pursuit—was 0.17. Their summary also found that factors such as personal emotional distress/psychopathology, lower class origins, fear of official punishment, and low verbal intelligence had a grand mean predictive validity of 0.03 (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a). Those studies, then, used to cluster variables in the general categories of criminogenic and noncriminogenic needs and therefore produced essential evidence–based knowledge of what to target in treatment programs.

The fifth conclusion that was supported by the meta-analyses reviews relates to the therapeutic strategies and the treatment components needed to change criminality—that is, the most efficient way to treat offenders. As mentioned above, due to within-type-of-treatment variations in effect sizes, Lipsey (2009) could only distinguish between “therapeutic philosophies” (i.e., counseling, skill training, restorative, and multiple services) and “non-therapeutic philosophies” (i.e., surveillance, deterrence, and discipline). In this regard, meta-analyses showed that categorizing studies by therapeutic strategies produced more informative knowledge. That is, Andrews, Zinger, et al. (1990) found that treatment programs that used behavioral, cognitive-behavioral, and cognitive social learning strategies had larger effect size than programs that used other strategies.

In addition, several specific meta-analyses that used exactly the same way of coding as Andrews, Zinger, et al. (1990) supported found the same results (Dowden & Andrews, 1999a, 1999b, 2000; Dowden & Andrews, 2003; Dowden et al., 2003). Moreover, since the early
1990s, many other meta-analyses consistently showed that the general category of behavioral or cognitive-behavior programs were more effective than other approaches (Garrett, 1985; Hanson et al., 2009; Izzo & Ross, 1990; Landenberger & Lipsey, 2005; Lipsey, 2001; MacKenzie, 2006; McGuire, 2004; Pearson et al., 2002; Redondo et al., 1999; Smith, Gendreau, & Swartz, 2009; Wilson, Bouffard, & MacKenzie, 2005).

In brief, this general category of behavioral/cognitive-behavior intervention consists of two sub-categories. One sub-category is behavioral therapy that aims to change criminal behavior through contingencies of positive reinforcement in order to develop and maintain appropriate pattern of behavior (Pearson et al., 2002). Within this therapeutic approach, two common procedures that used with offenders include contingency contracting and token economy. The second sub-category is cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). Although CBT include a variety of clinical interventions, the therapies share an underling principle—what and how a person thinks control his/her behavior (Glick, 2006a). In general, cognitive behavioral therapies are designed to “help clients become aware of thought processes that lead to maladaptive behavioral responses and to actively change those processes in a positive way” (Wilson et al., p. 173). The goal of programs that use CBT in correctional settings is to have the offenders “return to their natural environment with new repertoires of skills so they can obtain reinforcement in socially acceptable ways instead of illegal means” (Pearson et al., 2002, p. 493). In essence, cognitive-behavioral therapies applied to offenders have been conceptualized as either cognitive restructuring therapies (aim to change the content of thinking) or coping skills programs (aim to change the structure of thinking). Moreover, cognitive behavioral therapies are often considered as highly structured programs (as opposed to nondirective treatment approach) (Langerberger & Lipsey, 2005).
Due to this consistent evidence that behavioral and cognitive-behavioral programs yielded the best effect on recidivism, meta-analyses also investigated the relative effect of the generic types of those programs. However, no specific type of either behavioral program or CBT produced effect size that significantly outperformed the mean of all the other types (Langerberger & Lipsey, 2005; Pearson, 2002; Wilson et al., 2005). Therefore, rather than coding the types of CBT, meta-analyses tried to code the specific treatment element of this therapy (e.g., cognitive skills, cognitive restructuring, interpersonal problem solving, social skills, anger control, moral reasoning, victim impact, substance abuse, relapse prevention, individual attention). In this regard, CBT that included interpersonal problem solving and anger control were associated with larger effect size on recidivism, whereas programs with elements such as victim impact and behavioral modification produced negative effect (Landenberger & Lipsey, 2005). Overall, then, meta-analyses that assessed the offender treatment literature “have consistently favored cognitive-behavioral interventions over other treatment modalities” (Smith, Gendreau, & Swartz, 2009, p. 155). However, these systematic reviews did not produce much knowledge that specified the “elements or combination of elements that are critical in producing positive effect on offender’s behavior” (Wilson et al., 2005, p. 200).

In sum, the above evidence from the various meta-analyses described the nature and the directions of the quantitative data now existed. In essence, the meta-analyses played a crucial role in changing views about the effectiveness of correctional rehabilitation. In fact, the accumulating knowledge clearly falsified the “nothing works doctrine.” That is, “those who had long relished the apparent ineffectiveness of rehabilitation were now on the wrong side of science. The evidence was incontrovertible” (Cullen & Gilbert, 2013, p. 202). Moreover, the
evidence that mapped the heterogeneity of the effect size provided researchers promising leads to
maximized the effect of correctional intervention on recidivism.

CONCLUSION

This chapter followed the impact of the rehabilitative ideal on the U.S correctional system in four historical periods. Since its development, the rehabilitative ideal inspired a correctional paradigm that survived one-and-a-half centuries. First, in the early 1800s, this paradigm was built on a broad consensus that the correctional system had the capacity to reform offenders through a sincere and honest human intention (section one). This confidence in rehabilitation reflected the common belief in the curative power of the prison. However, by the mid-1800s, it was clear that this correctional design was unrealistic and doomed to fail. Therefore, the rehabilitative ideal had to change form. Thus, the correctional system chose the model of the individualized treatment to lead the rehabilitative efforts.

Second, for seven decades, the consensus around rehabilitation was virtually hegemonic. During that time, the individuals and the state shared a consensus about the ability to change criminality, the goals of rehabilitation, and the way to achieve those goals. Rehabilitation thus became the exclusive goal of the correctional system and justified the establishment of the therapeutic state (section two). Third, however, in the late 1960s, criminologists and politicians criticized harshly the correctional design and were eager to change its foundations. In essence, the collapse of the model of individualized treatment sent the ideal of rehabilitation into a sudden decline. This decline in legitimacy followed the rejection of the social welfare approach in correction and existing therapeutic principle (section three). Instead of correctional rehabilitation, thus, a steady growth of punitive penal policies started to govern the correctional system.
The fourth historical period began in the late 1970s. Since then, advocates of rehabilitation have struggled to reaffirm the legitimacy of rehabilitation as a major correctional goal. Specifically, they worked to confirm the notion that offenders are able to change their behavior and to produce reliable evidence that the correctional system is capable to achieve such change in a planned intervention. The restoration of the rehabilitative ideal thus was a long process that ultimately relied on a quantitative, evidence-based approach to corrections. That is, ongoing empirical findings that showed a clear correctional success played a primarily role in reaffirming the legitimacy for rehabilitation (section four). In fact, the empirical findings were so convincing that in the early 21st century, the rehabilitative ideal rebuilt itself as a “core cultural belief” that survived since the early 1800s (Cullen, 2005).

In the early 21st century, the challenge of those who favored rehabilitation is to maintain the legitimacy of correctional rehabilitation. Essentially, during the last four decades, the legitimacy for rehabilitation was transformed from “nothing works” to “what works” to “best practice.” Thus, the issue of how to do effective intervention is now a central challenge in corrections. Overall, this dissertation is an attempt to face this challenge and to delineate the preferable guiding paradigm of rehabilitation.

In this regard, the chapters to come examine two models of treatment intervention. Thus, Chapter 2 discusses the RNR (“risk-need-responsivity”) model, which emerged as the dominant approach to undertaking rehabilitation. Since the 1990s, this model has evolved into “a coherent treatment paradigm that both articulated how to rehabilitate offenders effectively and supplied the technology to undertake the task” (Cullen, 2012, p. 98; see also Andrews & Bonta, 1994, 1998, 2003, 2006, 2010a). Importantly, the legitimacy of this model was established because its inventors were able to distill the scientific information into a package of principles.
that directs practitioners toward effective interventions. The next chapter thus will discuss the development of the RNR model, including its underlie theory, core principles, and the technology of treatment that translated the ideas into practice. Chapter 2 will also present the evidence that led the RNR model to be considered as the only empirical validated guide for correctional intervention to reduce offender recidivism.

The second model of intervention is the Good Lives Model (GLM) is introduced in Chapter 3. This model has been advanced since the early 2000s as an alternative overarching theoretical framework of correctional rehabilitation. Essentially, the GLM seeks to preserve the merits of the RNR model “whilst actively engaging participants in the rehabilitation process and promoting desistance from crime” (Willis & Word, 2013, p. 305; see also Word & Maruna, 2007). The GLM, then, challenges the RNR model and suggests another legitimate way to implement the scientific information in correctional interventions. In this regard, Chapter 3 will cover the underlying theory of the GLM, the correctional direction it suggests, and the evidence that support its assumptions and practice.

In Chapter 4, this dissertation will describe the nature of the debate between the RNR and the GLM. This debate, which followed the emergence of the GLM, provides an outlook on the boundaries of the RNR model as the dominant treatment approach. Specifically, this debate raises important questions about the purpose of changing convicted offenders through a planned intervention. That is, the discussion focuses on how best to achieve an adequate balance between the purpose of strengthening the social defense against criminality (e.g., reducing recidivism) and the purpose of contributing to the welfare and satisfaction of others (e.g., improving an offender’s life). Overall, this chapter will evaluate whether the GLM can be
considered as the pathway that will save correctional intervention from hitting “a kind of effective practice ‘glass ceiling’ in the field” (Porporino, 2010, p. 63).

Chapter 5 takes the dissertation’s analysis beyond the RNR-GLM debate. This chapter will discuss two possible futures of offender rehabilitation. One future envision the RNR model and the GLM as fundamentally incompatible models that should remain independent treatment paradigms and continue to compete with one another. The other future sees the value of each model and seeks to integrate an adequate integration. In essence, the goal of this chapter to open up new promising ways of doing effective treatment that will reflect the spirit of both RNR and GLM. In this regard, Chapter 5 presents a specific integrated model with a correctional framework that aims to sustain the legitimacy of rehabilitation in intervention programs and also assist offenders to build healthier identity.
Chapter 2
THE RNR MODEL

The Risk-Need-Responsivity (RNR) model is an approach to correctional assessment and treatment that is based on the current theoretical and empirical understanding of criminal behavior. Specifically, this model presents “principles of effective intervention” that instruct practitioners in the correctional system how to rehabilitate offenders. In essence, those principles reflect the applied value of the knowledge that was accumulated in the correctional system.

In brief, the chronology of the development of the RNR model can be traced in the mid-1970s. During that time, Donald Andrews and his colleagues started to translate crime theories into effective correctional service practices. They thus used systematic program evaluations to expand knowledge that served to predict, influence, and explain criminal behavior. In the 1980s, their efforts led to a unique perspective on human behavior that could also integrate criminology and human psychology. In 1990, the first version of the RNR model was published (Andrews et al., 1990). This early version consisted of four “principles of classification for effective rehabilitation”—Risk, Need, Responsivity, and Professional override.

In 1994, the RNR model was published in a comprehensive book, authored by D. A. Andrews and James Bonta that explained its scientific basis—*The Psychology of Criminal Conduct*. Including the three core principles (Risk, Need, and Responsivity), Andrews and Bonta presented a total of 16 principles that constitute the theoretical and empirical support for the RNR model (Andrews, 1995; Gendreau, 1996). Since then, the model continued to be developed and revised (Andrews & Bonta, 1998, 2003, 2006, 2010a). In the second decade of the 21st century, the RNR model consists of 15 principals and is commonly presented as a
comprehensive and interdisciplinary synthesis of empirical research and theory of criminal behavior (Cullen, 2013).

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the “black box” of the RNR model. The first section of this chapter elaborates the evolution of the RNR model. Specifically, this section delineates the theoretical and empirical sources that led to the 1994 publication. As will be described in length, the RNR model follows from a unique psychology of criminal conduct (PCC) and, in particular, from a general personality and cognitive social learning perspective on human behavior (GPCSL). The second section will describe and evaluate the principles of effective correctional interventions as presented in Andrews and Bonta (2010a). This latest edition of *The Psychology of Criminal Conduct* is the most updated version of those principles. The third section will examine the practical implication of these principles. Specifically, this section will introduce structured assessment tools that are in use in the correctional system. Those tools assist the correctional system in predicting the likelihood of individuals to reoffend (e.g., LSI-R) and the likelihood of correctional intervention to influence criminal behavior of individuals (e.g., CPAI).

**THE EVOLUTION OF THE RNR MODEL**

The research enterprise that led to the Risk-Need-Responsivity model began in mid-1970s. As described in the previous chapter, it was not a propitious time to advocate for increasing the rehabilitative efforts in corrections. Within the correctional system in the United State, the individualized model was under attack and many and individualized rehabilitation programs were being criticized, if not abandoned. The correctional system thus shifted away from service-oriented programs toward a reliance on punitive programs to deal with crime. In essence, during that time, proponents of rehabilitation had to face a radical lost of confidence in
the capacity of the correctional intervention to achieve beneficial direction to criminal behavior. Overall, across the United States, the “nothing works doctrine” prevailed among academics and policy makers.

Across the border, Donald Andrews joined with a number of colleagues to pursue a more effective approach to treatment. This group, which will be referred to as “Andrews et al.” included in particular James Bonta and Paul Gendreau who would work closely with Andrews across subsequent decades. Other colleagues were Jerry Kiessling, Robert Hog, Robert Ross, Stephen Wormith, Jerry Kiessling. These scholars tended to work in the Canadian correctional system and therefore were less affected by the changes occurring in the U.S system. Moreover, Andrew et al were Ph.D.-trained psychologists that were trained according to a “scientific-practitioner model.” Accordingly, they were “well-grounded in, and strongly influenced by, learning theory” and believed that “the pre-eminent professional role within this model was to implement, administer and evaluate offender assessment and treatment programs” (Gendreau, Smith, & French, 2006, p. 420, 422). The evolution of the RNR model thus was carried out by psychologists who believed in rehabilitation and tried to promote both science and applied science.

This section will delineate the evolution of the RNR model in four parts. The first part will introduce the paradigmatic framework of the RNR model—the particular “psychology of criminal conduct.” Andrews et al. chose this scientific-professional framework to accommodate their perspective on both human behavior and research products. The second part discusses the general personality, the social learning, and the social cognitive perspective on criminal behavior. This will begin with the development of general learning and behavior theories. In
addition, this part will describe the general personality perspective and its integration with the cognitive social learning perspective to human behavior.

The third and the fourth parts of this section will elaborate the criminological component of the RNR model. These parts thus examined how Andrews et al. articulated “a theory that explains why people offend, which then leads logically to how best to change the conduct” (Cullen, 2013, p. 341). Specifically, the third part will describe how Andrews et al. translated the general personality and social psychology perspective on human behavior from the existing criminological theories. Importantly, in the late 1980s, this theoretical effort led to their General Personality and Cognitive Social Learning perspective on human behavior. In turn, the fourth part of this section will examine the particular version that Andrews et al. developed for their of general personality and social psychology perspective. This version—the Personal, Interpersonal, and Community Reinforcement (PIC-R)—was chosen to explain the occurrence of criminality in the immediate situation. In other words, the third part will show how the PIC-R (1) links between criminological theories and the psychological process in the immediate situation, and (2) explains the mechanism that led to criminality in a particular situation. The fifth part of this section will sum up the theoretical and empirical knowledge that was available in the early 1990s. Specifically, this part will outline how the overall efforts led Andrews et al. to suggest Risk, Need, Responsivity, and Professional override as four “principles of classification for effective rehabilitation” in Andrews et al. (1990).

The Psychology of Criminal Conduct (PCC)

As described above, the combination between professional and scientific interests was a key factor in the evolution of the RNR model. Essentially, Andrews et al. recognized the need to bridge the gap between theory and practice and focused on the importance to use the scientific
knowledge for serving practical purposes. Thus, in the late 1970s, they claimed that practitioner-run treatment programs that “have often been based on incomplete theory and woeful lack of descriptive data or demonstrated poor integration of theory with treatment methods” (Gendreau & Ross, 1979, p. 466). In addition, they argued that theorists should “recognize the potential of rigorous program evaluation as a means of testing the causal significant of theoretical principles” (Andrews, 1980, p. 460). In this regard, the centrality of this combination between professional and scientific interests was explicitly constituted as the working definition of the “Psychology of Criminal Conduct” (hereinafter the “PCC”)—and therefore of the RNR model. According to Andrews and Bonta (2010a, p. 4):

As a science, the psychology of criminal conduct is an approach to understanding the criminal behavior of individuals through: (a) the ethical and humane application of systematic empirical methods of investigation, and (b) the construction of rational explanatory systems.

Professionally, a psychology of criminal conduct involves the ethical application of psychological knowledge and methods to the practical tasks of predicting and influencing the likelihood of criminal behavior, and to the reduction of the human and social costs associated with crime and criminal justice processing.

Notably, beyond emphasizing on the roles of science and profession, this definition also illuminates the core of the Psychology of Criminal Conduct: the “PCC” sought to account for the variation in criminal behavior of individuals (Andrews, 1995; Andrews & Bonta, 2010a). In the 1970s, such a framework “was required because sociological criminology and forensic mental health simply could not account for variation in the criminal behavior of individuals” (Andrews,
Bonta, and Wormith, 2011, p. 747). Importantly, their focus on variation in behavior reflected a respect for human diversity, the complexity of human behavior, and the empirical evidence that showed unequal engagement in criminal activity (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a). According to the PCC, people differ “in the number, type, and variety of criminal acts in which they engage” (i.e., inter-individual variation), and in when and under what circumstances they act in harmful ways or reduce (or even refrain from) their antisocial activity (i.e., intra-individual variation) (p. 8).

In this regard, according to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), the core value of the PCC lays in its ability to describe such variation. Beyond description, Andrews et al. expected the PCC to produce knowledge that would assist in predicting future criminality of individuals (a better framework) and would suggest “deliberate interventions that will reduce future crime and to offer warnings regarding actions that may increase crime” (a very good framework) (p. 3). In addition, as theorists of human behavior, Andrews et al. also wanted to explain the occurrence of criminal behavior in theoretical terms. The objective of the PCC thus was to achieve a rational and empirical understanding of the variation in criminal behavior of individuals. This objective consists of three interrelated aspects of variation in criminal behavior among people—empirical, theoretical, and practical understanding. These three aspects compose the conceptual basic of the RNR model and therefore merits close examination.

An empirical understanding of variation in criminal behavior seeks knowledge of the covariates of the particular variations. This understanding is the key to PCC because empirical explanations consists of both “knowledge of the observable facts regarding the nature and the extent of individual variation in criminal conduct” and “knowledge of the biological, personal, interpersonal, situational, and social variables associated with or correlated with criminal behavior” (p. 13). In other words, the PCC seeks knowledge of any covariate of variation that
can be observed systematically. With such knowledge, the PCC classifies the covariates to three types: *correlates* (knowledge that comes from “observations of individuals known to differ in their criminal activity,” p. 24); *predictors* of risk (knowledge that comes from “observations conducted within a longitudinal study,” p. 26); and *causal (functional)* variables that account of the effects of deliberate interventions (knowledge that comes from experimental studies). In sum, the empirical understanding of variation not only describes the particular variables that are associated with criminality but also indicates their relative single or combined strength.

A *theoretical understanding* of variation in criminal behavior focuses on providing predictive explanations. Within the PCC, the most important aspect of theoretical understanding is to provide “empirically defensible” predictions— theoretical predictions that can be validated by findings of systematic research. In this regard, the PCC states “four major empirical tests of the adequacy of a theoretical understanding of criminal behavior” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, pp. 16-17): One empirical test examines “how the various risk factors are associated with each other.” The second empirical test examines “the ability to predict accurately variation in criminal behavior.” The third test assesses the “potential to influence criminal activity by way of deliberate interventions that focus on the causal variables suggested by the theory.” The fourth empirical test of theoretical adequacy examines “the accuracy of prediction and the effects of intervention with different types of people under different circumstances.”

According to the PCC, a *practical understanding* of variation in criminal behavior is expected to drive from a sound empirical and theoretical understanding of criminal behavior. In such sound understanding, the PCC assumes high practical value “because knowledge of predictors and causes brings with it the potential…to influence the occurrence of criminal behavior” (p. 19). In turn, this practical aspect of understanding directs the search for the other
two aspects of understanding to lean on “theories and empirical investigations that show the
greatest practical potential” (Andrews and Bonta, 2010a, p. 20).

In sum, the objective of PCC is to establish an empirical, theoretical, and practical understanding of criminality that will serve practical (predict and influence criminality) and theoretical (test explanations of criminality) goals. This psychological perspective of criminal conduct has respect for quantitative evidence and rigorous methodology (rational empiricism approach to knowledge), human diversity and complexity of behavior (interdisciplinary informed approach), and ethical and human practice, including respect for personal autonomy (“a key aspect of ethical practice”) (Andrews and Bonta, 2010a, p. 6).

In the aftermath of Martinson’s article, Andrews et al. believed that the PCC would be the most efficacious way to overcome the tarnished legitimacy of the rehabilitation ideal caused by the radical lost of confidence in American’s political and social institutions. The PCC was thus designed to follow the only avenue that would enable rehabilitation to be reaffirmed: doing rehabilitation according to evidence-based corrections. In regard to the correctional system, Andrews et al. assumed that “systematic program evaluation provides the tools—and the opportunity—for a bridging of the gaps between general sociology and general psychology and between social science and social service” (Andrews, 1980, p. 448). In addition, they believed that the correctional system, “like any other area of human and social service, must be concern with fairness and efficiency, as well as participant and public satisfaction with its efforts” (Andrews, 1982b, p. 1). In this regard, Andrews (1982) stated that, compared to other human and social agencies, “what makes the correctional system unique is its focus upon the management of a court-imposed sentence and the public mandate to reduce the likelihood of recidivism during the period of sentence” (p. 9). Since the mid-1970s, thus, the focus of
Andrews et al. on variation in recidivism reframed the evolution of the RNR model as an attempt to construct “a theory of recidivism” (Cullen et al., 2013, p. 342).

**The General Personality, and Social Psychology Perspectives on Human Behavior**

Andrews et al. were strongly influenced by the social psychology approach to human behavior and, in particular, by social learning theory. As psychologists who worked in the correctional system, they were “well versed in learning theory and related behavioral treatment, [and] operated under the assumption that criminal behavior, like almost all forms of social behavior, was largely learned, thereby modifiable through the application of schedule of ethnically appropriate contingent reward and punishment” (Gendreau et al., 2006, p. 420). This theoretical and practical influence guided Andrews et al. to develop a unique perspective on human behavior—the General Personality and Cognitive Social Learning perspective. The following paragraphs thus elaborate how these perspectives explain the human behavior. Specifically, this review starts with the historical background of Bandura’s (1977) social learning theory and continues with Bandura’s (1986, 1997, 2001) social cognitive theory. Then, the integration between the general personality model and the cognitive social learning perspective will be discussed.

Historically, social learning theory was developed from the three general learning theories that influenced psychologists during the first half of the 20th century: Guthrie’s (1935) contiguity theory, Hull’s (1943) systematic behavior theory, and Tolman’s (1932) purposive theory. These theories, which embedded in the neobehaviorism tradition, postulated that a behavioral response is learned and that the “rate, frequency of occurrence, or form of behavior
(response) [is] a function of environmental events and stimuli” (Schunk et al., 2014, p. 21). In addition to these three “big” theories, a radical perspective of behaviorism was presented by Skinner’s (1953) operant conditioning theory.

As other “radical” behaviorists, Skinner assumed that “environmental or external stimuli are the primary—if not the sole—determinants of all behavior” (Bartol & Bartol, 2011, pp. 87-88). In other words, his theory posits that “internal processes that accompany responding (e.g., needs, drives, cognitions, emotions) are not necessary to explain behavior” (Schunk et al., 2014, p. 25). People, in that sense, respond to environmental stimuli to receive rewards (reinforcement) and avoid punishment. Skinner thus believed that environmental stimuli, observable behavior, and reward could explain the development of human behavior. His operant conditioning (or operant learning) theory posits that a person “make or withhold a particular response because of its consequences” (Bartol & Bartol, 2011, p. 89). Skinner’s principles of operant conditioning suggested that a person might be motivated to continue a specific behavior because it was socially rewarded or enabled to remove (or avoid) unpleasant stimuli.

During the first half of the 20th century, then, behaviorism “became one of the major schools of psychological thought” (McGuire, 2004, p. 50). Accordingly, the concept of reinforcement (reward for behavior) became “one of the most soundly established principles in psychology” (Bartol & Bartol, 2011, p. 91).

However, according to McGuire (2004), findings from behavioral research began to show that Skinner’s perspective of human behavior overemphasize the impact of environment on behavior and therefore overlook additional factors that can explain behavior. Thus, in the 1970s

---

2 Neobehaviorism was the second phase of behaviorism. The first phase of behaviorism translated the Darwinian outlook into psychology, “assuming that most kinds of human action were the result of biologically innate urges or drives: the instincts” (McGuire, 2004, p. 49).
a convergence between behaviorism and cognitive psychology—“two previously separate strands of research and theorizing”—broadened the behavioral perspective (p. 49). Specifically, cognitive psychologists argued that mental processes are crucial to understand observed behavior. In this regard, McGuire (2004) indicates that two major developments led behaviorists researchers to accept that “events that were not directly observed, but were indirectly inferred or reported, could nevertheless be important factors in explaining learning and other forms of behavioral change” (p. 51). One major development was the research that showed how a step-by-step learning process could lead individuals to replace their negative emotions with positive emotions. This new way to change emotions was important because it increased the possibility of behavioral change. The second development was fostered when behavioral researchers examined “the process of self-regulation of behavior.” These behavioral researchers found that “actions are governed by cognitive events that occur automatically, without deliberate reflection and outside conscious awareness” (p. 51).

Thus, during the 1970s, behaviorists came closer to cognitive psychologists who investigated the development of thinking, memory, reasoning, the role of language in thought, and other aspects of cognition (e.g., Beck, 1963; Ellis, 1962; Meichenbaum, 1977). They moved toward “more vibrant and flexible behaviorism that embraced social learning and cognitive conceptualization of behavior” (Gendreau et al., 2006, p. 422). These changes in perspectives on human behavior led Albert Bandura to develop his social learning theory. According to Bandura (1977), “in the social learning view, people are neither driven by inner forces nor buffeted by environmental stimuli. Rather, psychological functioning is explained in terms of a continuous reciprocal interaction of personal and environment determinants. Within this approach, symbolic, vicarious, and self-regulatory processes assume a prominent role” (pp. 11-12). This
theory thus posits that “most human behavior is learned observationally through modeling: from observing others one forms an idea of how new behaviors are performed, and on later occasions this coded information serves as a guide for action” (p. 22).

In 1986, Bandura renamed his social learning theory as “social cognitive theory.” This development brought more attention to the internal state of the individual that intervenes between the stimulus (the external event or condition) and the response (the behavioral reaction). Specifically, social cognitive theory emphasizes the major role of cognition in encoding and performing behaviors (Bandura, 1986, 2001). According to this theory, “internal personal factors in the form of cognitive, affective, and biological events, behavior, and environmental events all operate as interacting determinants that influence one another bidirectionally” (Bandura, 2000, p. 331). Within this transactional view of self and society, social cognitive theory “assigns a central role to cognitive, vicarious, self-regulatory, and self-reflective processes in human development and functioning” (p. 331). In other words, humans learn behavior either deliberately or unintentionally and regulate and guide their behavior by observing what others do and the consequences for them. In this regard, this theory provides an explanation of “how people acquire knowledge, rules, skills, strategies, beliefs, and emotions through their interaction with and observation of others” (Schunk et al., 2014, p. 168).

As mentioned above, Andrews et al. endorsed not only the social learning and the social cognitive approaches but also the general personality perspective on human behavior. According to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), all three approaches “recognize that there are fundamental dimensions of personality on which most if not all human beings may be located” (p. 36). In that sense, personality refers to “characteristics pattern of thinking, feeling, and acting” (p. 172). Accordingly, the fundamental dimensions of personality include five patterns of responding that
are common to all humans. These normal aspects of personality are neuroticism, extraversion, openness to experience, agreeableness, and conscientiousness (the “Big Five”). Andrews and Bonta (2010a) stated that these five fundamental dimensions of personality “have biological underpinnings, and several are heavily influence by heredity” (p. 36). Moreover, they assumed that “as the human being develops from infant to young adult through old age, biological potentials are shaped through interactions with environment” (p. 36).

Thus, according to the cognitive-social-learning framework, “personality is no longer just a study of stable personality traits but also the study of the dynamic psychological processes that are the mediators between traits and the situation of action” (p. 198). In other words, the essence of the cognitive-social-learning approach to personality is that even a relatively stable behavioral pattern should not be considered a fixed trait. Rather, such a behavioral pattern is viewed to “consist of relative continuities in ‘processing dynamics,’ or recurring patterns in the ways in which individuals perceive and respond situations” (McGuire, 2004, pp. 62-63).

Overall, then, the general personality and cognitive social learning approaches provides a unique integrated perspective on human behavior—biological factors lie in the base of the behavior and the cognitions of the individual are the cause of behavior. These approaches thus posit that all human beings share the same constellation of personality dimensions and the same way of behavioral learning. In that sense, offenders and nonoffenders are the same. Where they differ, however, is in where they lie on these personality dimensions and in their basic cognitive capabilities. The following section thus will show how Andrew et al. tied these human psychology approaches to the field of criminology.
The General Personality and Cognitive Social Learning (GPCSL) Perspective on Human Behavior

As mentioned above, Andrews et al. directed their efforts to describe and assess “empirical, theoretical, and practical status of the psychology of criminal conduct (PCC)” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 131). In the mid-1970s, however, assessment of the practical value of the PCC was a distant goal (see the third section of this chapter). In addition, only in the early 1990s were Andrews et al. able to provide data that consistently supported their empirical understanding of criminality. During the 1970s, Andrews et al. thus focused on establishing their theoretical understanding of the PCC. Specifically, they sought ways to establish what causal factors identified by existing criminological theories were empirically supported and to extend their knowledge on the predictive validity of correlates of individual criminal conduct. Such efforts were essential for building a predictive understanding of criminal conduct and demonstrating causal significant.

Andrews et al. thus chose the GPCSL perspective as an approach “that is linked with a general psychology of human behavior that has demonstrated functional value” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 155). Then, they emphasized the general personality and the social psychology perspectives in the criminological theories and research. Specifically, Andrews et al. uncovered how the “psychodynamic, social bonding, differential association, and strain theoretical perspectives are converging on general personality and cognitive social learning perspective” (p. 129).

As described below, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) sought to bring these four theoretical perspectives under the framework of the general personality and cognitive social learning perspective. They believe that this approach revealed which aspects of these theories were
empirically supported and was more explicit in showing why individuals engage in criminal behavior in the immediate situation of action. In addition, Andrews and Bonta’s (2010a) theoretical framework led them to propose that four key variables influence human behavior. These “Big Four” variables are (1) “cognitions supportive of a particular behavior”; (2) “a history of engaging the particular behavior”; (3) “association with others who approve of the behavior”; (4) “temperament or personality predisposition for the behavior” (p. 36). In this regard, they stated that “the most empirical defensible theories will be those that assign causal significant to at least two of the four” (p. 132). Thus, beyond the general impact of these factors on human behavior, the Big Four are considered “the major causal variables in the analysis of criminal behavior of individuals” (p. 55). Overall, the identification of these causal factors allows the GPCSL perspective to predict not only the immediate situation but also moderate or longer-term criminality.

**Differential Association Theory.** Andrews et al. initiated their research enterprise with a series of systematic program evaluations that investigated the “causal and, hence, practical significant of certain principles of differential association theory” (Andrews, 1980, p. 449). Differential association theory eventually developed into social learning theory, which earned considerable empirical support. This perspective and research helped to shape the development of the RNR model by Andrews et al. These issues are explored below.

Edwin Sutherland presented the original statements of differential association theory in the 1939 edition of his *Principles of Criminology*. He adopted a perspective that “social organization—the context in which individuals are embedded—regulates criminal involvement” (Lilly et al., 2011, p. 47). His theory posits that criminal behavior is learned through social interactions and criminals differ than noncriminals in the content of what they have learned. In a
list of principles, Sutherland (1947) proposed that the learning process includes techniques of committing crime and specific direction of motives, drives, rationalizations, and attitudes. In this regard, he stated that “a person becomes delinquent because of an excess of definitions favorable to violation of law over definitions unfavorable to violation of law” (Sutherland, 1947)—this is the principle of differential association. However, within this context, Sutherland rejected individualistic explanation of crime and was critical of theories that “linked crime not to general social process—like differential association—but to a range of variables, with individual differences being prominent among them” (Cullen et al., 2003, p. 340). Overall, Sutherland was not against the notion of rehabilitation but his theory did not provide any direction to correctional intervention (Cullen et al., 2003).

Notably, Donald Cressey (1955) explicitly linked the principles of differential association to correctional intervention programs (Cullen et al., 2003; Wormith, 1984). Similar to Sutherland, Cressey (1955) assumed that criminals’ characteristics “depend upon the groups to which the criminals belong” (pp. 117-118). Specifically, he suggested that “the focus of the programs should be the attitude, values, and beliefs of groups rather than of individuals” (Andrews, 1980, p. 449). Cressey also advocated for experimental studies in corrections that would be designed to test the impact of group’s cohesiveness or attitude on criminality. According to Cressey (1955), these studies would assess the validity of the differential association as a theory of crime causation.

During the 1960s, Burgess and Akers (1966) further revised Sutherland’s theory. Their revision integrated between the differential association theory and Skinner’s radical behavior framework. Specifically, Burgess and Akers (1966) integrated “the basic elements of operant conditioning with Sutherland’s nine theoretical propositions” (Cullen & Wilcox, 2010, p. 124).
This behavioral reformulation—called “differential association-reinforcement” theory—enhanced the practical values of the differential association theory in two major ways. First, this theory specified the primary learning mechanism in acquiring criminal behavior. By doing so, the theory made Sutherland’s theory less ambiguous. Second, this theory followed the most updated knowledge in the social psychology perspective on human behavior (i.e., the principles of operant conditioning). Their behavioral reformulation thus opened the theoretical concept of differential association “in such a way that it becomes more amenable to empirical testing” (Burgess and Akers, 1966, p. 129). In addition, this behavioral reformulation allowed a substantial change in the causal chain in Sutherland’s theory. From a causal sequence of antisocial associates that results in acquisition of antisocial attitudes and then to antisocial behavior, the behavioral reformulation allowed antisocial attitudes to play a causal role in criminality (Lilly et al., 2011).

During the 1970s, Ronald Akers continued to develop the behavioral reformulation of differential association theory (Akers, 1973, 1977). He elaborated the differential association-reinforcement theory to establish his “social learning theory” of deviant behavior. Specifically, “Akers had tempered social learning theory with principles more consistent with the cognitive learning approach advocated by Albert Bandura” (Cullen & Wilcox, 2010, p. 23). The result was a mechanism of learning that consists of both behavioral learning principles (e.g., operant conditioning, differential reinforcement, and discriminative stimuli) and cognitive learning principles (e.g., imitation, anticipated reinforcement, and self-reinforcement). However, although Akers’s social learning theory includes cognitive principles, the sources of criminality in his theory remain social in nature. Thus, within this theory, role models or group dynamic are
considered the sources of both the individual’s definitions of behavior and the balance between reinforcement and punishment of the behavior.

Notably, the reformulated differential association theory was extensively tested by criminologists. In this context, Andrew et al. used a series of experimental studies that tested the behavioral reformulation of the principles of differential association theory (for a review of those studies, see Andrews, 1980). Importantly, this research strategy allowed Andrews et al. to draw conclusions not only on the applicability of behavioral principles and techniques to corrections but also on the causal significant of the differential association principles. Andrews et al. thus found “strong and consistent evidence that the contingency and relationships principles of DA [differential association] have causal significant with reference to both criminal attitude and criminal behavior” (Andrews et al., 1980, p. 459). More specifically, the meaning of finding support for the “contingency principle” was that “criminal learning occurs by way of association with criminal pattern and relative isolation from anticriminal pattern” (p. 450). In behavioral terms, this finding indicates that the chance of criminal influence increase with the exposure to patterns of criminal modeling and reinforcement. Accordingly, the meaning of finding support for the “relationship principle” was that “part of learning occurs within intimate personal groups” (p. 451). In behavioral terms, this finding showed that the quality role models increase the influence on behavior (i.e., high quality relationship had an impact).

Along with other empirical evidence, these findings supported both Akers’s social learning theory and the predictive factors suggested by differential association theory. This pattern of findings has remained consistent over the years (Pratt et al., 2010). Indeed, “the research is supportive of this perspective, including studies in which social learning theory was tested against competing explanations of crime” (Lilly et al., 2010, p. 57). Furthermore,
evaluations of correctional rehabilitation showed that this perspective consists of two of the strongest causes of criminal conduct—antisocial attitudes and antisocial associates. In this regard, “when antisocial attitudes, thinking, and associations are targeted and do in fact change, offenders decrease their participation in criminal behavior” (Cullen et al., 2003, p. 354).

Research on differential association theory thus lends support to the GPCSL perspective. Within the PCC, differential association theory not only highlighted two strong validated correlates of criminality but also “directs attention to the powerful influence strategies of modeling and reinforcement in the context of prevention and treatment (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 125).

**Psychodynamic Theory.** In addition to differential association theory, Andrews et al. endorsed psychodynamic theory as a human psychology that could serve the purposes of the PCC. According to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), they “were favorably disposed to early psychodynamic thought,” especially as a theory of action—a theory that “based on the person in immediate situations” (Andrews & Wormith, 1989, pp. 121, 123). In this regard, the Freudian model of human behavior posits that “human beings seek pleasure and avoid pain, and that pursuit is governed by the demands, constrains, and opportunities of the immediate situation and by the internal controls that are developed through socialization experiences” (pp. 94-95). According to the early psychodynamic perspective, “the most obvious routs [to persistent criminal behavior] are weak internal controls…which in Freudian theory are directly linked to family process and parenting” (p. 110).

Within the criminological context, Andrews et al. appreciated the empirical research undertaken by Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck (“the Gluecks”) and the way they reformulated the psychodynamic theory. Andrews and Bonta (2010a) considered this reformulation as one of “the best validated of all predictive models of criminal behavior” (p. 95). Specifically, the Gluecks
conducted a three-wave study of criminal behavior over a twenty-five years period (1940-1965), comparing 500 delinquent boys and 500 non-delinquent boys. In general, their empirical analysis found that changes in criminal behavior could not be ascribed solely to external environment factors. In addition, Glueck and Glueck (1950) found that “among the forces that count most in whether or not a boy will be conditioned to antisocial is the home atmosphere, and especially the intimate relationships of the parent and child and their psychological deposits in the personality and character of the boy” (p. 287).

Based on these findings, the Gluecks stated a causal formula of antisocial behavior that reflected the Freudian theory. This reformulation of the psychodynamic theory “emphasized weak internal control…resulting from poor parenting practices and parental modeling, and temperamental/constitutional predispositions toward the expression of aggressive energy and the pursuit of self-interest” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, pp. 95-96). In other words, the Gluecks concluded that “within particular social arrangements, person-based variables will account for variation in behavior” (Andrews & Wormith, 1989, p. 298). In this regard, they relied on the person-based variables found in their empirical and relate to antisocial attitude and antisocial personality pattern.

In addition to the Gleucks, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) found another point of convergence between psychodynamic and cognitive-social-learning approach. First, they recognized a theoretical link between the “Freudian concepts [and] the methods and concepts of an emerging behavioral perspective on human behavior” (p. 111). Specifically, they followed Dollard et al. (1939), who hypothesized that “all aggression is precede by frustration, and frustration is always followed by some form of aggression” (p. 111). The Freudian perspective thus was “influenced by radical theory and the conditioning models” (p. 134). Next, Andrews
and Bonta (2010a) recognized how other scholars revised this frustration-aggression hypothesis. Specifically, they endorsed the developments presented by Berkowitz (1962) and Buss (1966) who incorporated the principles of observational learning and cognitive models of self-control. In other words, these scholars viewed the person as an active individual that “had learned to interpret a wide variety of persons and situations as threatening or frustrating and has learned habits of aggression to these cues” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 112). According to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), this integrated perspective is often called “social learning or social cognition theory” (p. 134). Within the GPCSL perspective, this integration emphasized the notion of aggression and criminality as a “complex function of facilitators, inhibitors, prior learning, and the immediate situation” (p. 112). Moreover, it allowed to link between psychodynamic perspectives in criminological theories and causal explanations of antisocial associates.

**Social Bond Theory.** Hirschi’s social bond theory was “based on the assumption that humans are naturally self-interested and thus need no special motivation to break the law” (Lilly et al., 2011, p. 119). According to Hirschi (1969), all individuals are equally motivated to commit crimes and four “social bonds”—attachment, commitment, involvement, and belief—explain the “variation in the extent to which people engage in crime” (Lilly, 2011, p. 114). Although this theory reflects a sociological perspective of the causes of delinquency, Andrews and Bonta found converging points between the social bond theory and the GPCSL perspective.

First, Andrews and Bonta translated of the social bonds into a psychodynamic perspective to reveal their social psychological aspects. Within the GPCSL perspective, this strategy focused on the social bond of “attachment.” According to Hirschi (1969), attachment represents “the emotional closeness that youths have with adults, with parents typically being the most important…When close to their parents, youngsters care about their opinions and do not
wish to disappoint them (Lilly et al., 2011, p. 119). The parent, in that case, “is psychologically present when temptation to commit crime appears” (Hirschi, 1969, p. 88). According to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), such indirect control reflects a social psychology explanation of criminality. In addition, they stated that Hirschi “maintained the causal status of antisocial attitudes” by linking “weak attachment to conventional others, institutions, and pursuits” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 110).

Second, Andrews and Bonta (2010a, p. 106) found “strikingly similar findings” between Hirschi’s (1969) empirical study and the study conducted by the Gluecks. The image of delinquents in these two studies was of “energetic and easily bored, monomorphic, below average in verbal aptitude, lacking in self-control, exhibiting a generalized violation of age-based norms, and having dislike for school, poor family relations, poor parental supervision, procriminal and antiauthority attitude, weak conventional ambitions, and delinquent associates” (2010, p. 105).

**General Strain Theory (GST).** In addition to the psychodynamic perspective, social bond theory, and differential association theory, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) found points of convergence between Agnew’s general strain theory and the general personality and social psychological perspective. In short, Agnew’s (1992) theory suggested three types of strain that conductive to crime in the immediate situation. Those types of strain can be induced by (1) being blocked “from any positively valued goal…(2) actual or anticipated removal (loss) of positively valued stimuli from individual…[or] (3) actual or anticipated presentation of negative or noxious stimuli” (Lilly et al., 2011, p. 75). In this regard, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) claim that the GST is a “general psychology [theory] of criminal behavior with a particular interest in negative emotionality” (p. 116). Therefore, they continued, the general personality and social
learning perspective may benefit from studies that examined the general psychology of aggression. In this regard, “studies of recidivism from correctional psychology…forensic mental health…and youth services…are revealing that acute dynamic indicators of negative emotionality may enhance the predictability of criminal recidivism” (p. 116).

Summing up the GPCSL perspective on criminal behavior, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) created a theoretical framework that has predictive power, reflects interdisciplinary criminology, and is flexible enough to “incorporate new conceptions and strategies” (p. 53). As detailed above, the theoretical understanding of criminal behavior relied on criminological theories that could be revised as empirical defensible theories. Such revisions added a practical value of prediction and prevention through an integration of radical behavior theory with criminological perspectives. The result of these efforts at theoretical integration was to show how criminological perspectives converged under the GPCSL perspective on criminal behavior. As will be described later in this section, Andrews et al. went a step further and, in the early 1980s, provided more specific theory that would explain the immediate psychology of action in the GPCSL perspective—the personal, interpersonal, community-reinforcement (PIC-R) (Andrews, 1982a).

During the 1980s, Andrews et al. continued to extend their empirical understanding of criminality. However, it was not until the early 1990s that Andrews et al. could demonstrate consistent empirical support to the theoretical framework suggested by the GPCSL. At that time, the development of the meta-analyses reviews enabled systematic identification of empirically validated predictors of recidivism. This development thus enhanced the predictive validity of the GPCSL perspective on criminal behavior. Specifically, according to the GPSCL, “if you want to predict [criminal] behavior in the immediate situation of action, you must understand the
situation in psychological terms”—through the general personality, social learning and social cognitive theoretical perspectives (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 36). Accordingly, “if you want to predict behavior over the moderate or longer term,” the “Big Four” are “the best-established risk factors for criminal conduct within almost any sample” (pp. 36, 131).

The Personal, Interpersonal, and Community-Reinforcement (PIC-R) Perspective

In the early 1980s, Donald Andrews presented the Personal, Interpersonal, and Community-Reinforcement (PIC-R) as a specific perspective on deviant behavior (Andrews, 1982a). During that time, this perspective was considered ”a variant of the general social-learning perspective” (p. 1). In more recent terms, the PIC-R is described as a “broad cognitive social learning perspective on human conduct” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 141) and as “one example of the general personality and social psychological approach” to account for deviant behavior (Andrews & Bonta, 2003, p. 165). Overall, although some modifications have been made, the essence of the PIC-R remains similar to the one presented in the early 1980s. In its most recent version, the PIC-R perspective consists of 13 principles (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a).

Essentially, this theoretical perspective was constructed to explain variations in the probability of the occurrence of criminal behavior in the immediate situation. Compared to the GPCSL perspective, the PIC-R is considered as “more specific theory of the central mechanisms of criminal conduct” (Polaschek, 2012, p. 3). Thus, the PIC-R provides principles that describe how behavior is operated, why behavior is directed toward criminality, and what affects the strength of this direction. Overall, the theoretical construct of the PIC-R underlies the RNR model and its principles.
The PIC-R relies on behavioral and cognitive social learning principles. Andrews et al. endorsed these kind of theoretical principles due to their potential to achieve the goals of the PCC. In essence, the value of behavioral and cognitive social learning principles resides in “their demonstrated functional power in applied settings” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 141). Specifically, the PIC-R reflects the theoretical principle of radical behaviorism that “variation in the immediate contingencies of action is responsible for the acquisition, maintenance, and modification” of criminal behavior (p. 142). Accordingly, with cognitive social learning principles the PIC-R reflects a theoretical framework of human behavior that accounts for the correlates and predictors of crime, incorporate personality, and demonstrate clinical applicability.

As a perspective that drives from the PCC and the GPCSL, the PIC-R is open to incorporating factors from any discipline that assists in accounting for individual differences in criminal behavior. According to Andrews and Bonta, “theoretical reasons” directed Andrews et al. to constitute the PIC-R around the Big Four factors. In this regard, they noticed that the most empirically defensible theories explain the cause of crime through at least two of these four factors. Thus, in the PIC-R, the Big Four are part of the causal mechanism of behavior and, in turn, the principles of the PIC-R explain their predictive power. In this regard, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) emphasize the fact that these theoretical statements “preceded the explosion of meta-analytic evidence,” which enabled the empirical validity of these four factors (p. 132).

This section thus describes the PIC-R perspective through four parts. The first part introduces the PIC-R perspective on basic operation of behavior. The second part explains what increase or decrease the probability of a criminal behavior (i.e., the expected direction of response) and what affect the strength of this probability. The third part presents other general principles of the PIC-R. The fourth part describes the potential of the PIC-R to assist
correctional interventions in prediction of future criminality and in direction of effective correctional services.

**Basic Operations of Behavior.** According to the PIC-R, “the factors responsible for variation in human conduct are found in the immediate situation of action” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 143). Within the immediate situation, the behavioral response is under the control of many factors that vary in their importance both inter- and intraindividually. Specifically, the PIC-R distinguishes between two types of events that control the occurrence of deviant and nondeviant behavior: “antecedent control” and “consequent control” (principle 1).

**Antecedent control** implies stimulus events that precede the behavior and may influence the probability of behavior occurring (“antecedent stimuli”). Such stimuli “gain control over behavior” through the processes of “classical conditioning” (i.e., relatively automatic stimulus-response relationship), “vicarious learning” (i.e., observations on models), and “discrimination learning“ (i.e., reliance on information from previous behavioral performances) (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 144). The second type of control—**consequence control**—is based on the operant conditioning theory. Accordingly, consequence control implies that “behavior produces changes in the environment and the changes it produces (its consequences) may influence the chances of that behavior recurring” (Andrews, 1982, p. 3).

Such consequent influences may increase the chance of behavior recurring (“rewards” or “reinforcers”), decrease such chance (“costs” or “punishers”), or has no influence on future behavior (“neutral stimuli”). According to the PIC-R, “inter- and intraindividual variations in the probability of occurrence of a given class of behavior (deviant or nondeviant) are due to variations in the signaled reward and costs for that class of behavior” (principle 2) (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 139). In addition, the PIC-R indicates that rewards and costs, and the
antecedents that signal their delivery, fall into “two major types” of environmental events: “additive events” and “subtracting events” (principle 4). In this regard, “additive events” add something to the environment and “subtracting events” subtract something from the environment. Note that additions to the environment may increase or decrease the chance of behavior recurring (i.e., can signal either rewards or costs). Accordingly, subtraction from the environment may also increase or decrease the chance of behavior recurring.

Overall, the concepts of antecedent and consequent control allow the PIC-R to use knowledge from variety of sources and integrate it in the study of deviant behavior (principle 3). In this regard, the PIC-R stressed “the inter-disciplinary nature of the analysis of deviant behavior” and enables linkages among the biophysical, psychological, socio-cultural, and political-economic level of analysis (Andrews, 1982a, p. 1). In addition, the PIC-R permits “a ready classification of the classical but narrower perspective on deviance” (p. 1). In other words, the PCI-R incorporates the explanatory power of the major social psychological theories of deviance. In brief, motivational theories of deviance, which emphasize the potential rewards for deviant behavior, explain the criminogenic effect of rewards in the immediate situation of action. Accordingly, control theories of deviance, which emphasize “the potential costs of—or factors that deter—deviance,” explain the criminogenic effect of costs in the immediate situation (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 151).

**The Direction and Magnitude of Effects on Behavior.** The PIC-R explains what increase or decrease the probability of an act (i.e., the direction of effects on behavior) and “how much of an increase or decrease is observed” (i.e., the magnitude of effects on behavior) (Andrews, 1982a, p. 23). Within the immediate situation, variation in the probability of the occurrence of a given class of behavior (deviant or nondeviant) is a function of the density of
reward and costs (principle 5). In that sense, the chance to observe deviant behavior increases with the density of the rewards for deviant behavior and decreases with the density of the costs for deviant behavior. Importantly, “criminal behavior reflects not just particular motivations or particular constraints nut the density of signaled rewards and costs” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 155). The PIC-R thus explains a criminal act through “shifts in the balance of signaled rewards and costs for criminal acts and noncriminal alternatives” (p. 135).

According to the PIC-R, three major sources of antecedents and consequences influence the direction and strength of the signaled rewards and costs: (1) the actor, (2) other persons, and (3) the act itself. This perspective on the immediate situation of action implies that rewards and costs, and the antecedents that signal their delivery, may be personally mediated, interpersonally mediated, or nonmediated (principle 6).

**Personally mediated events** arise from the actor. In the PIC-R, the strength of personal mediated events increases “with a general predisposition toward high personal constraint, the availability of specific self-management skills such as problem-solving and self-control skills, and when personal cognitions deviate from the neutral” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 139). The direction of this influence “depends upon the procriminal versus anticriminal nature of cognitions” (p. 139). In other words, it depends on the whether “personal attitude, values, beliefs, rationalizations, identities, and cognitive-emotional states” support criminal or noncriminal behavior (p. 139).

**Interpersonally mediated events** arise from the influence of other persons. In the PIC-R, the strength of interpersonal mediated influence “increases with adherence to the relationship

---

3 “Density” refers to “the number, variety, quality, and magnitude of rewards [costs] as well as the immediacy, frequency, and regularity with which they are delivered” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 147; see also Andrews, 1982a).
principle” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 140). That is, “interpersonal influence by antecedent and consequent processes is greater in situations characterized by open, warm, enthusiastic, and nonblaming communication, and by collaboration, mutual respect, liking and interest” (p. 381). In the PIC-R, the direction of interpersonally mediated influence is “determined by the structuring principle”—“the nature of the behavior patterns that are modeled, rehearsed, and subject to reinforcement and punishment contingencies” (pp. 140, 381).

Nondediated events arise from the act itself. Such influences “are relatively automatic as a function of the act itself and primary reflect a history of reinforcement for the target behavior” (p. 140). That is, habitual and automatic events control the behavior (p. 147).

Importantly, through these three major sources of antecedents and consequences, the PIC-R explains the predictive power of the Big Four and other factors that were found as correlates of criminality. First, these sources highlight that “the construct of antisocial attitude has a crucial role in PIC-R” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 154, emphasis in original). Specifically, factors that relate to cognitions “contribute to the standard of conduct that determine whether personally mediated control favors criminal over noncriminal choices. They also represent the pool of justifications and exonerating statements that the person has available in any particular situation” (p. 154). Second, these sources also indicate that the role of the construct of antisocial associations is “very important” in the PIC-R. Specifically, antisocial associates “influence the procriminal versus anticriminal nature of modeling in the situation of action as well as govern the rules by which rewards and costs are signaled and delivered” (i.e., direct influence) (p. 154). In addition, “antisocial significant others also impact on antisocial attitude, which in turn may influence personally mediated control even in the absence of others” (i.e., indirect influence) (p. 154).
Third, these three major sources of antecedents and consequences also reflect that “the construct of history of antisocial behavior is also theoretical relevant” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 154, emphasis in original). In the PIC-R, history of behavior “increases self-efficacy beliefs with regard to being able to complete the act successfully and serves as a measure of habit strength in the tradition of behaviorism” (p. 154). Fourth, these sources of events accommodate the personality correlates of criminality. Specifically, correlates such as “impulsivity and weak self-control are explained through personality mediated control” (p. 153). In addition, the PIC-R explains antisocial behavior through the interactions of personality attributes with certain attitudes or associates. Such interactions may increase motivation toward criminality or decrease personal and social control that facilitates criminality.

Fifth, the PIC-R makes “theoretical sense” in other four factors that were found as moderate correlates of criminal behavior (“the Moderate Four”). According to the PIC-R, factors such as (1) family, (2) school/work, and (3) and leisure/recreation “represent major behavioral settings, and the contingencies within those settings may have a great impact on the overall density of rewards and costs for criminal behavior” (p. 154). In addition, the PIC-R explains the moderate impact of (4) substance abuse. This factor might be illegal by definition and also “can lead to criminal activity through a variety of routes including disruption of personally mediated control both automatic and effortful” (p. 155). According to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), the Moderate Four, the Big Four (together: the “Central Eight”), and other “relatively minor personal risk/need factors [that] may also be operative within PIC-R” (e.g., measures of psychological discomfort) (“strength/protective factors”) are “closely linked with the PIC-R model of criminal conduct” (pp. 154, 380).
The PIC-R provides more specific explanation about the magnitude of the probability of an act (principles 7 and 8). In this regard, the magnitude of the effects of rewards and costs is expected to be “interdependence and indeed interactive in their impact on behavior” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 147). According to the PIC-R, “the magnitude of the effect of any one signaled reward for any class of behaviors depends upon the signaled density of other rewards for that class of behaviors” (p. 140). In addition, “variation in the signaled reward and costs for one class of behavior (deviant or nondeviant) may produce variations in the probability of occurrence in another class of behavior” (p. 140).

Relatively, the PIC-R suggests the behavioral mechanism that operates the magnitude of the effect. This mechanism emphasizes the importance of building up rewards for noncriminal behavior. Specifically, it suggests that “the rewards for non-deviant behavior approach their maximum impact on the chance of deviant behavior under three conditions” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 140): first, delivering rewards for noncriminal behavior that are similar to the rewards delivered by deviant behavior; second, increasing the overall density of the rewards for nondeviant behavior; and third, delivering rewards for behaviors that are incompatible with deviance.

**Other General Issues Suggested by the PIC-R.** Beyond explanations of the general operation of behavior and the probability of behavioral occurrence, the PIC-R provides other general propositions. First, the PIC-R discusses how to analyze the effect of political and socio-cultural systems on behavior (principles 10 and 11). In other words, the PIC-R suggests an analytic approach to situations in which “variations in the contingencies may be described as structure inequalities in the distribution of resources and power” (Andrews, 1982a, p. 34). In this regard, the PIC-R directs to examine “all systems of which the individual is part” (p. 40). Then,
the PIC-R suggests analyzing the situation in terms of “what is being modeled, what is reinforced, and what is punished” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 148). Second, the principles of the PIC-R provide a “reminder of the practical value of individualized understanding of the reward-cost contingencies in effect” (p. 149) (principle 12). Third, the principles of the PIC-R also provide a “reminder that research and practice proceed in a ethical, humane, and just manner (p. 148) (principle 13).

**PIC-R and Offender Assessment.** As detailed above, the PIC-R was constituted not only to explain the occurrence of criminal behavior but also as theory with a potential to provide meaningful assistance in assessments of future criminality. In the early 1980s, Andrews (1982a) provided directions how to assess the chance that persons in the immediate situation would choose a criminal response. He suggested that indicators of reward and cost in effect or signaled for criminal behavior (“ties to crime”) may be found in a comprehensive examination of the followings attributes of persons and their situation: “(a) prior (and rewarded) involvement in deviant behavior; (b) possession of prerequisite skills for deviance; (c) personal endorsement of sentiments supportive of deviance in general and specific deviant act in particular; (d) value placed on outcomes which are more readily obtained by deviant than by nondeviant behaviors; (e) social support for deviance (including necessary resources, models, association with others involved in deviance, affective ties to such others)” (p. 47).

Accordingly, a complementary set of indicators is needed to assess the density of the rewards and costs in effect for nondeviant behavior (“ties to convention norms”). In this regard, a comprehensive assessment of the factors that ties to conventional norms can lead to a mirror image of the indicators of “ties to crime” (Andrews, 1982). According to Andrews (1983), such assessment “samples the density of the reward and satisfactions associated with a variety of
noncriminal pursuits, especially those that occur in the company of anticriminal others and within anticriminal settings such as the home, school, work, recreation, neighborhood, and other social settings such as the church and unions” (p. 183).

These early suggestions led to the development of specific (and more sophisticated) assessment tools to predict criminality (see the third section of this chapter). In general, the PIC-R provides a theoretical guidance for criminal assessment that serves two clinical purposes: effective prediction of future risk and targeting interventions. In this regard, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) indicate that the PIC-R offers four “lessons” for the clinical development of offenders’ assessment. The first lesson is to “sample multiple domains of criminal conduct” (p. 307). This lesson is based on the principle that criminal behavior is under the control of many factors. In other words, the rewards and costs for both criminal and noncriminal behavior arise from multiple sources.

The second lesson is to “assess the dynamic as well as the static covariates of criminal conduct” (p. 308). In this regard, Andrews et al. were aware to the fact that several static measures might yield the maximum amount of variance. Nevertheless, they emphasized the practical value of the inclusion of dynamic measures. They stated that prediction of criminal behavior “rarely is the primary concern of practitioners (or theorists)” (Andrews, 1982a, p. 46). Rather, they claimed, “their concern is with those attributes of persons and their situations which are reasonably and ethically amenable to influence and whose influence would in turn be associated with variations in the chances of deviant activity” (p. 46). In other words, dynamic predictors are potential targets for interventions and therefore have to be part of the assessment of criminal behavior.
The third lesson that the PIC-R can offer for offender assessment is that “offender assessment can guide the intensity of treatment” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 308). According to this lesson, offender assessments have to provide a clear distinction between low-, moderate-, and high-risk offenders. In this regard, Andrews (1982a) claimed that correctional intervention may make low-risk offenders worse. In this regard, he explains that “when the density of the rewards for deviant is low and the density of the costs is high,” the probability of future criminality is low (p. 52). In such case, he stated, interventions may produce shifts in the density of rewards and costs that “can only be in the prodeviant direction” (p. 52). As opposed to low-risk offenders, moderate and high-risk offenders “need and may profit from agency efforts” (p. 52). Therefore, PIC-R directs assessments to provide knowledge about “how much treatment is needed to reduce an offender’s risk” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 308).

The fourth lesson from PIC-R is that “offender assessment can guide how we provide treatment” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 308). According to this lesson, assessments should provide information about “personal-cognitive-emotional factors” that interfere with personally or interpersonally mediated control. Such information is important because these factors (e.g., low intelligence or low levels of interpersonal skills) may render offenders’ ability to learn from the environment. Thus, treatment may be interested in assessment of individual characteristics “that may not be predictors of criminal behavior but are still relevant for the delivery of services” (p. 308). In that sense, matching delivery of service to individual’s learning ability may facilitate new prosocial cognitions.

**PIC-R and Crime Prevention.** In addition to providing assistance in prediction of future criminality, the clinical value of the PIC-R resides in its ability to explain effective design and delivery of correctional services. Recall that reduction of future criminality is the ultimate goal
of the PCC, and the RNR model is expected to conduct this goal. PIC-R thus contributes to this effort by providing theoretical explanation about the causes of stability and change in criminal behavior.

As mentioned above, the premise of the PIC-R is that “offenders, being human, seek pleasure and try to avoid pain” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 390). Based on this premise, the PIC-R explains that the behavior “is influenced by the immediate contingencies of action that are situationally induced and personally and interpersonally mediated” (p. 390). Essentially, the PIC-R uses these contingencies to explain stability and change in criminal behavior. According to the PIC-R, “stability in human behavior is evident because these contingencies are maintained by such personal variables as personality, attitudes, competencies, and incompetencies, and by important others such as partners and peers” (p. 390). In this regard, stability in criminal behavior reflects a relatively stable balance between signaled rewards and costs that favor deviant behavior over signaled rewards and costs that favor nondeviant alternatives.

Accordingly, change in these contingencies of action may produce behavioral change. Specifically, such changes create shifts in “the density of the incentives [i.e., rewards] and disincentives [i.e., costs] for criminal acts and noncriminal acts” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 390). Thus, behavioral change depends on whether these shifts result with a new balance between density of signaled rewards and costs that favor one behavior over alternative behavior. In relation to criminal behavior, shifts in the density of the incentives and disincentives may change this balance from favoring deviant response to less favoring such response or favoring nondeviant alternative responses.

In clinical practice thus, “without alteration of the personal, interpersonal, and community sources of rewards and costs, long-term behavior change is unlikely” (Andrews &
According to the PIC-R, the focus of correctional intervention should be on rewarding nondeviant alternative behaviors. This emphasis on reinforcement—the process of rewarding—reflects an underlie assumption that rewarding nondeviant alternative serves two proposes: reduction of motivation for deviance and increase subtractive costs of crime (i.e., there is more to lose).

**Introduction to the Risk-Need-Responsivity Principles**

During the 1980, the psychology of criminal conduct (PCC) was developed against the political and criminological mainstream. As described in the previous chapter, the notion of correctional rehabilitation was devaluated by policy makers and academician, and “getting tough” on criminals became the major criminal justice policy to deal with offenders. Specifically, the objectives and assumptions of PCC contrasted these of endorsed by mainstream criminologists. In this regard, Andrews et al. (1990) indicated of four major differences between PCC and mainstream criminology.

The first difference was the perused objectives. While the PCC sought to understand the variation in criminal conduct of individuals, “mainstream criminology [was] preoccupied with interpreting aggregated crime rates, law and order, and with overcoming structured inequality in the distribution of societal wealth and power” (Andrews et al., 1990, p. 21). The second difference was their scope of inquiry. While the PCC was open to covariates from any discipline of knowledge that may assist in accounting the variation in criminal conduct of individuals, mainstream criminology devaluated individual differences and personality explanation (Andrews & Wormith, 1989). Instead, mainstream criminologists emphasized the “structural ‘root causes’ of crime” (Cullen & Gendreau, 2001, p. 326).
The third fundamental difference between PCC and mainstream criminology was their attitude toward clinical criminology. While the PCC sought for both theoretical and practical understanding of human service, the mainstream criminology believed “that clinical service is ineffective, perhaps ‘evil,’ and certainly not as powerful or as dignified as punishment” (Andrews et al., 1990, p. 21). The fourth difference resided in the professional ideology of Andrews et al. and mainstream criminologists. While the PCC used science as “a way of knowing the world and changing it for the better” (i.e., endorsed “knowledge construction”), mainstream criminologists adopted professional ideology of “knowledge destruction” (Cullen & Gendreau, 2001, p. 331). That is, mainstream criminologists concentrated on showing what does not work in corrections (Andrews & Wormith, 1989).

Despite the anti-rehabilitation environment, Andrews et al. adhered to their rational empirical psychology of crime. Specifically, they consistently sought ways to promote the empirical, theoretical, and practical understanding of variation in criminal conduct of individuals. As described above, their early empirical research provided the core criminological component for the PCC (Andrews, 1980). In this regard, their experimental studies demonstrated how criminological theory (the differential association theory) could affect practical outcome with offenders. In the early 1980s, this important finding led Andrews et al. to constitute the PIC-R (Andrews, 1982a). Essentially, the PIC-R established a new bridge between criminology and the rehabilitation research—a bridge that was made by converging key aspects of several criminological theories around the cognitive social learning perspective of human behavior.

The previous section described how PIC-R served as a framework for theoretical understanding of variation in criminality. In addition, that section showed how Andrews et al. sought empirical understanding of this variation by identifying the Big Four and Moderate Four
as potential causal and predictor factors. The following section will present the efforts to achieve the third piece of understanding—the search for practical understanding of the variation.

During the 1980s, Andrews et al. developed a broad methodological framework that intended to enhance the practical understanding of variation in correctional rehabilitation. Their broad framework—the “model of direct intervention”—was designed to address issues in respect to the general social service, including correctional services (Hoge & Andrews, 1986). Hoge and Andrews (1986) presented the model “as a framework for understanding the dynamics of the process as it operates in these settings and as guide for research on the process” (p. 334). In essence, this model endorsed an underlie assumption that followed the premises of PIC-R: “most human problems have their sources within the individual, the family group, or the immediate situation” (p. 332). Accordingly, the direct intervention strategy directed treatments “at the personal, interpersonal and immediate situation” (p. 332).

Importantly, Andrews et al. endorsed a “functional perspective” to their framework—the relative value of elements in the intervention process would be examined in relation to the goal that the agency was trying to achieve (Andrews, 1982b). Accordingly, within the correctional context, Andrews et al. chose recidivism as the ultimate outcome of correctional agencies. In that sense, “it may be worse than useless to select factors within a given set to meet some presumed ideal which bears no obvious relation to recidivism” (p. 10).

The goal of this model thus was to identify factors, and relationships between factors, that are relevant to recidivism and can optimize treatment effects. In this regard, Andrews et al. mapped six major categories—sets of factors—that represent independent source of variability in recidivism: (1) Offender factors; (2) correctional worker factors; (3) counseling process factors; (4) program-level factors; (5) intermediate outcomes; and (6) setting factors. The general
assumption of the model of direct intervention was that offender, worker, practice, programs and, setting “operate as main effects in the determination of outcomes” (Hoge & Andrews, 1986, p. 338). In addition, it postulated that “these variables sometimes interact with one another and impact in that fashion on outcomes” (p. 338). Overall, the research on these factors and their interactions on recidivism influenced and directed the articulation of the principles of effective intervention. Therefore, the set of factors are describing below.

Preservice Characteristics of Offenders. Andrew et al. considered the characteristics of offenders as “the most important class of factors” because recidivism—the ultimate outcome measure—“ties directly to the criminality of individuals” (Andrews, 1982b, p. 14). In this regard, they also relied on the theoretical perspective of PIC-R and the early empirical studies that demonstrated the role of offenders variables in the intervention process (e.g., Andrews, 1980a; Andrews & Kiessling, 1980). Specifically, attributes of clients and their situations include biophysical functioning and states, conventional attitude, personality, compatibilities, social and historical elements, and “structural and cultural aspects of social system or groups of which the client is or has been a member” (Andrews, 1982b, p. 13).

During the 1980s, Andrews et al. suggested that the investigation of this category should focus on specific problems that brought the offenders into the correctional system and on measures that would assess the levels of risk/need for service and the level of readiness for intervention services. Overall thus, this category set the stage for “the development of operational definitions of these concepts and of practical measures” (Hoge & Andrews, 1986, p. 336). Specifically, future investigations of this category were expected to assist in (1) designing risk-assessment instruments, (2) developing strategies that would match offenders to “the most appropriate type of workers, practices, programs, and surrounding conditions,” and (3) panning
interventions that would focus on the dynamic individual factors as “intermediate targets” (i.e., targets that when changed would associate with subsequent reduction in recidivism) (pp. 14-15; see also Andrews, 1983).

**Characteristics of Correctional Workers.** This category followed the PIC-R that interpersonally mediated events arise from the influence of other persons (e.g., the relationship principle). In addition, the expectations workers factors would impact recidivism based on empirical studies in literature in the general human service. These studies provided “ample evidence that therapists and counselor variables have direct and indirect bearing on the outcomes of therapy” (Hoge & Andrews, 1986, p. 337). In addition, empirical studies in corrections that examined the impact of therapist characteristics found promising results (Andrews, 1982b; see also Andrews & Kiessling, 1980). Within the model of direct intervention, the variables that relate to the characteristic of correctional workers were conceptualized in four sets: (1) “demographic,” (2) “training/experience,” (3) “relationship style,” and (4) “practice preferences” (Hoge & Andrews, 1986, p. 337).

**Practice Factors.** Measures of the content and process of services reflect to “the nature and quality of the interactions between [correctional] workers and clients” (Andrews, 1982b, p. 16). According to the model of direct intervention, there was a general agreement that the use of “global construct” to describe treatment (e.g., psychotherapy, client-center, or behavioristic) was “of little utility” (Hoge & Andrews, 1986, p. 337). Instead, this model focused on four “specific aspects of the counselor-client interaction”: (1) “ongoing contracting” (i.e., records of thoughts and reactions), (2) “message content (i.e., the topics of discussion), (3) “relationship style,” and (4) “number, duration, and density of contacts” (p. 337). Overall, by setting this category, Andrews (1982b) expected that “intervention practices may correlate with measures of worker
and client factors...[and] may make independent contributions to the ability to predict and control recidivism” (p. 16).

**Program Factors.** This category referred to factors that “operate at the level of the agency or institution in which the counseling is provided” (Hoge & Andrews, 1986, p. 337). According to Andrews (1982b), “systematic empirical investigations of the relation of these factors to recidivism are almost totally lacking” (p. 44). Nevertheless, the model of direct intervention presented three sets of variables that may relate to recidivism “independently of characteristics of workers, client, and practice” (p. 17). These set of variables are (1) agency philosophy, (2) prescribed programs, and (3) agency resources.

**Setting Factors.** This category refers “to attributes of the broader community or systems of which any given program is part” (Andrews, 1982b, p. 18). General examples of setting factors would include “levels of unemployment, attitudes toward unemployment, availability of housing, and size of community” (Hoge & Andrews, 1986, p. 336). By definition, setting factors may account only for between-setting variation in recidivism (i.e., different political-economic situations). In the early 1980s, Andrews et al. were not “aware of any empirical evidence that variations in recidivism rates may be attributed to broader setting factors, except of course, where client factors such as age, socio-economic status, or ethnic background are misrepresented as setting factors” (p. 48, emphasis in original; see also Andrews & Wormith, 1989).

**Intermediate Outcomes.** Intermediate outcome refers to goals, which, if achieved, would be associated with changes in the ultimate outcome (e.g., recidivism). From the PIC-C perspective, “the overall intermediate target is to alter the density of the rewards and the density of the costs for criminal and noncriminal behaviors such that the noncriminal are favored” (Andrews, 1982b, p. 34). In the model of direct intervention, general measures of intermediate
outcomes may include “indices of changes in [1] client problems, [2] movement on risk/need factors, and [3] client satisfaction” (Hoge & Andrews, 1986, p. 337). As mentioned above, Andrews et al. expected that intermediate outcomes in the correctional system would link the intervention process with recidivism. In the early 1980s, “the number of factors with some documented dynamic validity [was] very small. In fact, if we were to demand utterly convincing empirical evidence regarding dynamic validity, the list of factors would be an empty set” (Andrews, 1982b, p. 33).

   Overall, in the mid-1980s Andrews et al. presented frameworks for searching the theoretical (PIC-R), empirical (central eight), and practical (the model of direct intervention) understanding of variation in recidivism. However, during that time, the correctional field had very little sound empirical data to validate these types of understanding. For example, the model of direct intervention might be considered an unrealistic guidance because it seemed “impossible to assess complex interactions among the large set of variables involved” (Hoge & Andrews, 1986, pp. 338-339). Thus, further developments in the predictability of recidivism in corrections depended on the ability to use new and more powerful statistical techniques.

   As described in the previous chapter, the development of meta-analytic technique was considered as a “methodological breakthrough” in corrections (Gendreau & Ross, 1987). Since the mid-1980s, this statistical tool enabled systematic assessment that would present the relative impact of set of variables and their interactions on recidivism. Overall thus meta-analytic technique provided systematic quantitative approach to understand variation in recidivism. Essentially, with the criminological and psychological foundations of GPCSL and PIC-R, this approach allowed rehabilitation to fulfill its potential to become empirically defensible practice in criminal justice. In other words, the developments of PCC and meta-analytic technique
“began to consolidate the conclusion that treatment can be effective in reducing recidivism and significantly so” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010b, p. 44).

In the early 1990s, these developments led Andrews et al. to present two related publications that constituted the core of the RNR model. One paper suggested four principles of classification for effective rehabilitation—risk, need, responsivity, and professional override (Andrews et al., 1990). These four principles were designed to “provide reasonable guides to service and research in rehabilitation” (p. 45). The other paper presented findings from a comprehensive meta-analysis that examined the effect of these principles on recidivism (Andrews, Zinger, et al., 1990) (see the previous chapter for more details on this study).

Together, these publications represent the early version of the RNR model—the introduction of a set of testable principles that, “if followed, were said to have meaningful treatment effect” (Cullen, 2005, p. 17).

The suggested risk (R), need (N), and responsivity (R) principles became the three core principles in the “RNR model.” The fourth principle—professional override—reflected the idea that “decisions regarding rehabilitative service are a joint function of risk, need, and responsivity consideration…[and] rehabilitation professional will always be called upon to beyond extant knowledge in their decision making” (Andrews et al., 1990, p. 44). The next section will discuss these principles in length as well as the essence of the other principles in the RNR model. In brief, during the early 1990s, Andrews et al. offered guidance that covered three clinical key concerns: (1) who should be treated; (2) what should be treated; (3) how to intervene.

The Risk principle guides “whom we offer intensive correctional treatment services” (Andrews, 1995, p. 41). In this regard, the risk principle stated that “higher levels of service are reserved for higher risk cases” (Andrew et al., 1990a, p. 20). The Need principle guides “what
do we target if an ultimate objective is reduced recidivism” (Andrews, 1995, p. 41). According to this principle, “targets of service are matched with the criminogenic needs of offenders. Such needs are case characteristics that, when influenced, are associated with changes in the chance of recidivism” (Andrew et al., 1990a, p. 20). The Responsivity principle guides “what modes and styles of treatment service do we employ if we target the criminogenic needs of those at risk for criminal conduct” (Andrews, 1995, p. 41). The responsivity principle thus suggested that “styles and modes of service are matched to the learning styles and ability of offenders” (Andrew et al., 1990a, p. 20). Importantly, such matching should be applied to both criminogenic needs and “attributes and circumstances of cases that render cases likely to profit from that particular type of service” (p. 20).

The next section will examine the latest version of the RNR model as presented by Andrews and Bonta (2010a). This version includes 15 principles. Importantly, the next section will show how the principles in the RNR model reflect the PCC, GPCSL perspective on human behavior, and the PIC-R perspective on deviant behavior. It will also become clear that the RNR model “remains a work-in-progress”—a model that allows future developments to “enhance the multiple contributions of psychology to the understanding and management of criminal offending” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010b, p. 51).

**THE RNR MODEL OF CORRECTIONAL ASSESSMENT AND TREATMENT**

In the early 1990s, Andrews et al. published two studies that demonstrated a science of criminal behavior (Andrews et al., 1990; Andrews, Zinger, et al., 1990). These studies presented a theoretical perspective that was empirically defensible—the “Psychology of Criminal Conduct” (PCC). In essence, Andrews et al. (1990) introduced their rational empirical psychology of
crime as a perspective that “provides a stimulating and facilitative home for the analysis and development of rehabilitation” (p. 20). Accordingly, in the following years, empirical evidence continued to support their perspective and the PCC gained more attention due to “its ability to predict criminal activity, to influence criminal activity, and to explain criminal activity” (Andrews, 1995, p. 36). They accumulated and assessed these publications during a time when the correctional rehabilitation field was starting to regain its legitimation to search for effective correctional intervention (Palmer, 1992).

In 1994, Donald Andrews and James Bonta published a book named after their perspective: *The Psychology of Criminal Conduct*. This book covered the knowledge base of their perspective (i.e., the PCC’s goals and objectives, and the theoretical frameworks and the research relate to the GPCSL and the PIC-R). Based on this knowledge, Andrews (1995) expanded the principles suggested in Andrews et al. (1990) to a total of 16 “principles of effective prevention and correctional treatment.” Together, these principles were designed to translate the accumulating knowledge into a form that would provide clear guidance regarding how to engage in effective correctional intervention. In the mid-1990s, this expanded set of principles was presented as hypotheses. However, according to Andrews (1995), “they [were] hypotheses with rational and empirical support sufficiently to suggest that they may be used guide evaluated policy and practice that is concerned with the reduction of criminal conduct” (p. 41).

In essence, the RNR model is the correctional component of the PCC—the “blueprint for intervening with offenders…that is conveyed through the principles of effective correctional treatment” (Cullen, 2013, p. 341). In this regard, according to Cullen (2005), the decision to set forth the existing knowledge in “propositional form and organized it” around principles of effective intervention was “of immense strategic value” (p. 16, emphasis in original). First, “by developing principles, Andrews and Bonta succeeded in placing knowledge about treatment effectiveness in a form in which it could be transferred to practitioners…Second, the statement of principles made their theory testable and thus of potential scientific value” (p. 17).

This section discusses the full RNR model as presented in the latest (fifth) edition of The Psychology of Criminal Conduct—the “Risk-Need-Responsively (RNR) Model of Effective Correctional Assessment and Crime Prevention Services” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 46). In this edition, Andrews and Bonta outlined 15 principles of effective correctional treatment. The authors divided the principles into three parts: (1) Overarching principles; (2) core RNR principles and key clinical issues; (3) organizational principles: setting, staffing, and management. In this regard, the discussion of the principles that follows will be divided to correspond with these three parts. Note that the 15 principles as set forth by Andrews and Bonta (2010a) will be reprinted in their original form in Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3—one table to correspond to each of the three parts.

Specifically, table 2.1 includes three overarching principles that “restate and underscore the importance of the theoretical and normative issues” (Andrews, 2001). In brief, principle 1 links between the RNR model and the public mandate to intervene in the life of offenders. Thus, this principle underscores that correctional interventions have to consider the context appropriate
to local and surrounding conditions. Principle 2 links the RNR to its underlying theory. In this regard, this principle states that the GPCSL is more effective in correctional settings than any alternative perspective of human behavior. Principle 3 states the RNR model can enhance the effectiveness of crime prevention efforts “in the locally appropriate context child welfare, family services, mental health, community development etc.” (Andrews, 2001).

Table 2.2 includes the core RNR principles and other principles that address key clinical issues (principles 4-12). In brief, principle 4 highlights the use of human service strategy over services that based on retribution, restorative justice, deterrence, or incapacitation. Principles 5-8 present the Risk-Need-Responsivity principles. These principles remain at the core of the model since it was first presented and “have exerted a considerable influence on correctional theory, practice, and policy (Andrews, Bonta, & Wormith, 2011, p. 736). Principle 9 suggests targeting a number of criminogenic needs, especially in interventions that deal with high-risk offenders. Principles 10-12 direct correctional interventions in assessment of offenders. Specifically, these principles underscore strength factors (principle 10), the use of structured assessment (principle 11), and the ability of professional to deviate from the RNR principles and its assessments (principle 12).

The organizational principles are presented in table 2.3. These principles were designed to direct correctional interventions through the challenges faced by treatment in the real world. These principles reflect the fact that “it requires major efforts on the part of managers and staff for adherence [to the RNR principles] to be accomplished” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 505). Specifically, principle 13 directs that community-based services facilitate better levels of adherence to the Risk-Need-Responsivity principles. Accordingly, principle 14 and 15 underscore the importance of “staff establishing collaborative and respectful working
relationships with clients and correctional agencies and managers providing policies and leadership that facilitate and enable effective interventions” (Bonta & Andrews, 2007, p. 1).

**Principle 1: Respect for the Person and the Normative Context**

As noted, the first three principles of the RNR model are the overarching principles. They are listed in Table 2.1. Importantly, as psychologists, Andrews and Bonta recognized that intervention must be ethical and thus follow norms that ensure individuals, including offenders who have harmed others, are treated appropriately. Thus, principle 1 establishes the normative contexts of the RNR model. First, this principle calls for respect for the person. Within the RNR model, such respect reflects an awareness to the punitive nature of the correctional system. In this regard, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) highlighted the respect for the personal autonomy in correctional interventions because this practice field tends to emphasize “structure, discipline, accountability, and state-sanctioned imposition of restrictions and punishment” (p. 7). Thus, according to their perspective, the respect for personal autonomy is “a key aspect of ethical practice” (p. 6).

Second, principle 1 also underscores the importance of respect for the normative context in which the service is provided. According to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), any agency that provides human service should “respect the norms of the broader and narrower communities of which it is a part” because “all forms of human, social, and clinical services are subjective to evaluations in regard to ethically, legality, and some other norms” (p. 52). Essentially, this principle guides those delivering an intervention to respect ethical norms even in conditions when the compliance of norms has only a weak connection with reduction of recidivism (e.g., respect to sentences that were imposed “according to criminal law and the principle of specific deterrence”) (Andrews, 2001). In addition, correctional interventions are expected to take into
Table 2.1
Overarching Principles

1. **Respect for the Person and the Normative Context:** Services are delivered with respect for the person, including respect for personal autonomy, being humane, ethical, just, legal, decent, and being otherwise normative. Some norms may vary with the agencies or the particular settings within which services are delivered. For example, agencies working with young offenders may be expected to show exceptional attention to education issues and to child protection. Mental health agencies may attend to issues of personal well-being. Some agencies working with female offenders may place a premium on attending to trauma and/or to parenting concerns.

2. **Psychological Theory:** Base programs on an empirically solid psychological theory (a general personality and cognitive social learning approach is recommended).

3. **General Enhancement of Crime Prevention Services:** The reduction of criminal victimization may be viewed as a legitimate objective of service agencies, including agencies within and outside of justice and corrections.

consideration that norms can be different in different settings for different offender populations.

**Principle 2: Psychological Theory**

Principle 2 reflects the focus of the RNR model on the reduction recidivism as the major goal of correctional intervention. First, interventions that aim to influence the behavior of offenders should be based on psychological theory. Specifically, this principle recommends using theories of criminal behavior that focuses on individual differences. According to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), such theories are capable of identifying variables and strategies that provide better assistance in reduction reoffending. Thus, principle 2 distinguishes the recommended psychological theory from other theories that do not focus on individual differences of criminals as their ultimate outcome (e.g., biological, behavioral, sociological, humanistic, judicial or legal perspective on justice, social equality or aggregated crime rates).
Second, principle 2 follows the PCC and requires that the underlying psychological theory will be empirically defensible. Specifically, the RNR model argues that the GPSCL is the most effective theoretical perspective on human behavior. The previous section explained the merits of the GPCSL perspective in length. In a nutshell, the power of the GPCSL has been summarized in four major aspects (Andrews and Bonta, 2010a): (1) the GPCSL has a general effective applicability. In other words, these perspectives on human behavior identify effective “clinical practices and interpersonal influence strategy” that can be applied across age, gender, race/ethnicity, and social class (p. 53). (2) The GPCSL perspectives seek to identify causal factors that have an immediate personal and interpersonal influence on criminality. Accordingly, these perspectives inform the correctional intervention field with knowledge about the most relevant factors that can assist in prediction and influence criminality. In addition, the use of the GPCSL perspectives leads to factors that facilitate the learning of alternative noncriminal behavior. (3) The GPCSL perspectives allow the integration of theoretical elements and findings from other perspectives such as biological/neuropsychological perspectives and broader social structure and cultural perspective. (4) The GPCSL perspectives have the flexibility “to incorporate new conceptions and strategies (such as motivational interviewing)” (p. 53).

**Principle 3: General Enhancement of Crime Prevention Services**

Principle 3 is the final overarching principle. This principle expands the RNR model to include the treatment of at-risk individuals by “health and other agencies outside of justice and corrections” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 53). For example, agencies may deal with young individuals who are not yet involved in criminality but are at high risk of offending because they “confront a life of increasing cumulative disadvantage” (Cullen & Jonson, 2012, p. 172;
emphasis in origin). In this regard, knowledge of the RNR model can help the staff in these agencies identify increasing criminogenic risk and to use effective strategies that will reduce a youth’s entry into crime. In addition, this principle may be relevant to the mental health agencies. According to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), the principles of effective intervention can be useful to staff in these agencies because they “may be threatened by the very presence of criminal” (p. 400). Therefore, these agencies “must bring their counseling staff to think in RNR terms” (p. 400).

**Principle 4: Introduce Human Service**

Table 2.2 lists the core RNR principles and various clinical issues that are related to these principles. In Andrews and Bonta’s (2010a) articulation of their perspective, this part covers principles 4 to 12.

Principle 4 highlights the idea that correctional interventions that provide human services are more effective than correctional sanctions. According to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), this recommendation is based on the empirical research showing that “the typical legal and judicial principles of deterrence, restoration, just desert, and due process have little to do with the major risk/need factors” (p. 47). Instead, principle 4 proposes that “it is through human, clinical, and social services that the major causes of crime may be addressed” (p. 47).

This perspective on the nature of correctional intervention has historical roots. Recall that in the 19th century, the first National Congress on Penitentiary and Reformatory Discipline (1870) embraced the notion that the causes of crime should be addressed through human and social service rather than deterrence or vindictive retribution (see the previous chapter). In addition, strong and clear support for principle 4 can be found in the ample empirical studies.
Table 2.2
Core RNR Principles and Key Clinical Issues

4. **Introduce Human Service:** Introduce human service into the justice context. Do not rely on the sanction to bring about reduced offending. Do not rely on deterrence, restoration, or other principles of justice.

5. **Risk:** Match intensity of service with risk level of cases. Work with moderate and higher risk cases. Generally, avoid creating interactions of low-risk cases with higher-risk cases.

6. **Need:** Target criminogenic needs predominately. Move criminogenic needs in the direction of becoming strengths.

7. **General Responsivity:** Employ behavioral, social learning, and cognitive behavioral influence and skill building strategies.

8. **Specific Responsivity:** Adapt the style and mode of service according to the setting of service and to relevant characteristics of individual offenders, such as their strengths, motivations, preferences, personality, age, gender, ethnicity, cultural identifications, and other factors. The evidence in regard to specific responsivity is generally favorable but very scattered, and it has yet to be subjected to a comprehensive meta-analysis. Some examples of specific responsivity considerations follow:
   a) When working with the weakly motivated: Build on strengths; reduce personal and situational barriers to full participation in treatment; establish high-quality relationships; deliver early and often on matters of personal interest; and start where the person "is at."
   b) Attend to the evidence in regard to age-, gender-, and culturally responsive services.
   c) Attend to the evidence in regard to differential treatment according to interpersonal maturity, interpersonal anxiety, cognitive skill levels, and the responsivity aspects of psychopathy.
   d) Consider the targeting of noncriminogenic needs for purposes of enhancing motivation, the reduction of distracting factors, and for reasons having to do with humanitarian and entitlement issues.

9. **Breadth (or Multimodal):** Target a number of criminogenic needs relative to noncriminogenic needs.

10. **Strength:** Assess strengths to enhance prediction and specific responsivity effects.
11. **Structured Assessment:**
   a) Assessments of Strengths and Risk-Need-Specific Responsivity Factors: Employ structured and validated assessment instruments.
   b) Integrated Assessment and Intervention: Every intervention and contact should be informed by the assessments.

12. **Professional Discretion:** Deviate from recommendations only for very specific reasons. For example, functional analysis may suggest that emotional distress is a risk/need factor for this person.

In this regard, a series of meta-analyses reported strong and consistent support to the capability of correctional services to reduce reoffending compared to correctional interventions that tried to change criminality through sanctions (see the previous chapter). Indeed, in empirical terms, principle 4 was confirmed “beyond a reasonable doubt” (Lipsey & Cullen, 2007, p. 314).

This pattern in the data can also be explained by the theoretical principles of the PIC-R and the literature of behavioral therapy (Spiegler & Guevremont, 2003). In general, a “sanction” is imposed as a consequence to a behavior and intends to decelerate undesired behavior from reoccurring (this is also called “punishment”). In PIC-R terms, punishment can be experienced through adding costs or by subtraction of rewards for a particular behavior. Indeed, theoretically, punishment can be effective in reducing the probability of criminality. However, according to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), it seems that “the necessary conditions for effective punishment are virtually impossible to meet for the criminal justice system” (p. 451).

Specifically, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) illustrate several difficulties to achieving effective punishment in the criminal justice system. First, it is difficult to respond every criminal act with *maximum intensity*. In this regard, the criminal justice system reacts to a crime with sentences that are based on “legal factors” such as the type and severity of offense and prior criminal history. Indeed, sentences that ignore these factors may be considered as a reaction to
criminality that “offends our sense of justice and fairness” (p. 444). However, the inclusion of these factors as guideline for punishment may mitigate the intensity of punishment (e.g., the punishment for first conviction will be less intense than punishment that will be inflicted on chronic offenders). Second, for punishment to be effective, the sanction should be inflicted immediately after the criminal activity is performed. However, in criminal cases, offenders are often released before being convicted and punished. Therefore, instead of immediate response to criminality, “there are opportunities for the [criminal] behavior to be reinforced prior to the delivery of punishment” (p. 444). Third, effective punishment requires that “the undesired behavior [will be] punished every time it occurs” (p. 444). However, such certainty in punishment is rarely occurs in the criminal justice system because offenders are not caught every time they commit a criminal act. Therefore, criminals have more opportunities “to engage in other unwanted behavior that may be rewarded” (p. 445). Fourth, due to “variety of person factors (e.g., biological, cognitive, state conditions),” people may vary in their reaction to the same punishment (p. 447). Therefore, imposing effective punishment requires matching between sanction and the characteristics of the offender. However, within the criminal justice system, such matching is often considered as “extra-legal” considerations in sentencing that “violate the principle of fairness” (p. 447).

Beyond practical difficulties to applying punishment effectively in the criminal justice system, imposing punishment can also lead to “unintended and undesirable behaviors” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 448). First, these “side effects” include situations when punishment “is coupled with a situation in which there is no escape,” which may lead offenders to develop depression and “poor coping with stress” (p. 448).

In this regard, when offenders perceive punishment as investable consequence, they tend
to minimize their willingness to take responsibility for their undesired behavior. In correctional intervention, this mental state may negatively affects the ability to change their criminality. Another side effect of punishment appears when punishment leads to “anger and hate toward the punisher or feelings of rejections” (p. 448). In correctional interventions, such negative emotions can hinder the attempts to influence the behavior. Finally, when correctional interventions use punishment as a response, they signal offenders that inflicting pain or harm on others is a rewarded practice. Accordingly, offenders who witness such practice may use it more frequently as a solution to their problems.

Therefore, the RNR model focuses on the process of rewarding nondeviant alternative behaviors rather than punishing deviant behaviors. Recall that the underlying assumption of the PIC-R is that the process of rewarding (reinforcement) is expected to reduce the motivation for deviance and increase the costs for future criminality. Specifically, according to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), interventions that use reinforcement have two important advantages over interventions that concentrate on punitive sanctions. First, “only reinforcement can shape new behaviors; punishment only suppresses existing behavior” (p. 450). In other words, the RNR model recommends using reinforcement because this is the only way to change the behavior of those with limited prosocial skills (see also Spiegler & Guevremont, 2003). Second, “reinforcement procedures avoid the obvious ethical and professional dilemmas associated with purposefully inflicting pain” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 451).

**Principle 5: Risk**

The risk principle is one of the three notable principles of the RNR model in that it represents to first “R” in this now-famous acronym. The risk principle has two components: prediction of criminal behavior and the “matching levels of treatment services to the risk level of
offender” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 47, emphasis in original). The first component—prediction of recidivism—emphasizes the assessment of risk factors. In essence, this component highlights the individual differences that exist in criminal conduct and therefore the challenge of finding the risk factors that account for this variation (Andrews, 1995). According to Andrews et al. (1990), these risk factors “refer to personal attributes and circumstances that are assessable prior to service and are predictive of future criminal behavior” (p. 24).

As described in the previous section, the factors that increase the probability for later offending can be conceptualized through the PIC-R. In this regard, the PIC-R assists researchers to identify the particular attributes of persons and their situation that may tie them to either crime or conventional norms. Then, these attributes can be operationalized for empirical research and be examined through longitudinal analysis. This examination enables researchers to validate the power of particular variables to predict future offending (see the next section for more details on the development of effective risk assessments of offenders).

The second component—the matching of service to offender risk—is “the essence of the risk principle and is the bridge between assessment and effective treatment” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 48). In this regard, offenders are considered high/moderate/low risk in relation to the number and strength of the risk factors that they possess. Thus, the risk principle states that “as risk level increases then the amount of treatment needed to reduce recidivism also increase” (Bonta & Andrews, 2007, p. 9). In other words, higher risk cases require more intensive human services and low risk cases require minimal or even no service.

As indicated in the previous section, the interaction between the level of risk and treatment can be explained by the PIC-R (Andrews, 1982a, Andrews & Bonta, 2010a). Thus, high-risk offenders have a high density of rewards and a low density of costs for criminal
behavior. Accordingly, low-risk offenders have a low density of rewards and a high density of costs for criminality. Therefore, the PIC-R supports the use of risk assessment as guidance for adequate intensity of treatment.

While higher-risk offenders need more service simply because there is more to change about them, the reasons why agencies should avoid intensive treatment for lower-risk offenders are less intuitive. One reason for such concern is the potential interaction that can occur between low-risk offenders and high-risk offenders. According the social learning theory and the social cognitive theory, such interaction may lead to a learning process that increases the likelihood that low-risk offenders will learn antisocial attitudes (Bandura, 1977, 1986; see also Andrews, 1980). Thus, within the mixed group of offenders, the high-risk offenders may become antisocial role models for the lower-risk offenders. Importantly, within a correctional program, such concern is mostly relevant when the lower risk offenders have low intellectual functioning and lack of maturity (i.e., can be manipulated more easily) (Lovins, Lowenkamp, & Latessa, 2009; Lowenkamp, Latessa, & Holsinger, 2006).

Another reason for minimum treatment efforts for low-risk offenders is that overtreatment may increase the likelihood of reoffending (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a; Cullen & Jonson, 2012). When interventions provide more treatment than needed, they may have iatrogenic effects. The cause for such negative effects may be the impact of a structured, intrusive intervention on low-risk offenders. Such intensive intervention tends to isolate the low-risk offenders from conventional aspects in their life (e.g., steady work, supportive family). As a result, individual attributes that may have kept low-risk offenders out of crime may lose their influence and be changed for the worst. In such cases, the intensive intervention may facilitate the creation of new risk factors that increase the likelihood of criminality.
Empirical support for the risk principle has been growing since the 1970s. Andrews, Robinson, & Balla (1986) indicated that seven “reasonably well-controlled experimental studies of prevention and correctional programs [had] reported significant Risk × Treatment interactions (Andrews & Kiessling, 1980; Andrews & Robinson, 1984; Baird, Heinz, & Bemus, 1979; Byles & Maurice, 1982; Hackler & Hagan, 1975; Jeffery & Woolport, 1974; O'Donnell, Lydgate, & Fo, 1971)” (p. 203). Recently, more studies of individual research supported the impact of this interaction on recidivism (Bonta et al., 2008; Lowenkamp & Latessa, 2002).

In addition, as detailed in the previous chapter, studies that conducted meta-analyses strongly supported the relationship between the level of risk and recidivism (Andrews, Zinger, et al., 1990; Andrews & Bonta, 2006, 2010a; Lipsey, 1992, 2009, 2014). Moreover, meta-analyses also provided direct support for the conclusion that the risk principle is related to recidivism (Dowden & Andrews, 1999a, 1999b, 2003; Landenberger & Lipsey, 2005). According to Andrews (2001), the empirical support for the risk principle depends on whether other principles of effective intervention are incorporated into the intervention. That is, the effect of the risk principle becomes stronger “as you move up from studies of the effects of sanctions through studies of human service in general to studies of human service that is consistent with the need and general responsivity principles” (Andrews, 2001).

**Principle 6: Need**

The need principle—the “N” in the RNR model—proposes that correctional intervention should focus on a particular subset of risk factors as intermediate targets. Specifically, these risk factors should be “dynamic attributes of offenders and their circumstances that, when changed, are associated with changes in the chances of recidivism” (Andrews et al., 1990, p. 31). In essence, the need factor distinguishes between static risk factors that cannot be changed (e.g.,
criminal history), dynamic risk factors that can be changed only naturally (e.g., age), and
dynamic risk factors that can be changed through a deliberate intervention that aim to reduce
recidivism (“criminogenic needs”).

In addition, the need principle distinguishes between “criminogenic needs” and
“noncriminogenic needs.” As opposed to criminogenic needs, noncriminogenic needs represent
dynamic and changeable attributes of offenders that “have a very minor or no causal relationship
to criminal behavior” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010b, p. 45). In other words, “addressing
noncriminogenic needs is unlikely to alter future recidivism significantly unless doing so
indirectly impacts on criminogenic needs” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 49). Thus, according to
Andrews and Bonta (2010a), the need principle is also called “criminogenic need principle” (p.
49, emphasis in original).

The search for criminogenic needs is a search for “a functional links among variation in
service, changes on intermediate targets, and recidivism” (Andrews et al., 1990, p. 32). Such
needs can be drawn from the criminological theories (e.g., differential association theory, control
theories, general strain theory). For empirical validation, a strict process to determine
 criminogenic need requires a multiwave longitudinal study that shows three related conditions:
“(1) deliberate interventions produce changes on the potential need factor, (2) deliberate
interventions produce changes in criminal conduct, and (3) the magnitude of the associations
between intervention and criminal behavior may be reduced through the introduction of
statistical controls for change on the potential need factor” (p. 31).

Andrews and Bonta (2010a) present seven criminogenic need domains: antisocial
cognition, antisocial personality pattern, antisocial associates, dysfunctional family relationships,
dysfunctional relationships within school/work, noninvolvement in conventional organized
leisure-time activities, and problems relates to substance abuse. Indeed, the research found that together with criminal history (a static predictor), these seven criminogenic needs are represented by the “Central Eight.” In this regard, the Central Eight are part of the GPCSL perspective of human behavior and can be explained by the PIC-R (see the previous section).

Recall that the previous chapter showed that meta-analyses reviews supported the predictive validity and the functional validity of the criminogenic needs (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a). In this regard, correctional interventions that targeted criminogenic needs presented larger effect on recidivism than interventions that ignored these intermediate targets. In addition, the meta-analyses reviews found a wide support for the need principle. Specifically, studies showed that when correctional intervention targeted more criminogenic needs than noncriminogenic needs, they were more effective in reducing recidivism than interventions that did not prioritized criminogenic needs.

**Principle 7: General Responsivity**

The responsivity principle—the last “R” in the RNR model—involves two aspects that address “the how of intervention”: the “general” and “specific” responsivity (Andrews & Bonta, 2010b, p. 46). Principles 7 covers the “general responsivity” and principle 8 discusses the “specific responsivity. The general responsivity principle suggests that correctional intervention have to consider “the responsivity of offenders to different styles and modes of service” (Andrews et al., 1990, p. 35).

According to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), “the general responsivity principle is quite straightforward: Offenders are human beings, and the most powerful influence strategies available are cognitive-behavioral and cognitive social learning strategies” (pp. 49-50, emphasis in original). Theoretically, this principle reflects strategies and behavioral change approaches
that are drawn directly from the GPCSL perspectives on human behavior. As mentioned in the previous section, Andrews et al. focused on the GPCSL perspective due to its demonstrated ability to change human behavior and to explain this change thorough criminological theories.

Based on the GPCSL perspectives, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) specify general responsivity practices that provide the most effective way to teach people new prosocial behaviors. These “powerful influence strategies include modeling, reinforcement, role-playing, skill building, modification of thoughts and emotions through cognitive restructuring, and practicing new, low-risk alternative behaviors over and over again in a variety of high-risk situations until one gets very good at it” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 50). According to McGuire (2013), these strategies have “clear, concrete objectives, their contents are structured and there is a focus on the activity and the acquisition of skills” (p. 32) (see also Cullen & Gendreau, 2000). In this regard, the success of the responsivity principle also relate to the ability of correctional workers to follow the relationship principle (i.e., how to promote learning) and the structuring principle (i.e., how to direct learning) (see principle 14, Core Correctional Staff Practice).

As described in length in the previous chapter, the meta-analyses literature provide support to the impact of the general responsivity principle on recidivism (Andrews & Bonta, 2006, 2010a; Andrews, Zinger, et al., 1990; Dowden & Andrews, 1999a, 1999b, 2000; Dowden & Andrews, 2003; Dowden et al., 2003). In particular, meta-analyses consistently demonstrated that the general category of behavioral or cognitive-behavior programs were more effective than other treatment approaches (Smith, Gendreau, & Swartz, 2009).

**Principle 8: Specific Responsivity**

The specific responsivity principle is the second aspects of considering responsivity in
correctional interventions. This principle “is rooted in the notion that can be potent interactions between the characteristics of individuals and their settings or situations” (Gendreau, 1996, p. 122). In this regard, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) highlight the importance of using “differential treatment” in correctional interventions—an approach that seeks how “a certain treatment strategy and/or certain therapist are matched to the characteristics of offender” (p. 50).

The literature on the RNR model highlighted some potential responsivity variables such as verbal skills, motivation to engage in treatment, level of anxiety, level of impulsiveness, psychiatric problems, level of interpersonal sensitivity, level of interpersonal and cognitive maturity, intelligence, gender, age, and/or ethnicity (Andrews, 1995; Gendreau, 1996; Andrews & Bonta, 2010a). In essence, “rather than ignoring these important individual differences, the specific responsivity principle demands that we attend to these differences” (Andrews, Bonta, & Wormith, 2011, p. 747). Overall, hypotheses related to the specific responsivity principle often consider the matching between treatment, offender type, and therapist’s style (Gendreau, 1996). Specifically, when working with offenders, specific responsivity is the matching of (1) “the treatment approach with the learning style and personality of the offender”; (2) “the characteristics of the offender with those of the therapist”; and (3) “the skills of the therapist with type of program” (p. 123).

The RNR literature presents several specific hypotheses about the most effective matching in correctional interventions. However, none of the hypotheses were supported by the results from a comprehensive meta-analysis, and only some were studied in any detail. In this regard, this section will follow the four substantive examples of specific responsivity considerations that are presented in principle 8. These substantive examples are motivation, biodemographics characteristics (e.g., age, gender, and culture), personality and cognitive styles,
and the role of noncriminogenic needs as legitimate targets (Andrew & Bonta, 2010). Although promising, systematic studies are needed to examine these general hypotheses in the context of correctional treatment.

First, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) mention “the issue of amenability or motivation to treatment [as] an important area of research” (p. 51, emphasis added). In general, enhancing motivation in correctional interventions has a potential to motivate offenders for treatment (i.e., motivation for service), effect behavioral change, or do both. In this regard, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) often refer to the principles of “motivational interviewing” (MI) as a model that is relevant in the field of corrections.

In brief, the motivational interviewing model “describes clients as being at different stages in their readiness to change. These stages range from just thinking about the possibility of having a problem to actually doing something about it” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 289; see also Miller & Rollnick, 2011). According to Miller and Rollnick (2012), the MI is a “‘bottom-up’ model that emerged from practical experience in the field of alcohol treatment. The original description of MI suggested some links to social psychological theories, but focused on an intuitive approach in treating alcohol problems” (p. 1). Nowadays, the MI model is presented as “a form of collaborative conversation for strengthening a person’s own motivation and commitment to change. It is a person-centered counseling style for addressing the common problem of ambivalence about change by paying particular attention to the language of change” (www.motivationalinterviewing.org).

According to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), the MI model is an example of a model that can serve the purposes of the specific responsivity principle in relation to motivation. First, the MI is “often a preparatory first step to more formal, structure treatment and relapse prevention
treatment” (p. 290). Specifically, the MI model also recognizes the external interests of offenders to participate in treatment and then matches the treatment program to offender’s level of motivation. Such matching is expected to reduce personal barriers to engagement in treatment that follows the general responsivity principle. Second, as a counseling technique, the MI model adjusts “the therapist’s style of intervention…to the client’s cognitive and affective characteristics at a particular point in time (p. 290).

Meta-analytic reviews that examined the impact of MI in treatments for nonoffender populations (e.g., medical patients, gamblers, addictions) found a positive effect. In treatment for offenders, McMurran (2009) conducted a systematic review that examined 19 evaluated applications of MI. She concluded that due to “the variation among these studies in treatment populations…and the variation in treatment targets…no overall definitive conclusion about the effectiveness of MI with offenders can be drawn’ (p. 95). In addition, according to Alexander, Lowenkamp, & Robinson. (2012), recent studies show mix results: “some studies showing MI interventions can reduce reconviction rates for male offenders (Anstiss et al. 2011) while others have found no effect on probationer outcome (Walters et al. 2010)” (Ch. 14, Section 2, Para 2).

Moreover, the quality of the MI interventions in many of these studies is unknown, and therefore ”it is difficult to determine the fidelity of the intervention, which is critical to the evaluation of its impact” (Ch. 14, Section 2, Para 3; see also McMurran, 2009).

Overall, according to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), the MI is a model that “promise[s] [a] major behavior change through miniscule interventions [and therefore] is too attractive to ignore” (p. 508). Nevertheless, so far, the evidence that motivational interviewing approaches are able to reduce recidivism is slim. Therefore, the MI model cannot be expected “to have an impact on criminal recidivism. MI is basically a responsivity technique to increase motivation to
attend and adhere to treatment” (p. 291).

The second substantive example of specific responsivity in principle 8 recommends considering bio-demographics profiles such as age, gender, and culture. These characteristics of offenders are considered a specific responsivity because the evidence has shown that “the impact of RNR adherence and breadth on future offending varies with age, race, or gender” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 512). In other words, aspects of age, gender, and culture contribute to our understanding of how best to change criminogenic needs. In this regard, differences in age, gender, social class, and ethnicity may reflect how offenders may respond differently to services in relation to meaning, contexts, associated norms, and traditions.

For example, according to Van Voorhis and Salisbury (2014), “women tend to do better in groups that take their relationships into consideration” (p. 350). Another example relates to the potential of cultural issues to affect participation in treatment program. On one hand, cultural identity may encourage participation in treatment when it reflects “strong levels of family and community support and spiritual strength” (p. 350). On the other hand, cultural issues such as “differences in language, communication style, use of body language, or verbal skills” may result in misunderstanding and therefore in discourage to engage in therapy (p. 350).

Third, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) emphasize the importance of considering personality and cognitive styles as a specific responsivity issue in correctional intervention. Such consideration aims to enhance the effectiveness of treatment programs by specifying the use of structured and unstructured approaches to therapy, counseling, and casework. In this regard, the default decision is guided by the principle of general responsivity: correctional interventions should use structured approaches. Within the RNR model, the term “structured approaches” means that the counselors use “direct training procedure such as behavioral rehearsal, systematic
conditioning (classical or operant), role-laying, or coaching” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 383). This is as oppose to “unstructured” approaches that do not make use of these procedures but “rely heavily upon ‘talk,’ ‘emotional support,’ and ‘therapist-client relationships’ in group or individual therapy” (p. 383).

In essence, the principle of specific responsivity presents several hypotheses that highlight the idea that “offenders with interpersonal and cognitive problems require particularly structured services, but the more mature offender may respond to less structured styles of service” (Andrews & Hoge, 1995). For example, as presented in principle 8, this approach suggests that correctional interventions will avoid “highly confrontational therapy with anxious, and in particular interpersonally anxious, individuals” (Andrews, 1995, p. 57). In addition, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) advise that “style and services that are verbally and interpersonally demanding and depend upon cognitive skills and interpersonally sensitivity [should] be avoided with all offenders but the very high functioning ones” (p. 507). Accordingly, they recommend that correctional interventions will consider the interpersonal skill level and cognitive maturity of individuals (e.g., combinations of “empathy, interpersonal maturity, self-regulation skills, verbal intelligence”) (p. 508).

Another hypothesis that relates to the personality and cognitive styles of offenders proposes that different approach to delivering treatment be taken when working with individuals diagnosed as psychopaths (i.e., offenders that present low anxiety, low empathy, shallow emotion, and manipulation). In this regard, Andrews (1995) warned that negative effects could occur if psychopaths were given “evocative, peer-assisted and anti-behavioral programming” (p. 57). Relatedly, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) recommended the use of highly structure programs with psychopaths. They also advised that to know when psychopaths were attempting to
manipulate staff, those working with these clients communicate with one another. Overall, this hypothesis, as well as the other hypotheses in this example, should be examined in systematic studies in the context of correctional treatment.

The fourth example in principle 8 discusses the role of noncriminogenic needs as another important aspect of the specific responsivity principle. As mentioned in principle 6 (the need principle), noncriminogenic needs are attributes of offenders that have insignificant causal relationship to criminal behavior. Therefore, in general, correctional interventions should avoid targeting noncriminogenic needs. However, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) suggest an exception to this core principle of the RNR model. They argue that “the normative and specific responsivity principles of RNR stress the value of a concern with noncriminogenic needs for humanitarian and motivational purposes” (p. 513).

Specifically, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) suggest that “noncriminogenic needs may be set as intermediate targets for humanitarian and entitlement reasons in accordance with the normative principle. Additionally, collaborative treatment planning may establish the motivational value of targeting selected noncriminogenic needs for particular offenders” (p. 513). In this regard, Ogloff and Davis (2004) indicated that “non-criminogenic needs affect responsivity when they occur to such an extent that the individual cannot, does not, or will not focus on treatment to reduce criminogenic needs. Similarly, responsivity factors can impede longer-term rehabilitation of offenders. While not directly related to recidivism per se, they moderate the efficacy of treatment” (p. 233). For example, providing child care services in a community-based program may allow parents to participate in treatment. Another example is to address mental health issues in programs and the development of aftercare services designed for mental disordered offenders.
However, according to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), the evidence that these responsivity variables may lead to a reduction in recidivism is “generally favorable but very scattered” (p. 46). Moreover, theories of personality and crime suggest a host of possibilities that have barely been considered by researchers on corrections” (p. 51). In this regard, according to Andrews (2011), “the lack of a cumulative summary of the extant evidence in regard to specific responsivity concern is a weakness in the RNR approach (and for the differential treatment movement generally)” (p. 13).

**Principle 9: Breadth (or Multimodal)**

In principle 9, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) note that it is important to “target a number of criminogenic needs relative to noncriminogenic needs” (p. 46). Essentially, this principle “highlights the importance of targeting multiple criminogenic needs when working with high-risk cases” (p. 52). This is a clinical issue because treatment programs are expected to focus on offenders that possess multiple needs (high-risk offenders). Thus, targeting only a single criminogenic need will have a minimal effect in reducing the recidivism of high-risk offenders. The reason is that this intervention will not address other criminogenic needs that any given offender is likely to possess (the need principle) (see the previous chapter).

Therefore, according to the breadth principle, effective intervention with high-risk offenders requires programs that use a combination of targets and well-established methods (“multimodal programs”) (Glick, 2006b; McGuire, 2004; Palmer, 1992). In other words, this principle prefers programs that “have broad objectives and wide spectrum of treatment targets” over programs that “have very precise focus on a single problem area (McGuire, 2001).

Several meta-analyses lend support to the breadth principle (Dowden et al., 2003; Dowden & Andrews, 1999a, 1999b, 2000, 2003). Specifically, these studies show the
effectiveness of correctional interventions that targeted for change criminogenic needs over noncriminogenic needs. Importantly, within these studies, this definition of the breadth principle was used to operationalize the need principle.

**Principle 10: Strength**

Another clinical issue in the RNR model is the assessment of strengths. According to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), this principle argues that it is important to assess an individual’s strengths because such strengths have “implication for both accurate prediction of recidivism and for specific responsivity” (p. 52). They define strength factors as “characteristics of people and their circumstances that are associated with reduced chances of criminal activity” (p. 22). For example, high school achievement is often considered as a factor that predicts low probability of offending (Farrington et al., 2012).

Note that within RNR model, a strength factor is not merely the opposite end on a scale that has a risk factor at the other end. For example, the fact that poor parental supervision is a risk factors does not mean that good parental supervision might be a protective factor (Farrington, Loeber, & Ttofi, 2012). In addition, within the RNR model, a strength factor is not considered as a factor that interacts with risk factor to minimize its effect. In other words, the impact of the strength factor is not revealed only with the presence of a risk factor but exerts an impact as an independent factor.\(^4\) According to Andrews, Bonta, & Wormith (2011), the “RNR

\(^4\) This definitions of strength/protective factors was presented by Andrews and Bonta (2010a). Farrington et al. (2012) suggests alternative terminology that defines “promotive factors” as “variables that predict a low probability of offending,” and “protective factors” as “variables that predict a low probability of offending among persons exposed to risk factors” (p. 2). In essence, strength/protective factors in Andrews and Bonta (2010a) is considered “promotive factors” in Farrington et al. (2012). This inconsistency might be due to the fact that Andrews et al. changed their definition to protective factors. While Andrews (1995) provided similar definition as
is about building on strengths and rewarding noncriminal alternatives to the risk factors that are favoring criminal activity” (p. 743). For example, a correctional intervention that identifies offender with high IQ (a strength) may facilitates environment that provides an academic achievement. Thus, overall, “a focus on strengths is already part of RNR-based assessment and treatment” (p. 751).

Similar to risk factors, strength factors are considered as components in assessment that make an independent contribution to the prediction of recidivism (for a description of how researchers disentangle risk and protective effects, see Stouthamer-Loeber et al., 2002). Therefore, in the prediction of future offending, RNR-based assessment tools (e.g., LS/CMI, ORAS) include systematic surveys of strengths. In this regard, based on two prospective longitudinal surveys of offending that examined potential strength factors, Farrington et al. (2012, p. 2) present several conclusions: (1) “the most important factors that should be targeted in intervention are impulsiveness, school achievement, child-rearing methods, young mothers, child abuse, parental conflict, disrupted families, poverty, delinquent peers, and deprived neighborhoods.” (2) “However, little is known about whether these variables operate primarily as risk or promotive factors or both.” In addition, (3) “little is known about whether these variables act as causes or what are the important causal mechanism linking these factors with outcomes such as offending.” Similarly, (4) “little is known about what factors protect children from different types of risky backgrounds against becoming offenders.”

Overall, more research is needed to determine whether the inclusion of protective factors in assessment tools will improve the prediction of recidivism. Accordingly, without much empirical knowledge, Andrews, Bonta, & Wormith (2011) state that in order to reduce

Farrington et al. (2012), Andrews and Bonta (2010a) claim that such definition cannot be operationalized. As a result, they chose different definition of strength factors.
recidivism, it is necessary to change the major criminogenic factors not only “in a direction away from risk” but also “in the direction of becoming strengths” (p. 742). In this regard, principle 10 provides general direction that correctional interventions will assess strength factors as part of the assessment of specific responsivity principle. As mentioned above, this principle encourages “treatment planners to build on strengths and consider removal of any barriers to full participation in service, issues particularly important to minority cultural groups…and women” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010b, p. 47). Thus, Andrews (2011) advises researchers to find more solid evidence through replications of “strength-by-practice interactions” (p. 13).

**Principle 11: Structured Assessment**

Principle 11 presents another clinical issue that provides guidance when offenders are being assessed. This principle indicates that correctional interventions should follow a structured assessment when assessing strengths and Risk-Need-Responsivity factors. In this regard, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) provide two directions for such assessment: (1) employ “structured and validated assessment instrument,” and (2) integrate the finding from such assessments into the particular intervention (p. 46). In essence, these general directions recommend that correctional interventions will use the most recent RNR-based assessment tools.

First, and most important, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) argue that existing empirical evidence demonstrates that “the validity of structured assessments greatly exceeds that of unstructured professional judgment” (p. 52) (see also Andrews, Bonta, & Wormith, 2006). As a result, their RNR model is based on the use of an actuarial-based assessment—a highly structured assessment approach that asks offenders “the same empirically based questions,” organize the information “into a quantitative mode and interpret it in a uniform manner” (Bonta & Wormith, 2013, p. 72).
By contrast, they argue against the use of an unstructured approach to offender assessment. Unstructured assessments of offenders refer to “correctional staff (i.e., probation officers and prison staff) and clinical professionals (i.e., psychologists, psychiatrists and social workers)” who use unstructured interviews to make decision about the risks posed by and treatment needs of offenders (Bonta & Andrews, 2007, p. 3). In other words, “the key feature of [this] clinical approach is that the reasons for the decision are subjective, sometimes intuitive, and guided by ‘gut feelings’—they are not empirically validated” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 312).

In addition to avoiding the use of unstructured assessments, the RNR model distinguishes between the recommended highly structured assessment and an alternative approach that uses “structured professional (or clinical) judgment” (SPJ). This less structured approach, which is used mainly in forensic mental health settings, differs from both unstructured and highly structured assessment approaches. According to Bonta and Wormith (2013), “SPJ differ from unstructured clinical judgment in that it requires the assessor to consider a preset list of risk factors, most or all of which have been derived from the same empirical literature as statistically measures of offender risk. However, SPJ differs from statistically based approaches in that it does not include a numerical scoring of items or predetermined rules to convert the number and degree of risk present to descriptive risk score or level” (p. 79).

Studies that examined the predictive validity of assessment tools that rely on the SPJ approach showed its ability to predict recidivism among sex offenders and offenders who engage in general violent recidivism. However, according to Bonta and Wormith (2013), there is “very little research that has shown dynamic predictive validity…and provide directions for subsequent intervention which are related to actual reduction in offender risk” (p. 80). In sum, the RNR
model prefers an actuarial approach to assessment that uses formal observable criteria for making decisions.

Second, principle 11 directs correctional interventions to use assessment approach that links offender assessment to treatment intervention. In other words, this principle underscores that the primary concern of correctional interventions is to influence criminality. In that sense, useful assessments tools include dynamic risk factors as indicators of potential intermediate targets in interventions. This is as opposed to alternative actuarial assessment tools that rely solely (or mainly) on static factors. Such “static” assessment tools predict recidivism but cannot assist in the building of individualized treatment plan because its predictors cannot be changed. Overall, principle 11 highlights that, according to the RNR model, the main concern of correctional intervention is to influence criminality rather than merely providing prediction of release decision and supervision classification.

Third, according to principle 11, effective assessment requires more than an actuarial-based assessment approach that relies on dynamic risk factors. An assessment approach that follows the RNR model is also expected to translate the knowledge of risk assessment to practice. Specifically, such assessment tools may assist in “allocating supervision resources appropriately (risk principle) and targeting intervention (need principle)” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 317).

According to Andrews (2011), the evidence that effective programs adopt structured assessment approach over alternative assessment system is “limited” due to lack of studies that compared between the different systems. In this regard, principle 11 had not been subjected to meta-analysis. Therefore, although the “the predictive validity of risk/need assessment instruments is well-established through multiple validation studies… the inability to find strong
evidence in support of the principle of structured assessment is a serious gap in the evidential base of the RNR” (pp. 9-10).

**Principle 12: Professional Discretion**

Principle 12 is a key clinical issue that explains the recommended balance between professional discretion and the RNR model. In general, principle 12 reflects a strong belief in the theoretical, empirical, and practical foundations of the RNR model. According to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), professionals should deviate from a “structured decision making” only on rare occasions with specific documented reasons (p. 52). Still, Andrews et al. consistently argue that “rehabilitation professionals will always be called upon to step beyond extant knowledge in their decision making” (Andrews et al., 1990, p. 44; see also Andrews & Bonta, 1994). Thus, principle 12 highlights several essential aspects of the role of professional discretion in the RNR model.

First, the inclusion of the ability to override structured assessments, or any other principle of the RNR model, reflects a general understanding that the empirical knowledge is limited. Specifically, Andrews and Bonta (2010a, pp. 131-132) indicated four issues that demonstrate the gap in the existing knowledge: (1) “The specific moderators of the covariates of criminal conduct…remain an issue.” (2) “The impact of broader social arrangements on individual criminal conduct is poorly documented.” (3) Particular constructs are limited in their impact “because of choice of research design or because of errors of measurements and/or conceptualization.” (4) “Empirical knowledge can reflect only the findings of studies that have already been conducted and reported upon.” Due to these inherent limitations, the RNR model considers the fact that empirical knowledge “is not only relative, political, socially constructed, but it also partial and incomplete” (p.132). In other words, Andrews and Bonta (2010a)
explicitly recognize that professional discretion will always be an integrated part of the correctional rehabilitation field. Yet, according to the RNR model, the challenge is to maintain a “systematic monitoring and follow-up of the consequences of these overrides” (Andrews et al., 1990, p. 44). That is to use the function of professional override “as an opportunity to improve our assessments” (Andrews & Bonta, 1994, p. 178).

Second, the RNR model also acknowledges that the management of an offender population may require professional decisions that are not supported empirically. According to Bonta and Wormith (2013), there are “other socially, clinically or legally ‘valid’ reasons for exercising the override function” (p. 81). In this regard, “the information justifying an override could be of a personal, historical, clinical or even environmental/situational nature” (p. 81). Notable, during the development of the RNR model, this contextual aspect of professional discretion became a separated overarching principle (see principle 1: Respect for the Person and the Normative Context) (see also Andrews, 1995).

Nowadays, it seems that the main purpose of principle 12 is to emphasize the importance of adhering to the principles of the RNR model, and in particular to the assessments that follow this model. This importance was clearly demonstrated in empirical studies that showed how adherence to the core principles of the RNR model (the risk-need-responsivity principles) increased the likelihood of correctional interventions to reduce recidivism (see the previous chapter). Additional support was found in evaluations of structured assessment tools that are based on the principle of effective intervention and aim to predict offenders’ risk/needs (e.g., LSI-R, ORAS) or the effectiveness of particular intervention (e.g., CPAI-2000, CPC) (see the next section). Moreover, studies that examined the use of professional override showed “a slight decrement in predictive validity after the override option [was] made available to assessors”
Principle 13: Community-Based

Principle 13 is an organizational principle that underscores community-based services as the preferable settings in which to intervene with offenders when using the RNR model. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the attitude toward the therapeutic power of institutional settings was changed since prison became a setting of punishment. In the early 1800s, prisons were considered to be a place that protected offenders from the corruption and disorder that prevailed in the community. However, by the end of the 1800s, this perspective had changed dramatically, and the therapeutic environment in prison tried to replicate the outside environment. During the 20th century, the options for community-based interventions were developed and professionalized. Thus, in the early 1990s, when the RNR model was first presented, Andrews (1995) expected that the effectiveness of correctional intervention would increase “when the total agency and community surround is supportive of treatment process, goals, and outcomes” (Andrews, 1995, p. 58).

A community-based approach has theoretical basis. According to the PIC-R perspective on criminal behavior, “without alteration of the personal, interpersonal, and community sources of rewards and costs, long-term behavior change is unlikely” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 143). Accordingly, within the RNR model, a community-based approach in clinical practice directs correctional interventions to focus on the acquisition and maintenance of new alternative skills that may maximize their chance of offenders to attain prosocial rewards and assist to avoid high risk situations. Relatedly, the RNR model prefers community-based settings because the impact of such learning is assumed to be more effective in offenders’ natural environment than in custody. In this regard, Andrews (2001) suggests that “home and school-base services rather
Table 2.3
Organizational Principles: Settings, Staffing, and Management

13. Community-based: Community-based services are preferred but the principles of RNR also apply within residential and institutional settings.

14. Core Correctional Staff Practices: Effectiveness of interventions is enhanced when delivered by therapists and staff with high-quality relationship skills in combination with high-quality structuring skills. Quality relationships are characterized as respectful, caring, enthusiastic, collaborative, and valuing of personal autonomy. Structuring practices include prosocial modeling, effective reinforcement and disapproval, skill building, problem-solving, effective use of authority, advocacy/brokerage, cognitive restructuring, and motivational interviewing. Motivational interviewing skills include both relationship and structuring aspects of effective practice.

15. Management: Promote the selection, training, and clinical supervision of staff according to RNR and introduce monitoring, feedback, and adjustment systems. Build systems and cultures supportive of effective practice and continuity of care. Some additional specific indicators of integrity include having program manuals available, monitoring of service process and intermediate changes, adequate dosage, and involving researchers in the design and delivery of service.

than agency-based services” will be the most effective settings (see also McGuire, 2004).

Importantly, the expectation that community-based services will result with greater reduction in recidivism than custody-based services also reflects a therapeutic approach that prisons should be the “last resort” for offenders. In this regard, Andrews et al. conducted a comprehensive meta-analysis that supported the notion that community settings are more likely to adhere to the RNR model than residential settings (Andrews, Zinger, et al., 1990; Andrews & Bonta, 2006, 2010a). In addition, Andrews (2011) indicates that some of findings in Lipsey (2009) supported the hypothesis that “the RNR principles favoring community-based service delivery” (p. 13). As a result, he concluded that, “in terms of meta-analytic evidence, a sound conclusion to date is that community settings are preferred over institutional settings” (p. 13). Accordingly, the RNR model directs interventions in residential or custodial placement to use
“community-oriented services”—“services facilitating return to the community and facilitating appropriate service delivery in the community” (e.g., relapse prevention) (Andrews, 2001).

**Principle 14: Core Correctional Staff Practices**

Another organizational principle in the RNR model was designed to highlight the role of the correctional worker. In general, within the RNR model, correctional staff should serve “as an anticriminal model for clients and as a source of reinforcement for their anticriminal expressions and efforts” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 407). Specifically, according to principle 14, “staff with high quality relationship skills in combination with high-quality structuring skills” enhance the effectiveness of interventions (p. 47; emphasis in original; see also Andrews & Kiessling, 1980; Andrews et al., 1990). Importantly, this principle reflects the overarching principle that recommend the use GPCSL approach (principle 2) and the general responsivity principle (principle 7) that specifies the effective strategies to address criminality. In this regard, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) suggest four characteristics of effective correctional workers.

First, effective correctional workers establish high-quality relationship with their clients. In essence, this is the “relationship principle” that underscore the notion of high-quality interpersonal relationship as a factor that “creates a setting in which modeling and reinforcement can more easily take place” (p. 410). In this regard, recall that the PIC-R provides a theoretical explanation for this principle (other person influent interpersonally mediated events) (see the previous section). In brief, according to Andrews (2001), “indicators of relationship skills include some combination of the following: being respectful, open, warm (not cold, hostile, indifferent), caring, non-blaming, flexible, reflective, self confident, mature, enthusiastic, understanding, genuine (real), bright and verbal, and other indicators including elements of motivational interviewing strategies (express empathy, avoid argumentation, roll with
resistance)” (see also Andrews, 1982b; Andrews & Bonta, 2010a; Andrews & Kiessling, 1980).

Second, effective correctional workers demonstrate effective modeling. This is the interpersonal influence of the “structuring principle” that recommend anticriminal expressions over procriminal expressions. According to Andrews (2001), “anticriminal modeling” include the following: providing “alternatives to procriminal attitudes, values, beliefs, rationalizations, thoughts, feelings and behavioural patterns; anticriminal differential reinforcement; cognitive restructuring; structured learning skills; the practice and training of problem solving skills; core advocacy/brokerage activity; and effective use of authority. More generally expressed, some indicators are being directive, solution focused, contingency based and, from motivational interviewing, developing discrepancy and supporting beliefs that the person can change his or behaviour (supporting prosocial self efficacy)” (see also Andrews & Bonta, 2010a; Voorhis & Salisbury, 2014).

Third, effective correctional workers maintain high-level reinforcement in an interpersonal situation. According to Andrews & Bonta (2010a, p. 411), the elements of such reinforcement include the following: (1) “strong, emphatic, and immediate statement of approval, support, and agreement with regard to what the probationer has said or done”; (2) “Elaboration of the reason why agreement and approval are being offered”; (3) “Expression of support should be sufficiently intense to distinguish it from the back ground level of support, concern, and interest that you normally offer”; (4) “worker’s feedback should at least match the probationer’s statement in emotional intensity…., and his or her elaboration of the reason for support should involve some self-disclosure.”

Fourth, effective correctional workers also use their high-quality interpersonal relationship to express effective disapproval. According to Andrews and Bonta (2010a, p. 412),
such disapproval is characterized by the following: (1) “strong, emphatic, and immediate statement of disapproval, non-support, and disagreement with what the client has said or done”; (2) “Elaboration of the reason why disagree and disapprove”; (3) “Expression of disapprove stand in stark contrast to the level of interest, concern, and warmth previously offered the probationer”; (4) “The level of disapproval should be immediately reduced and approval introduced when the probationer begins to express or approximate anticriminal behavior.” Overall, it is important not to overuse reinforcement. That is because such practice “results in a satiation effect and the reward begins to lose its power—it is no longer potent” Latessa, Listwan, & Koetzle, 2013, p. 72). Therefore, advocates of the RNR model often recommend correctional interventions to achieve a 4:1 ratio of rewards to punishments (Andrews & Bonta, 2010; Gendreau, 1996). In this regard, Wodahl et al., (2011) found that “the probability of completing ISP [Intensive Supervision Probation] increases substantially as the rewards-to-punishments ratio grows until a 4:1 ratio is achieved. At this point, increases in the probability of completion sharply diminish” (p. 400).

**Principle 15: Management**

The last organizational principle is the role of effective management. According to principle 15, managers in the correctional rehabilitation field are responsible for implementing the core RNR principles, maintaining integrity, and promoting the intervention outside the agency. Regarding the staff, Andrews and Bonta (2010a, p. 401) state that managers should have three “key management functions”: (1) “select your staff on the basis of their possession of the relationship and structuring skills required in the program where they will be working”; (2) “provide preservice and in-service training in those skills”; (3) provide high-quality clinical supervision to the workers to the workers.” Other managerial responsibilities include the
availability of quality program manual, decisions regarding sample size, treatment dosage, and the degree of involvement of the program’s evaluator.

In sum, this section presented the RNR model and its 15 principles. In essence, these principles delineate a blueprint for effective intervening with offenders. Indeed, “the importance of the risk-need-responsivity (RNR) principles is evident in the domains of both offender assessment and treatment” (Andrews, Bonta, & Wormith, 2011, p. 735). In this regard, the next section will present the technology component of the RNR model that was design to implement the principles. Specifically, that section will elaborate the RNR-based treatment tools that assist practitioners to assess offenders (e.g., LSI-R) and treatment programs (e.g., CPAI-2000).

**RNR-BASED TECHNOLOGY OF TREATMENT**

This section presents the technological component of the RNR model. In general, this component was designed to face the challenge of “technology transfer” in the human service field—“the transmission of scientific knowledge from the producers to the potential consumers of this intervention” (Cullen & Jonson, 2011, p. 324). Within the RNR model, the technology of correctional intervention reflects approaches to rehabilitation that are “theoretically informed, evidence-based, and practical” (Cullen, 2012, p. 108). In other words, the technological component of the RNR model applies the theoretical, empirical, and practical understanding of the variation in criminal behavior of individuals. In essence, this application translates the principles of effective intervention into practice. As a result, correctional programs are equipped with RNR-based assessment tools that are expected to maximize their impact on recidivism.

During the evolution of the RNR model, Andrews et al. developed two types of RNR-based assessment tools: the Level of Service Inventory-Revised (LSI-R) and the Correctional Program Assessment Inventory (CPAI). The former was designed to assess offenders, and the
latter was designed to assess correctional programs. Specifically, the LSI-R is a “theoretically based risk/need offender assessment” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 314). In practice, this instrument is expected to predict the level of risk of individuals, to identify their needs, and to assist in planning and delivering rehabilitation programs. The CPAI is a “measure of RNR adherence” (p. 404). This assessment tool evaluates the likelihood that a particular rehabilitative program will produce optimal results in terms of rehabilitatating offenders.

This section introduces these practical applications of the RNR model in two parts. The first part discusses the treatment technology that was designed to predict criminal behavior and classify offenders. This section focuses on the Level of Service instruments (LS). The second part of this section discusses the treatment technology designed to predict the quality of correctional programs. Specifically, this section focuses on the CPAI and the way it was designed to convey the components of the ideal correctional program and then measure the extent to which real-world programs approximated this ideal.

**RNR-Based Assessment Tools to Predict Criminal Behavior and Classify Offenders**

**The Importance of Assessment.** The assessment and classification of offenders is a fundamental activity in the modern criminal justice system. First, an assessment of future criminal behavior “guides police officers, judges, prison officials, and parole boards in their decisionmaking” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 300). Second, the routine management of correctional agencies, institutions, or programs includes classification of offenders for security, custody, and treatment purposes.

Within this broad context of assessment and classification, this section discusses the purposes of correctional treatment and counseling. According to Van Voorhis and Salisbury (2014), the Risk, Need, and Responsivity principles “are the most important” purposes of
classification (p. 139). First, the purpose of the risk principle is to distinguish between offenders that possess different level of risk (high-, medium, and low-risk offenders). The reason is to match the intensity of treatment to the level of risk and to prevent interpersonal relationships between low-risk and high-risk offenders. Second, the purpose of the need principle is to identify and target criminogenic needs. This reflects a priority to focus on needs that not only relate to future offending (i.e., future risk) but also are amenable to change with deliberate intervention. Third, the purpose of the principle of specific responsivity is to identify and respond to individual differences that enhance the ability of offenders to respond to treatment (treatment amenability). In this regard, correctional services are expected to maximize the impact of treatment by providing services that match the learning style and the characteristic of offenders.

Thus, the purposes of the Risk-Need-Responsivity principles direct the RNR model to advocate the use of structured risk/need offender-assessment tools (see principle 11 in the previous section). Notably, these risk/need assessment instruments are also called “the third generation” of offender-assessment approaches (Bonta, 1996). This “generation” of assessment differs than the other offender assessments that rely on professional judgment or on actuarial risk scales that consist of solely (or mainly) static risk factors.\(^5\)

In essence, the risk/need assessment instruments enable to show whether chances in the total score of an assessment is associated with changes in reoffending (i.e., to test the predictive validity of the tool). Moreover, such assessment instruments provide correctional staff “with

\(^5\) According to Bonta (1996), the first-generation assessments are characterized as being “subjective assessment, professional judgment, intuition, and gut-feelings” (p. 19) (emphasis in original). Furthermore, the second-generation assessment is empirically-based risk assessment that consists of items that are “historical in nature” (i.e., static predictors) (p. 22) (see also Bonta, 2002).
information as to what needs should be targeted in their interventions” (Bonta & Andrews, 2007, p. 4). In order to meet these purposes, Andrews et al. developed and promoted the use of the Level of Service-Revised (LSI-R) as their preferred offender-assessment instrument (Andrews & Bonta, 1995, 2010a).

**The Level of Service-Revised (LSI-R).** In brief, the LSI-R is a risk/need offender assessment that combines 54 items measuring dynamic and static risk factors into one instrument. These items cover a range of 10 domains: (1) criminal history, (2) education/employment, (3) financial, (4) family/marital, (5) accommodation, (6) leisure/recreation, (7) companions, (8) alcohol/drug problem, (9) emotional/personal, and (10) attitude/orientation. Indeed, the LSI-R reflects the empirical understanding of the variation in criminal behavior of individuals. In other words, the LSI-R consists of items measuring static and dynamic factors that the research found to be associated with criminality. Consistent with Andrews and Bonta’s (2010a) psychology of criminal conduct, most of the items across the domains assess the central eight factors.

Thus, the theoretical foundation of the LSI-R is the General Personality and Cognitive Social Learning (GPCSL) perspective on human behavior, and more specifically, the Personal, Interpersonal, Community-Reinforcement (PIC-R) perspective on deviant behavior. Relatedly, the LSI-R follows the four “lessons” that the PIC-R offers for offender assessment: (1) “sample multiple domains of criminal conduct,” (2) includes “dynamic as well as the static covariates of criminal conduct,” (3) “guide the intensity of treatment,” and (4) “guide how to provide treatment” (see the previous section) (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, pp. 307-308). In this regard, according to Van Voorhis and Salisbury (2014), the classification strategy of the LSI-R “best fits programs that are grounded in behavioral, social-learning, and cognitive-behavioral treatment
strategies” (p. 147).

The origins of the LSI-R can be traced to the early 1980s when Andrews (1982c) first reported the validity of “the Level of Supervision Inventory” (LSI-VI). Back then, the LSI-VI was developed to assist probation officers to adjust the level of attention or supervision they provided to probationers (Andrews & Bonta, 1994). In addition, Andrews, Robinson, and Hoge (1984) presented the Youth Level of Service Inventory (YLSI) as the youth version of the LSI. In the mid-1990s, the LSI was “identified as comprehensive, reliable, and valid [instrument]…with the best predicted validities” available (Gendreau, 1996, p. 122; see the literature review of the LSI in Andrews & Bonta, 1994, 1998).

In 1995, Andrews and Bonta (1995) revised the LSI and presented the LSI-R—the Level of Service Inventory-Revised. Accordingly, Hoge and Andrews (1994) developed the Youth Level of Service/Case Management Inventory (YLS/CMI) as an “adaptation of the Level of Service Inventory for children and adolescences” (Hoge & Andrews, 1996, p. 90). Since then, the Level of Service assessment tools (the LS) became a “family of instruments [that] represents the clearest products of RNR” (Andrews, Bonta, & Wormith, 2011, p. 736). Specifically, within the LS “family,” the LSI-R “assesses general risk level and criminogenic needs,” the LS/CMI and the LS/RNR “have the added feature of assessing responsivity factors,” and the YLS/CMI “extend the principles of LS, including responsivity, to juvenile offenders” (p. 736).

In recent years, the most notable development within the LS instruments is the Level of Service/Case Management Inventory (LS/CMI) (Andrews, Bonta, & Wormith, 2004). This tool was designed to link assessment to case management. This incremental function is often considered as “the fourth generation” of offender assessment (Andrews et al., 2006; Andrews &
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6 According to Bonta and Wormith (2013), the Level of Supervision Inventory (LSI) “was introduced into probation in 1981” (p. 74).
Bonta, 2010a; Bonta & Wormith, 2008, 2013). Specifically, compared to the LSI-R, the LS/CMI is also expected “to integrate the results of the risk/need assessment directly into the case plan process to ensure that agents of change target those criminogenic needs that are tied specifically to reoffending” (Latessa & Lovins, 2010, pp. 213-214). Moreover, the LS/CMI was designed to address broader areas of need. Thus, the LS/CMI is expected (1) to “acknowledge the role of personal strengths in building a prosocial orientation,” (2) to facilitate “the assessment of special responsivity factors to maximize the benefits from treatment,” and (3) to provide a “structured monitoring of the case from the beginning of supervision to the end” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 318). In other words, this instrument reflects the effort to design a structured assessment that “take on more holistic clinical perspective of the offender” (Bonta & Wormith, 2013, p. 79). This assessment approach directs treatment in addressing responsivity factors such as motivation, gender-specific, low intelligence, and antisocial personality/psychopathy. Moreover, this approach encourages correctional staff “to explore other responsivity variables” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 318).

The evidence show that the LSI-R predicts criminality. For example, Andrews et al. (2006) estimated the predictive validity of the LSI-R and found an overall mean correlation (Pearson correlation coefficients) of .36 for general recidivism and .25 for violent recidivism. In addition, Vose, Cullen, & Smith (2008) examined the empirical status of the LSI-R across 47 studies conducted between 1982 to 2008. They concluded that the LSI-R “is a valid predictor of recidivism” across different groups of offenders (e.g., adults, juveniles, males, and females), “measures of recidivism,” and “a variety of correctional settings and domestic and international offenders” (p. 26). Importantly, meta-analytic reviews supported these findings (Gendreau, Little, & Goggin, 1996; Campbell, French, & Gendreau, 2009; Smith, Cullen, & Latessa, 2009).
Overall, according to Andrews and Bonta (2006), “all of the comparisons showed the LSI-R to predict as well or better than the other instruments” (p. 289). Moreover, according to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), studies showed that “changes in LSI-R scores are related to recidivism” (i.e., the dynamic validity of the LSI-R) (p. 316). They also argue that the literature that examined the LS instruments has revealed its predictive validity “with mentally disorder offenders,” “male batters,” “sex offenders,” “drug offenders,” “long-term offenders,” “frequently unemployment” offenders, and offenders who live “in high-crime neighborhoods” (p. 334).

However, other scholars continue to challenge the applicability of the LS instruments. Most notably, they argue for the need to develop gender-specific instruments for female offenders. According to this view, the LSI-R was not designed to reflect women’s unique criminogenic pathways and needs and therefore cannot be considered “gender-neutral” instrument (Hannah-Moffatt, 2009; Wright et al., 2007; Van Voorhis, Wright, Salisbury, & Bauman, 2010). In other words, these scholars recognize that the LSI-R predicts women’s recidivism but indicate that “sources observe that [it is] not as relevant to the needs of women offenders as [it] should be” (Van Voorhis & Salisbury, 2014, p. 147). Specifically, “scholars note the absence of assessment scales pertaining to relationships, depression, parental issues, self-esteem, self-efficacy, trauma, and victimization” (Van Voorhis et al., 2010, p. 262). In this regard, they suggest that these gender-responsive factors “either (a) are not typically seen among men, (b) are typically seen among men but occur at a greater frequency among women, or (c) occur in equal frequency among men and women but affect women in uniquely personal and social ways that should be reflected in current correctional assessments” (p. 263).

This perspective on offender assessment differs from the theoretical position taken by Andrews and Bonta (2010a). From their perspective, the LSI-R is based upon a GPCSL and
therefore, “would apply equally to men and women” (p. 329). In addition, they assert that “there is no evidence that male offenders do not follow very similar pathways to crime,” and “the majority of indicators of ‘gendered’ pathways are actually well-known risk/need factors” (p. 331) (see also Andrews et al. 2012). Andrews and Bonta claim that the calls for “gender responsivity” are based on research that “studied female offenders exclusively and thus provides no direct information on gender similarities and gender differences in risk/need” (p. 331).

Thus, on one side of the argument, Andrews et al. insist that gender responsiveness is an issue that can be addressed in two ways. First, modify the LS instruments to “give more attention to the substance abuse domain” (Bonta & Wormith, 2013, p. 85; see also Andrews et al. 2012). Second, address “gender-specific needs” within the principle of specific responsivity. On the other side of this dispute, advocates of gender-specific instruments argue for “gender-informed” risk/need instruments to adequately reflect the special needs of women offender population. Recently, Van Voorhis and her colleagues developed such an instrument—the Women Risk/Need Assessment (WRNA). This gender-specific instrument is designed to “amend the dynamic risk factors currently assessed by the LSI-R to include scales relevant to parenting, abuse, relationship issues, self-esteem, and self-efficacy” (Van Voorhis et al., 2013). According to Van Voorhis and Salisbury (2014), the WRNA has been validated “on samples of women offenders and [has] been found to make statistically significant improvements to the earlier gender-neutral tools” (Van Voorhis & Salisbury, 2014, p. 147).

In addition to gender-responsive factors, another challenge in the offender-assessment field is estimating the impact of *ethnicity and culture* on the prediction of recidivism. Indeed, as with the call for gender-specific instruments, there is “pressure” to validate risk/need assessment instruments “on the many cultural groups that are now found under correctional care” (Bonta &
Wormith, 2013, p. 85). Accordingly, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) continue to claim that, theoretically, the LS instruments should have similar impact across ethnic and cultural groups. Their reason is the general applicability of the GPCSL perspective on human behavior (which also includes the relevancy of the central eight factors on human behavior).

Bonta (1989) examined the impact of ethnicity in Canada and found evidence of the predictive validity of the LSI-R in Native offenders (see also Hogg, 2011). In addition, Gutierrez, Wilson, Rugge, & Bonta (2013) conducted a meta-analysis to examine the applicability of the central eight risk factors to Canadian Aboriginal offenders. This study found that “all of the central eight risk/need factors predicted general recidivism and seven of the eight (there was an insufficient number of studies for leisure/recreation) predicted violent recidivism for Aboriginal offenders” (p. 78). Notably, this study also reported that variables such as emotional problems and history of victimization “act as potential criminogenic needs for Aboriginal offenders” (p. 79). In the United States, studies that examined the predictive validity of the LS instrument among American Native, African American, and Latino offenders found “mixed” results (Bonta & Wormith, 2013, p. 85). Overall, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) assert that “further studies that can contribute to a meta-analysis are needed before reaching a more definitive conclusion” (pp. 333-334).

In addition to gender and ethnicity, correctional practitioners and administrators face other issues that challenge the process of effective offender assessment. For example, agencies that apply the RNR-based assessment tools often struggle with limited human and financial resources (Bonta & Wormith, 2013). In this regard, there are not enough “cost-benefit and cost-effective studies (e.g., Aos et al., 2011)” that “clearly demonstrate the fiscal soundness of offender assessments” (p. 82; see also Latessa & Lovins, 2010; Lowenkamp, Lemke, & Latessa,
Another challenging aspect about the applicability of effective offender assessment is whether a single assessment produces better outcome than the use of multiple assessments—*single versus multiple assessments* (Bonta & Wormith, 2013). Mills and Kroner (2006) examined the use of multiple assessment tools and found that the “predictive accuracy is threatened where there is discordance between risk estimates” (p. 16). Bonta and Wormith (2013) posit that a plausible explanation for such discordance in predictive accuracy is the different theoretical basis and methodological etiology among the assessment tools. That is, the assessor using multiple assessment should consider different scales that “may evaluate a particularly shared construct slightly differently (e.g., marital relationship)” (p. 83). Moreover, the assessor is required to reconcile “any differences in prognostication that may come from multiple instruments” (p. 83). Overall, beyond an exception for using two assessment tools to predict sexual recidivism (Static-99 and Stable-2007), Bonta and Wormith (2013) conclude that there is no evidence that using multiple instruments to predict the same outcome adds incremental validity.

Finally, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) sum up four obstacles to the use of empirically based risk assessment with offenders. First, psychologists tend to assess offenders with tests that are based on psychopathological models of criminal behavior. The predictive power of these tests has not been validated. Second, professionals are reluctant to abandon their clinical judgment in favor of empirical, actuarial assessment methods (p. 336). Instead, professionals tend to embrace “structured clinical judgment” (SCJ) instruments that consist of relevant risk factors but do not have numerical scoring (i.e., are not actuarial instruments). Third, correctional agencies tend not to pay much attention to the integrity of assessment. Due to lack of training or
inability to maintain an adequate level of competency, the staff often use assessment instruments in different ways than for which they were designed (Andrews et al., 2011). Fourth, many feminist scholars, critical criminologists, and legal experts express ongoing “skepticism to the application of offender risk instruments” (p. 339). Andrews and Bonta (2010a) believe that such skepticism become problematic when these scholars ignore information that has demonstrated empirically based risk prediction.

**RNR-Based Assessment Tools to Predict the Quality of Correctional Programs**

**The Development of Assessment Tools.** During the last decades, Andrews et al. have developed an evidence-based instrument designed to assess correctional programs. This assessment tool— the Correctional Program Assessment Inventory (CPAI)—measures “the degree of adherence to the principles of RNR demonstrated by a program or correctional agency” (Andrews et al., 2006). As an RNR-based instrument, the CPAI design reflects the literature on what works in reducing recidivism. In this regard, empirical evidence specifically shows that adherence to the RNR principles “are associated with significant reduction in recidivism, whereas treatment that fails to follow the principles yields minimal reductions in recidivism and, in some cases even increase recidivism” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010b, p. 48; see also Andrews & Dowden, 2007).

The research efforts that evolved into the CPAI can be traced to the end of the 1970s. At that time, Gendreau and Andrews (1979, 1980) had started to map “the factors and characteristics that associated with program success and failure” (Wormith, 2011, p. 81). During the 1980s, Andrews et al. continued to produce research that enhanced their understanding of variation in correctional rehabilitation. In 1986, Hoge and Andrews presented the “model of direct intervention” as a methodological framework that would direct the research on
correctional human service. Their model suggested six major independent sources of variability in recidivism: offender factors, correctional worker factors, counseling process factors, program-level factors, intermediate outcomes, and setting factors (as discussed earlier in this chapter). The model was designed to assist researchers in identifying factors and relationships between factors that had a potential to optimize treatment effects.

In 1989, Gendreau and Andrews developed an inventory of the principles of effective intervention—the Correctional Program Evaluation Inventory (CPEA). A few years later, Gendreau and Andrews (1994) presented their first version of the Correctional Program Assessment Inventory (CPAI). This program assessment instrument contained 65 items across six domains of assessment: (1) Program Implementation, (2) Client Preservice Assessment, (3) Program Characteristics, (4) Characteristics of Practice and Staff, (5) Evaluation, and (6) Other.

In 2001, Gendreau and Andrews made substantial revisions with the CPAI-2000. This version expanded the CPAI to 131 items categorized into eight domains\(^7\): (1) organization culture, (2) program implementation and maintenance, (3) management/staff characteristics, (4) client risk/need practice, (5) program characteristics, (6) core correctional practice, (7) inter-agency communication, and (8) evaluation. In this revision, the major change in the CPAI was the inclusion of two new domains: Cultural Organization and Core Correctional Practice. More recently, Gendreau, Andrews, and Thériault, (2010) presented the latest version of the CPAI—the CPAI-2010—which includes 133 items across eight domains.

Overall, the CPAI was the first instrument that provided a standardized way to bridge the research on effective intervention and practice. According to Van Voorhis and Brown (1996), program evaluations that preceded the CPIA examined only “whether a program has a well

\(^7\) As with the CPAI, the CPAI-2000 also includes additional unscored domain of assessment: Program Demographics.
articulated target population and program objective” (p. 16). In other words, other evaluations assessed only the integrity of the program (i.e., how well correctional interventions delivered the services that were intended to be delivered) and the program’s record-keeping function. By contrast, the CPAI was a unique program assessment because it included domains that also assessed the quality of treatment. That is, the CPAI reflected a theoretical and empirical basis that could reasonably evaluate “whether the program is targeting the individual problems most likely to reduce recidivism with the services found by previous research to be the most effective” (p. 16).

Importantly, the various versions of the CPAI assess two basic areas of assessment: the capacity to deliver human service and the content of such service. Thus, within the CPAI, capacity “refers to whether a correctional program has the capability to deliver evidence-based interventions and services for offenders” (Smith & Schweitzer, 2012, p. 9). This area includes five domains that “consider a number of organizational factors and contextual issues” (p. 9). Content, the second basic area of assessment, includes three domains that focus on the substance of assessment and treatment. This content reflects the purpose of the core RNR principles.

This integration of both capacity and content in one assessment tool reflects the notion that simply delivering expected services (i.e., integrity in program implementation and delivery) is not sufficient to reduce recidivism (Andrews & Dowden, 2005; Holsinger, 1999; Lowenkamp, Latessa, & Smith, 2006; Lowenkamp, et al., 2010). Instead, “the effectiveness of interventions is maximized with RNR adherence in combination with integrity of service delivery” (Andrews, 2011, p. 20). In this regard, the eight domains of the CPAI-2000 are expected to constitute the ideal capacity and content of correctional programs and therefore merit close examination.

*The Ideal Capacity of Correctional Programs.* The CPAI contains five domains that
assess the capacity of a program to deliver evidence-based interventions and services: (1) Organizational Culture, (2) Program Implementation and Maintenance, (3) Management and Staff Characteristics, (4) Inter-agency Communication and, (5) Evaluation and Quality Assurance.

First is the domain of Organizational Culture. Within the CPAI, the ideal of organizational culture is drawn from theories of general management and industrial organization (Smith & Schweitzer, 2012). In this regard, the ideal organization has “a culture that is receptive to implementing new ideas and has a code of ethics” (Gendreau et al., 2006, p. 425). Culture is also reflected in “low staff turnover, frequent in-service training and within house sharing information” (Gendreau, French, & Gionet, 2004). An ideal organization should use a formal pilot period before implementing new initiatives in full scale. Overall, although promising, the domain of Organizational Culture has remains insufficiently studied and thus has scant empirical verification. That is, the validity of organizational culture “rests, so far, on the good common sense and clinical wisdom of practitioners” (p. 433).

The second domain to assess the capacity of correctional programs is Program Implementation and Maintenance. According to the CPAI-2000, the ideal implementation of program “occurs during a period when the organization does not face contentious issues (e.g., fiscal, staffing levels, stakeholder concerns) that might jeopardize the project” (Gendreau et al., 2004, p. 27). Moreover, programs should be implemented only when such service is required. Thus, the CPAI assesses the actual need for a particular service by comparing it with alternative and relevant services may be more promising. For this task, “the program director and other key staff should conduct a thorough literature review and make evidence-based decisions accordingly” (Smith & Schweitzer, 2012, p. 13). According to Gendreau et al. (2006), the
Program Implementation and Maintenance domain is “gaining empirical momentum” (p. 433). For example, Lowenkamp (2004) found that compared to the other domains, the average score of Program Implementation items in the CPAI was most strongly related to the measures of effectiveness ($r=.54$).

The third domain in the capacity area of assessment is *Management/Staff Characteristics*. Essentially, this domain assesses “the qualification and involvement of the program director” (Smith & Schweitzer, 2012, p. 13). Indeed, as described in principle 14 of the RNR model, the responsibility of program directors in the correctional rehabilitation field encompasses the implementation of RNR-based services and the maintenance of program integrity (Latessa et al., 2013). Program directors also ensure that the staff members have relevant education (e.g., related to human service), experience in working with offenders, adequate competency in delivering the particular services, and suitable qualities and skills to demonstrate the Core Correctional Practice (discussed in the Content area of assessment). Overall, the relevance of the Management/Staff Characteristics domain is supported by “the general clinical psychology literature” and “the correctional treatment literature” (Gendreau et al., 2006; see also Andrews & Bonta, 2010a; Van Voorhis & Salisbury, 2014).

The fourth domain assessing the capability of programs to deliver evidence-based services is *Inter-agency Communication*. This domain underscores the importance of “formal links with other agencies to ensure services are available to meet offenders’ diverse needs” (Smith & Schweitzer, 2012, p. 14; see also Gendreau et al., 2006). Such communication is important to ensure the quality of advocacy brokerage and the other interests that might serve the offenders. However, no empirical evidence currently exists that demonstrated the incremental impact of this communication on recidivism.
The last domain assessing the capacity area is Evaluation. According to the CPAI, an ideal program develops “both internal and external quality assurance processes” (Latessa et al., 2013, p. 231). These evaluations include monitoring offenders’ treatment progress with “periodic, objective, standardized assessments of the client targeted behaviors” (Smith & Schweitzer, 2012, p. 14). In addition, ideal programs follow clients’ outcomes and communicate the findings. Periodical evaluations also help maintain quality programs. Therefore, ideal correctional agencies should have “specialized unit or designated staff members for this purpose,” or better, use external evaluators for this task (p. 14; see also Van Voorhis, 2006).

**The Ideal Content of Correctional Program.** The CPAI evaluates the content of correctional programs in three domains: (1) Client Risk and Need Practices, (2) Program Characteristics, and (3) Core Correctional Practice. These domains reflect a “general consensus about which offender needs should be targeted, the best measures to use in this regard, and the most effective treatment strategies” (Smith & Schweitzer, 2012, p. 14). (The strong theoretical and empirical foundations of these treatment aspects are described in length throughout the previous sections of this chapter.) Here, these three domains will be discussed in terms of bridging research and practice.

The first domain is *Client Risk and Need Practices*. Within this domain, the ideal program should have a “clear admission and exclusionary criteria to define who (and who is not) appropriate for the intervention” (Smith & Schweitzer, 2012, p. 15). The program should use a valid offender-assessment tool to identify both risk and need factors, and follow the risk principle, keeping high-risk and low-risk offenders in separate locations. In addition, the program should match the intensity of service to the level of risk. Accordingly, an ideal program should also assess the relevant criminogenic needs and other factors that might affect
responsivity to treatment (see the previous section).

The second domain assessing the content of a correctional program is Program Characteristics. Within the CPAI, this domain underscores the need principle and therefore indicates whether the program targets criminogenic needs. Equally important in the CPAI is whether a program employs treatment strategies that follow the General Personality and Cognitive Social Learning (GPCSL) perspective on human behavior (i.e., the general responsivity principle). Other items that assessed within this domain are whether the program has a detailed manual, an emphasis on acquiring prosocial skills, adequate ratio of rewards to punishment (at least 4:1), and clear completion criteria (Gendreau et al., 2004). Furthermore, an ideal program would prepare relapse prevention plans for participates and provide after care services.

The last domain is the use of Core Correctional Practice. This domain aims to put principle 14 of the RNR model (Core Correctional Staff Practices) into practice. According to this domain, the staff of an ideal program should practice high-quality relationship skills in combination with high-quality structuring skills. Specifically, program staff should demonstrate crucial competencies and skills related to service delivery, including anticriminal modeling, high-level reinforcement, effective disapproval, effective use of authority, skill building through structured learning (e.g., problem-solving, cognitive self-change), cognitive restructuring skills, and motivational interviewing skills (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a; Latessa et al., 2013) (see also the previous section).

According to Smith (2013), “the various versions of the instrument [i.e., CPAI] have been used to evaluate more than 700 correctional treatment programs…the majority (roughly 60 percent) of which failed to achieve a passing grade” (p. 77; see also Gendreau et al., 2001;
Lowenkamp, 2004). Indeed, this number demonstrates “the chasm between research and practice” (p. 76).

To date, only a few studies have examined the predictive validity of the CPAI scores (i.e., the CPAI as a predictor of recidivism) (Gray, 1997; Holsinger, 1999; Nesovic, 2003; Lowenkamp, 2004; Lowenkamp, Latessa, & Smith, 2006). However, all of these studies reported moderate to strong correlations between the CPAI total score and reduction in recidivism. Still, several considerations prevent these studies from offering a full validation of the CPAI-2000. First, all of the studies used variations of the original version of the CPAI (i.e., not the CPAI-2000). Specifically, the number of CPAI items in these studies did not exceed 66, whereas the number of items in the CPAI-2000 is 131. Second, with the exception of Holsinger (1999), the above studies evaluated the programs with an abbreviated versions of the CPAI. Third, with the exception of Lowenkamp (2004), the assessment of programs in these studies were not completed during the evaluation process. Rather, “the CPAI was simply used to structure data collection and the scoring of program characteristics” (Lowenkamp, Latessa, & Smith, p. 215). Last, as reviewed by Andrews (2006), “frankly, there is some inconsistency from study to study in findings at the item and subscale levels” (p. 596).

Recently, researchers at the Center for Criminal Justice Research at the University of Cincinnati developed an alternative to the CPAI—the Correctional Program Checklist (CPC). This program assessment tool shares the same theoretical and empirical knowledge as the CPAI, and is also designed to reflect the principle of the RNR model. However, as opposed to the CPAI, several different versions of the CPC were developed to evaluate the quality of correctional programs in different settings (e.g., in drug courts, mental health courts, community supervision, and treatment groups offered to offenders). Similar to the CPAI, the CPC focuses
on two basic areas of assessment: capacity and content. Yet, the domains in the CPC are slightly different than those of the CPAI. The capacity area covers three domains: (1) Leadership and Development, (2) Staff and, (3) Quality Assurance. The content area consists of two domains: (1) Offender Assessment, and (2) Treatment. The University of Cincinnati used the CPC to evaluate community-based programs (e.g., Latessa, Lovins, & Smith, 2010), and juvenile drug courts (Latessa, Sullivan et al., 2013). As a relatively new tool, the prediction validity of this instrument has not been validated.

In sum, the RNR-based technology of treatment is facing the “real world” of correction, where “weak adherence with RNR is the rule rather than the exception” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 397). In this regard, the research on the LSI-R and CPAI continue to build an important bridge between research and practice. Specifically, the LSI-R is an empirically validated tool and therefore constitutes a stable bridge. The main challenges in the offender-assessment field remain bolstering its theoretical and practical foundations for a variety of offender populations and to ensure that correctional agencies use it appropriately. Regarding the CPAI, the challenge of the offender-assessment research field is to produce more empirical evidence that support the domains that reflect the capacity of correctional program to deliver human service. Equally important is to validate the power of CPAI-2000 and/or the CPC to predict program outcomes.

CONCLUSION

This chapter followed the development of the RNR model from the mid-1970s to the present day. During this period, the status of rehabilitation changed dramatically. Nowadays, rehabilitation is no longer considered as a futile theory or a practice that “does not work” with offenders. Essentially, the legitimacy of the rehabilitative ideal of rehabilitation has been
reaffirmed and it now exerts increasing influence on correctional policy and practice. In this context, the RNR model has emerged in the correctional system as the dominant approach to undertaking rehabilitation.

The RNR model is best considered a paradigm comprised of three components. First, the criminological component, based on the PCC, identifies the factors that give rise to criminal involvement generally and, specifically, to recidivism (i.e., the Big Four and Central Eight). Second, the correctional component set forth 15 principles, with the RNR principles at its core, for how to effectively rehabilitate offenders. Third, the technology component provides the tools needed to assess offenders and to create an organizational context conducive to offender treatment. Taken together, these components constitute a treatment approach that is theoretically informed and evidence based, that tells practitioners how to rehabilitate offenders, and that supplies the tools needed to apply these principles. No other exiting model of rehabilitation achieves these goals.

Over the past decade, however, an alternative vision of offender rehabilitation has emerged: the Good Lives Model or the “GLM.” The third chapter will present this approach in detail. According to its advocates, the GLM “was developed as an alternative overarching theoretical framework that seeks to preserve the merits of traditional approaches whilst actively engaging participants in the rehabilitation process and promoting desistance from crime” (Willis & Ward, 2013, p. 305). In other words, the GLM is a rehabilitation model that emphasizes the motivation of offenders to change their lives. In this regard, the GLM presents systematic and promising approach to rehabilitation (Cullen, 2012). The next chapter will discuss the evolution of the GLM model, including its underlying theory. Accordingly, the chapter will evaluated the potential of this model to fulfill its promises.
Chapter 3

THE GOOD LIVES MODEL

The origins of the Good Lives Model (GLM) can be traced to the early 2000s. As noted, by that time, the accumulated empirical evidence showed the wisdom of employing rehabilitative as opposed to punitive correctional interventions (Gendreau, 1996; Lösel, 1995). Moreover, scholars endorsed the evidence-based approach to what works in corrections as the most reliable way to reaffirm rehabilitation (Cullen & Gendreau, 2000; Latessa, Cullen, & Gendreau, 2002, MacKenzie, 2000, McGuire, 2002). Within this scientific orientation to corrections, the RNR model became the dominant paradigm of offender rehabilitation.

However, not all of the scholars that supported rehabilitation were pleased with this scientific orientation. One of those scholars was Tony Ward, a New Zealander-Ph.D. psychologist who was trained in the clinical and forensic field. In the opening of the 21st century, Ward was well aware that a growing amount of empirical evidence had enabled rehabilitation to regain its legitimacy. Nevertheless, he argued against using an approach to correctional rehabilitation that was strictly evidence based. In this regard, he asserted that “empirical adequacy on its own provides an overly thin measure of programme’s value” (Ward, 2013, xxii).

In Ward’s view, the overreliance on science was problematic because it enmeshed the practice of rehabilitation in a framework of risk rather than a framework of welfare. He argued that the empirical knowledge that had been translated into practice overemphasized risk management. That is, “the primary aim of rehabilitatating offenders is to avoid harm to the community” (Ward & Stewart, 2003, p. 126). In such practice, the actual satisfaction of offenders may be considered as a desired outcome but only as “a means to the end of reduced
risk to the community” (p. 126). Therefore, Ward perceived the RNR model, which was
emerged through evidence-based corrections, as a model of rehabilitation that does not serves the
interests of offenders but the interests of the non-offending public. Thus, he concluded that a
better model of offender rehabilitation is needed.

Ward then embraced a vision of rehabilitation that underscores the role of clinical
psychology models in correctional interventions. According to this vision, the primary aim of
rehabilitation should be to enhance offenders’ well being and capabilities (Ward & Stewart,
2003). In general, the goal is thus to equip offenders with “capabilities to meet their needs,
pursue their interests, and therefore live happy, fulfilling lives” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 109).
In this regard, Ward argued that the focus on offenders’ lives is important because “every
rehabilitation program presupposes conceptions of possible good lives for offenders and,
associated with this, an understanding of the necessary internal and external conditions for living
such lives” (Ward, 2002b, p. 513). Thus, the challenge of rehabilitation programs is to assist
offenders in finding answers for a fundamental question in their change process: how offenders
can live a different life (Porporino, 2010).

In 2003, Tony Ward and Claire Stewart introduced the Good Lives Model as a model of
offender rehabilitation that reflected his ideas and served “as a complementary theory to RNR”
(Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 142). That is, through the GLM, Ward tried to integrate the RNR
model and the psychological research in positive psychology and strength-based practice (Laws
& Ward, 2011; Ward, 2002; Ward & Gannon, 2006; Ward & Maruna, 2007; Ward, Yates, &
Long, 2006; Yates, Prescott, & Ward, 2010). Accordingly, the GLM provides guidance to
rehabilitation programs on how best to “equip clients with internal and external resources to live
a good or better life—a life that is socially acceptable and personally meaningful” (Ward, Yates,
& Willis, 2012, p. 95). In this regard, Ward expected that correctional interventions that would improve the quality of offenders’ life would also maximize their ability to reduce recidivism.

This chapter introduces the systematic perspective that the Good Lives Model offers to the study and practice of correctional rehabilitation. The overview of this model is based on the papers that Ward and his colleagues (hereinafter the “Ward et al.”) published since the early 2000s. In this regard, this chapter also relies on a 2007 book published by Tony Ward and Shadd Maruna, Rehabilitation: Beyond the Risk Paradigm. This volume presents the GLM as a paradigm that will improve the quality of interventions throughout the correctional system. Specifically, Ward and Maruna (2007) provide the keys to understand the core ideas of the GLM and its further theoretical and practical developments.

The first section in this chapter describes the theoretical framework of the GLM. In brief, the GLM focuses on the promotion of two categories of goods: “primary human goods” and “secondary goods.” Within this model, the primary human goods are goals held by all human beings, including offenders. In general terms, these goods are described as “states of mind, personal characteristics, or experiences that are intrinsically beneficial and sought for their own sake” (Ward, Yates, & Willis, 2012, p. 95). The GLM states ten primary human goods that all humans seek in their life. In essence, the priority that individuals give to each of these primary good reflects their self-reflection and values.

The second category of goods is the secondary (or instrumental) goods. This category represents the specific and concrete activities or strategies that a person uses to obtain the

---

8 The official website of the Good Lives Model (www.goodlivesmodel.com), list 191 publications that researchers and scholars have produced on the GLM (last updated on 10.6.2015). According to this list, Tony Ward is the single or coauthor in 106 of the 191 publications.
primary human goods. The secondary goods can be appropriate or inappropriate. Appropriate secondary goods are personally meaningful activities or strategies that are used to achieve the primary human goods in a socially acceptable way. The GLM considers these goods as a person’s strengths. As opposed to appropriate secondary goods, inappropriate secondary goods are considered flaws in an individual’s ability to attain the desired primary goods.

Within the GLM, the role of the therapist is to assist offenders in achieving the primary goods in both personally meaningful and prosocial ways. Specifically, the therapist helps each offender to construct a highly individualized “Good Life Plan” (GLP). This plan consists of the distinctive conditions that are likely to lead the individual toward happiness, a good life, and well-being. According to the GLM, following such Good Life Plan is also “likely automatically to eliminate or modify commonly targeted dynamic risk factors (i.e., criminogenic needs)” (Ward and Maruna, 2007, p. 108).

The first section introduces the theoretical framework of the GLM in three parts. The first part introduces the three theoretical frameworks that underlie the development of the GLM: humanistic psychology, positive psychology, and the strength-based approach to correctional rehabilitation. The ideas from these theoretical frameworks serve the next part of this section that discuss the underlie assumptions of the GLM. The second part of the first section presents the GLM’s eight basic assumptions (Ward & Maruna, 2007). These assumptions concern the purpose of the GLM as a rehabilitation model. In this regard, the discussion of each principle includes an estimation of its empirical strength. The third part of the first section explains how the GLM links between its basic assumptions and criminality. This discussion follows what Ward and Maruna (2007) referred as the “broad causes of antisocial behavior” (p. 120). As with
the basic assumptions, this part elaborates the theoretical and empirical aspects of these criminological explanations.

The second section of chapter three discusses the correctional framework of the GLM. This framework will be presented through five correctional domains: programs aims and orientation, offender assessment, intervention planning, intervention content, and program delivery. In recent years, these domains were used by Ward et al. to operationalize the theoretical assumptions of the GLM (e.g., Purvis, Ward, & Willis, 2011; Willis, Ward, & Levenson, 2014). The last section in this chapter evaluates the empirical status of the GLM. This section focuses on the studies that have evaluated the impact of correctional interventions that followed the GLM. The analysis in this section encompasses studies that have explicitly integrated the GLM as an overarching framework. The characteristics and the findings of these interventions are summarized in a table.

THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE GOOD LIVES MODEL

This section presents three groups of theoretical ideas that construct the Good Lives Model of offender rehabilitation. The first group includes the humanistic theoretical perspectives that underlie the GLM. In this regard, the core ideas of the GLM follow the “basic psychological research in ‘positive psychology’ and strength-based practice” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 143). The second group of theoretical ideas consists of the explicit basic assumptions of the GLM. Within the GLM, eight assumptions reflect ideas about the purpose of offender rehabilitation and its essential components. The last groups of theoretical ideas are the etiological assumptions of the GLM. These assumptions flow from the eight basic assumptions and serves as “a cognitive map or general overview of the broad causes of antisocial behavior” (p. 120).
Humanistic Psychology, Positive Psychology, and Strength-based Approach

The GLM takes a positive psychological approach to offender rehabilitation. In general, this means that the model “has its roots in the positive psychology and humanistic traditions” (Ward & Gannon, 2006, p. 78). However, according to Ward and Maruna (2007), the GLM “was developed independently of the positive psychology movement” (pp. 110-111). Indeed, Ward et al. often discuss the theoretical aspects of positive psychology only through its shared core assumptions with the GLM (e.g., Ward, Mann, & Gannon, 2007). Therefore, the opening section of this chapter tries to fill this gap of knowledge with a brief introduction of humanistic and positive psychology. In addition, the opening section introduces the strength-based approach to offender rehabilitation. Such an introduction is important because the GLM is considered to be a strength-based rehabilitation framework that encourages intervention programs to focus on an offender’s strengths and goals.

Humanistic Psychology. Humanistic psychology emphasizes the individual’s capabilities and potentialities. Within the discipline of psychology, this perspective on behavior and mental processes stands alongside the two other major perspectives: psychoanalysis and behaviorism. In this regard, humanistic psychology “does not explain behavior in terms of unconscious, powerful inner forces and does not focus on environmental stimuli and responses as determinants of behavior” (Schunk et al., 2014, p. 35). Instead, this psychology is “identified with the study and promotion of positive experience” (Duckworth, Steen, & Seligman, 2005, p. 632).

Schunk et al. (2014) identify three common assumptions of humanistic theories. One assumption is that the study of the human is holistic. That is, within humanistic theories, the
study of behavior, thoughts, and feelings “emphasize individuals’ subjective awareness of themselves and their situations” (p. 36, emphasis added). The second common assumption is the importance of concepts such as “human choices, creativity, and self-actualization” (p. 36). In general, this means that researchers should understand people through the study of their attempts “to be creative and maximize their capabilities and potential” (p. 36). The third common assumption among humanistic theories highlights “the importance of the problem” over the quality of methodology. According to this assumption, “it is better to study an important problem with less-refined methodology than a trivial problem with a complex methodology” (p. 36).

Carl Rogers and Abraham Maslow are considered the two “grandparents” of humanistic psychology (Duckworth et al., 2005, p. 632). Rogers (1959, 1961) developed client-centered therapy that underlies the “human process of personal growth or achieving wholeness”—the process of self-actualization (Schunk et al., p. 36). According to Roger (1959), this process represents “the inherent tendency of the organism to develop all its capacities in ways which serve to maintain or enhance the person” (p. 196). Thus, Rogers’s theory depicts people as “forever growing, unfolding their potentialities, and constantly changing in the process” (Ziegler, 2002, p. 86). Human beings are viewed as “basically rational and eminently capable of directing their behavior through reason” (p. 82). Relatedly, the perspective assumes that during the process of self-actualization, people become more aware of their own being and functioning. According to Rogers, this development of self-awareness also is affected by the person’s environment because “experiences and interpretation of them foster or hinder our growth” (Schunk et al., p. 36).
Abraham Maslow, the second prominent humanistic psychologist, set forth a theory that explains “the process by which individuals could become self-actualized” (Duckworth et al., 2005, p. 632). In this regard, he classified all human needs into five groups that differ in their importance for human development. Within this hierarchy of needs, a state of self-actualization reflects the highest personality growth (Maslow, 1962). People that reach self-actualization have “access to the full range of their talents and strengths” (Duckworth et al., 2005, p. 632).

However, according to Maslow’s theory, self-actualization cannot be achieved until the needs in the lower groups in the hierarchy (i.e., the “deficiency needs”) will be satisfied. In this regard, physiological needs (e.g., food, water) are at the bottom of the hierarchy of needs, followed by safety needs (e.g., protection from pain, fear, order, anxiety), belongingness and love (e.g., affection, security, social acceptance, identity), esteem needs (e.g., gain approval, recognition), and self-actualization needs at the top of the hierarchy (Maslow, 1954). Maslow explained that an individual’s life is directed toward self-actualization because “a need that is unsatisfied generates behavior designed to satisfy the need” (Schunk et al., p. 173). Similar to Rogers, Maslow states that the environment has an important role in the process toward self-actualization. That is, without opportunities for satisfaction of needs, the person’s growth and development would not occur as desired.

**Positive Psychology.** The positive approach in psychology emerged as an alternative to the focus in clinical psychology and psychiatry on “medical-oriented psychology” (Jorgensen & Nafstad, 2004). Specifically, this growing scientific discipline presents an alternative to psychological approaches that emphasize disorders, pathologies, faults, and dysfunctions. Within the clinical psychology, the positive psychology serves as a conceptual framework for “researchers and practitioners interested in all aspects of optimal human functioning” (Linley &
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Joseph, 2004, p. 3). In this regard, Duckworth et al. (2005, p. 630) suggest a common belief among those who adapt the positive psychology approaches:

We believe that persons who carry even the weightiest psychological burdens care about much more in their lives than just the relief of their suffering. Troubled persons want more satisfaction, contentment, and joy, not just less sadness and worry. They want to build their strengths, not just correct their weaknesses. And, they want lives imbued with meaning and purpose. These states do not come about automatically simply when suffering is removed. Furthermore, the fostering of positive emotion and the building of character may help—both directly and indirectly—to alleviate suffering and to undo its root causes.

This common belief reflects the basic assumption of the positive psychology approaches: “the human being has given potential for positive character or virtues” (Jorgensen & Nafstad, 2004, p. 18). In that sense, all human beings are fundamentally social and moral rather than motivated primary by their self-interests. In other words, advocates of positive psychology assert that “goodness and morality thus do not come from outside the person. They do not arise from cultural sources nor from moral rules of society, but from the potentials of human being himself or herself” (p. 22).

The discipline of positive psychology focuses on the study of three domains: positive experiences, positive individual traits, and the institutions that facilitate the development of positive experience and traits. According to Seligman and his colleagues, each of these three domains is represented by a particular kind of human life (Duckworth et al., 2005; Seligman, 2002; Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000).
First is the *pleasant life* that based on the person’s positive experiences. During a pleasant life, the person is able to maximize positive emotions and minimize negative emotions. This is what Linley and Joseph (2004) call a “subjective well-being” (p. 5). According to positive psychology, the pleasant life is possible by developing positive emotion about the past, present, and future. In applied positive psychology, the study of this process includes the examination of subjective experiences such as “well-being, contentment, and satisfaction (in the past); hope and optimism (for the future); and flow and happiness (in the present)” (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000, p. 5).

The second domain in the positive psychology represented by the *engaged life*. This reflects the desire for “psychological well-being”—the “engagement with and full participation in the challenges and opportunities of life” (Linley & Joseph, 2004, p. 5). Such engagement involves the use of individual traits that reflects “strengths of character”—“qualities considered virtuous across cultures and historical areas” (Duckworth et al., 2005, p. 635). Specifically, the desired individual traits include “the capacity for love and vocation, courage, interpersonal skill, aesthetic sensibility, perseverance, forgiveness, originality, future mindedness, spirituality, high talent, and wisdom” (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000, p. 5).

The third domain in positive psychology is the *meaningful life*. This domain reflects the assumption that “meaning drives from belonging to and serving something larger than oneself” (Duckworth et al., 2005, pp. 636). In applied positive psychology, scholars study the meaningful life through concepts that represent “the civic virtues and the institutions that move individuals toward better citizenship: responsibility, nurturance, altruism, civility, moderation, tolerance, and work ethic” (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000, p. 5).
In the clinical field, positive psychology is considered “a strength-based approach in that it seeks to equip people with the capabilities to meet their needs, pursue their interests, and therefore live happy, fulfilling lives” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 109). Thus, positive psychologists focus on people’s strengths, capacities, and resources to promote optimal functioning. Their therapies aim to allow people “to survive, and in some cases flourish, despite the obstacles they have faced” (Linley & Joseph, 2004, p. 8).

According to Linley and Joseph (2004), the application of positive psychology consists of six points: First, it aims to facilitate optimal functioning in a way that helps people “to achieve their objectives,” rather than dictating them toward specific objectives (p. 5). Second, the goal of facilitate optimal functioning refers to helping people in a broad range of psychological processes and outcomes. This includes “valued psychological processes” such as using positive traits and acting as a good citizen. This also includes “positive outcomes” such as individual and collective well-being (p. 5). The third point in applied positive psychology relates to the value position in phrases such as “good life,” “good citizenship,” “positive individual traits,” and “valued subjective experiences” (p. 5). In this regard, applied positive psychology endorses a scientific approach to these phrases. This is achieved through an explicit statement of the valued positions of these phrases and by avoiding positions that dictate individuals toward “specific ways in which they should live their lives” (p. 5). The fourth point of applied positive psychology underscores its different levels of application. In practice, within various social and cultural contexts, positive psychology can be applied to “individuals, groups, organizations, communities, and societies” (Linley & Joseph, 2004, p. 5). The fifth point is the applicability of positive psychology to the full range of human functioning. This means an effort to “facilitate optimal functioning by moving [clients] beyond the zero point of psychopathology” (p. 6,
emphasis in original). The last point of applied positive psychology is the creation of collective identity and common language for psychologists that have an interest in aspects of optimal human functioning.

**Strength-Based Approach.** Strengths-based approaches to offender rehabilitation use individuals’ core commitments and capabilities in the process of behavioral change. In this regard, the goal is to “elicit information from [individuals] about their strengths to build skills that will offset any deficits” (Serran & Marshall, 2010, p. 5). Enhancing individuals’ capabilities is intended to allow them “to live meaningful, constructive, and ultimately satisfying lives” (Langlands, Ward, & Gilchrist, 2009, p. 119). Within the context of offender rehabilitation, the assumption is that strength-based interventions are the best way to reinforce desistance processes. This is “because of their sensitivity to offender commitments and social ecology” (Willis & Ward, 2013, p. 314; see also Langlands et al., 2009; Ward, 2011).

According to Ward and Maruna (2007), the GLM is “the most systematically developed theory in the strength-based domain” (p. 24). In this regard, the GLM is a strength-based approach in two respects. First, the GLM takes seriously offenders’ personal preferences and values in the design of treatment programs. Then, the GLM draws on these personal core commitments “to motivate individuals to live better live” (Whitehead, Ward, & Collie, 2007, p. 580). Second, within the GLM, “therapists seek to provide offenders with the competencies (internal conditions) and opportunities (external conditions) to implement treatment plans” based on the “things matter most to them in the world” (p. 580; see also Thakker, Ward, & Chu, 2014; Ward & Fortune, 2013; Ward & Marshall, 2007).
The General Assumptions of the Good Lives Model

Ward and Maruna (2007) present eight general assumptions of the GLM. These assumptions concern the purpose of rehabilitation, and “specify the values and views that underlie rehabilitation practice and the kind of overall aims for which clinicians should be striving” (p. 34). Thus, this part in the first section introduces the GLM’s eight assumptions as was presented by Ward et al. In addition, this introduction also indicates the intellectual sources of these assumptions.

Assumption 1: As human beings, “offenders share the same inclinations and basic needs as other people and are naturally predisposed to seek certain goals, or primary human goods” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 112). At its core, this assumption reflects ideas from humanistic theories and the positive psychology. First, the GLM argues that offenders have similar needs and aspirations as nonoffenders. Second, the GLM assumes that individuals are self-motivated to seek their well-being; that is, their psychological processes are held to be self-directed toward optimal cognitive and emotional functioning. Third, the GLM proposes that there is a close link between the person’s well-being and his/her social environment. In that sense, human beings are “fundamentally social creatures, driven to find meaning in their life through social interaction and individual achievement” (p. 143).

The theoretical source of this assumption can be traced to Self-Determination Theory (SDT). Ward and Stewart (2003, p. 135) consider this theory as “the most comprehensive psychological theory of needs currently available.” According to the SDT, psychological needs are “innate psychological nutrients that are essential for ongoing psychological growth, integrity, and well-being” (Deci & Ryan, 2000, p. 229). In GLM’s terms, the satisfaction of certain needs depend on humans’ psychological growth, fulfillment, and optimal functioning.
The basic assumption in the SDT is that “people are by nature active and self-motivated, curious and interested, vital and eager to succeed because success itself is personally satisfying and rewarding” (Deci & Ryan, 2008, p. 14). Accordingly, the GLM views all human beings as goal directed organisms that are predisposed to seek certain goals (Ward, Mann, & Gannon, 2007). In addition, SDT and the GLM share the assumption that the social environment influences the conditions and processes that facilitate the development and persistence of human needs. According to this perspective, the social context can either support innate human nature or thwart it. In other words, certain social conditions can change the individuals’ innate human nature from being self-motivated toward optimal functioning to individuals that are “alienated and mechanized, or passive and disaffected” (Deci & Ryan, 2008, p. 14).

SDT identifies three innate psychological needs—for autonomy, competence, and relatedness—that account for these outcomes. Specifically, the need for competence refers to the person’s ability to “have an effect on the environment as well as to attain valued outcomes within it” (i.e., the need for mastery of the environment). The need for relatedness refers to “the desire to feel connected to others—to love and care, and to be loved and cared for” (i.e., the need to belong to a group). The need for autonomy refers to the person’s experience of internal control or freedom of choices and actions. A person with autonomy reflects “the organismic desire to self-organize experience and behavior and to have activity be concordant with one’s integrated sense of self” (Deci & Ryan, 2000, p. 231). According to SDT, a success to satisfy the need for competence, autonomous, and relatedness to others will result in the most effective human functioning (i.e., “optimal human development and well-being”). At the same time, a failure to satisfy even one of these needs will result in significant negative psychological consequences (i.e., “degradation and ill-being”) (p. 229).
Advocates of the GLM agreed that autonomy, competence, and relatedness as three basic human needs (Ward & Stewart, 2003). However, they argued that to explain fully the goals that people pursue, other needs would have to be identified. Thus, Ward and Maruna (2007) relied on disciplines such as “anthropology, social science, social policy, psychology, evolutionary theory, practical ethics and philosophical anthropology” to expand the number of the human needs that are valued as ends to themselves (p. 145). They agreed upon basic human needs that represent “states of affairs, state of mind, personal characteristics, activities or experiences that are sought for their own sake and are likely to increase psychological well-being if achieved” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 113; McMurran & Ward, 2004; Wilson & Yates, 2009). Within the GLM, these basic human needs are considered the primary goods of human life.

The advocates of the GLM identified ten groups of primary goods that they argued all humans seek in their life (Yates, Prescott, & Ward, 2010, pp. 38-39): (1) Life (healthy living and functioning—the basic need in life); (2) knowledge acquisition (desire for information and understanding about oneself and the world); (3) excellence in play and work (including mastering experiences); (4) excellence in agency (autonomy, independence and self-directedness); (5) inner peace (freedom from emotional turmoil and stress); (6) friendship (connections to others through intimate, romantic, familial, and other types of relationships); (7) community (a sense of belonging to a larger group of individuals with shared interests); (8) spirituality (i.e., a broad sense of finding meaning and purpose in life); (9) happiness (i.e., a state of being of overall contentedness in one’s life; the experience of pleasure; and (10) creativity (i.e., to desire to have novelty or innovation in one’s life). Notably, Ward et al. stated that this
list does not represent a definite set of primary goods\(^9\) (Ward and Stewart, 2003; Ward and Maruna, 2007).

According to the GLM, people are self-motivated to seek out all the primary goods but vary in how they prioritize each good. Ward, Yates, and Willis (2012, p. 95) argue that “the weightings or priorities given to specific primary goods reflect an individual’s particular values and life priorities.” In addition, they explain that the individuals’ specific cultural context account for variations in the way they value or rank the primary goods. Thus, overall, primary goods represent individuals’ “interpretation of interpersonal and social events” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 144) and reflect their sense of “who they are and what is really worth having in life” (Ward et al., 2012, p. 95).

In addition to the primary goods, the GLM assert that a second category of goods exists: \textit{secondary (or instrumental) goods}. According to the GLM, this category of goods provides the concrete means of securing the primary goods. That is, the secondary goods are “the specific roles, practices, and actions that provide routes to the primary goods” (Ward et al., 2012, p. 96). Therefore, in essence, the value of the secondary goods depends entirely on their contribution to achieve the primary goods. In this regard, the GLM distinguishes between two types of secondary goods: appropriate and inappropriate goods.

Appropriate secondary goods represent socially accepted means or strategies of securing primary goods. The assumption is that more adaptive behavior relates to higher levels of well-being. Thus, within the GLM, the use of secondary goods to achieve the primary goods in a

\(^9\) When Ward and Stewart (2003) introduced the GLM, they suggested only nine primary goods. According to Purvis, Ward, & Willis (2011), Purvis’s work enabled to expand this list. First, based on Purvis (2006), Ward et al. were convinced to separate the goods of relatedness and community. Second, based on Purvis (2010), Ward et al. argue that the good of excellence in play and work can also be presented as two independent goods.
socially acceptable way reflects a person’s strengths. By contrast, inappropriate secondary goods are considered as socially unaccepted means or strategies to attain the primary goals. According to Ward et al., inappropriate secondary goods will not result in high levels of well-being. They explain this result in the expected unpleasant social sanction that follows the involvement in illegal activities. Thus, within the GLM, inappropriate secondary goods represent flaws in an individuals’ ability to fully secure their primary goods.

Note that Table 3.1 presents the 10 primary human goods, their common life goals, definition, and the possible secondary goods that can achieve them. This table was reprinted from Willis, Prescott, and Yates (2013).

Assumption 2: “rehabilitation is a value-laden process and involves a variety of different types of value” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 116). Within the GLM, values are considered as “fundamental commitments concerning what is worthwhile and best in life and as such underlie choices about how to behave” (Day & Ward, 2010, p. 289). Ward and Maruna (2007, p. 37) argue that “values play a significant role in rehabilitation theories as they serve to identify therapeutic goals and to constrain rehabilitative attempts” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 37). In that sense, the rehabilitative process is designed to obtain certain valued outcomes, and those valued outcomes determine the necessary conditions to remove therapeutic obstacles or to facilitate need fulfillment. Specifically, the GLM identifies three different types of values: prudential, ethical, and cognitive values.

Prudential values are “synonymous with primary goods” (see above) (Ward & Marshall, 2007, p. 288). This type of values reflects the best interests of individual offenders (i.e., “the ultimate ends of correctional programs”) (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 149). According to this perspective, the concept of prudential values establishes a link between certain valued goods and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Good</th>
<th>Common Life Goal</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Possible Secondary/Instrumental Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life (healthy living and functioning)</td>
<td>Life: Living and Surviving</td>
<td>Looking after physical health, and/or staying alive and safe.</td>
<td>Pursuing a healthy diet, engaging in regular exercise, managing specific health problems, earning or stealing money to pay rent or to meet basic survival or safety needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Knowledge: Learning and Knowing</td>
<td>Seeking knowledge about oneself, other people, the environment, or specific subjects.</td>
<td>Attending school or training courses, self-study (e.g., reading), mentoring or coaching others, attending a treatment or rehabilitation programme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellence in Work and Play</td>
<td>Being Good at Work and Play</td>
<td>Striving for excellence and mastery in work, hobbies or leisure activities.</td>
<td>Being employed or volunteering in meaningful work, advancing in one’s career; participating in a sport, playing a musical instrument, arts and crafts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellence in Agency (autonomy and self-directedness)</td>
<td>Personal Choice and Independence</td>
<td>Seeking independence and autonomy, making one’s own way in life.</td>
<td>Developing and following through with life plans, being assertive, having control over other people, abusing or manipulating others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Peace (freedom from emotional turmoil and stress)</td>
<td>Peace of Mind</td>
<td>The experience of emotional equilibrium; freedom from emotional turmoil and stress.</td>
<td>Exercise, meditation, use of alcohol or other drugs, sex, and any other activities that help manage emotions and reduce stress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatedness (intimate, romantic, and family relationships)</td>
<td>Relationships and Friendships</td>
<td>Sharing close and mutual bonds with other people, including relationships with intimate partners, family, and friends.</td>
<td>Spending time with family and/or friends, having an intimate relationship with another person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Community: Being Part of a Group</td>
<td>Being part of, or belonging to, a group of people who share common interests, concerns and values.</td>
<td>Belonging to a service club, volunteer group, or sports team; being a member of a gang.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirituality (finding meaning and purpose in life)</td>
<td>Spirituality: Having Meaning in Life</td>
<td>Having meaning and purpose in life; being a part of a larger whole.</td>
<td>Participating in religious activities (e.g., going to church, prayer), participating in groups that share a common purpose (e.g., environmental groups).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>The desire to experience happiness and pleasure.</td>
<td>Socializing with friends, watching movies, sex, thrill-seeking activities, drinking alcohol, taking drugs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creativity</td>
<td>Creativity</td>
<td>The desire to create something, do things differently, or try new things.</td>
<td>Painting, photography, and other types of artistic expression; participating in new or novel activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Adapted from Willis, Prescott, and Yates (2013).

individuals’ optimal functioning. In this regard, prudential values are particularly important for offender treatment because they motivate individuals “to engage in treatment and form the more adaptive narrative identity” (p. 149). Notably, the term “good” in the title “the Good Lives Model” refers to “prudential or self-regarding goods” rather than the other types of values (Ward & Fortune, 2013, p. 35).
Ethical values concern the “best interests of community” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 149). Ethical values represent “foundational or core standards used to construct ways of living and behaving” (p. 36). In essence, the standards of good life and behavior emerged through an ethical judgment—the characterization of aspects of the community and other persons in terms of right or wrong, good or bad. Advocates of the GLM assert that “offender rehabilitation may be one of the only forms of treatment in existence that is explicitly intended for the benefit of others (the ‘community’) rather than for the person undergoing the counseling itself” (p. 17). Thus, they call attention to the “ethical tensions created between a need to protect the community (criminal justice values; normative code) and the requirement that practitioners act in ways that respect offenders’ autonomy and seek to enhance their level of well-being” (Ward, 2013, p. 99).

Cognitive (or epistemic) values reflect “our best-practice models and methods” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 116). Thus, cognitive values inform decision-making during the rehabilitative process. Specifically, these knowledge-related values “help researchers and clinician identify effective interventions and ways of helping individuals to desist from further offending” (p. 149). In practice, cognitive values determine the standards that should be used when dealing with issues such as “research design, analytic strategies, and what kind of evidence is admissible when deciding on best practice” (p. 36).

Overall, within the GLM, “values are not only directly reflected in the goals offenders hold when committing offences and the ways in which they choose to live their lives but are also evident in the countless professional decisions made by forensic practitioners” (Day and Ward, 2010, p. 303). In other words, Day and Ward recognize values in offenders’ primary goods, as well as in the way practitioners assess offenders, conduct treatment, and evaluate their efforts. In that sense, values “penetrate deeply into every facet of rehabilitative work” (p. 303).
Assumption 3: correctional interventions that address both goods promotion and risk reduction will produce better outcomes than intervention that neglect either of these aims.

Within the GLM, this assumption is called the “dual aims” or the “twin focus” of correctional interventions. In general, the focus in the risk reduction approaches is on avoiding harm to the community (“avoidance goals”), whereas the focus in the good promotion approaches is to improve the quality of offenders’ life (“approach goals”) (Ward & Gannon, 2006).

According to Ward, Mann, and Gannon (2007, p. 92), the major aim of treatment is to lead offenders to a different life. Their assumption is that offenders’ new life consists of “the basic primary goods, and ways of effective securing them, built into it.” Thus, the twin focus approach in therapy with offenders is expected to equip offenders with the necessary internal conditions (i.e., skills, values, beliefs) and external conditions (i.e., resources, social support, opportunities). Within the GLM, these conditions are necessary “for meeting [offenders’] needs in more adaptive way” (Ward & Stewart, 2003, p. 126).

Overall, Ward and Maruna (2007), argue that the twin focus is a realistic aim in correctional practice. They assert that this unique attention to both good promotion and risk reduction “enable the GLM to deal with issues of motivation, identity, and lifestyle” (p. 164). In other words, Ward and his colleagues assume that a rehabilitative treatment with a dual aim maximize the offenders’ motivation to be engaged in their change process.

Assumption 4: the process of rehabilitation requires a construction of adaptive narrative (or personal) identity. This assumption is based on the view that the construction of a new personal identity is an essential part in the human behavior change process. Accordingly, Ward and Maruna (2007) assume that the reconstruction of identity is a crucial aspect of effective rehabilitation for offenders. In this regard, they define narrative identity as the “stories
of past experience and sets of expectation about future experiences and lives…[that] both guide the actions of individuals and shape their experiences and lives” (Ward & Marshall, 2007, p. 288). In that sense, the rehabilitative process is considered an opportunity to develop personal stories about the self (Burnett & Maruna, 2006). Overall, Ward, Mann, and Gannon (2007) expect that the new adaptive personal identity will promote offenders’ sense of meaning and fulfillment, and will enable offenders to stop offending and to abstain from further criminality.

In general, advocates of the GLM perceive the development of an adaptive identity as “a dynamic, interpersonal process” that requires the offenders’ commitment or engagement (Ward & Marshall, 2007, p. 295). In their view, such a process “requires the provision of both capabilities and environments that are able to facilitate and sustain offenders’ attempts to fashion new lives, new selves” (p. 295). In essence, Ward and his collaborators assume that offenders develop their “new selves” through a self-reflection. That is, they expect that offenders’ new adaptive identity will emerge “from the individual’s understanding of where he or she is located within [their network of social, cultural and physical] relationships and what particular goals (goods) are most important to him or her” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 163).

Thus, the GLM emphasizes the relationship between offenders’ personal identity and their understanding of what establishes a good life. In this regard, “the weightings or priority allocated to specific primary goods is constitutive of an offender’s personal identity and spells out the kind of life sought and, relatedly, the kind of person he or she would like to be” (Ward, 2002, 519; see also McMurran & Ward, 2004). In other words, the concept of personal identity contains and represents the offenders’ value commitments and the way these values are expressed in their daily activities and lifestyle (i.e., their deeply held beliefs that govern behavior) (Farmer, Beech, & Ward, 2012). Relatedly, Ward and his colleagues assert that the
pursuit of primary goods in functional (or dysfunctional) ways relates to the offenders’ adaptive (or maladaptive) narrative identities.

According to Ward and his collaborators, the construction of adaptive narrative identity during the rehabilitative process refers to the ideas of (1) understanding what really matters to offenders, and (2) assisting them to resolve difficulties and create a new pro-social self-image. In essence, Ward (2002a, p. 522) expect that the rehabilitative process will help offenders to make sense of their “earlier crimes and experience of adversity and [to] create a bridge between their undesirable life and the adoption of new ways of living.” In this regard, Wilson and Yates (2009, p. 160) rely on Shadd Maruna’s work as the criminological link between “the development of a new narrative of personal identity and desistance from crime among offenders.” They consider Maruna’s (2001) work as a “ground-breaking study” that influenced the development of the GLM (Ward, 2002a, p. 522; see also Ward & Maruna, 2007b). Overall, Maruna’s (2001) theoretical perspective is used to support “the utilization of the GLM in treatment” and therefore merits close examination (Wilson & Yates, 2009, p. 160).

In a nutshell, Maruna’s theoretical perspective explains the desistance process through changes in individuals’ subjective orientations. According to Maruna (2001), cognitive changes are represented by individuals’ narrative identity, which consists of the stories that they construct “to account for what they do and why they did it” (p. 40). His assumption is that the self-narratives “act to shape and guide future behavior, as people act in ways that agree with the stories or myths they have created about themselves” (p. 40). Thus, Maruna conducted a study that examined the relationship between the “identity deconstruction” and behavioral change of criminals.
Maruna interviewed 20 offenders who continue to commit crimes (“persistent offenders”) and 30 offenders who had long history of persistent criminality but were able to successfully maintain an abstinence from crime (“desistance offenders”\textsuperscript{10}). Notably, according to Maruna (2001), persisting and desisting offenders “represent similar individuals in different stages of the process of change” (p. 74). In brief, Maruna concludes that “to desist from crime, ex-offenders need to develop a coherent, prosocial identity for themselves” (p. 8). Specifically, he suggests that the offenders reconstruct their new prosocial identity through the process of using a “redemption script.” This script is a method that “allows the person to rewrite a shameful past into a necessary prelude to a productive and worthy life” (p. 87). As opposed to desistence offenders, persistent offenders live their lives according to a “condemnation script” that leads them to “a sense of being doomed or fated to their situation in life” (p. 11).

Maruna (2001) concluded three essential characteristics of offenders’ redemption scripts (i.e., of offenders’ desisting identity narratives). The first key characteristic is \textit{generative motivations}. This concept refers to the offender’s “concern for, and commitment to, future generation” (Farmer, Beech, & Ward, 2012, p. 933). In this regard, Maruna argued that offenders with a motivation to promote the well-being of others have a better chance to desist from crime. That is because generative motivation equips offender with a sense of meaning and achievement, relieves their sense of guilt and shame, allows them to gain a legitimate role on society, and assists to maintain their reform efforts. The second characteristic of the redemption script is the notion of a \textit{core-self} (or \textit{real me}). This notion is “explicitly distinct from the party responsible for committing the bulk of crimes in the narrator’s past” (Maruna, 2001, p. 131). In other words, the notion of the core-self allows the person to see the way out from the negative

\textsuperscript{10} In Maruna (2001), desistance offenders are those who reported an abstinence from crime for 2 to 3 years.
situation resulting from crime and to link between this way and a new meaning and purpose in life. The third characteristic of the redemption script is the person’s sense of agency. This refers to the offender’s “strong sense that he or she is in control of his or her destiny” (p. 147). In essence, offenders have a sense of agency when they “do not blame themselves for their problems but hold themselves responsible for the solution to their own problem” (p. 148).

**Assumption 5:** “Human beings are multifaceted beings comprised of a variety of interconnected biological, social, cultural and psychological systems, and are interdependent to a significant degree” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 117). This assumption presents the GLM as an ecological framework to offender rehabilitation. Ecological frameworks highlight the reciprocal relationship between human beings and the social, cultural, and physical contexts which they live their lives. Specifically, it underscores the notion that that “human beings are interdependent and rely on other people and social institutions to function” (Ward, Melser, & Yates, 2007, p. 224). From the GLM perspective, these social and ecological networks play a critical role in offending because they account for goals that individuals seek in life.

In this regard, Ward and Gannon (2006) argue that ecological factors such as social and cultural environment, personal circumstances, and physical environment explain why individuals offend. First, they argue that “early exposure to adverse ecological factors will compromise the basic internal strategies and resources” necessary to achieve primary human goods in acceptable ways (p. 85). Thus, an early exposure to adverse ecological factors results in the person’s inability “to secure the primary goods needed for a good life, or secure these goods in an appropriate manner” (p. 85). Second, Ward and Gannon (2006) assert that the person’s “current ecology or physical environment is also an important contributor to the etiology” of offending (p.
According to this view, the offenders’ specific environmental contexts facilitate their way to victims and triggered their dynamic risk factors (Willis & Grace, 2009).

Thus, Ward and Maruna (2007) assert that any offender assessment and treatment that seek to promote adaptive functioning have “to grasp the specific contexts in which individuals live and the unique challenges they face” (p. 118). They assume that this approach to offender rehabilitation “ensures that the treatment plan and expected outcomes are personally relevant to individual and the contexts in which they live, including the opportunities and limitations that will be present” (Ward, Mann, & Gannon, 2007, p. 97; see also Langlands, Ward, & Gilchrist, 2009; Thakker & Ward, 2010). Overall, then, Ward et al. argue that relevant, realistic, and successful offender interventions take into account the social, cultural, and physical contexts in which offenders are likely to be released into.

Assumption 6: Risk is a multifaceted and contextualized concept. This assumption follows the previous assumption. Simply, human beings are conceptualized as multifaceted beings, and, therefore, the risk that they impose on the society should also be viewed as a multifaceted concept. According to this perspective, risk contains “individual, social, physical (situational) and cultural components” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 151). In essence, this perspective views the meaning of any potential risk factor depends on its specific psychological, cultural and situational contexts.

According to Ward and Maruna (2007), the contextualized concept of risk has “clear etiological and practice implications” (p. 79). First, the GLM explains criminality through individual, social, situational, and cultural factors that block the attainment of primary goods or contribute to attain these goods through offending. These factors can be either dynamic or stable, including an individual’s “relatively stable personality traits or feature” (p. 152).
Second, risk as a contextualized concept is assumed to bridge between the relevant risk factors and treatment considerations (Ward, Mann, & Gannon, 2007). Within the GLM, this means that any offender assessment should “always be contextually and temporally tagged” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 152). In addition, therapists should incorporate the various aspects of risk in offenders’ treatment plan.

Assumption 7: “A treatment plan should be explicitly constructed in a form…[that] take into account individuals’ strengths, primary goods and relevant environments, and specify exactly what competencies and resources are required to achieve these goods” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 119). This assumption emphasizes the commitment of the rehabilitative process to the offender’s agency and autonomy. In general, it means that the therapist and the offender are expected to collaborate in deciding treatment options and in formulating the treatment goals as personally meaningful goals. Thus, within the GLM, such collaboration should lead to a translation of “each individual’s preference for certain primary goods…into his or her daily routine” (p. 119).

According to Ward and Maruna (2007), “this assumption is both normative and pragmatic” (p. 119). This is a normative assumption because the GLM emphasizes a rehabilitative process that should work with the offenders on their goal achievement. In that sense, it is assumed that a transparent and sensitive rehabilitation process will lead offenders to choose personal change while they exercise their agency and autonomy. According to Ward and his colleagues, this assumption is also pragmatic because a collaborative approach increases the offenders’ “interest and motivation to partake in the programme, and to enhance patients’ understanding of how addressing treatment needs may be beneficial to them as individuals” (Gannon, King, Miles, Lockerbie, & Willis, 2011, p. 160; see also Ward & Maruna, 2007).
Assumption 8: Rehabilitative efforts that secure the offenders’ human dignity are protected and promoted by offenders’ human rights. This assumption reflects a perspective that politicians, researchers, and other members in the public should secure offenders’ right to “redeem themselves and to live worthwhile and better life” (Ward & Birgden, 2007, p. 629). In this regard, Ward and Maruna (2007) argue that the state has a moral and legal obligation “to provide [rehabilitation] to those who want to change their life” (p. 120). According to Ward (2011), this obligation is derived from the notion that every human being should live a dignified life—a life that is “characterized by personal choice and a certain level of well-being” (p. 108). In that sense, a correctional system that follows the notion of human rights should guarantee the access to goods that promote offenders’ personal choice and well-being.

Specifically, Ward (2011) argues that the concept of human dignity consists of the “ethical heart of the human rights” (p. 111). This concept is represented by two components: well-being (also called constraint) and freedom (also called empowerment). The well-being component “emphasizes the basic conditions that must be met if people are to live dignity lives” (p. 106). The freedom component “stress the importance of uncoerced choice and freedom of movement for human beings as they go about their lives” (p. 106). Ward and Birgden (2007) argue that these two core components of human dignity can be unpacked into the five human rights objects. In this regard, the component of well-being incorporates the objects of personal security, material subsistence, and elemental equality. Accordingly, the component of freedom incorporates into personal freedom, and social recognition.

According to Ward (2011), the GLM is a rehabilitative model that applies the notion of human rights to offender rehabilitation. First, as a strength-based approach, the GLM “resonates strongly” with a human rights framework (Ward & Birgden, 2007, p. 637). This assertion based
on the assumption that “the acquisition of the capabilities to improve the quality of their lives and to respect those of others will necessarily involve of the freedom and well-being of other” (Ward, 2011, p. 113). Second, Ward (2011) argues that the concept of human rights is intended “to safeguard the provision of the social, economic, environmental, and psychological goods necessary for a dignified human life” (p. 107). Therefore, within the GLM, offenders’ human rights justify their entitlements to have an “access to primary goods” (p. 112).

Third, the notion of offenders as “simultaneously human rights-violators…and human rights holder” justifies the GLM’s “dual aims” approach (Ward, 2011, p. 112). That is, the GLM focuses on both risk reduction and good promotion and therefore balances between the safety of the community and the offenders’ human dignity (i.e., their well-being and freedom). Fourth, a rehabilitative effort that follows the core human rights values “helps practitioners evaluate all aspects of their work and to consider the ethical implication of rehabilitation” (p. 113). Within the GLM, this refers to offender assessment and treatment that secure offenders’ well-being and freedom. Specifically, the practical application of the human rights is assumed to facilitate the desired “value-laden process,” “dual aims” approach, new personal identity, and collaborative treatment process (see the previous assumptions).

The Etiological Assumptions of the Good Lives Model

Ward and Maruna (2007) also present the etiological assumptions of the GLM. They argue that these assumptions “flow logically” from the above general assumptions and give practitioners and clients a general understanding of the “broad causes of antisocial behavior” (p. 120). In general, Ward and his colleagues do not use terminology of criminological theories to support their explanations of crime. Indeed, Ward and Maruna (2007) provided a rare statement that the GLM follows “the central premise of ‘strain theory’…that crime might best be
understood as the product of obstacles to the pursuit of legitimate goals” (p. 121). Nevertheless, this reliance on the criminological “strain theory” is absent from the other GLM’s literature. Moreover, Ward et al. (2011) explicitly rejected “the suggestion that the GLM is a reformulation of the frustration-aggression hypothesis or criminological strain theory” (p. 102).

Overall, although Ward and his collaborators do not follow specific criminological theories, they suggest consistent explanation of the causes of crime. In Ward and Maruna (2007, 146) these explanations have roots in the GLM’s naturalistic orientation.

The etiological commitments of the GLM are general in form and stem from a naturalistic view of human beings as goal-seeking, culturally embedded animals who utilize a range of strategies to secure important goods from their environment. When the internal or external conditions necessary to achieve values outcomes are incomplete, individual tend to become frustrated and may engage in antisocial behavior (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 124, emphasis in original).

Specifically, the advocates of the GLM present three etiological assumptions. These assumptions explain the relationship between primary goods and offending, the pathways toward primary goods that results in the onset of offending, and the essence of the factors that push individuals to seek their primary goods in socially unacceptable ways. The rest of this section elaborates these three assumptions.

**Etiological Assumption 1: “individuals seek a number of primary goods in their offending”** (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 154). According to the GLM, offending occurs when the person fails to obtain primary goods in effective and non-harmful way. As described above, primary goods consist of ten groups of self-motivated goals that all humans seek in their life. The GLM then explains criminality through distortions in the attainment of these highly valued
goals. In essence, the GLM’s perspective of criminal behavior derives from its perspective of human behavior (Ward & Maruna, 2007).

In general, the GLM explains human behavior as a consequence of the interaction between the individual’s biological processes, ecological factors, and psychological functioning (Ward & Gannon, 2006; Ward, Mann, & Gannon, 2007). According to this perspective, biological processes (“genetic inheritance and brain development”) and ecological factors (i.e., “social, cultural, and personal circumstances”) have “a significant impact” upon individuals’ psychological functioning (Ward, Mann, & Gannon, 2007, p. 91). Specifically, biology and natural selection explain humans’ inherent tendencies to seek out primary goods (Ward & Gannon, 2006). In addition, ecological variables explain the way in which individuals seek the primary goods. These ecological variables include “(a) the actual resources and opportunities available in their social and cultural environment…and (b) the set of skills and competencies formed through socialization in these contexts” (p. 85).

Essentially, the dynamic interaction between biological and ecological factors results in the establishment of the human psychological functioning (i.e., psychological processes and outcomes). According to the GLM, this functioning consists of three “interlocking neuropsychological systems: motivation/emotional, perception and memory, and action selection and control systems” (Ward et al., 2007, p. 91). Within the GLM, these three systems can be viewed as “underpinning human behavior and provide a scientific basis for understanding how and why people act as they do” (p. 91).

Accordingly, the GLM explains criminality through this psychological functioning of individuals. The etiological assumption is that “when individuals are unable to secure a number of primary human goods, constructing meaningful and purposeful lives is frustrated and
wellbeing is compromised” (Langlands, Ward, & Gilchrist, 2009, p. 120). In such case, the attainment of primary goods in socially unaccepted ways (i.e., inappropriate secondary goods) will inevitably result in low levels of well-being. According to the GLM, this psychological outcome is expected because the consequence of the socially unaccepted activities will eventually be an unpleasant sanction.

Thus, according to the GLM, the causes of criminality do not reside in the primary goods but rather in the activities or strategies individuals use to obtain the primary goods (i.e., in the secondary goods). Within the GLM, these activities and strategies represents flaws in the way individuals live their life (daily activities, functioning, behaviors) or the way they plan to live their life (i.e., their life plan) (Purvis et al., 2011). Specifically, the GLM suggests “four major types of problems that can be evident in the person’s way of living or life plan: capacity, scope, means and coherence” (p. 8).

The first major type of problem occurs when the individual lacks the capacity to secure the primary goods (Ward & Maruna, 2007; Yates et al., 2010). This might be due to certain conditions in the individual’s internal or external capacity (Ward & Stewart, 2003). Lack of internal capacity to secure goods refers to problems in the person’s internal conditions such as lack of appropriate skills (or low level of such skills), lack of belief or motivation to attain goods, or lack of relevant knowledge for this task. Accordingly, lack of external capacity to secure primary goods refers to problems in the person’s external conditions such as scarce social support, resources, or environmental opportunities.

The second major type of problems in the individuals’ way of living and life plan is their degree of scope. These problems occur because important primary goods are neglected. Such lack of scope appears “when an individual’s good life plan is too narrow, with important goods
left out” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 41). According to Purvis et al. (2011), “problems in scope can simply be caused by a disinterest in some goods; however a lack of scope is usually caused by problems in capacity” (p. 9). The third major types of problems occur when individuals use inappropriate or harmful means to secure the primary goods. In such cases, the use of counterproductive strategies results in failure to obtain the desired goods.

The fourth type of problems resides in the coherence of goods. This kind of problem occurs “when a conflict exists between two primary goods and/or the ways the individual goes about obtaining them (Yates et al., 2010, p. 41). Ward and Maruna (2007) assume that individuals with a conflict “among the goods being sought…experience acute psychological stress and unhappiness” (p. 124). According to Purvis et al. (2011), there are two types of potential problems in the coherence of goods: a problem in the horizontal coherence, and a problem in the vertical coherence (see also Ward & Fortune, 2013). A problem in the horizontal coherence refers to conflicts in “the extent to which goods are explicitly related to each other in a mutually consistent and enabling way” (p. 10). A problem in the vertical coherence refers to conflict in the hierarchical clarity among goods. That is, individuals do not understand “which goods are most important to them and have the most priority in their life” (p. 10). The problem arises because this understanding “should govern what activities the individual engages in on a daily basis” (10).

Overall, criminological research affords “some (weak) support for the link between the attainment of each of the primary goods and criminal behavior” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 156). In this regard, advocates of the GLM draw support for this etiological assumption from “the vast amount of work on human needs, subjective well-being, quality of life, and personal strivings” (p. 157). In essence, rooted in a scientific approach to human conduct, they argue that the
literature on the non-offender population “is clearly relevant” to offenders (p. 157). Ward and Maruna (2007) assert that this literature provides strong evidence that offenders’ “levels of well-being and happiness are linked to personal goals and their achievement” (p. 158).

**Etiological Assumption 2: criminogenic needs are “internal or external obstacles that frustrate and block the acquisition of primary human goods”** (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 123). According to this etiological assumption, criminogenic needs explain the relationship between risk factors and primary human goods. Within the GLM, criminogenic needs are dynamic risk factors that signal the obstacles that exist while individuals aim to obtain primary goods (Ward & Maruna, 2007; Whitehead, Ward, & Collie, 2007). These dynamic risk factors “are directly linked to basic needs distortion and the absence of the internal [(e.g., skills and capabilities)] and external [(e.g., opportunities and supports)] conditions necessary for a person to lead a fulfilling life” (Ward & Stewart, 2003, p. 138). Importantly, “criminogenic needs are not actually needs themselves” (p. 138). Rather, they are “symptoms or markers of ineffective or inappropriate strategies employed to achieve” the primary goods (Wilson & Yates, 2009, p. 159; see also Ward & Brown, 2004). In other words, within the broader strengths-based framework, criminogenic needs are indicators of maladaptive functioning.

Thus, when a criminogenic need is detected, it means a flaw exists in an individual’s attempts to secure primary human goods. Specifically, criminogenic needs “arise from frustrated basic human needs and involve the acquisition of proxy goals and their accompanying dysfunctional beliefs and behavioral strategies” (Ward & Stewart, 2003, p. 138). In this regard, the GLM hypothesizes that individuals commit criminal offences because they “lack the capabilities to realize valued outcomes, in [their] environment, in personally fulfilling and socially acceptable ways” (Ward & Brown, 2004, p. 249; see also McMurran & Ward, 2004).
Overall, Ward and Maruna (2007, p. 160) suggest three advantages of the GLM’s conceptualization of criminogenic needs. First, it explains “how human needs and other motivational constructs are related” to dynamic risk factors. Second, it accounts “for the relationship between various criminogenic needs.” Third, it provides an understanding of “how criminogenic needs results in criminal activities.”

_Etiological Assumption 3: “there are different routes to offending, direct and indirect”_ (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 154). Although the first two etiological assumptions concern goals in the context of attaining primary and secondary goods, this etiological assumption concerns goals in the context of offense progression (Yates et al., 2010). From the GLM perspective, offending occurs when an individual translates primary goods into concrete forms. At this translation point, the potential offender seeks human primary goods with means and strategies that are related to offending. Advocates of the GLM argue that when this occurs, there are “two routes to the onset of offending, direct and indirect” (Ward & Gannon, 2006, p. 86).

The individual follows a _direct route_ to offending when he or she “seeks certain types of goods directly through criminal activity” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 122). Specifically, a central flaw on the direct route is the use inappropriate or harmful strategies to obtain a particular primary good or goods (Ward, Yates, & Willis, 2012; Yates et al., 2010). For example, “an individual lacking the competencies to satisfy the good of intimacy with an adult might instead attempt to meet this good through sexual offending against a child” (Ward et al., 2012, p. 96).

According to the GLM, this direct route to offending can be either explicit or implicit way to achieve the human primary goods. That is, individuals might follow the direct route to offending without being aware that they their actions meant to attain the primary goods.
The second route to offending is the indirect route. The individual follows the indirect route to offending when he or she “does not have the direct intention to offend, but has problems in the pursuit of other goods which eventually culminate in an offence” (Willis & Ward, 2013, pp. 307-308). In this regard, Ward and Gannon (2006, p. 86) explain that “the pursuit of a good or set of goods is frustrated in some way…[and] this may create a ripple effect in the person’s personal circumstances.” Accordingly, “these unanticipated effects increase the chances to offend” (p. 86). For example, an individual can value both the primary goods of relatedness and excellence in work. However, long shifts in work can lead to a breakdown in the person’s intimate relationship (the good of relatedness). Then, an indirect route to offending is evident when this breakdown lead to the use alcohol to cope with emotions and, eventually, to a loss of control in certain situation, which might result in an offense.

According to Ward and Maruna (2007), the assumption that there are two distinctive routes to offending is based on the research on the offense process in sexual offending. In this regard, Ward and his colleagues developed the Self-Regulation Model (SRM) (Ward & Hudson, 1998, 2000; Ward, Louden, Hudson, & Marshall, 1995). In the general literature, the term self-regulation refers to “the process whereby [individuals] personally activate and sustain behaviors, cognitions, and affects that are systematically oriented toward the attainment of goals“ (Schunk et al., 2014, p. 379). Accordingly, the Self-Regulation Model was developed “to account for the variety of offense pathways evident in sexual offenders and to provide therapists with a more comprehensive treatment model” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 158).

In recent years, the Self-Regulation Model was revised (SRM-R) and explicitly incorporates elements from the GLM (Yates & Ward, 2008; Yates et al., 2010). The purpose of this integration was to situate the SRM within a rehabilitation theory. According to Yates et al.
(2010), this combination presents “a comprehensive, integrated approach to the treatment and supervision of sexual offenders” (p. ix). In this regard, Ward and Gannon (2006, p. 87) provide two reasons why the GLM endorses the SRM. First, the SRM emphasizes the “role of agency and self-regulation in the offense process.” Thus, similar to the GLM, the SRM promotes the idea that offenders seek to achieve specific goals and correspond “to the meaning of certain events in light of their values and knowledge.” Second, similar to the GLM, the SRM is based on the assumption that “the offense process can only be adequately understood in light of the interaction between individuals and their relevant circumstance.” Taken together, the integration between the GLM and SRM (SRM-R) aims to account for the causal mechanism associated with offenders’ regulation strategies and therefore merits close examination.

The SRM-R posits four pathways to offending and ten phases in the offense process\(^\text{11}\) (Ward & Maruna, 2007; Yates et al., 2010). In essence, the SRM-R “describes the offense progression or the chain of events that occurs during a specific sexual offense or series of offenses, in order to identify the cognitive, behavioral, emotion, and situational factors that culminate in offending” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 44, emphasis in original). Basically, the SRM-R suggests that the onset of offending is composed of (1) the type of offense-related goals, and (2) the particular strategy individuals use to achieve those goals.

First, the SRM-R suggests two types of offenserelated goals: the avoidance orientation to offending (i.e., avoidance goals) and the approach orientation to offending (i.e., approach goals) (Ward & Gannon, 2006; Ward, Mann, & Gannon, 2007). The avoidance orientation to offending is represented by individuals that “define their targets in terms of situations they want to avoid or behavior they wish to cease enacting” (Mann, Webster, Schofield, & Marshall, 2004, p. 21).
p. 66). In this regard, the offense-related avoidance goals guide behavior “to avoid or prevent an undesired outcome, specifically with respect to sexual offending” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 47).

In contrast to the avoidance orientation, the approach orientation to offending is represented by individuals that “define their goals in terms of what they want to achieve” (Mann et al., 2004, p. 66). This type of offense-related goals guides behavior “to achieve a desire state of outcome during the offense progression” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 47). Importantly, Ward and his collaborators propose that there is a close link between the GLM and these two types of offense-related goals. They argue that the approach orientation correspond to the direct route to offending and the avoidance orientation correspond to the indirect route to offending (Lindsay et al., 2009; Ward & Gannon, 2006; Ward et al., 2007).

Second, the SRM suggests that the strategies individuals select to achieve their goals relate to their self-regulation style and capacity. In brief, according to the SRM-R, individuals seek their goals with one of the three self-regulation styles: under-regulation, mis-regulation, and intact self-regulation. Under-regulation involves the failure of individuals “to control their behavior in the service of their goals” (Ward & Gannon, 2006, p. 88). Distinctively, mis-regulation involves “misguided or counter-productive” attempts to control behavior (i.e., an inappropriate selection of strategy cause to an failure in behavioral control) (Yates et al., 2010, p. 44). Last, the intact self-regulation style allows individuals to function as desired. That is, individual that use this style are able to control their behavior in achieving desired goals.

In addition to these self-regulation styles, the SRM suggests that individuals vary in their self-regulation capacity (Ward & Gannon, 2006). That is, “individuals utilize either passive or active strategies in the offense progression in order to achieve an offense related goal” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 49, emphasis in original). The passive strategies “involve situations in which an
individual fails to implement any strategies to prevent offending” (p. 49). Accordingly, the active strategies “are used in the offense progression to prevent an offense from occurring” (p. 49).

Overall, according to the SRM-R, the combinations of type of offense-related goals and self-regulation style and capacity create four distinctive pathways to offending. First, the avoidant-passive pathway combines the avoidance orientation to offending and the under-regulation style. Individuals that follow this pathway wish to refrain from offending (avoidance goals) but lack the necessary strategies to achieve this goal or, alternatively, employ insufficient strategies to prevent offending (under-regulation style). In this regard, the under-regulation style to prevent offending leads individuals to “ignore offense-related desires or urges” or refrain from using “any strategies in the situation” (passive strategies) (Yates et al., 2010, p. 49).

Second, the avoidant-active pathway combines the avoidance orientation to offending and the mis-regulation style. Individuals that follow this pathway wish to refrain from offending (avoidance goals) and try to employ strategies to prevent an offense from occurring (active strategies). However, individuals in this pathway use ineffective strategies that may increase the risk to offend (mis-regulation style).

Third, the SRM-R suggests the approach-automatic pathway that combines the approach orientation to offending and the under-regulation style. These individuals welcome the opportunity to offend (approach goals) but “fail to control their behavior during the offense progression” (under-regulation style) (Yates et al., 2010, p. 53). Within this pathway, triggers in a specific situation evoke relatively automatic response to engage in offending. However, this approach-automatic response involves an “unsophisticated and rudimentary” plan to offend and

Fourth, the *approach-explicit pathway* combines the approach orientation to offending and the intact self-regulation style. Individuals that follow this pathway seek the opportunity to offend (approach goals) and “demonstrate few or no deficits in their ability to monitor, evaluate, and modify their behavior in order to achieve [this] goal (intact self-regulation style) (Yates et al., 2010, p. 54). Within this pathway, individuals “explicitly plan to offend and then implement strategies to achieve this goal” (active strategies) (p. 49).

As mentioned above, in addition to the four pathways to offending, the Self-Regulation Model-Revised (SRM-R) identifies ten distinctive phases in the offense process. In their book, Ward and Maruna (2007) mentioned the SRM’s phases but did not elaborate them. In fact, within the GLM literature, these phases are discussed only in relation to sexual offending (e.g., Ward & Hudson, 1998, 2000; Webster, 2005; Yates et al., 2010). Therefore, it is unclear whether the advocates of the GLM view this mechanism of offense as a feature that can be generalized to the broader offender population. Anyway, a complete discussion of the GLM requires an introduction of this mechanism. Thus, the following paragraphs provide a short description of the SRM-R’s ten phases as presented in Yates et al. (2010).

In brief, according to the SRM-R, an individual’s background and predisposed factors influence the person’s specific response to a life event (phase 1). In this pre-offense phase, an individual “evaluates or interprets [those factors] within the context of his own experience, cognitive schemas, and the like” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 56). At some point in the person’s life, an event may trigger either a desire to respond through offending or a desire to achieve a particular primary good (phase 2). This event (and its subjective interpretation) triggers some type of
desire (e.g., deviant, aggressive, or appropriate desire) (phase 3). Then, “once a life event triggers a desire, the individual will establish [pro-social or offense related] goals in response to the desire” (p. 57) (phase 4). If an offense-related goal was established, the type of goal (i.e., avoidant or approach goals) “determines the offense pathway followed during the commission of the offense, in conjunction with the strategies selected to achieve the goal [(i.e., passive or active strategies)]” (p. 58) (phase 5).

In the offense process, the particular offense pathway leads to an opportunity to achieve the desired goals (i.e., the primary human goods) (phase 6). When such opportunity occurs, “the individuals engage in specific behaviors that lead to offending” (p. 59) (phase 7). Next, “during the commission of the sexual offense, the individual achieves his offense-related goal of offending and may also attain non-offending good lives goals, albeit in harmful and maladaptive ways” (p. 59) (phase 8). Immediately after the commission of the offense, the individual experiences reinforcement contingencies that result in a self-evaluation of his behavior (phase 9). This evaluation leads the individual to “develop, refine, and formulate future intentions and expectations with respect to offending” (p. 60) (phase 10). In addition, the SRM-R posits that “individuals may also formulate future plans, intentions, and expectations with respect to achieving their good lives plans” (p. 61).

Overall, the empirical research that investigated the elements of the SRM focused exclusively on offenders who were convicted of a sexual offense (for a review of this literature see Kingston, Yates, & Firestone, 2012; Webster, 2005). Moreover, these empirical evaluations have not directly tested the assumption that sexual offending is related “to inappropriate pursuit of human goods” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 158). In this regard, Webster (2005) argues that this literature provides little evidence that the SRM “can be used to guide an offender’s
treatment” (p. 1177; see also Kingston et al., 2012). Thus, at present, the studies that have examined the SRM provide only evidence for “the relationship between approach goals and personal goals” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, pp. 158-159).

Regarding the assumption that there are direct and indirect routes to offending, advocates of the GLM rely on the empirical support provided by Purvis (2005, 2010) (Lindsay et al., 2007; Ward & Maruna, 2007; Ward & Gannon, 2006). This empirical preliminary work examined this assumption by investigating 26 child molesters. Purvis’s qualitative analysis showed that individuals achieve different primary goods in different ways. First, she concluded that “most participants showed a combination of the three types of means in their lives”: (1) “means that were unrelated to offending,” (2) “means that formed an indirect pathway to offending,” and (3) “means that formed a direct pathway” (Purvis, Ward, & Willis, 2011, p. 11). Then, she argued that understanding the person’s “overall picture” can help to disentangle this combination of means and reveal whether he or she is in a direct or indirect route to offending (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 159). However, similar to other studies that examined the routes to offending, this study focused only on sex-offenders and therefore “cannot be easily generalized to the wider offender population” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 159). Thus, at this stage, the empirical support for the direct and indirect routes to offending is considered “weak and tentative” (p. 159).

Relatedly, Ward and his colleagues also refer to Mann et al. (2004) as an empirical study that supported the approach-goal orientation over avoidance-goal orientation Ward & Maruna, 2007; Willis & Ward, 2013). In this study, Mann et al. (2004) compare a relapse prevention program with an approach-focused orientation (24 sex offender) to a relapse prevention program with an avoidant-focused orientation (23 sex offender). Notably, the same therapists delivered both programs. According to Mann et al. (2004), at the end of treatment, therapists used their
clinical opinion to rate each participant “for how genuinely motivated he was to live in the future without offending” (p. 69). A statistical analysis of this rating revealed that the approach group was perceived to be more significantly motivated than the avoidance group. However, the therapists also reported that compared to participants in the avoidant-oriented group, participants in the approach-oriented group “may leave treatment not being clear about the nature of their individual risk factors” (p. 72).

The next section discusses the correctional framework of the GLM. For this task, Ward and his colleagues translated the above general and etiological assumptions into practical implications. Thus, building on the efforts of these advocates to specify the general and etiological assumptions of the GLM, this section presents Ward and his colleagues’ concrete suggestions for programs aims and orientation, offender assessment, intervention planning, intervention content, and program delivery.

THE CORRECTIONAL FRAMEWORK OF THE GLM

Since first proposed by Ward and Stewart in 2003, advocates of the GLM have explored the implications of the model’s general and etiological assumptions (e.g., Ward & Stewart, 2003; Ward & Mann, 2004; Ward & Gannon, 2006; Ward & Maruna, 2007). These scholars suggested general directions to apply the GLM in correctional assessment and treatment. In recent years, Ward and his colleagues have presented more systematic directions outlining how to integrate the GLM into treatment programs (Willis, Yates, Gannon, & Ward, 2012; Purvis, Ward, & Shaw, 2013; Purvis, Ward, & Willis, 2011; Yates et al., 2009; Yates et al., 2010). They note that the effectiveness of treatment program “rest on the correct operationalization of the GLM in practice” (Willis, Ward, & Levenson, 2014, p. 61). By contrast, they warn that a “misguided operationalization of the GLM could result in ineffective treatment and ultimately higher rates of
reoffending” (p. 61; see also Willis, Yates, Gannon, & Ward, 2012).

In this context, Ward and his colleagues have given explicit directions on how to deliver an effective GLM treatment. They have used the conceptual underpinnings of the GLM to provide guidance in five distinctive domains of treatment interventions: the program aims and orientation, assessment, intervention planning, treatment content, and delivery (Willis et al., 2012). In addition, Willis et al. (2014) took this effort a step forward in their investigation of the operationalization of the GLM in North America treatment programs. In this study, these scholars present a protocol that contains 11 “items,” which describe the “GLM consistent practice” in each of the five domains.

Essentially, this section presents Willis et al. (2014)’s 11 items as 11 correctional principles for effective GLM interventions. These items can be seen as principles because they represent the GLM’s overarching correctional framework. In this regard, each of them is consistent with the GLM’s general and etiological assumptions. Moreover, each of them is consistent with the literature that suggest general treatment implications of the GLM.

In brief, the first domain, *programs aims and orientation*, includes only one principle (principle 1). This principle emphasizes the “dual aims” of the GLM’s interventions (i.e., the focus on both risk reduction and good promotion). The second domain, *offender assessment*, includes three principles (principles 2, 3, and 4). These principles direct the assessment of empirically informed static and dynamic risk factors (principle 2), offenders’ heavily weighted primary goods (principle 3), and offenders’ full aspects of primary and secondary goods (principle 4). The third domain, *intervention planning*, guides the development of intervention plans to achieve the primary goods prosocially (principle 5). The fourth domain includes three principles that direct the *intervention content* (principles 6, 7, and 8). This domain contains
directions for integrating the GLM’s dual aims approach in treatment (principle 6), and guides the attention to the full range of primary goods (principle 7) and offender’s social ecology (principle 8). The fifth domain, *program delivery*, presents three principles that direct the therapists’ approach to treatment (principles 9 and 10), and the delivery of an individualized services in each domain (principle 11).

**Domain 1: Programs Aims and Orientation**

*Principle 1: “The aims of the treatment program include both risk reduction and well-being enhancement”* (Willis et al., 2014, p. 63). As noted, the first correctional principle guides the programs’ aims and orientation. In essence, this principle follows the GLM’s literature that “a central aim of rehabilitation according to the GLM is to build client capacity to live a satisfying life that does not involve harming others” (Willis et al., 2012, p. 127). In other word, this principle applies the assumption that addressing both good promotion and risk reduction will result in more effective treatment programs. Specifically, principle 1 directs correctional interventions to manage the balance between the avoidance goal of reducing risk and the approach goal of promoting personal goods. According to Ward and Maruna (2007), such balance is crucial because “erring on the side of either goal can result in disastrous social and personal consequences for the therapist and the client” (p. 125; see also Ward, Gannon, & Mann, 2007).

In this regard, Ward and Maruna (2007) argue that a therapeutic effort that focuses only on increasing the well-being of offenders may “result in happy but dangerous individual” (p. 125). According to Willis et al. (2012), this undesired outcome contrast “the very reason treatment programs exist” (p. 127). Yates et al. (2010) share this notion in their practical guide for clinicians. In the opening page, they state that “the ultimate goal of sexual offender treatment
is to prevent a recurrence of re-offending” (p. 3).

By contrast, Ward and Maruna (2007) argue that correctional interventions should not solely focus on managing the individuals’ risk because it can “lead to punitive practices and a defiant or disengagement client” (p. 125). According to this perspective, the focus only on reduction offenders’ risk is unethical and ineffective. Thus, in practice, interventions with such focus have a limited ability to deal with issues of motivation, identity, and lifestyle. That is, they have difficulties to persuade offenders to reorient their core values and, subsequently, to change their criminal lifestyle.

In this context, principle 1 directs correctional interventions to communicate the dual aims of treatment to the offenders. According to Willis et al. (2012), such communication should result in offenders that enter to treatment “with the knowledge that the program is designed to assist them develop skills to live a personally meaningful, offense-free life” (p. 128). For example, correctional interventions can communicate such knowledge through “the name of a program and any associated workbooks, treatment consent forms or contracts, and any other introductory material clients receive that describe the program” (Willis et al., 2014, p. 63).

**Domain 2: Offender Assessment**

**Principle 2: Treatment programs should assess the offender’s level of risk, therapeutic needs (i.e., treatment targets), and responsivity factors.** Principle 2 is the first principle (out of three) that guides correctional programs in the domain of offender assessment. In general, assessment in the GLM refers to any activity that intends to discover more about the offender. Within this context, principles 2 to 4 guide interventions in collecting information that will eventually be integrated into offenders’ intervention plan. Specifically, principle 2 directs correctional interventions to use empirically supported measures to identify offenders’ (1) level
of risk, (2) therapeutic needs, (3) and responsivity factors.

First, this principle advises correctional interventions to use empirically validated risk assessment instruments to identify offenders’ static and dynamic risk factors. According to Willis et al. (2012), the use of such assessment tools assists interventions to determine “the intensity of intervention required” (p. 128). In this regard, Ward and his colleagues recommend that intervention use empirically validated risk assessment instruments (Ward & Maruna, 2007; Langlands et al., 2009; Yates et al., 2010). Specifically, Yates et al. (2010) suggest that “to be effective, treatment intensity (i.e., duration, number, and frequency of contact hours), should be higher for those clients who are at higher risk to re-offend, while minimal or no intervention should be applied to clients at lower risk to re-offend” (p. 105). According to these authors, information about offenders’ level of risk allows correctional agencies to allocate their limited treatment resources in more accurate way. In addition, such information assists to avoid the negative consequences of intervention that provides intensive service to low-risk offenders (e.g., increasing their tendency to recidivate).

Second, principle 2 also directs correctional interventions to use empirically supported assessment tools that were designed to identify offenders’ criminogenic needs. These needs are considered dynamic risk factors that, when changed, are associated with changes in the tendency to recidivate. Within the GLM’s approach to assessment, criminogenic needs are “range riders”—indicators of “problems in the way goods are being sought” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 164). In other words, correctional interventions should assess the problems that undermine “the offenders’ ability to live a good life” and “the severity of these problems” (Ward & Gannon, 2006, p. 89).

Third, principle 2 directs correctional interventions to use assessment tools that provide
information about offenders’ responsivity factors. These factors encompass any factor that influences offenders’ engagement and participation in treatment, or factors that facilitate offenders’ capacity to change (e.g., level of cognitive functioning, mental health, attachment problems, motivation, learning styles, personality disorder, culture). According to the GLM’s correctional framework, interventions should consider the influence of responsivity factors on risk factors and criminogenic needs (Ward & Maruna, 2007). For example, Yates et al. (2010), assert that the assessment of static and dynamic risk factors serves only as “a baseline level of risk” for determining treatment intensity (p. 113). That is, the final decision about the adequate treatment intensity for offenders depends on their responsivity factors.

In practice, the GLM encourages correctional interventions to use any structured or unstructured assessment that provide reliable information about responsivity issues. For example, Yates et al. (2010) specify assessment tools and scales that provide measures of cognitive flexibility (e.g., Wisconsin Card Sort), learning disability (e.g., identifying Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder), personality (e.g., Millon Clinical Multiaxial Inventory), and psychopathic traits (e.g., Psychopathy Checklist-Revised).

**Principle 3: GLM-informed assessment should identify offender’s heavily weighted primary goods.** Principle 3 is the second principle that directs correctional programs in offender assessment. This principle focuses on identifying what the offender values most life (i.e., the “heavily weighted primary goods” or “overarching goods”). In essence, principle 3 is based on the assumption that offenders’ heavily weighted primary goods reflect their values and priorities. Thus, in addition to risk, needs, and responsivity, the GLM’s correctional framework directs interventions to assess offenders’ priorities (Ward & Maruna, 2007). This fourth area of assessment includes offenders’ “own goals, life priorities, and aims for the intervention” (Ward
& Mann, 2004, p. 604). This assessment allows interventions “to understand how a client prioritizes and operationalizes the primary human goods” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 132). Within the GLM, this assessment provides essential knowledge for interventions because offenders’ heavily weighted primary goods are designated to build the basis of their future good life plan.

According to principle 3, the offenders’ heavily weighted primary goods are assessed through “exploring offenders’ future goals and priorities as well as goods evident in offending” (Willis et al., 2014, p. 63). In this regard, Ward and Maruna (2007) suggest “two primary procedures” for identifying these goods (p. 132). The first primary procedure is to observe offenders’ behavior and infer “what kind of goals are evident in their offense-related actions and general life functioning” (pp. 132-133). According to this procedure, knowledge about offenders’ general life functioning reveals their “aspirations, future plans, and fundamental commitments” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 67). Accordingly, knowledge about offenders’ offense-related behavior involves “the examination of the individual’s offense patterns and associated developmental history” (pp. 66-67).

The second primary procedure for identifying heavily weighted primary goods is clinical interview. The need for clinical interview arises because offenders do not explicitly express themselves in terms of their life goals (Willis, Prescott, and Yates, 2013). Rather, they typically respond to questions about their priorities in life in terms of the activities and strategies they use. Therefore, advocates of the GLM recommends to conduct a semi-structured interview with “a series of increasingly detailed questions about the activities, situations, and experiences that are important to the [offender] in his life and the activities into which he puts his energies on a regular basis” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 66). Importantly, assessors are instructed to identify “the
goods evident in client’s responses through reflective listening, paraphrasing, and summarizing” (Willis et al., 2012, p. 129). According to Willis et al. (2012), assessors can complete this procedure by using questionnaires such as the Personal Concerns Inventory or the Quality of Life Inventory. In addition, these scholars call attention to and favor the use of the structured interview developed by Yates, Kingston, and Ward. This structured interview was designed to assess offenders’ heavily weighted goods.  

Recently, Purvis et al. (2013) suggested an assessment guideline for practitioners (The Primary Human Goods—Acquisition Analysis) (PHG-AA). This guideline assists practitioners to evaluate how offenders secure each of their primary goods, and should be completed every six months. In this regard, Appendix A presents a table that summarizes this assessment. In this table, the assessor should identify the relative weight of each primary good (High/Moderate/Low) and highlight whether each good was previously implicated in offending. In addition, the assessor should evaluate the offenders’ achievement of each primary good according to the following levels: optimal, progressing, active, inactive, blockages, and disengaged.

**Principle 4: Correctional interventions should assess the full aspects of primary goods.**

Principle 4 directs correctional interventions toward a complete understanding of offenders’ primary human goods. Within the GLM’s correctional framework, this assessment should provide a reliable description of offenders’ good lives conceptualization. In general, this
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assessment should identify “what the individual has done in the past, or does presently, to achieve the primary good” (Willis et al., 2012, p. 130). Specifically, an assessment of each offender’s good lives conceptualization seeks three types of understanding: (1) what the offender “values in life,” (2) how the offender’s “valued goods were associated with offending,” and (3) what problems the offender “is currently encountering while implementing his good life plan” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 84).

In practice, the assessment of the full aspects of primary goods should be built on the information about offenders’ most heavily weighted primary goods. In other words, the weight and value that offender ascribes to each of the 10 primary goods is the basis of this individual’s good lives conceptualization. Therefore, within the GLM’s correctional framework, interventions should assess offenders’ full aspects of the primary goods (principle 4) during the assessment of their heavily weighted primary goods (principle 3). In this regard, according to Ward and his colleagues, the assessment process in principle 4 should gain information about three elements: (1) the offender’s specific secondary goods, (2) the relationship between the offender’s primary goods and offending, and (3) the problems in the offender’s good lives plan.

First, the assessment of offenders’ good lives conceptualization involves an identification of the concrete activities and strategies that offenders use to obtain their primary goods (i.e., to identify secondary goods). This element of the assessment is expected to provide information about strategies that “have worked well” to achieve offender’s primary good and strategies that “have not worked to achieve the good” (Willis et al., 2012, p. 130). Such assessment should also classify the offender’s strategies to those that inflicted harm to society (i.e., inappropriate secondary goods), and these that have not resulted in harm to others (i.e. appropriate secondary goods). Importantly, the assessment of appropriate secondary goods is crucial because these
goods represent the offender’s strengths. Thus, at the end of the assessment process, the GLM will integrate these strengths as “skills upon which treatment can build” (see principle 6) (p. 130).

Second, the assessment of offenders’ good lives conceptualization should examine the offense progression. Within the GLM, this means to provide information about “the role that each primary good plays in offending” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 76). That is, principle 4 directs therapists to investigate how offenders’ “actions at the time of the offense related to their pursuit of primary goods” (Willis et al., 2010, p. 130). This element is important for correctional interventions because some of these instrumental means “also represent the client’s dynamic risk factors for offending” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 85). In practice, this examination of offense progress also requires the therapist to identify whether offenders seek the primary goods by using a direct or indirect route to offending. As mentioned in the previous section, a direct route to offending occurs when the person intentionally uses inappropriate strategies to attain the primary good, whereas an indirect route to offending is evident when the person’s problems to attain the goods lead to the offense.

Another aspect of the relationship between primary goods and offending relates only to correctional interventions that integrate the GLM and the Self-Regulation Model (i.e., GLM/SRM-R). Within the GLM/SRM-R, the goal of assessing the offense progression is to determine the offense pathway. In this regard, the GLM’s literature often refers to a structured assessment protocol that was developed by Yates et al. (2009) (Willis et al., 2012, Willis et al., 2014; Yates et al., 2010; Kingston, Yates, & Olver, 2014). This assessment protocol includes seven items that evaluate the offense-related goals (avoidant/approach goals) and offense strategies (active/passive). Specifically, the assessment of the offense-related goals includes four
items: (1) “the individual’s desire to prevent or avoid offending,” (2) “the individual’s overall attitude toward offending,” (3) “cognitive distortion in the offense progression,” and (4) “post offense evaluation of self, the offending, and the behavior enacted during the offense” (Yates et al., 2010, pp. 96-97). In addition, the assessment of offense strategies includes three items: (5) “the individual’s self-regulation skills,” (6) “the degree of planning the offense,” and (7) “the individual’s control, or perceived control, over his offending behavior” (p. 100). Overall, this assessment protocol should integrate the assessments of offense-related goals and offense strategies into four combinations: avoidant-passive, avoidant-active, approach-automatic, and approach-explicit (see the previous section for more details on these combinations).

The third element in the assessment of offenders’ good lives conceptualization involves an identification of any activities and strategies that can lead to problems in attaining each primary good (Willis et al., 2012). Within the GLM, this assessment examines the specific flaw in the offenders’ good lives plan (i.e., problems in the way individuals live their life or plan to live their life). Thus, principle 4 directs interventions to assess the four following considerations (see the previous section for more details). First, whether the person lacks the internal capacity or external opportunities to secure the primary goods. Second, whether the person’s good lives plan is restricted in scope (i.e., neglects important primary goods). Third, whether the person’s good lives plan involves inappropriate and/or counter productive means. Fourth, whether lack of coherence in the person’s good lives plan creates conflict among goods (i.e., “situations in which the client indicates priorities or goals that cannot co-exist easily”) (Yates et al., 2010, p. 83).

**Domain 3: Intervention Planning**

**Principle 5: Correctional interventions should construct individualized intervention plans** (Willis et al., 2014). Once all assessment has been completed, the GLM’s correctional
framework directs interventions to construct individualized intervention plans. In essence, principle 5 is about translating the information from the assessments to intervention goals with the offender. Such translation is assumed to provide “greater understanding of the offender’s commitments, priorities, desires, motivations, challenges and strengths” (Purvis et al., 2011, p. 15). Thus, at this point in the intervention, the therapist should evaluate the accumulated information and develop a comprehensive intervention plan that “explicitly and actively helps the client to attain what he values most in life” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 115). According to Willis et al. (2012), such “GLM-based intervention plans provide a roadmap for working toward the dual aims of treatment—enhanced well-being and reduced risk—and form the basis of a future-oriented GLP, the life toward which clients will work during treatment” (p. 131).

Within the GLM’s literature, the concept of intervention plans has four basic characteristics. First, intervention plans describe the factors that made each offender susceptible to committing an offense (Yates et al., 2010). Second, intervention plans are “oriented toward understanding what is important to clients in their lives and what their strengths and areas of need are” (p. 146). Third, the elements of intervention plans are constructed in a collaborative manner with the offender (Ward & Maruna, 2007; Ward & Mann, 2004). Fourth, the construction of intervention plans is a dynamic process. That is, therapists should refine the offenders’ intervention plan “as treatment progresses and as clients build strengths and competencies to satisfy primary goods in prosocial ways” (p. 131). Overall, as mentioned above, intervention plans serve “as a basis of a Good Life Plan produced at the end of the program” (Willis et al., 2014, p. 64).

More specifically, within the GLM’s correctional framework, intervention plans aim to elaborate the following elements: “dynamic factors, responsivity factors, treatment components,
primary and secondary goods, and potential flaws in the client’s attempts to achieve [the primary and secondary goods]” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 146). In this regard, Ward and his colleagues suggest that the construction of an intervention plan involves several distinctive phases (e.g., Ward & Gannon, 2006; Ward & Maruna, 2007; Yates et al., 2010). For the purpose of clarity, this section describes the six phases suggested by Yates et al. (2010).13

In phase 1, the construction of intervention plans begin with “the inclusion of primary human goods that are important to the client and that he actively seek out or what he would like to have in his life” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 128). In other words, within the intervention plans, the heavily weighted primary goods represent the person’s fundamental commitments and “how [this] person sees his or her world” (i.e., his or her personal identity) (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 135).

Phase 2 involves evaluations of “the secondary (instrumental) goods associated with obtaining primary goods—that is, the means by which the individual goes about obtaining those things that are important in his life” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 130). In essence, this phase focuses on acknowledging, reinforcing, and incorporating the offender’s strengths into the therapeutic process (Willis et al, 2012, p. 132). Thus, therapists and offenders should identify and evaluate the socially expected activities and strategies that offenders used to acquire primary goods (i.e., the appropriate secondary goods). In practice, these strengths are used as the building blocks of the intervention plan (Ward & Gannon, 2006, p. 90).

In phase 3, the therapist and offender should evaluate the problems “that are evident in the client’s good life plan” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 131). In the intervention plan, such analysis

13 As mentioned above, this publication provides a comprehensive practical guide for practitioners. In this regard, Willis et al. (2012) refer to Yates et al. (2010) “for elaboration of what GLM-guided treatment could look like” (p. 133).
consists of both problems that are not related to offending and problems that are more directly related to offending (e.g., criminogenic needs). Within this evaluation, “flaws in the individual’s good life plan are also identified, helping all parties to better understand the specific problems—i.e., scope, means, conflict, or capacity—that the client experiences in implementing the plan, since these flaws may lead to offending” (p. 131).

Phase 4 involves “understanding all clinical phenomena implicated” in offending (Yates et al., 2010, p. 132). Based on the information gained from the assessments, the intervention plan should explain “the causal connections between the Good Lives plan, criminogenic needs (i.e., problems in the internal and external conditions), offending route [(i.e., direct or indirect link to offending)], and the person’s psychosocial development” (Ward & Gannon, 2006, p. 90).

Phase 5 in the development of intervention plans “involves identifying the context and environment in which the client is living or will be living upon completion of treatment” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 133). According to Ward and Gannon (2006), “the key factors to consider are the interests and preferences of the offender, the competencies they need, the opportunities for work and leisure etc, resources that are available (e.g., training schemes, interest groups), the attitudes and supportiveness of the local community, and possible living arrangements” (p. 90).

In phase 6, the therapist and offender discuss all the evaluations conducted in the previous phases and construct an agreed upon individualized treatment plan. In this regard, Yates et al. (2010, p. 116) recommend to set up the formal treatment plan according to the following five parts: (1) “a description of a specific concern or treatment area”; (2) “a carefully stated [specific, measurable, attainable, realistic, and time-limited] goal”; (3) “a handful of strategies for achieving the goal”; (4) “a description of who is responsible for each of the strategies”; (5) “operational definitions of progress in these areas that includes specific,
measurable indicators.”

More specifically, according to Yates et al. (2010, pp. 134-135), the collaborative approach should lead to the construction of treatment plan with the following elements: (1) “intensity (duration and frequency of contact) of treatment based on risk assessment”; (2) “dynamic risk factors”; (3) “responsivity factors and comprehensive plans to address [the dynamic risk factors]”; (4) “specific treatment components required, based on assessed criminogenic needs”; (5) “treatment targets based on dynamic risk factors”; (6) “treatment targets based on the offense pathway(s) and self-regulation styles and issues,”14 or on the particular route to offending (direct/indirect); (7) “treatment targets based on primary and secondary goods and flaws in good lives plans”; (8) “existing strengths on which treatment will build”; (9) “specific skills and strategies to be developed in collaboration with the client, timeframes to re-visit, and/or revised treatment goals”; (10) “objective, operationalized indicators of treatment progress.”

In recent years, Purvis et al. (2011) have presented two management tools that aim to assist programs in constructing intervention plans. First, they developed the offender’s individual GLM Mapping Table. This documentation tool aims to translate the data from the assessments into “workable intervention targets” (p. 15). The GLM Mapping Table includes four main columns that summarize the data for each primary good. These columns present the evaluations of (1) whether the offender consider this good as a heavily weighted good, (2) the offender’s internal and external strengths (capabilities) and weaknesses (obstacles) (four sub-columns in the table), (3) the type of means the offender use (appropriate/inappropriate), and (4) the relationship between offender’s behavior and offending (direct, indirect, protective, or

14 This element is relevant only for correctional interventions that endorse the GLM/SRM approach.
unrelated). See Appendix B, for a detailed example of how correctional interventions should use this table in a specific case (this example was reprinted from Thakker, Ward, & Chu, 2014).

The second management tool is the GLM Analysis Table (see Appendix C). This table was designed to assist in summarizing the analyses of the following aspects (Purvis et al., 2011, p. 16): (1) “issues related to the offender’s previous and current life plan, including pathways to offending”; (2) “the offender’s most pressing individual criminogenic needs, that is, those internal obstacles (and his stage of change in reference to each) and external obstacles that impede his pro-social securing of goods”; (3) “the level of scope present in the offender’s life (and distinction between those goods that are secured pro-socially and those that are sought via inappropriate means, or not sought at all)”; (4) “the nature and degree of horizontal conflict” (“discrepancy between his behaviour and the actual desired outcome”; and (5) “the level of vertical coherence of the offender’s current life plan (making sure to cross-check with the offender’s previous life plan at the time of his offending).”

Domain 4: Intervention Content

Principle 6: All program components/modules/assignments should “attend to goods promotion alongside risk reduction.” The end product of the therapeutic process should be a future-oriented Good Lives Plan (Willis et al., 2014, p. 64). Principle 6 is one of the three correctional principles that guide the content of treatment programs. According to this principle, the content of the therapeutic process should promote offenders’ psychological well-being alongside the goal of reducing their likelihood to reoffend (i.e., consistent with the intervention’ dual aims). Specifically, the therapeutic process is expected to address both goals that aim to realize desired situations (i.e., approach goals) and avoid undesired outcomes (i.e., avoidant goals). Importantly, principle 6 directs treatment programs to take a strength-based approach to
correctional rehabilitation. In practice, it means that the content of treatment programs should be built around offender’s approach goals. That is, according to principle 6, the “goal of each component/module/assignment are framed using approach goals…and linked to the fulfillment of primary goods” (Willis et al., 2014, p. 64). In this regard, the end product of such treatment process should be a “component/module/assignment of a program [that] involves clients consolidating their Good Life Plan” (p. 64).

Overall, treatment ends when offenders are ready to live a fulfilling life. According to Ward and Mann (2004), such end point depends on two broad therapeutic outcomes. First, “offenders must construe themselves as people who can secure all the important human goods in socially acceptable and personally rewarding ways” (p. 609). In other words, offenders are expected to experience an increase in their self-efficacy “with respect to managing risk and implementing [their] good life plan” (Yates, et al., 2010, p. 271). In essence, this also includes the establishment of a new personal identity as non-offenders.

The second necessary treatment outcome for living a fulfilling life is to fix the flaws in offenders’ good life plan. That is, at the end of treatment, offenders should obtain “the scope, capacities, coherence, and strategies necessary for a healthy personal good lives plan” (Ward & Maruna, 2004, p. 609). In practice, this means a therapeutic process that equips offenders with a comprehensive understanding of the relationship between their life goals and offending. In addition, it means that the treatment process equips offenders with the ability to translate their understanding into activities and strategies that secure their life goals. Specifically, Ward and Stewart (2003) argue that the typical content of such treatment programs should involve “the acquisition of cognitive skills, values that support prosocial behaviour, social and intimacy skills, empathy for others, vocational and educational competencies, and the motivation to live a
different kind of life” (p. 141).

Overall, principle 6 also directs the therapeutic efforts to reach a specific final stage: the development and implementation of offender’s Good Lives Plan (GLP). Indeed, the Good Lives Plan is a central theme in the GLM correctional framework. In this regard, Ward and Maruna (2007) argue that “for normative and practical reasons, individual clients need only undertake those treatment activities that provide the ingredients of their own particular [Good Lives] plan” (p. 129; emphasis added). For example, when treatments addresses the offenders’ dynamic risk factors (i.e., criminogenic needs), “the goal is always to reinforce and strengthen a client’s existing skills and to develop new skills and capacities, in the context of” their good life plan (Yates et al., 2010, p. 160). Moreover, when treatment programs use Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT), this therapeutic method should be “wrapped around” the goal of individuals’ good fulfilling (Ward et al., 2007; Willis et al., 2012). That is because the goal within the GLM’s framework “is always to create new skills and capacities within the context of individuals’ good lives plans and to encourage fulfillment through the achievement of human goods” (Ward & Mann, 2004, p. 613).

Thus, at this final stage of a treatment program, therapist and offender should be ready for writing down the individualized future-oriented GLP. According to Yates et al. (2010), the construction of the GLP has two “unique goals”: (a) “the development and implementation of a comprehensive ‘map for living’ that includes all the ingredients of a good life; and (b) the identification of strategies needed to respond to problematic situations that may disrupt or threaten the client’s functioning in other areas of his life” (p. 246).

In this regard, Yates et al. (2010) also summarize the 8 elements that should be included in the offenders’ post-treatment Good Life Plan: (1) “primary goods identified in assessment and
treatment as important to the client and specific plans to attain them”; (2) “secondary goods that represent the ways primary goods will be attained”; (3) “specific indicators (to the client and to others) that goods are being acquired and his good life plan is being implemented effectively”; (4) “specific indicators (to the client and to others) when the good life plan may be threatened or in jeopardy, and plans assembled to address this issue”; (5) “similarly, specific indicators (to the client and to others) of flaws in the good life plan, and plans to address these, as well”; (6) specific ways that self-regulation will attained and maintained, including skills developed and rehearsed during treatment”; (7) “specific risk factors and plans to manage risk”; and (8) “specific indicators (to the client and others) that risk may be re-emerging or becoming acute (i.e., warning signs).”

In addition, Yates et al. (2010) provide the Good Lives/Self-Regulation Plan Template as a tool for practitioners (see Appendix D). This template guides the intervention in how to translate the therapeutic process into a Good Lives Plan. Within this template, the analysis of each primary goods inserts to six columns with the following headlines: (1) “ways to obtain goods,” (2) “how I will know I am getting these,” (3) “problems I will need to manage,” (4) “risk factors,” (5) “warning signs for risk,” and (6) “self-regulation style” (p. 272).

**Principle 7: Program content should “attend to the full range of primary goods”**

(Willis et al., 2014, p. 64). Principle 7 is the second principle that guides the content of treatment. Within the GLM’s correctional framework, this principle advises treatment programs to address the full range of primary goods. According to Ward et al. (2007), such approach is needed because “a flourishing, satisfying life requires the presence of all the goods in some form” (p. 98). In addition, such attention to the full range of primary goods is important because a specific program component (e.g., module assignment) focuses only on “one or more primary
goods” (Willis, 2014, p. 64; see also Ward et al., 2007). In this regard, principle 7 directs interventions to attend also the primary goods that are not targeted directly by the program components. For example, Willis et al. (2014) suggest that such attention to the less desired primary goods can be achieved “through the format of group session” (p. 64).

Principle 8: Programs should promote offenders’ “social capital through attending to [their] social ecology” (Willis et al., 2014, p. 64). Principle 8 guides correctional programs in how to prepare post-treatment maintenance and supervision. In general, this principle outlines the practices needed to assist offenders to “re-enter and reintegrate into the community in ways that promote their well-being and in ways that reduce their risk to re-offend” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 281). Specifically, it emphasizes the importance of conducting a post-treatment assistance to ensure that the offenders’ Good Life Plan is translated into their lives in the community. In brief, release planning and community supervision involve “both carrying out court orders and supporting efforts at rehabilitation simultaneously and in equal measure” (p, 279). Accordingly, post-treatment maintenance is considered “an essential part of treatment that assists clients to integrate and entrench progress made during more formal treatment” (p. 178).

Similar to other parts in the GLM’s therapeutic framework, post-treatment maintenance and supervision should build “upon clients’ values, interests, and primary goods in addition to addressing and monitoring risk” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 277). In other words, “it is essential that maintenance and supervision focus on assisting clients to implement their goods and develop positive approach goals in addition to manage risk” (p. 284). In practice, it means that the post-treatment services should “actively assist clients to reinforce and entrench self-regulation skills and strategies not only to manage risk, but in the service of implementing their good lives plans” (p. 291).
According to principle 8, treatment programs should “anticipate the social and personal environment into which clients will most probably be released so as to best prepare for their transition into the community” (Yates et al., 2010, p. 285). Such preparations include a GLP that contains “emergency instructions and well-rehearsed strategies that are designed to help clients react quickly and adaptively to threats” to their GLP (i.e., potential solutions when things go wrong) (p. 285). In addition, the preparations for post-treatment supervision includes “monitoring and reinforcing clients’ progress and the implementation of effective self-regulation skills and good lives plans, along with providing assistance to clients to actively achieve their goals to manage risk” (i.e., monitoring and reinforcing when things go right) (p. 290).

In practice, treatment programs have to ensure that offenders’ release plans are available to the community supervision agent, the case management team, and other support persons. In addition, Ward and his colleagues argue that a major challenge in the post-treatment maintenance and supervision is to ensure the availability of environmental resources and support that offenders need for implementing their GLP. That is, the human services in the post-treatment maintenance and supervision are expected to “explicitly create opportunities for clients to attain important primary goods in their lives and to apply their self-regulation skills to attaining these” (p. 291).

In this regard, Willis et al. (2012) suggest that the involvement of “multidisciplinary team members (i.e., correctional workers, nurses, health care workers, therapeutic activity workers) is crucial in ensuring the necessary environmental conditions are in place, as is establishing the external conditions and opportunities to ensure that clients can attain primary goods” (p. 137). Moreover, according to Yates et al. (2010), some aspects of offenders’ functioning “are best address by services and workers outside the immediate therapy team” (p.
Such external assistance can be provided by offenders’ peers, significant others, teachers, chaplains, employers, social workers, and recreation instructors.

**Domain 5: Program Delivery**

*Principle 9: Therapists should “approach clients in a manner that acknowledges their status as fellow human beings, of equal intrinsic value” (Willis et al., 2014, p. 64).* Principle 9 is one of the three principles (principles 9, 10, and 11) that direct therapists and other correctional personnel (e.g., parole and probation officers) in the domain of program delivery (Willis et al., 2012; Willis et al., 2014). In general, within the GLM’s correctional framework, principle 9 guides therapists to adopt a positive approach to rehabilitation. According to this principle, therapists should approach offenders with attitude and language that convey respect. In addition, therapists should display characteristics that facilitate ethical and effective therapy (Willis et al., 2014; Willis & Ward, 2010). Overall, Ward and Maruna (2007) argue that such positive therapeutic approach results in strong therapeutic alliance and therefore effective treatment programs.

Principle 9 thus advises therapists to find ways to overcome their tendency to condemn offenders for their harmful acts (Ward et al., 2007) and to approach offenders as “people like us” (Willis et al., 2012, p. 136). As Serran and Marshall (2010) note, practice that conveys dignity and respect “tells the clients that they are valued and accepted” (p. 6). Within the GLM’s correctional framework, Ward and Maruna (2007) argue that offenders should “warrant our respect for their capacity to change and the fact that their offending is directly or indirectly associated with the pursuit of the ingredients of a good life (p. 125; see also Ward & Stewart, 2003). In this regard, Willis et al. (2012) suggest that therapists should address responsively issues with a respect to offenders and their circumstances. For example, therapists ought to
express a “respect for individuals’ history and past selves, which is in keeping with cultural and social perspectives that place great value on the past and its meaning” (Ward et al., 2007, p. 95).

Within this general attitude toward offenders, principle 9 also instructs therapists to use certain therapeutic language. As Ward and Maruna (2007) argue, “the kind of language associated with GLM interventions should be future-oriented, optimistic and approach-goal focused” (p. 127). Thus, in correctional programs, “language associated with avoidance goals should be changed to language associated with approach goals” (Ward & Mann, 2004, p. 613). For example, GLM’s treatment programs should rename the following concepts: “intimacy building” instead of “intimacy deficits,” “treatment need” instead of “dynamic risk factor,” and “self-management” instead of “relapse prevention” (Ward & Maruna, 2007; Ward & Mann, 2004; Ward et al., 2007).

Another aspect of principle 9 deals with the characteristics that therapists need to possess in order to facilitate therapeutic changes. According to Willis et al. (2014), these characteristics include “warmth, empathy, praise, some directedness and no confrontation” (p. 64; see also Ward & Bigden, 2009; Ward et al., 2007; Ward & Maruna, 2007). Specifically, within the positive psychological approach, therapeutic warmth “is displayed as acceptance, caring and support, and encourages clients to examine their problem behavior” (Serran & Marshall, 2010, p. 5). Accordingly, treating offenders with empathy “refers to the ability of the therapist to understand and respond emotionally to the client” (p. 5). Next, the provision of praise (or rewards) to offenders involves “the therapists offering verbal encouragement to clients for small steps toward whatever goal was being sought” (Marshall, 2005, p. 114). In addition to warmth, empathy, and praise, some degree of directiveness is important because it equips offenders with alternatives ways to handle situations. According to Serran and Marshall (2010), such a directive
approach “includes encouraging clients to practice skills outside the treatment session…and helps clients develop problem solving skills” (p. 6).

The last characteristic that is mentioned in principle 9 is a non-confrontational therapeutic style. By contrast, a confrontation style in treatment is defined by “aggressive, critical, hostile, and sarcastic behavior” (Marshall et al., 2011, p. 68; see also Serran & Marshall, 2010). According to McMurran and Ward (2004), therapists’ use of confrontation “removes autonomy from the client” because it “presents the client with the problem and prescribes the therapy that the client should undertake” (p. 8). That is, such practice does not involve a collaborative therapeutic effort. In addition, under such therapeutic style, offenders may experience their treatment as a punishment rather than an opportunity for constructing a better life.

Principle 10: Therapists should deliver programs with a “collaborative and transparent approach to assessment, intervention planning, and intervention content” (Willis et al., 2012, p. 136). Principle 10 directs therapists to seek collaboration with offenders in every aspect of program delivery. In essence, this collaborative approach “involves a commitment from the therapist to working transparently and respectfully” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 131). Within the GLM’s theoretical framework, this approach conveys an ethical commitment to offenders’ agency and autonomy (Willis et al., 2012).

In practice, offenders that have experienced a collaborative approach in programs are expected to recognize how the therapeutic process respects their values and aims to promote their life goals. According to Ward and his colleagues, such recognition leads to a strong therapeutic alliance between therapists and offenders. In addition, Ward and Maruna (2007) argue that when offenders experience a therapeutic process that is relevant to their life, they tend “to engage enthusiastically in treatment” (134). Moreover, according to Ward and Mann (2004), this
perception of relevancy is also “associated with reduce risk of future offending” (p. 606).

Specifically, principle 10 directs therapists to use a collaborative approach in assessment, intervention plan, and intervention content. First, a collaborative approach in the assessment process requires an open discussion about the assessments’ outcomes and its therapeutic consequences. In practice, it means that the therapist should work with the offender “to define together the nature of the client’s problems and to agree on a process for working toward solutions” (Ward & Mann, 2004, p. 607). Ward and Mann (2004) argue that a collaborative approach to assessment can “lead a client to start thinking about change or to gain insight into problems not previously recognized” (p. 604). Ward et al. (2007) content that such approach during the assessment process also leads to a stronger therapeutic alliance and a “subsequent positive effect on motivation and retention in treatment” (p. 96).

Second, as mentioned in principle 5, the collaborative and transparent approach has an important role in the development of an intervention planning. According to this perspective, offenders and therapists should collaborate in the development of treatment targets and therapeutic content. As noted by Ward and his colleagues, such collaborative approach to treatment planning serves as a motivational factor that assist offender to “undertake treatment” (Yates et al., 2012, p. 131). In addition, they argue that a collaborative work on offenders’ final good live plan results in a stronger therapeutic alliance (Ward et al., 2007; Ward & Maruna, 2007; Yates et al., 2010).

**Principle 11: The “intensity, content, and process of intervention [should be] individually tailored” (Willis et al., 2014, p. 65).** Principle 11 is the last principle that directs the GLM’s program delivery. This principle emphasizes “the importance of tailoring interventions to each client’s unique intervention plan” (Willis et al., 2012, p. 137). In essence, principle 11
follows the GLM’s perspective that treatment process is an “exploratory process in which clients are active participants, and the therapist is generally a guide” (p. 137). Specifically, this principle of program delivery elaborates the individualistic aspects of (1) the intensity of interventions, (2) the content of the intervention plan, and (3) the therapeutic process.

First, Willis et al. (2014) suggest that “the intensity and content of interventions [should be] individually tailored according to each client’s intervention plan” (p. 65). According to this perspective, the intensity of treatment depends on the value offenders ascribe to the particular primary good. For example, “a client valuing relatedness who has poor interpersonal skills receives a higher intensity of interventions designed to satisfy this good compared with a client who doesn’t place as much emphasis on interpersonal relationships and/or has well-developed interpersonal skills” (p. 65).

Second, as Ward and Maruna (2007) observe, the “therapeutic tasks within standard program should be shaped to suit the person in question based on their own life plan” (e.g., variation in homework tasks) (p. 126). Thus, Willis et al. (2014) argue that “clients [should] only receive those interventions directly related to their intervention plan” (p. 65). Essentially, during the intervention, therapists should update the offenders’ intervention plan in a way that reflects their individual progress toward the GLP.

Third, principle 11 also guides interventions to tailor the therapeutic process individually. Within the GLM, this individualization refers “to the systematic delivery of modules/interventions, such that clients are continually reminded how each module/intervention coheres with their unique intervention plan” (Willis et al., 2014, p. 65). According to Ward and Maruna (2007), such approach allows programs to “address responsivity issues and helps to focus interventions around genuine concern of correctional clients” (p. 168).
In sum, this section followed the effort of Ward and his colleagues to operationalize the GLM. As detailed above, these scholars equipped the correctional field with general guidelines for practitioners (Yates et al., 2010; Yates et al., 2009), treatment modules (Ward et al., 2007), and management tools (Purvis et al., 2011; Yates et al., 2010). In addition, Willis et al. (2014) distilled the GLM’s general and etiological assumptions to 11 distinctive items. These items were designed to cover the optimal integration of the GLM in correctional interventions. Thus, in this section, the 11 items were rephrased as principles of effective correctional intervention. Overall, these principles aim to direct practitioners how to establish effective GLM-consistent treatment program.

It is important to note, however, that the typical reference groups in these studies consist of individuals that were convicted with sexual offenses. That is, although consistent with the GLM’s theoretical and practical framework, Ward and his colleagues have not explicitly generalized the 11 principles to the general offenders population. Therefore, it is too soon to conclude whether these principles represent an agreed-upon set of directions that transcends all correctional interventions. In other words, the overall effort to translate the GLM’s theoretical assumptions into practice is still in its early stage.

The next section examines a related issue—the empirical evaluations of treatment programs that followed the GLM’s correctional framework. This analysis aims to identify the unique GLM’s elements in evaluations of programs that adopted this model of offender rehabilitation. In addition, the next section aims to present the current empirical status of the Good Lives Model.
THE EMPIRICAL STATUS OF THE GLM

Since first presenting the GLM, the model’s advocates have endorsed the “massive, sophisticated and seemingly incontrovertible evidence” that was presented by the “What Works Movement” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 9). In this regard, they appreciated the fact that the evidence-based approach to treatment reaffirmed rehabilitation in the correctional system (Ward & Maruna, 2007; Yates et al., 2010). In addition, they contended that ethical reasons support the use of evidence-based practice because “we should not subject individuals to empirically unsupported interventions” (Day & Ward, 2010, p. 291; Ward, Melser, & Yates, 2007, p. 212).

Thus, Ward and his colleagues argue that the GLM should guide interventions in developing empirical supported therapies (Ward & Maruna, 2007; Ward & Mann, 2004). Specifically, they assert that correctional interventions that follow the GLM’s theoretical framework should result in two outcomes. First, they should “reduce the likelihood of individuals committing additional crimes” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 143). Second, they should engage “participants in the rehabilitation process and [promote] desistence from crime” (Willis & Ward, 2013, p. 305). In practice, this effectiveness criterion expects that correctional programs will demonstrate both the reduction of offenders’ recidivism (i.e., reduce the risk to the society) and the enhancement of offenders’ psychological well-being (increase the chance of achieving better lives).

This section reviews the extant studies that have evaluated the implementation of GLM-consistent interventions (i.e., treatment programs that consistent with the GLM’s theoretical assumptions). These studies are presented in two parts. The first part includes three studies that evaluated the application of the GLM without any comparison (or control) group. The second part includes three studies that used a control group in their evaluation.
Evaluations Without Any Comparison Group

Three studies evaluated the implementation of GLM-consistent interventions in the correctional system without any control comparison. Two of these studies were clinical case studies, and the third study was a qualitative analysis of a group-based application. These studies aimed to demonstrate how the GLM principles integrated into treatment programs for sex offenders (Lindsay, Ward, Morgan, & Wilson, 2007; Gannon, King, Miles, Lockerbie, & Willis, 2011) and violent offenders (Whitehead, Ward, & Collie, 2007). In general, advocates of the GLM refer to these studies as preliminary evidence of “positive results” (Ward & Maruna, 2007; Ward & Fortune, 2013; Casey et al., 2013). Specifically, these studies are suggestive of the positive effect that can be achieved through the “GLM’s attention to the social ecology of offenders [and] its focus on offenders’ values and life priorities” (Scoones, Willis, & Grace, 2012, p. 233).

The first evaluation study is by Lindsay et al. (2007), a clinical case study that was conducted in the correctional system in Scotland. This study presents a preliminary attempt to operationalize the theoretical principles of the Good Lives Model (GLM) and the Self-Regulation Model (SRM). In general, Lindsay et al. (2007) sought to examine the effectiveness of a therapeutic method that used GLM and SRM principles in the treatment of sex offenders. Specifically, they integrated a life map that was designed to “traces personal development from birth” and to incorporate offenders’ “long-term future projections” (p. 37). Their study evaluated the impact of this therapeutic method on two sex offenders. These offenders entered to this intervention after completed another treatment that focused on their deficits and risk management (e.g., anger management, control of alcohol abuse, reduction of risk factors).
Lindsay et al. (2007) concluded that the GLM’s approach affected the two offenders in three main ways. First, due to the GLM’s dual aims (the focus on building capacities alongside with managing risk), “both men felt that the therapists were genuinely interested in them and their lives and were not intent simply on ensuring that they did not offend again” (p. 49). Second, the focus “on developing a more adaptive lifestyle plan makes a great deal of intuitive sense to both the men and the therapists” (p. 49). Third, “the constructive nature of the GLM helped to allay [offenders’] suspicions [about the treatment] and to appreciate that one of their therapist’s aims was to ensure they lived better lives as well as less harmful ones” (p. 49). In addition, Lindsay et al. (2007) mention that both offenders had not recidivated during a five-year follow-up period. Overall, according to Whitehead et al. (2007), this study “provides some very preliminary evidence concerning the empirical adequacy and heuristic value of the GLM” (p. 582).

The second clinical case study that applied the GLM was conducted in the correctional system of New Zealand. In this single case study, Whitehead et al. (2007) describes how the GLM guided an “ongoing treatment with a high risk, violent offender” (p. 582). They also note that during the offender’s past two periods of incarcerations, he “completed two intensive cognitive–behavioural, group-based treatment programmes targeting his criminogenic needs (dynamic risk factors)” (p. 585). Essentially, this therapeutic background led therapists to conclude that “the standard Risk-Management, cognitive–behavioural treatment options available for Mr. C [(i.e., the offender)] were exhausted” (p. 587).

Thus, Whitehead et al. (2007) designed a treatment program that applied the principles of the GLM for this particular offender. Specifically, this treatment program aimed to “establish relevant treatment goals,” “identify dominant human goods,” “increase treatment readiness,”
enhance understanding how the most valued goals interacted with primary goods and criminogenic needs, “develop a Good Lives case formulation,” “develop a detailed Good Lives plan based on the case formulation,” “work on goal attainment,” and “monitor progress via regular supervision” (pp. 587-592).

According to Whitehead et al. (2007), “the true value of the GLM was in facilitating treatment readiness…and promoting [the offender’s] long-term reintegration goals, while creating a more adaptive personal identity” (p. 595). They argued that the key therapeutic change occurred when the offender visualized his “new me.” That is, they concluded that the GLM enabled the offender “to visualize and begin working toward a life for himself that he would never have previously considered” (p. 588). In addition, they reported that this offender did not recidivate during the 14 months follow-up period (according to Willis & Ward, 2013, this offender had not been convicted for 6 years).

Overall, Whitehead et al. (2007) assert that these findings “illustrated the promise that the GLM hold” (p. 595). However, they are also aware that this is only a single clinical case study. In this regard, they suggest that for an “empirical ‘acid test’ of the value of the GLM,” a control trial should compare between the effect size of “the Risk-Management approach and the combined Risk-Management plus Good Lives approach” (p. 596).

The third evaluation study was conducted by Gannon et al. (2011), who present a qualitative analysis of a new GLM-consistent intervention in the correctional system of England and Wales. This study evaluates the impact of treatment on 5 mentally disordered sex offenders in a mental health hospital. Essentially, this group of offenders “differed on age, intellectual ability, experience of previous sexual offender treatment, psychiatric diagnoses, offending history and treatment need” (p. 164). For example, this group consisted of one high risk offender
with borderline intelligence, one moderate risk offender with low-average intelligence, one moderate risk offender with average intelligence, and two low risk offenders with average intelligence.

The treatment program for this heterogenic group was designed to reflect both the RNR model (the risk, need, and responsivity principles) and the GLM model (assessment of primary goods, support the attainment of these goods, and understanding the relationship between the attainment of the goods and offending). Before the offenders entered the program, the therapists collaborated with them to assess their previous sexual offense history, underlying motivations, and the relationship between these motivations and offending. The treatment content in this program delivered the following nine modules that adopted a GLM approach: general group formation, understanding good lives and risk factors, understanding offending, sexual arousal and fantasy, coping skills, offense-supportive thinking, victim awareness and empathy, intimacy and relationships, and recognizing risk and leading a good life.

Gannon et al. (2011) evaluated the impact of this program on each offender and presented the several findings. First, all five offenders completed the program. Second, all of them understood “the meaning of each of the goods…and how they should attempt to gain each of these Goods–prosocially–within their daily lives in order to protect themselves from future offending” (p. 164). Third, offenders with “lower intelligence levels and/or indirect pathways to offending…struggled to understand the links between the GLM and their own risk factors for sexual offending” (p. 164). Fourth, offenders with higher intelligence levels “focused so much on the Good Lives aspect of the group that they failed to fully appreciate the importance of their own risk and treatment factors and required some significant support on this aspect” (p. 164). Overall, Gannon et al. (2011) are aware to the limits of their qualitative analyses. Thus, they
stated that “because a control group is not included and the effectiveness of this group is still being evaluated, the conclusions and recommendations that we make in this section are necessarily speculative” (p. 164).

**Evaluations With a Comparison Group**

Three studies evaluated the application of the GLM in the correctional system by using a control or comparison group. Essentially, all of these studies evaluated treatment programs for sex offenders that changed their therapeutic focus from avoidant goals to approach goals. Specifically, the programs in these studies rewrote their Relapse Prevention module (RP) and implemented a new module with a GLM approach to treatment. The evaluation studies, then, compared offenders who participated in the RP-based programs to offenders that participated in the GLM-based programs. These studies are discussed in chronological order.

The first evaluation that compared a GLM-based program to a RP-based program was undertaken by Simons, McCullar, and Tyler (2006, 2008). The results of these studies were presented at two annual conferences but they never published in a journal. Therefore, the description here about this study is drawn from other scholars’ works that reported on this evaluation. Based on this information, this study was conducted in the corrections system of Colorado. In this regard, Willis and Ward (2013) reported that Simons et al. (2006, 2008) evaluated a new “GLM approach to treatment planning at a prison-based sex offender treatment

---

15 The literature referred to this study as either (1) Simons, D.A., McCullar, B., and Tyler, C. (2006) *Evaluation of the Good Lives Model approach to treatment planning*. Paper presented at the 25th Annual Association for the Treatment of Sexual Abusers Research and Treatment Conference, September, Chicago; or (2) Simons, D., McCullar, B., & Tyler, C. (2008). *Evaluation of the good lives model approach to treatment planning*. Presented at the 27th annual research and treatment conference of the Association for the Treatment of Sexual Abusers, Atlanta, GA. A request for information about this study was sent to the first and the third authors. So far, this request was not responded.
programme” (p. 312). Essentially, this new GLM approach—a collaborative therapeutic process that focused on offenders’ approach goals—replaced the RP-based treatment. Thus, Simons et al. (2006, 2008) compared 100 offenders that received the RP-base treatment to 96 offenders that received the GLM-based treatment.

The extant literature reports that this study provides evidence that the GLM “can enhance client engagement in treatment and reduce dropouts from programmes” (Willis et al., 2012, p. 124; see also Andrews, 2011; Willis & Ward, 2013; Wilson & Yates, 2009). In addition, according to Willis and Ward (2013), “Pre/post-treatment comparisons on a range of measures revealed that clients who received either RP- or GLM-based treatment planning improved similarly on social skills and victim empathy” (p. 312). Another finding was that the GLM-based treatment planning demonstrated significantly better problem-solving ability and coping skills. In addition, offenders in this program “were more likely to have a social support system post-treatment compared to clients who received RP” (p. 312). Overall, based on this literature, Simons et al. (2006, 2008) appear to provide evidence that support the use of the GLM approach to treatment. However, the findings from this study reflected preliminary findings, and Simons et al. have yet to present follow-up data.

The second evaluation study that comparing GLM-based treatment and RP-based treatment was conducted by Harkins et al. (2012), who evaluated a new therapeutic approach in community-based treatments for sex offenders in England (see also Harkins et al., 2008). Prior to this change, the programs for sex offenders consisted of a Core module (144 hours that covered therapeutic areas such as victim empathy, problem solving, and cognitive distortions) and a Relapse Prevention module (36 hours). After this change was implemented, the Relapse Prevention module (RP) was replaced with a Better Lives module (BL) (also 36 hours). This
administrative change aimed to implement a module that “was derived from a GLM rehabilitation framework” (p. 535).

In essence, the program with the Better Lives module had three sections. First, the program “aimed to build motivation and acquaint offenders with the treatment approach” (sessions 1-4) (p. 523). Second, the program “focused on skills practice in relation to meeting individual needs in prosocial ways and managing obstacles” (p. 523) (sessions 5-11). Third, the program assisted offenders to present their Good Life plan (session 12). Importantly, Harkins et al. (2012) noted that the BL module was not “entirely consistent with the GLM approach” (p. 537). This inconsistency is because the module encourages offenders to find a “roughly equal balance of all the goods rather than determining which were the most heavily weighted for them” (p. 537). Within the GLM’s correctional framework, ignoring the heavily weighted primary goods is considered problematic because these goods suppose to establish the basis of offenders’ future good life plan.

Harkins et al. (2012) evaluated the implementation of the Better Lives module in four parts. First, they compared the attrition rates before and after the implementation of this module. In this statistical analysis, they found that that the attrition rates between the RP group (n = 182) and the BL group (n = 87) did not differ significantly. Second, Harkins et al. (2012) compared the changes that occurred in treatment areas targeted under each module. For this analysis, they examined the pre- and post-treatment psychometric data for 643 offenders (the data were collected from a national psychometric database). Then, they translated this information into a therapeutic change in three main treatment areas: (1) pro-offending attitudes, (2) socioaffective measures, and (3) relapse prevention skills. The statistical analysis revealed “no significant
differences between the modules for the proportion of individuals who had achieved treatment change for any of the areas targeted in treatment” (p. 528).

The third and fourth parts of the evaluation examined the perceptions of therapists and offenders. In this analysis, Harkins et al. (2012) used semi-structured interviews conducted with 11 therapists (“a number of them also had experience running the RP module”) and with 20 offenders (only 5 of them participated in the RP module) (p. 529). Notably, due to the small number of interviewees, the study did not conduct a statistical analysis to compare between the modules. Instead, this study presented and compared the within groups proportion.

First, Harkins et al. (2012) found that 83% (10 of 12) of the participants in the BL module “thought [that] the module was positive or had positive aspects” (compared to 4 of 5 in the RP module) (p. 531). Second, 46% of them (6 of 13) reported that “they improved their understanding of themselves as related to their offending” (compared to 4 of 5 in the RP module) (p. 532). In this regard, 61% (8 of 13) also reported that they have “a better understanding of the positive aspects of themselves” (compared to 1 of 5 in the RP module) (p. 532). Third, 27% (4 of 15) of the participants in the BL module reported that “their thoughts and attitudes had changed in a way that they were better able to manage themselves or their reoffending” (compared to 4 of 5 in the RP module) (p. 532). Relatedly, 47% (7 of 15) reported that “their thoughts and attitudes about themselves or the future were more positive” (compare to 1 of 5 in the RP module).

Fourth, according to Harkins et al. (2012), 90% (10 of 11) of the therapists reported that they liked the BL’s “positive and future-focused elements,” and 72% (8 of 11) noted that the BL module had “a positive influence on the [offenders’] motivation” (p. 529, p. 530). Fifth, 64% (7 of 11) of the therapists “did not feel the module would be appropriate for high-risk or
unmotivated men” (p. 529). Sixth, 73% (8 of 11) of them thought the BL module was “missing important element,” and 64% (7 of 11) specified that “the BL module was missing a sexual offending/risk component” (p. 529).

The last evaluation study that compared between GLM-based treatment and RP-based treatment is Barnett, Manderville-Norden, and Rakestrow (2014). This study was designed to examine the implementation of the BL module in two community treatment programs for sex offenders in the correctional system of England and Wales. Impotently, the BL modules in these programs were revised to address the problematic aspects that revealed in Harkins et al. (2008, 2012). In other words, Barnett et al. (2014) evaluated BL modules that gave more attention to risk than the BL module that was evaluated in Harkins (2008, 2012).

Similar to Harkins et al. (2008, 2012), Barnett et al. (2014) compared between the attrition rates of offenders that participated in the BL group (n = 610) and RP group (n = 785). Their statistical analysis did not find an “association between attrition rate and program approach” (p. 27). In addition, similar to Harkins et al. (2008, 2012), Barnett et al. (2014) used the available pre and post-treatment psychometric data to measure the relative impact of the BL and RP modules on offenders. Accordingly, the data from the psychometric scores were translated into a therapeutic change in (1) pro-offending attitude, (2) socioaffective measures, and (3) relapse prevention skills. The results from this analysis showed that the BL module did not differ significantly from the RP module. In addition, according to psychometric measures, both GL and RP versions of the program did not affect “the majority of people that required change” (i.e., the offenders who were assessed as dysfunctional in pre-treatment psychometric measures) (p. 29).
In sum, the review of the six studies revealed that only two studies evaluated long-term outcome of treatment (Lindsay et al., 2007; Whitehead et al., 2007). These two case study reported the time that the offenders have remained offence-free. The other four studies evaluated only within-treatment goals (i.e., the effectiveness to change offenders on the targets addressed in treatment). Thus, overall, the literature that evaluated the GLM-consistent interventions did not provide much evidence about the actual ability of these programs to prevent re-offending. Due to this lack of evidence, it is important to introduce another evaluation study that examined the integration of the GLM in a correctional program. In this study, Marshall et al. (2011) evaluated the primary program of the Rockwood Psychological Service programs (RPS), which “has been evolved over the past 40 years” (p. 125).

Marshall et al. (2011) presented the reoffending rates of a program that treated 535 sex offenders in prison within the England and Wales correctional system. Essentially, the RPS was not designed to reflect the GLM’s assumptions (i.e., it is not a GLM-consistent intervention). Rather, this program is considered an intervention with a “GLM-related concepts” (Willis & Ward, 2013, p. 310). In general, this program was designed as a strength-based approach to treatment that incorporates elements from Miller and Rollnick’s (2002) Motivational Interviewing, Andrews and Bonta’s RNR model, and Ward and his colleagues’ GLM.

Specifically, the RPS integrated the GLM in its last phase of treatment (Phase 3). Within the RPS, the first phase of the program “aimed exclusively at engaging each client and winning his trust and confidence in the therapist” (Marshall, Marshall, Serran, & O’Brien, 2013, p. 182). Although this phase outlined the GLM framework, the main focus remains targeting offenders’ self-esteem, sense of shame, coping skills, and mood management. In the second phase, the RPS addresses known criminogenic needs such as offenders’ attitudes and cognition, self-
regulation, relationships, and sexual issues. This treatment involves “assisting the clients in developing the skills, attitudes and self-confidence necessary to meet their relationship needs in prosocial and effective ways” (p. 183).

In the third phase, the RPS integrates the GLM. In this modified version of the GLM, the program advises offenders to focus only on two or three of their most important primary goods. The program also encourages them to choose the goods of knowledge, creativity, and excellence in work and play as their therapeutic targets (Marshall et al., 2013). In addition, phase 3 assists offenders to construct a released plan with their approach goals and to identify community support groups that can encourage “their pursuit of the identified GLM goals” (p. 184).

Marshall et al. (2011) reported the reoffending rates of 535 offenders that were treated in the RPS during the period 1991-2001. This study found that after an average of 5.4 and 8.4 years follow up, the sexual reoffending rates were 3.2% and 5.6%, respectively. In addition, this study found that after an average of 5.4 years follow up, the non-sexual reoffending rate was 13.6%, and after an average of 8.4 years follow up, the violent reoffending rate was 8.4%. Notably, Marshall et al. (2011) evaluated the relative effectiveness of the RPS by comparing these reoffending rates with the offenders’ “expected recidivism rate of reoffending, derived from sound risk assessment instruments” (p. 98). According to this comparison method, the expected reoffending rates for sexual offenses after 5.4 and 8.4 years is 16.8% and 28.2%, respectively. Accordingly, the reoffending rates for non-sexual offenses after 5.4 years is 40%, and reoffending rates for violent offenses after 8.4 years is 34.8%. Thus, Marshall et al. (2011) concluded that the RPS “effectively reduced reoffending” (p. 160).

Overall, the evaluation studies that presented in this section show that the implementation of the GLM in the correctional system is still in its exploratory stage. First, all of these
evaluations provided only preliminary findings about the effectiveness of the GLM in the correctional system. That is, the GLM-consistent treatment programs produced very little empirical evidence that the GLM can achieve its rehabilitative goals. Second, most of these studies (5 of 6) evaluated treatment programs that were exclusively designed for sex offenders. Thus, to date, it is unknown if the implementation of the GLM principles impacts other offender populations. Third, only one of the above evaluations (Barnett et al., 2014) was designed to measure the impact of a GLM-consistent treatment programs over a matched group of offenders. Fourth, as mentioned above, all of the evaluations that compared the GLM-consistent treatment with the Relapse Prevention treatment did not followed the reoffending rates of their participants.

CONCLUSION

This chapter followed the development of the Good Lives Model of offender rehabilitation from early 2000s to the present day. During this period, the legitimacy of rehabilitation continued to be reaffirmed by the ongoing scientific evidence. As discussed in the previous chapter, the theoretical framework of the RNR model dominated the correctional policy and practice. In this context, Ward and his colleagues developed the Good Lives Model as a comprehensive rehabilitative framework. Although admitting that their approached emerged “out of the RNR model of evidence-based correctional practice” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 143), they constructed the GLM as an alternative (or at least supplement) approach to rehabilitation.

As described in first section of this chapter, the GLM was influenced by the research in applied positive psychology and the strength-based practice. As noted, the GLM is based on three levels of assumptions: (1) eight general assumptions “that specify the values that underlie rehabilitation practice and the kind of overall aims that clinicians should be striving for”; (2) three etiological assumptions “that serve to explain offending and identify its functions”; and (3)
practical implications that drive from the first and second levels of assumptions (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 111). Overall, the GLM is best considered a strength-based rehabilitation theory. That is, the GLM is designed to be “responsive to offenders’ particular interests, abilities and aspirations, and directs practitioners to develop intervention plans that assist offenders in acquiring the capabilities and accessing the relevant internal and external resources to achieve goals which are personally meaningful” (Casey et al., 2013, pp. 41-42).

Ward and his colleagues also operationalized their theoretical assumptions. Their guidance consists of explicit directions on how to deliver effective interventions in the correctional system. In addition, they developed practical tools that assist practitioners in assessment and treatment. Essentially, the second section of this chapter presented 11 principles that cover the correctional framework of the GLM. These principles were designed to direct correctional interventions toward a successful application of the GLM (Willis et al., 2014).

Overall, advocates of the GLM present a systematic theoretical and correctional framework to approach rehabilitation. This approach promises to help offenders in achieving better lives and, simultaneously, to reduce the tendency of offenders to inflict harm on the society. To date, this promise was applied within the correctional systems of Ireland, England, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and United States.

Despite its theoretical development and growing popularity among treatment programs for sex offenders (e.g., McGrath et al., 2010), empirical evidence in support of the GLM is scarce and inconsistent. As reviewed in the third section, very few studies have evaluated interventions that are, in the least, consistent with the GLM. Essentially, findings from these evaluations did not provide empirical evidence that such interventions fulfilled its theoretical promises for the correctional system. In other words, it is still unknown if a correctional program that applies the
GLM can both enhance offenders’ level of psychological well-being and reduce their risk of reoffending.

Thus, the next chapter aims to understand how advocates of the GLM and RNR model view each others’ model—what they perceive as their relative deficits and strengths. Such discussion is essential for any attempt to integrate these models because the GLM was developed as a critique of the RNR model. Therefore, Chapter 4 conveys the nature of the dispute between the two models and shows the potential points of agreement. The goal of this chapter is to conclude the extent to which these models are incompatible or compatible approaches to offender treatment. Such conclusion will set the basis for Chapter 5—the attempt to build a new vision for offender rehabilitation.
The debate between the RNR model and GLM reveals many controversial issues in the field of offender rehabilitation (hereinafter referred to as the RNR-GLM debate). This debate began when Tony Ward and Claire Stewart proposed their strength-based approach to offender rehabilitation. During the early 2000s, their approach challenged the dominance of the RNR model because it shifted the focus of correctional intervention from addressing criminogenic needs to promoting primary human needs. Since then, Ward and his colleagues have been developing this alternative approach within a systematic rehabilitation theory—the Good Lives Model of offender rehabilitation.

The goal of this chapter is to analyze this debate and find ways to bridge between the two models. This debate is analyzed in two main sections. The first of these sections aims to conclude if the two theoretical frameworks can be bridged. For this purpose, this section discusses the debate from the GLM’s theoretical perspective. Specifically, the first section presents seven issues in offender rehabilitation that Ward and his colleagues consider as unique aspects of the GLM. These controversial issues are (1) the role of offender motivation in rehabilitation; (2) the role of values in offender rehabilitation; (3) the role of needs in offender rehabilitation (criminogenic needs versus human needs); (4) the role of risk in offender rehabilitation (individualistic versus multifaceted aspects of risk); (5) the role of contextual factors in offender rehabilitation; (6) the role of personality in offender rehabilitation; (7) the role of human agency in offender rehabilitation. Overall, this discussion is expected to mark the unique theoretical contributions of the GLM over the RNR model.
Accordingly, the second of these sections discusses the correctional implications of these issues. For this purpose, this section examines the RNR-GLM debate within the RNR’s correctional framework—the principles of effective intervention. These principles serve as a benchmark because RNR-consistent interventions demonstrated clear success to achieve the ultimate goal of correctional rehabilitation: a reduction in offenders’ tendency to reoffend. In addition, new interpretations of these principles may assist to bridge between the correctional frameworks of the RNR and GLM. According to Ward et al. (2012), this is a realistic goal because “the RNR principles all have their counterparts within the GLM” (p. 100). Accordingly, Andrews et al. (2011) also argued that “GLM-based interventions may not be that different from soundly implemented RNR interventions” (p. 750). Specifically, this section examines if the operationalization of the GLM is compatible with the RNR model’s core correctional principles (part 1), key clinical issues (part 2), and organizational principles (part 3).

Before analyzing these theoretical and correctional issues, it is also important to introduce the more heated, if not acrimonious, aspects of the RNR-GLM debate. Indeed, the presence of the GLM dragged the advocates of both models “into an almost caustic exchange” (Ogloff & Davis, 2004, p. 236). Thus, a full understanding of the RNR-GLM debate requires a brief chronicle of the replies and rebuttals of those on both sides of the RNR-GLM debate. This discussion includes the background of the exchanges and the way each camp responded to the criticism.

**THE CHRONICLE OF THE RNR-GLM DEBATE**

From the GLM’s perspective, the roots of the RNR-GLM debate can be traced in the mid-1990s. Back then, Ward and his colleagues challenged the preeminence of the Relapse Prevention model (RP) in the sexual offending field (Ward, Hudson, & Siegert, 1995; Ward,
Louden, Hudson, & Marshall, 1995). In brief, the RP model directs clinician and researchers to use their “understanding of the process of relapse” to design treatments for sexual offenders (Ward & Mann, 2004, p. 598). In practice, this means that treatment programs should identify high-risk situations for particular cases and develop cognitive-behavioral strategies to cope with those situations. Ward and his colleagues opposed the rigid risk management approach of the RP model. They asserted that this rehabilitative model concentrates on relapse management rather than assisting offenders “to achieve important goods through the construction of a meaningful life plan” (Ward, 2002, p. 522).

In the early 2000s, Ward and his colleagues argued that there was a connection between the RP model to the RNR model. In this regard, although it predates the RNR model, they saw the RP model as a variation of this approach (Ward et al., 2007). Accordingly, they argued that the RNR model is the rehabilitative approach of risk management in the criminal justice system because its major aim is to target dynamic risk factors that relate to future offending (i.e., criminogenic needs).

Thus, in 2003, Ward and Stewart published an article named “Criminogenic Needs and Human Needs: A Theoretical Model” (Ward & Stewart, 2003a). In essence, this article criticized the RNR model (i.e., the “risk-need model”) and, in particular, its conceptualization of offenders’ needs. In a nutshell, their criticism consisted of the following issues: “criminogenic needs are value laden; [criminogenic needs] are effectively only range riders (i.e. do not inform clinicians what to do in therapy); the use of the term ‘need’ is inappropriate and misleading; the relationship between the four principles comprising the model is not specified; the relationship between criminogenic needs is not clear (in our model it is); the relationship between the vocational and therapeutic aspects of treatment is unclear; there is no explanation as to why
criminogenic needs arise; and the neglect of the essential role of noncriminogenic needs in practice” (Ward & Stewart, 2003b, p. 220). Then, Ward and his colleagues proposed the GLM as a better alternative to approach offender rehabilitation (see the previous chapter).

Essentially, when Ward and Stewart presented the GLM, the status of rehabilitation within the criminal justice system in the U.S was fragile. That is, although the rehabilitative ideal continued to regain its legitimacy, the criminal justice system still relied on punitive reaction to offending (Currie, 1998; Clear, 2009). In this regard, Garland (2001) observed that the “rehabilitative possibilities of criminal justice measures [were] routinely subordinated to other penal goals, particularly retribution, incapacitation, and the management of risk” (p. 8). Thus, during the early 2000s, advocates of the RNR model considered the criticism of the model’s theoretical foundation as an act that weakened their fight against conservative perspectives that wish to punish and incapacitate offenders.

Andrews and Bonta published their commentary on Ward and Stewart’s model of human needs in the same volume. Their reaction was sharp and clear: Ward and his colleagues are “theoriticists”—scholars that accept or reject knowledge in accordance with their “personal views and not in accordance with evidence” (Bonta & Andrews, 2003, p. 215). They also stated that the GLM approach “is long on popular appeal but short in evidence” (p. 216). Specifically, Bonta and Andrews contended that Ward and Stewart “ignore the evidence that reductions in criminogenic needs are associated with reduced criminal behaviour, turn a blind eye to the fact that there is not a shred of evidence that psychodynamic interventions reduce recidivism, and simply assert that [their] approach makes the most sense” (p. 217).

During the 2000s, Ward and his colleagues continued to develop the GLM without demonstrating success. Even so, their criticism of the theoretical framework of the RNR model
and advocacy of a strength-based approach inspired other scholars to embrace their approach to correctional treatment. In this regard, Cullen (2012) reviewed three important books trumpeting the GLM and what was called “creative correctives.” He concluded that the GLM was part of “a growing movement…that seeks to replace the Canadians’ paradigm in favor of interventions rooted on desistence theory and research” (p. 95). In essence, this movement challenges the RNR model by shifting the rehabilitative question from ‘what works’ in correctional rehabilitation to ‘what do offenders want’ in their rehabilitative process.

Ten years later, at the beginning of the 2010s, this ongoing criticism led the advocates of the GLM and RNR model to participate in another critical exchange (Andrews et al., 2011; Ward et al., 2012; Wormith et al., 2012). Andrews et al. (2011) initiated this exchange with an assertion that the “RNR already subsumes many of the features of the GLM” (p. 737). Therefore, they argued, “there is nothing unique in GLM other than the encouragement of weak assessment approaches…and the addition of confusion in service planning” (p. 751).

In respond, Ward et al. (2012) tried to explain the incremental value of the GLM and correct common misrepresentations of this model. In their critical commentary, they concluded that the GLM’s rehabilitation framework “can accommodate all that is valuable in the RNR, but the reverse is not true” (p. 107). Therefore, they asserted, “the GLM has greater scope and applicability” than the RNR model (p. 107). This exchange ended with a rejoinder that was published in the same volume. In brief, Wormith et al (2012) argued that the incremental value of the GLM in offender rehabilitation remains puzzling. In addition, they compared the empirical status of the two models and criticized the fact that Ward and his colleague promote the GLM in the correctional system with very little scientific support.
Overall, the chronicle of the RNR-GLM debate leads this introduction to the discussion in the next sections. Together with the previous chapters (the theoretical and correctional frameworks of each model), the next sections are ready to examine the extent to which these models of offender rehabilitation can be bridged. That is, the next section will lead to a conclusion if the RNR-GLM debate can be resolved on a common theoretical ground.

THE INCREMENTAL VALUE OF THE GLM'S THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

As mentioned above, the scholars that developed the GLM continuously criticized the RNR model. In particular, they argue that that the RNR’s theoretical framework represents a limited approach to rehabilitation. According to this criticism, the RNR model concentrates on the evidence-based aspects of what works to change offenders and therefore neglects or ignores other relevant aspects that contribute to the treatment process. By contrast, the GLM is envisioned as a broader perspective on offender rehabilitation—a model that reflects the diverse dimensions of offender rehabilitation. Ward and his colleagues assert that the GLM’s comprehensive theoretical framework encompasses the theory and the research that underlies RNR model. But by then moving beyond the RNR to develop a richer perspective, advocates of the GLM propose to save correctional rehabilitation from hitting “a kind of effective practice ‘glass ceiling’ in the field” (Porporino, 2010, p. 63).

Specifically, this section discusses seven theoretical issues that Ward and his colleagues describe as controversial. This discussion consists of theoretical issues that concern broader perspectives on concepts such as motivation, values, needs, risk, ecology, personality, human nature, and methodology. In this regard, for each controversial issue, this section addresses four aspects: (1) the limitation that advocates of the GLM recognizes in the RNR model; (2) the GLM’s perspective on this issues; (3) the response of advocates of the RNR model to the
criticism; and (4) a summary that evaluates how the GLM’s theoretical framework potentially expands our perspectives of offender rehabilitation.

Table 4.1 summarizes the essence of these seven theoretical issues within the RNR-GLM debate. That is, for each theoretical controversial issue, Table 4.1 presents the RNR model’s theoretical perspective (the middle column) and the GLM’s theoretical incremental value for improving offender rehabilitation.

**Controversial Issue 1: The Role of Offender Motivation in Rehabilitation**

Since first presented, advocates of the GLM have criticized the RNR model’s approach to rehabilitation (Ward & Stewart, 2003). In general, they assert that this framework endorses the faulty presumption that “the major aim of rehabilitation is to reduce the chance of harm to the community and that this is best achieved by managing these risks” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 83). By contrast, they developed the GLM as a paradigm of offender rehabilitation that addresses risk through the improvement of “offenders’ quality of life” (Ward, 2002b, p. 172; see also: Ward & Maruna, 2007; Ward & Steward, 2003). Their assumption is that the GLM’s approach will result in correctional rehabilitation with greater capacity to motivate offenders toward social reintegration.

In this regard, Ward and his colleagues criticized the RNR model for choosing risk management as its major strategy to deal with criminality. Their general argument is that risk-management policies overemphasize the avoidance of harmful consequences, and that such an approach is unlikely to motivate offenders to change their criminal lifestyle. In this regard, “it is unclear how an approach focused on the prevention of harmful consequences to others can
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theoretical Controversial Issue</th>
<th>The RNR’s Theoretical Perspective</th>
<th>The GLM’s Incremental Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Controversial Issue 1: The role of offender motivation in rehabilitation.</td>
<td>• External incentives (reward-cost contingencies) motivate offenders. • The role of offender motivation is to assist in achieving treatment goals.</td>
<td>• Internal incentives (primary human goods) are another powerful source of motivation. • The role of offender motivation is also to achieve offenders’ personal goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controversial Issue 2: The role of values in offender rehabilitation.</td>
<td>• Values have a moderating role: It reflect the standards of accumulating knowledge (epistemic values) and of adequate correctional service (ethical values).</td>
<td>• Values also have a mediation role: It reflects what is important in offenders’ social reintegration (prudential values).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controversial Issue 3: The role of needs in offender rehabilitation.</td>
<td>• Offender needs are personal deficits that relate to offenders’ criminal lifestyle. • Offender needs is a practical concept—it assist to focus on the therapeutic efforts (treatment’s needs).</td>
<td>• Offender needs are also internal drives to attain offenders’ primary human goods. • Offender need is a personal concept—it reflect what offenders want in life (offender’s needs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controversial Issue 4: The role of risk in offender rehabilitation.</td>
<td>• Risk is a psychometric and practical concept (an estimation of offenders’ tendency to reoffend).</td>
<td>• Risk is also a holistic concept (a multifaceted observation about offenders’ criminal life style).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Controversial Issue 5: The role of contextual factors in offender rehabilitation.

- Contextual factors assist interventions within the correctional system to address offenders’ criminogenic needs.
- Contextual factors also assist the criminal justice system to address offenders’ social reintegration.

Controversial Issue 6: The role of personality in offender rehabilitation.

- Offenders’ personality reflects the interactions between offenders’ traits and how they interpret the immediate situation of action.
- Offenders’ personality reflects the interactions between offenders’ traits, personal striving, and self-narratives.

Controversial Issue 7: The role of human agency in offender rehabilitation.

- Humans follow their external contingencies to align with the standard of conduct.
- Human also follows their innate desires to achieve a good life.

Specifically, they concluded that “motivating offenders by concentrating on eliminating or modifying their various dynamic risk factors is extremely difficult” (p. 22). That is because the alienation that offenders may feel when they view the rehabilitative services as irrelevant to their life. In other words, Ward and his colleagues assert that the attempt “to have offenders internalize societal laws and norms simply because we want them to is likely to fail” (Ward et al., 2012, p. 99). Thus, they conclude that the capacity of RNR model to generate behavioral change and prosocial reintegration is limited.

Ward and his colleagues contend that the GLM is a model that provides a broader perspective of offender motivation. They argue that their perspective considers the influence of both external incentives (i.e., behavioral contingencies) and internal incentives (i.e., intrinsic...
drive toward the primary human goods). Their assumption is that the GLM’s primary goods are intrinsically beneficial for offenders and thus motivate offenders to seek them for their own sake.

Moreover, Ward and Maruna (2007) assume that the GLM’s approach to motivation may result in stronger therapeutic alliances because it leads therapists to be more attune to offenders’ psychological needs. Accordingly, it may signal offenders that the correctional system cares as much about their life as it does about their potential risk to society. Thus, advocates of the GLM expect that their broader perspective of motivation will increase the chance to engage offenders in treatment strategy and goals. Specifically, they assume that “it is easier to motivate individuals to change their offense-related characteristics by focusing on the perceived benefits (primary goods) they accrue from their offending and by exploring more appropriate means (secondary goods) to achieve what is of value to them” (p. 108).

Advocates of the RNR model reject the assertion that their model concentrates solely on managing offenders’ risk. According to Polaschek (2012), such rigid approach to rehabilitation “differ in important ways from both the letter and the spirit of the RNR model” (p. 10). That is, the RNR model encourages the correctional system to provide human service (i.e., rehabilitative efforts) “for the offender” (p. 10, emphasis in original). In this regard, the RNR model aims to benefit both society and offenders by using “some combination of avoidance and approach goals for offenders” (p. 10). In this regard, Polaschek concluded that some differences between the RNR perspective and the GLM that “seem substantive on paper, evaporate, or at most, become differences in emphasize when the models are applied” (p. 11; see also Andrews et al., 2011). Overall, advocates of the RNR model assert that they “remain very open to RNR being informed by psychological models of motivation” (Andrews et al., 2011, p. 739). Moreover, they “do not dismiss the possibility that a more generalized and perhaps innate needs is important” (i.e.,
primary human goods may generate intrinsic motivation) (p. 739). However, the fact that the current RNR version does not consider primary human goods limits its theoretical perspective on motivation and social reintegration.

In sum, from a theoretical perspective, the GLM do presents a broader perspective of motivation than the RNR model. Two considerations are relevant. First, while the RNR model understands motivation through the impact of reward-cost contingencies (external motivation), the GLM understand motivation also through humans’ strive for their primary goods (intrinsic motivation). Second, while the RNR model uses motivation to achieve treatment goals (e.g., minimum attrition, change in dynamic risk factors) and social goals (e.g., reduction in recidivism), the GLM also uses motivation to achieve personal goals (e.g., optimal psychological functioning and prosocial reintegration).

**Controversial Issue 2: The Role of Values in Offender Rehabilitation**

The second controversial issue questions the attention that models of offender rehabilitation should pay to values. Advocates of the GLM criticize the RNR model for downplaying the role of values in offender rehabilitation. In this regard, they argue that the RNR model considers values only within the context of empirical validity and service delivery. First, they assert that the RNR model’s empirical orientation conveys the false impression that the therapeutic process in this model is value-free. According to Ward and Maruna (2007), values in the RNR model can be viewed as “equivalent to subjective preferences of individuals, along the lines of taste preferences for certain foods” (p. 77). That is, the RNR ignores the fact that rehabilitation is a value-laden process. For example, it ignores that “every rehabilitation program presupposes conceptions of possible good lives for offenders and, associated with this, an understanding of the necessary internal and external conditions for living such lives” (Ward,
Second, values in the RNR model mainly serve to constrain undesired attempts to study or practice correctional rehabilitation. According to this criticism, values within the RNR model “seem to play a moderating role” in correctional rehabilitation (Ward et al., 2012, p. 105, emphasis added).

Thus, Ward and his colleagues proposed the GLM as a model that endorses a value-laden perspective of rehabilitation and considers the mediating role of values in the reintegration process (Ward et al., 2012). In brief, this is a comprehensive perspective that presupposes three types of values in offender rehabilitation: (1) prudential values (i.e., primary human goods), which represent the good for a person in the broadest sense; (2) ethical values, which represent the core standards of living and behaving in a particular community; and (3) epistemic (or cognitive) values, which represent the standards for conducting the best rehabilitative practice. In terms of this typology of values, advocates of the GLM criticize the RNR model for focusing on epistemic values and professional ethics while paying little attention to the prudential values that underlie delivery of service. Then, they argue that values in the GLM serve to identify therapeutic goals, and to direct the delivery of psychological needs and social resources that essential for offender prosocial reintegration.

Within the GLM’s literature, the debate on this issue is often demonstrated through the comparison between the GLM’s primary human goods and the RNR approach’s criminogenic needs. According to Ward and Maruna (2007), the primary human goods represent “objective” values because they are “motives that incline individuals to seek types of experiences and objects, outcomes that objectively result in greater physical health and well-being” (p. 77). In essence, these values also “reflect individuals’ judgments about what kind of activities and experiences are worth pursing in their lives and likely to meet their core and related interests”
According to this perspective, the values that underlie the RNR model’s criminogenic needs are “subjective” values because they reflect “normative judgments that such risk factors or predictors are needs” (Ward, 2002b, p. 525). That is, they represent ethical or epistemological values, but not prudential values.

Advocates of the RNR model agree that the criminogenic needs were not constructed to reflect objective prudential values (i.e., are not considered intrinsic benefits for offenders). According to Andrews and Bonta (2010a), the term “need” in the concept “criminogenic needs” is used for a “practical reason” (p. 28). Their practical expectation is that “if criminogenic need factors are reduced, the chances of criminal involvement will decrease” (p. 28). In fact, within the RNR model, criminogenic needs are not intrinsic benefits for offenders, but “simply predictors of future criminal conduct” that were identified on single-wave longitudinal studies (i.e., changes from intake to retest in these factors were linked with reoffending) (p. 28). In that sense, the goodness of criminogenic needs for offender rehabilitation resides in their empirical validity and human service orientation (i.e., their epistemic and ethical values).

More broadly than criminogenic needs, it seems that the RNR theoretical framework—that is, the psychology of criminal conduct (PCC) and the general personality and cognitive social learning model (GPCSLP)—pays little attention to prudential values. First, according to Andrews and Bonta (2010), the values “at the base of PCC” include the respect for human diversity (i.e., to individual differences) and human behavior complexity (i.e., to the multiple influences on behavior) (p. 5). In essence, this respect for diversity and complexity reflects epistemic and ethical values rather than prudential values. That is, these values in the PCC serve the “interests of all who are interested in the criminal behavior of individuals,” but not the offenders’ own core preferred primary goods or commitments (p. 6).
Second, the little attention to values can also be demonstrated by another core value of the PCC: the respect for personal autonomy. Notably, this value was added only in the recent version of the PCC (Andrews & Bonta, 2010). This inclusion reveals how advocates of the RNR model and the GLM differ in how they perceive the concept of personal autonomy. Whereas Ward and his colleagues perceive personal autonomy as a prudential value that guides personal choices, Andrews and Bonta perceive this concept as an ethical value that aims to protect offenders from the punitive nature of correctional systems.

In sum, the GLM expands the perspective on values in offender rehabilitation. The inclusion of the primary human goods along the rehabilitative process allows for a comprehensive evaluation of what offenders need and want in their way out of crime. That is, the GLM’s unique contribution resides in its consistent effort to understand and address offenders’ core values (human primary goods as prudential values). In addition, this approach fosters discussions about the priorities that each society chooses for this complex task. Accordingly, advocates of the GLM assume that such orientation persuade “individuals to reorient (and at times replace) their core values and the way these values are instantiated in their lifestyles” (Ward, 2013, p. xxii). That is, to motivate offenders toward choice behavior that will reduces their future offending and enhances their social reintegration.

However, the GLM’s theoretical framework seems to have major flaw. Its emphasis on prudential values seems to downplay the importance of epistemic values in the correctional systems. Such values are expected to restrain inappropriate applications of the GLM’s theoretical ideas. Essentially, Ward and his colleagues are well aware to this risk. Thus, Ward and Maruna (2007) stated that values in rehabilitation should prevent attempts to “subject individuals to empirically unsupported interventions” (p. 37). In addition, Day and Ward (2010)
remind us that the punitive nature the correctional systems tends to distort therapeutic practices that aims to promote offenders’ well-being. That is, within the correctional system, even forensic psychologists with good intentions are not immune from such undesired outcomes in treatment delivery.

Despite these self-warnings, the GLM’s theoretical framework does not require rigorous scientific examinations before applying its theoretical ideas (see the previous chapter). In this regard, as opposed to the RNR model, the development of the GLM has not followed knowledge from successful attempts to reduce reoffending. Thus, overall, the GLM is a model of offender rehabilitation without strong epistemic values. Inevitably, this fact lessens its potential contribution to the field of rehabilitation.

**Controversial Issue 3: The Role of Needs in Offender Rehabilitation**

The third controversial issue between the GLM and the RNR model involves the conceptualization of offender needs. In general, both models agree that the concept of offenders’ needs “indicates a lack or deficiency of some kind, a lack of valued good” (Ward & Stewart, 2003a, p. 128). However, the RNR model and GLM differ in their perspective of this “valued good.” While advocates of the GLM conceptualize some personal needs as internal drive to attain human goals, advocates of the RNR model conceptualize needs as personal deficits that are associated with criminal behavior.

According to advocates of the GLM, offenders’ needs motives them to attain what they perceive as their most important goals in life—their primary human goods. In essence, they take a “naturalistic and humanistic” perspective of needs that focuses on what offenders want for their optimal functioning (Ward & Maruna, 2007). Specifically, needs “are concerned with attainment of objective goods that sustain or enhance an individual’s life, their absence will harm
a person in some way or else increase the chances of harm occurring in the future” (Ward & Stewart, 2003a, p. 128). For these scholars, such understanding of offenders’ needs “stipulates that effective rehabilitation ultimately requires articulating a view of human well being” (p. 126).

According to the RNR perspective, needs are a practical concept. Thus, needs should be identified and classified according to their potential to be changed (stable or acute dynamic factors) and according to the relative impact of such change on offenders’ tendency to reoffend (criminogenic or noncriminogenic needs). Within the RNR model, such potential is determined by research that seek empirical understanding of criminal behavior. Thus, overall, advocates of the RNR model perceive the concept of needs as “treatment needs” for reducing offenders’ tendency to reoffend, rather than as “offender needs” for attaining his or her most valued goals (Ogloff & Davis, 2004).

By contrast, Ward and his colleagues suggest the GLM as a model that describe a better conceptualization of offender needs. First, they criticize the RNR model for endorsing an “inappropriate and misleading” perspective of needs (Ward & Stewart, 2003b, p. 220). Ward and Maruna (2007, p. 78), admittedly with a touch of hyperbole, depicted the RNR’s perspective as setting forth an “Orwellian redefinition of needs.” As an alternative, they offered the concept of primary human goods as a more adequate way to envision the needs relevant in offenders’ lives. Notably, within this reconceptualization of needs, Ward and his colleagues also redefine the RNR model’s concept of criminogenic needs. Within the GLM, they redefine such needs as any dynamic risk factors that signal the lack of internal and external conditions necessary to attain given primary human goods. For example, criminogenic needs signal the required skills, capabilities, opportunities, and supports that offender need for achieving primary goods in socially appropriate manner. Thus, overall, they assert that their perspective advances the field
of offender rehabilitation because it specifies the values that underlie the therapeutic process and because it provides a coherent explanation about the relationship between the various needs.

Advocates of the RNR model do not reject the potential contribution of this reconceptualization. In this regard, they accept the possibility that the inclusion of the primary human goods may lead to a redefinition of criminogenic needs. According to Bonta and Andrews (2003), “perhaps, basic human needs can account for a link to criminogenic needs and explain the inter-relationships among criminogenic needs” (p. 218). However, they consistently require that such reconceptualization of needs have to be operationalized and tested (Andrews et al., 2011; Bonta & Andrews, 2003; Wormith et al., 2012).

Controversial Issue 4: The Role of Risk in Offender Rehabilitation

As mentioned in the previous chapters, the GLM and RNR model agree that their ultimate goal is to reduce offenders’ future reoffending. However, advocates of these models disagree on the adequate perception of risk in correctional rehabilitation. Proponents of the GLM assert that risk is a multifaceted and contextualized concept. Thus, they view risk as a broad concept that encompasses both the offenders’ character and lifestyle and the social and cultural factors that generate the common perception of risk (e.g., degree of social exclusion, opportunities for pro-social lifestyle) (Ward & Maruna, 2007).

In this regard, Ward and his colleagues criticize the RNR model for adopting a narrow perspective of risk. According to their argument, the RNR model embraces an “individualistic or psychometric” perspective of risk that “is most concerned with the issues of offender management, and not with questions of value or character (unless the latter are viewed as measurable sources of antisocial behavior)” (p. 81). In other words, they argue that by viewing
risk as predictors of criminal behavior, the RNR model reduces this multifaceted concept to its empirical aspects.

Ward and Maruna (2007) assert that this narrow perspective of risk stems from the RNR model’s narrow perception of human being. That is, it reflects the perspective’s “core idea” that “individuals are basically a bundle or cluster of properties that are in principle observable and measurable” (p. 79). Thus, they argue that this concept of risk “creates the impression that offenders are intrinsically bearers of risk and that specific risk factors inhere or are embedded in them” (p. 81). In this regard, Ward and his colleagues often use the analogy “pin cushion model” of offender rehabilitation to describe the RNR’s approach to risk (e.g., Ward & Mann, 2004).

Advocates of the GLM suggest their model as a perspective of risk that also accounts for the psychological, social, situational, and cultural contexts of risk factors (Ward & Maruna, 2007). They argue that, for any potential risk factor, the GLM considers both actuarial measures (for indicating the potential magnitude of risk) and holistic clinical examinations (for revealing the development and maintenance of risk). Thus, they assert that the GLM provides a broader perspective of risk than the RNR model.

Once again, advocates of the RNR model respond to this criticism with their practical perspective of offender rehabilitation. First, Andrews et al. (2011) argue that establishing a psychometric perception of risk is a desired task for a model of offender rehabilitation. That is, “any model and clinical intervention should be based on structured assessments with reliable and valid instruments that have been designed with reference to the underlying theory and to the task at hand” (p. 746). In other words, they view the criticism that the RNR model takes a psychometric perspective of risk as a “compliment” for their model.
Second, advocates of the RNR model assert that their model considers both personal and contextual aspects of risk. According to Andrews and Bonta (2010), their perception of risk is broad because it is based on a comprehensive examination of variables from multiple disciplines. Specifically, they argue that the RNR model’s concept of risk was established on personal and contextual variables that were found “in biology, personality, attitude and belief, aptitudes and skills, learning history, family, peer relationships, broader social arrangements, and the immediate situation of action” (p. 13). However, within the RNR model, the relative attention to these variables is determined by their practical value—the demonstrated prediction of criminal behavior.

In sum, it seems that the GLM expands the theoretical definition of risk in offender rehabilitation. While proponents of the RNR model follow the evidence-based perception of risk, advocates of the GLM endorse a more holistic approach to this concept. Essentially, Ward and his colleagues reject the notion that empirical methods can encompass its multifaceted aspects of risk. That is, they claim that taken in isolation, the RNR’s evidence-based risk factors cannot explain the risk that individual offenders impose on the society. For the GLM advocates, a reliable understanding of such risk can only be achieved during a therapeutic process that considers these risk factors within the context of personal striving toward human primary goods.

**Controversial Issue 5: The Role of Contextual Factors in Offender Rehabilitation**

The fifth controversial issue between the GLM and the RNR model revolves around the adequate attention to contextual factors in offender rehabilitation. Advocates of the GLM criticize the RNR model for minimizing the role of personal situations and social network in its explanation of criminal behavior. They assert that a model of offender rehabilitation should actively build and strengthen environmental opportunities, resources, and support. Advocates of
the RNR model reject the criticism that their theoretical framework underemphasize contextual and ecological factors. They also argue, however, that correctional interventions should be aware to their limited capacity to change the social environment.

Specifically, Ward and his colleagues criticize the role of contextual factors in the RNR’s theoretical framework (Ward & Gannon, 2006; Ward & Maruna, 2007; Ward & Stewart, 2003). According to Ward and Maruna (2007), “the RNR model explicitly underplays the contextual nature of human behavior and seeks to build general principles that are applied without much consideration of the local circumstances and macro-economic forces impacting individual lives” (p. 82) (see also Ward et al., 2007b). In other words, they contend that the RNR model neglects the impact of ecological factors on offenders’ behavior. According to Casey et al. (2013), such attention is crucial in offender rehabilitation because “environmental factors have the potential to facilitate or impede the maintenance of treatment-related changes to dynamic risk factors” (p. 41). In essence, this criticism views the RNR model’s rehabilitative efforts as less realistic and relevant to offenders’ life and, therefore, less effective in facilitating reintegration into social environment.

Ward and his colleagues contend that the GLM is a model that gives more attention to contextual factors because its general assumption posits that any person depends on other people and social institutions in pursuing commitments and interests. Accordingly, they assert that this interdependency perspective on human being explains criminality because offenders’ social networks determine the opportunities that individuals can use to pursue their goals in life in a prosocial way.

Advocates of the RNR rejects the criticism that their model does not consider contextual factors. According to Andrews et al. (2011), the RNR’s theoretical framework “was explicitly
designed to reflect both personal risk factors and contextual or ecological factors” (p. 746).

Specifically, the GPCSLP represents behavioral and criminological theories that explain criminal behavior though the social contexts in which offenders are embedded (e.g., differential association theory, social learning theory, social bond theory, general strain theory). Moreover, the GPCSLP consists of an important assumption that human functioning is a result of continuous reciprocal interaction of personal and environment factors (Andres & Bonta, 2010).

For example, Andrews et al. (2011) assert that the RNR model’s criminogenic needs “include such external factors as family relationships, the influence of peers, and the work or educational environment in which the offender might spend a good part of the day” (p. 746).

Within the RNR model, the therapeutic process is expected to address these contextual issues by building “rewarding alternatives to procriminal ways of thinking, feeling, and acting,” and by enhancing “rewards and satisfactions for prosocial pursuits in the context of peers, family, school/work, and leisure/recreation” (p. 743). In addition, Andrews and Bonta (2010) assert that the RNR model considers ecological factors in its attention to relapse-prevention plans and aftercare services. Such practices are used with offenders in their natural environment to assist them in maintaining and enhancing the changes that occurred during the therapeutic process.

In addition, advocates of the RNR model oppose to the notion that a model of offender rehabilitation have to expend its services beyond the justice context. In brief, they assert that such practice entails an unwise and unrealistic goal for a model of offender rehabilitation. First, they argue that it is unwise to expand the power of justice by adding the task of attaining offenders’ optimal functioning. They argue that, despite the good intentions, the nature of correctional systems is the restriction of liberty and managing criminal sanctions, not fulfilling offenders’ good lives (Andrews et al., 2011). Thus, they prefer to leave this task to others in the
health, mental health, education, welfare, recreation, and psycho-recreation systems, and to ask them “to recognize crime prevention as a legitimate pursuit” (p. 750).

Second, advocates of the RNR model assert that the achievement of both the basic task of treatment and social reintegration is an unrealistic goal for correctional interventions. In this regard, Andrews et al. (2011) argue that evaluation studies have shown that it is difficult enough to conduct therapeutic processes that result in a reduction of offender recidivism. Therefore, they contend that broadening the focus of the rehabilitative process “to include the pursuit of excellence across the whole domain of human needs may be asking too much” (p. 750).

Relatedly, without demonstrating clear success in reducing recidivism, the allocation of social resources to solve offenders’ problems may undermine the legitimacy of correction rehabilitation. Without proven effectiveness, it is difficult to justify correctional interventions that equip offenders with opportunities and resources that non-offenders with similar environmental problem do not receive (Cullen & Jonson, 2012).

In sum, the GLM’s theoretical perspective expands the role of contextual factors in offender rehabilitation. While the RNR model focuses on these factors within the correctional system, the GLM also aims to address their larger sources in society. As will be presented in the next section, the challenge to using these theoretical ideas resides in their implementation within the criminal system justice. As Willis et al. (2012) observe, “we acknowledge that external constraints such as resourcing and legislative demands might present barriers to fully integrating a GLM approach” (p. 138).

**Controversial Issue 6: The Role of Personality in Offender Rehabilitation**

The sixth controversial issue revolves around the way that each model understands and approaches offenders’ personality. Advocates of the GLM argue that the RNR model presents a
static perception of human personality because it involves “little more than one’s dispositional
traits” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 84). They set forth the GLM as a broader theoretical
framework to understand antisocial personality. In this regard, they assert that the GLM explains
both the static and more dynamic aspects of human personality.

Specifically, advocates of the GLM follow McAdams’s (1994) three-level perspective on
human personality. The first level is trait (“the ‘having’ aspects of the self”) (Maruna, 2001, p.
87). According to Ward and Maruna (2007), individual’s traits are “characteristic ways of
behaving [that] are thought to have strong genetic component, tend to be shaped early in an
individual’s development, and are unlikely to change substantially over the life course” (p. 84).
The second level of personality is personal striving (“the ‘doing’ aspects”). This level expresses
the ongoing interaction between individuals’ personal goals and the actual achievement of these
goals (Maruna, 2001). According to Ward and Maruna (2007), this sense of the self is more
dynamic than traits because personal strivings “change over the life course in response to
changes in context and normative, social expectations” (p. 85).

McAdams’s third level of human personality is self-narratives (“the ‘making’ aspects”)
(Maruna, 2001, p. 87). Within the GLM, this is the most significant domain of personality.
Ward and Maruna (2007) assume that self-narratives are important because “modern adults
create an internalized life-story—or personal myth—in order to provide their lives with unity,
purpose and meaning” (p. 85). In that sense, personal identity is considered as “a lifelong project
that individuals continuously restructure in light of new experiences and information” (Maruna,
2001, p. 42). According to the GLM, ongoing criminality and desistance from crime exist in this
level of personality. Thus, changes in offenders’ antisocial behavior require a new personal story
about the self. As described in the previous chapter, advocates of the GLM assume that
offenders develop their new prosocial personal identity through a process of self-reflection that examines the priority they ascribe to primary human goods.

Thus, based on these three levels of human personality, advocates of the GLM criticize the RNR model for focusing on offenders’ traits and neglecting the role of personal striving and personal identity. They argue that this limited RNR model’s approach to personal change process decrease its capacity to guide changes in offenders’ antisocial lifestyle.

In response to this criticism, advocates of the RNR model assert that their explanation of human conduct is more sophisticated than the simplistic argument that traits control such behavior. They present their general definition of human personality as a “characteristic pattern of thinking, feeling and acting that may be evident among individuals within any particular social location that may be defined according age, gender, race, ethnicity or geographical area” (Andrews & Bonta, 1994, pp. 59-60; see also Andrews & Bonta, 2010). That is, they argue that the RNR model explains human personality as the product of dynamic relationships between cognitive, affective and behavioral factors.

Indeed, during its early development, the RNR model approached human personality with an emphasis the scientific evidence that supported the trait perspective of personality (Andrews & Bonta, 1994/1998; Andrews & Wormith, 1989). However, according to Andrews and Bonta (2010), the RNR’s theoretical framework also endorses the situational/psychological-processing perspective of personality. In essence, this perspective explains human behavior by “specifying under what situational conditions a trait was expressed” (p. 197). Thus, they argue that, within the RNR model, the way in which individuals perceive and respond to situations vary from relatively stable to more dynamic interactions (e.g., McGuire, 2004).
Specifically, this approach aims to understand human personality though the elements of the situation of action, and how the individual (with particular traits) interprets this situation (i.e., the cognitive and social-emotional processes that he or she use in the situation). For example, Andrews and Bonta (2010) cite Walter Mischel’s integrative theory. This theory posits that cognitive-affective processing—such as encoding, affect, expectancies, and self-regulatory planning—act as potential “mediators between personality traits and the situation” (p. 197). In addition, they mention John Mayer’s ideas about human personality. According to this perspective, personality consists of systems frameworks such as “motives, emotions…memory, intelligence, social attachments, and attitude and expectation” (p. 198).

In sum, both the GLM and the RNR model view personality as involving stable personality traits and cognitive processes. However, the GLM presents a broader theoretical perspective to explain changes in antisocial personality. First, while the RNR model explains the development of personality through interactions that reoccur in the immediate situation of action (i.e., traits-situation interactions), the GLM also explains this development as a continuing effort toward the attainment of primary human goods (i.e., personal striving). Second, while the RNR model explains changes in offenders’ reactions through the balance in the perceived reward-cost contingencies, the GLM also explains such reactions through the experiences and information processing that structures the way offenders perceive their life (i.e., also through changes in individuals’ self-identity).

**Controversial Issue 7: The Role of Human Agency in Offender Rehabilitation**

This controversial issue revolves around the adequate attention to human agency in offender rehabilitation. In this regard, Ward and his colleagues criticized the RNR model for taking “restricted and passive view of human nature” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 22). They
argue that the RNR model’s overemphasis of radical behaviorism creates a view of persons as a “passive recipient of behavioral contingencies” (Ward et al., 2012, p. 101). That is, the RNR model explains human behavior only in terms of internal and external pressures that bring behavior in alignment with a social accepted standard of conduct. According to Ward and Marshall (2007), assert that this “narrow notion of human nature and ignores the fact that as evolved, biologically embodied organisms, humans naturally seek and require certain goods to live fulfilling and personally satisfying lives” (p. 283).

Thus, advocates of the GLM contend that their model offers a broader theoretical perspective of human nature. They assert that, within the GLM, “people are embodies and embedded beings” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 281). In other words, human behavior is a function not only of reinforcement but also the product of innate desire to fulfill basic human goals that “intrinsically beneficial” for them (Ward et al., 2012, p. 95). Relatedly, Ward and Maruna (2007) assert that these basic humans goods—the GLM’s primary human goods—also expand the potential rewards that are typically sought by individuals. That is, the GLM provides offenders with rewards that not only keep them within the standard of conduct (e.g., away from criminality) but also serve as independent personal incentives to live a prosocial fulfilling life (e.g., the reward of increasing their sense of autonomy and success) (Yates et al., 2012).

Advocates of the RNR model view this controversy issue from their practical point of view. Essentially, as Ward and Maruna (2007) mentioned, the RNR model “does not preclude primary human goods and human needs” (p. 88). Moreover, according to Andrews et al. (2011), they “appreciate that human beings seek goods in pursuit of personal well-being” (p. 745). However, proponents of the RNR model argue that there is no scientific evidence that the psychological functioning of human beings is determined by the fulfillment of inner needs.
Rather, they follow the evidence that supports the impact of behavioral contingencies on human psychological functioning. Thus, they conclude that “in practice, in the clinical situation, the social learning principles are the stronger elements of effective services” (p. 745).

In sum, while the GLM embraces a broader theoretical perspective of human nature and behavior, the RNR model adheres to the evidence-based aspects of behavioral change. In essence, this reflects a general pattern of the RNR-GLM debate. As presented in the previous theoretical controversial issues, Ward and his colleagues have consistently criticized the RNR model for endorsing a limited perspective of offender rehabilitation. In turn, they offered the GLM as a comprehensive model of offender rehabilitation—a model that uses both evidence-based and holistic perspectives when undertaking the complex task of reducing offender reoffending. In response, advocates of the RNR model did not dismiss these theoretical perspectives as a potential enhancement to their model. This openness to the GLM’s ideas is due to the current lack of scientific studies that have evaluated whether, in fact, they have incremental value for improving offender rehabilitation. In this regard, these scholars consistently insist that these theoretical ideas must be operationalized, tested, and shown to impact recidivism before they can be integrated within the RNR model.

Thus, overall, it seems that the GLM fulfills its promise to provide a broad theoretical framework that encompasses the RNR model’s evidence-based perspectives and intends “to augment and enhance intervention delivered within the framework of the Risk/Need/Responsivity Model” (Yates et al., 2010, p. ix). The next section will examine how this promise is operated within the RNR’s correctional framework. That is, the section will discuss the pattern of the RNR-GLM debates within a common correctional framework.
THE CORRECTIONAL FRAMEWORK OF THE RNR-GLM DEBATE

Advocates of both the GLM and the RNR model agree that the models are compatible approaches to correction rehabilitation. Ward and Maruna (2007, p. 142) argue, for example, that the GLM is “a complementary theory” to the RNR model because it is “able to incorporate the principles of the Risk-Need Model while expending on them” (see also Whitehead et al., 2007, p. 596). Thus, according to the GLM, “applying treatment on the basis of the GLM can be effectively implemented in conjunction with” the RNR model approach (Marshall et al., 2011, p. 20). However, within the GLM’s literature, it is unclear if advocates of the GLM consider the integration of only the major RNR model’s principles (i.e., the three risk-need-responsivity principles) or the entire principles that comprise the RNR model (e.g., Ward & Maruna, 2007; Willis et al., 2014). Similarly, advocates of the RNR model support the notion of compatible models and assert that some of the “alleged differences between RNR and GLM are illusory” and “mostly semantic” (Wormith et al., 2012, p. 112). In this regard, they assert that the “RNR already subsumes many of the features of GLM” (Andrews et al., 2011, p. 737).

This section examines the above statements within the RNR perspective’s correctional framework. Specifically, this section uses the RNR model’s correctional domains to examine whether the GLM and RNR model are incompatible or compatible approaches to offender treatment. These domains include the RNR’s model’s core principles, key clinical issues, and organizational principles. Within each domain, this section discusses the agreed and controversial correctional issues for each of the RNR paradigm’s principles in these domains. The goal of this section is to provide a better view on the correctional boundaries of each model, as well as to examine their potential integration. In this regard, Table 4.2 summarizes the correctional framework of the RNR-GLM debate. This table shows the potential agreements (the
Table 4.2 The Correctional Framework of the RNR-GLM Debate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adherence to the RNR’s correctional principles</th>
<th>Potential agreements within the RNR-GLM debate</th>
<th>Potential disagreements within the RNR-GLM debate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adherence to the psychological perspective of criminal conduct.</td>
<td>Correctional intervention should follow a social psychology perspective of crime.</td>
<td>Correctional interventions should also follow the perspectives of the humanistic and positive psychology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adherence to the provision of human services.</td>
<td>Correctional intervention should provide human services.</td>
<td>None.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adherence to the risk principle.</td>
<td>The intensity of correctional services should be matched to offenders’ level of risk.</td>
<td>RNR model: The GLM’s holistic approach to risk may lead to different characteristics of low-, medium, and high-risk offenders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adherence to the need principle.</td>
<td>“Criminogenic needs” (empirically validated dynamic risk factors) are important intermediate targets.</td>
<td>RNR model: The GLM’s dynamic perception of risk may lead to intensity of services that varies too often.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RNR model: The GLM may provide too much service to low risk offenders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GLM: the “Criminogenic needs” should not be targeted predominantly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GLM: Correctional interventions should examine the relative importance of each dynamic factor within the particular therapeutic context.

- Adherence to the general responsivity principle.
  - Behavioral and cognitive behavioral treatment modalities demonstrated success in correctional settings.
  - Cognitive-behavioral and social learning strategies demonstrated success in correctional settings.

- GLM: The content of correctional intervention should consists of more cognitive strategies than behavioral strategies.

- GLM: Correctional intervention should focus more on offenders’ strengths than on offenders’ deficits.

- GLM: Correctional intervention should use self-reflection as their major therapeutic strategy (promotes the attainment of human primary goods).

- Adherence to the specific responsivity principle.
  - Correctional interventions should conduct a collaborative and transparent therapeutic process.
  - The content of the therapeutic intervention should not be unstructured or overly structured.

- GLM: Correctional interventions should collaborate with offenders in a way that express their human agency and autonomy.

- GLM: Correctional interventions should use treatment guides over treatment manuals.

- Adherence to the breadth (or multimodal) principle.
  - High risk offenders need multimodal interventions.

- GLM: It is a mistake to determine a strict ratio between criminogenic and noncriminogenic needs.

- Adherence to the strength principle.
  - Offenders’ strengths are important factors of the therapeutic process.

- GLM: Offenders’ strengths are independent factors for behavioral change, not only factors that facilitate change.
middle column) and disagreements (the left column) within the RNR-GLM debate for each RNR model’s principle.

| Adherence to the structured assessment principle. | Correctional intervention should use structured assessment instruments. |
| Adherence to the professional discretion principle. | Deviation from the RNR’s principles is an inevitable practice. |
| Adherence to the community-based principle. | Correctional interventions are more effective in community settings than in institutional settings. |
| Offenders’ natural environment is an important aspect of any rehabilitative process. |
| Adherence to the core correctional staff practice. | Therapists in correctional interventions should have the skills for developing and establishing good therapeutic relationship with offenders. |
| Correctional interventions should employ organizational aspects, including quality assurance mechanism. |
| Adherence to the management principle. | GLM: The assessments of primary and secondary goods should not be limited to structured empirically validated assessment instruments. |
| GLM: Correctional interventions should use clinical discretion to integrate assessment and treatment rather than estimations of actuarial-based assessment instruments. |
| GLM: Correctional interventions should not limit the therapists’ “very specific reasons” to deviate from the RNR’s principles. |
| None. |
| RNR model: Correctional interventions should structure the therapists’ collaborative process with offenders. |
| RNR model: Quality assurance mechanism requires a structured supervision on therapists’ clinical discretion. |
Note that this section does not include the RNR approach’s overarching principles domain (the principles of respect for the person and the normative context, psychological theory, and general enhancement of crime prevention services). That is because most of the relevant issues in this domain were already discussed in the previous section. Nevertheless, to complete the overarching correctional perspective of the RNR-GLM debate, this section begins with a discussion about the role of psychological theories within the debate.

**The Psychological Theories within the RNR-GLM Debate.** Both the GLM and RNR model adopt a psychological perspective of criminal behavior. In general, theories that explain human behavior suggest individual variables and behavioral strategies that have a potential to modify criminality. In that sense, the two models differ from mainstream criminology that embraces a more sociological perspective on crime. However, within their psychological perspective, the GLM and RNR model hold different approach to offender rehabilitation.

First, while advocates of the RNR model concentrate on social psychology, advocates of the GLM also consider the humanistic psychology (focus on capabilities and potentialities for positive experience) and positive psychology (focus on optimal human functioning). Second, within their social psychology perspective on human behavior, each model focuses on a different theory of human behavior.

In general, the social psychology perspective on human behavior is “the scientific study of how we feel about, think about, and behave toward the people around us and how our feelings, thoughts, and behaviors are influenced by those people” (Stangor, 2012, p. 10). Within this context, whereas advocates of the RNR model adopt a *cognitive social learning perspective*, advocates of the GLM endorse a *social cognitive perspective*.
The RNR’s theoretical framework assumes that the ongoing person-environment interactions determine the person’s psychological functioning. According to this assumption, the main source of behavioral learning involves the observation others. Thus, the RNR’s cognitive social learning perspective of human behavior integrates operant conditioning (reward-cost contingencies) and the impact of cognitive events on the person (“a crucial mediators of action”) (McGuire, 2004, p. 53).

By contrast, the GLM’s theoretical framework focuses on cognitive explanations of human behavior—the mental activity that relates to social activities (i.e., social cognitive explanations). In essence, advocates of this model assume that psychological functioning is determined through “cognitive, vicarious, self-regulatory, and self-reflective processes.” That is, they assume that the main source of behavioral change consists of internal personal factors. Thus, they use the humanistic and positive psychology to provide alternative theoretical explanations to behavior (alternatives to explanations that focus on the impact of behavioral contingencies). Overall, then, the GLM explains behavior also through the peoples’ intrinsic motivation that pushes their behavior toward what is perceived as the most important goals in life.

According to Andrews et al. (2011), practical reasons lead the RNR model to focus on the social learning perspective over the social cognitive perspective. Simply, empirical studies suggest that this psychological approach to offender rehabilitation is an appropriate way to provide effective correctional services. In this regard, they argue that neither the elements of the social cognitive approach nor the operationalization of the humanistic and positive psychology gain the necessary empirical support for guiding therapeutic strategies with offenders.
Despite the clear empirical evidence, advocates of the GLM continue to follow the humanistic theories’ approach. In general, they argue that the importance of the problem is more important than the quality of methodology. That is, “the justifications for rehabilitation are essentially moral arguments about what society ought to do in relation to offenders, and arguments about what we ought to do cannot simply derived from evidence about what we can do” (Raynor & Robinson, 2009, p. 17). In other words, they assert that changes in criminality can be explained through various cognitive processes, and the development of these processes within the field of correctional rehabilitation should not be blocked by a rigid evidence-based approach.

Domain 1: The RNR-GLM Debate and the RNR’s Core Principles

The Provision of Human Service within the RNR-GLM Debate. As models of rehabilitation, both the GLM and RNR model highly support the provision of human service to offenders. In essence, these models direct correctional interventions to respond to criminality by offering rewarding prosocial alternatives rather than by inflicting punitive sanctions. Essentially, this approach in corrections has theoretical reasons as well as very strong empirical support (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a; Lipsey & Cullen, 2007).

The Adherence to the Risk Principle within the RNR-GLM Debate. Within the RNR’s correctional framework, the risk principle is the link between offenders’ level of risk and effective correctional treatment. According to this principle, correctional interventions should match the intensity of human service with offenders’ level of risk (i.e., with the categorical chance that a person will reoffend). In practice, medium-risk and high risk offenders should receive more rehabilitative services than low risk offenders (see Chapter 2). This approach reflects a correctional policy to allocate resource to those who need it most (i.e., more risk means
more problems to address). In addition, the risk principle reflects the need to protect low-risk offenders from the negative influence of dangerous offenders who tend to participate in intensive interventions. Essentially, both the theoretical and empirical research lends support to the risk principle (Andrews, 2011; Lipsey, 2014).

Advocates of the GLM endorse this general notion of the risk principle (Ward & Maruna, 2007; Willis et al., 2012). However, within the RNR-GLM debate, each model may apply the risk principle in a different way. First, interventions that follow the two models may not agree upon the factors that constitute the labels low-risk, moderate-risk, or high-risk offender. That is, while the RNR model explains risk through offenders’ criminogenic needs (i.e., higher risk means more problems in the criminogenic domains), the GLM argues that the symmetric relationship between criminogenic needs and offenders’ risk does not reflect the complexity of this concept (Ward & Maruna, 2007). As mentioned in the previous section, GLM-consistent interventions are expected to examine risk also in accordance with the person’s attainment of primary human goods.

Second, interventions that follow the two models may not agree about the stability of offenders’ risk to reoffend. The RNR model views risk as a relatively stable concept and therefore suggests that interventions should conduct only periodic reassessments on offenders (e.g., before and after the treatment program). The GLM views risk as a more dynamic concept and therefore requires that treatment staff to conduct an ongoing reassessments of risk. In practice, this differential use of assessment means that while the intensity of services in RNR-based interventions will tend to be stable, the intensity of services in GLM-consistent interventions may be more dynamic. For example, therapists that follow the GLM may change the intensity of treatment based on new information about offender’s overall risk. Thus, within
the RNR-GLM debate, the risk principle may be applied in more flexible manner than in the
RNR model.

Third, interventions that follow the two models may not agree about the intensity of
services that low-risk offenders should receive. As discussed above, RNR model argues that
correctional interventions should allocate “minimal or even no” therapeutic resources to
offenders with low potential to reoffend (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 48). That is, advocates of
this model support correctional assistance that will improve the reintegration process of low risk
offenders without increasing their tendency to reoffend. By contrast, the GLM endorses
different perspective on correctional intervention for low offenders. This model advises staff to
provide therapeutic resources according to the potential “benefit” that these will bring to
offenders (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 99). In other words, advocates of the GLM support the
provision of services to low risk offenders as long as they promote the attainment of offenders’
primary goods in socially accepted way. Thus, overall, GLM-consistent interventions may
determine the intensity of services by integrating offenders’ level of risk (high, moderate, or low)
and psychological needs (e.g., activities that enhance their psychological functioning). Within
the RNR-GLM debate, such practice means a potential distortion of the RNR model’s risk
principle.

*The Adherence to the Need Principle within the RNR-GLM Debate.* The need principle
asserts that during treatment, correctional interventions should target for change dynamic factors.
In essence, this principle distinguishes between two categories of dynamic risk factors. One
category consists of dynamic factors that, when changed, reduced offenders’ tendency to
reoffend. These are called “criminogenic needs.” The second category consists of dynamic
factors that, when changed, are unlikely to reduce offenders’ future criminality. These are called
“noncriminogenic needs.” Within the RNR model, the risk principle directs correctional interventions to target criminogenic needs “predominantly” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 46).

According to the RNR model, criminogenic needs are necessary intermediate targets that correctional interventions seek to change, with the ultimate goal of offender rehabilitation—that is, the reduction of offenders’ tendency to reoffend. As described in Chapter 2, this model identifies seven general criminogenic needs. Essentially, advocates of the RNR model use both criminological theories and empirical research to establish the causal importance of these criminogenic needs. Notably, the predictive validity of the seven criminogenic needs in the field of corrections is now supported by meta-analyses (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a).

Advocates of the GLM appreciate the role of the RNR model’s criminogenic needs in the rehabilitative process (Ward & Stewart, 2003). They also accept the empirical distinction between criminogenic and noncriminogenic needs (Ward & Maruna, 2007). However, as discussed in the previous section, the GLM and RNR model differ in how they view the role of needs in offender rehabilitation. Accordingly, they differ in how they apply the need principle in correctional rehabilitation.

Specifically, Ward and Maruna (2007) argue that the distinction between criminogenic and noncriminogenic “makes less sense” during the therapeutic process and “might even be impossible in some cases” (p. 102). They explain that “targeting non-criminogenic needs may be a necessary precondition for being able to effectively target and reduce criminogenic needs” (p. 41). In other words, noncriminogenic needs should not be considered discretionary targets in offender rehabilitation. Rather, they should play an essential role of any therapeutic process that aim to rehabilitate offenders.
Relatedly, within the GLM, the clinical significance of each dynamic factor determines its label as a relevant risk factor. That is, according to Ward and his colleagues, the distinction between criminogenic and noncriminogenic needs should not be a priory. They argue that correctional interventions should determine the relevance criminogenic needs only within the clinical context of the each individual. In practice, such clinical significance is concluded by therapists that aim to build a strong therapeutic alliance with offenders and increase offenders’ motivation to change their lifestyle.

Thus, within the RNR-GLM debate, the GLM does not guide correctional interventions to target the RNR model’s criminogenic needs predominantly. GLM-consistent interventions may address the RNR model’s criminogenic needs only as a (important) part of their overall strategy to assist offenders to achieve their primary human goods in a prosocial way (i.e., the GLM’s dual aims). However, advocates of the RNR approach insist that criminogenic needs should play the primary role in correctional interventions. They explain this position by citing practical reasons (Andrews et al., 2011). First, there is no clear evidence that the GLM’s approach to criminogenic/noncriminogenic needs results in reduction of future reoffending. Second, they argue that “targeting criminogenic needs is the more direct and less risky approach to reducing criminal behavior rather than by enhancing human goods” (p. 740). Third, they assert that success in targeting of the areas covered by the RNR’s criminogenic needs “leads to personal fulfillment” and thus improve offenders’ life (p. 743).

*The Adherence to the General Responsivity Principle within the RNR-GLM Debate.*

The responsivity principle aims to guide correctional interventions toward the most effective treatment strategies to achieve prosocial change. In this regard, the RNR model distinguishes
between the general responsivity of offenders to different styles and modes of service and their specific responsivity to the delivery of particular services.

The RNR model’s general responsivity principle advises those providing correctional interventions about the best way to modify offenders’ criminogenic needs (i.e., to achieve the interventions’ intermediate goals). As mentioned above, advocates of the RNR model rely on their cognitive social learning perspective on human behavior to explain behavioral change among offenders. In this regard, they argue that the empirical literature on offender rehabilitation consistently shows that behavioral and cognitive-behavioral programs are more successful than other treatment approaches (Ogloff & Davis, 2004). Thus, the RNR model guides correctional interventions to focus on cognitive-behavioral and cognitive social leaning strategies (e.g., modeling, role-playing, graduate practice, external and internal reinforcement, skill building, and cognitive restructuring).

Essentially, the underlying assumptions of the GLM provide a different guidance to achieve prosocial behavioral change. As opposed to the RNR-based interventions, GLM-consistent interventions do not build around changing offenders’ criminogenic needs. Rather, Ward and his colleagues adopt a theoretical approach that explain criminality through the attainment of primary human goods. As discussed in Chapter 3, they assume that correctional interventions have the potential to reduce future criminality when they enable offenders to secure primary human goods in prosocial ways. In practice, GLM-consistent interventions thus focus on person-centered strategies such as empathic understanding, skill building, strengths building, self-reflection, self-regulation, and unconditional positive regard (i.e., to “value a person no matter what they do, say, think, and feel”) (Van Voorhis & Salisbury, 2014, p. 95).
Theoretically, these modalities are drawn from humanistic and positive psychology approaches in conjunction with the social-cognitive perspective of human behavior.

In essence, due to their focus on person-centered strategies, advocates of the GLM tend to present the RNR model’s responsivity principle in terms of specific responsivity. For example, Ward and Maruna (2007), explain that “the intent of the responsivity principle is to ensure that therapeutic and other style of correctional intervention are implemented in a way that is likely to make sense to offenders and thus enable them to absorb the program content and make the changes necessary in their life to desist from further offending” (p. 22; see also Willis et al., 2014; Yates et al., 2010). That is, they emphasis the need to tailor the therapeutic process for each offender but pay only little attention to the empirical evidence that supports the general treatment modality. By doing so, they ignore the evidence that client-centered therapy “and other unstructured approaches are contra-indicated with criminal populations” (Ogloff & Davis, 2004, p. 234; see also Van Voorhis & Salisbury, 2014).

The GLM’s approach to the general responsivity principle can also be demonstrated by its application of the cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). Advocates of the GLM encourage correctional interventions to apply “empirically supported interventions such as CBT” (Willis et al., 2012, p. 126; see also Ward & Stewart, 2003; Willis et al., 2014). However, the GLM’s therapeutic approach may lead correctional intervention to deliver a therapy that is predominantly cognitive. In essence, such practice may lead the GLM-consistent interventions to deliver less structured CBT than delivered by RNR-based interventions. For example, Marshall et al. (2011) observe that “most sexual offender programs” that were described as CBT, did not employ behavioral techniques “and when they are present, they do not seem to be systematically or extensively used” (pp. 77-78).
Thus, it seems that the GLM’s overreliance on cognitive strategies (over behavioral strategies) creates its own version of CBT. Within the RNR-GLM debate, it means that GLM-consistent interventions may not apply the same CBT that research has demonstrated empirically is successful in reducing recidivism in the correctional system. Moreover, the GLM’s version to CBT may explain the past difficulties of such interventions to reduce recidivism.

As the following principles show, the issue of structured versus semi-structured delivery of treatment remains a permanent controversy within the RNR-GLM debate. Advocates of the RNR model constantly try to bolster the structure of service delivery in correctional rehabilitation (therapeutic content, offender assessments, and organizational aspects). Advocates of the GLM take a different approach to service delivery. From the GLM’s perspective, highly structured practice means less attention to what offenders want and need in their rehabilitation process. Thus, overall, the application of the general responsivity principle remains a controversial issue. It seems that a common ground might be found when, during an intervention, advocates of the GLM choose to integrate a systematic use of behavioral techniques that aim to change offenders’ antisocial behavior.

**The Specific Responsivity Principle within the RNR-GLM Debate.** In general, specific responsivity is a multifaceted construct that considers the impact of offenders, therapists, program characteristics, and the interactions among them on the effectiveness of correctional interventions (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a; Gendreau, 1996; Ward & Maruna, 2007; Wormith et al., 2012). Within the RNR model, this is the principle that guides correctional interventions in how to take into account in service delivery factors such as offenders’ amenability or level of motivation to engage in treatment, bio-demographics profiles (e.g., age, gender, race, and
Within the evidence-based literature, “the effects of specific responsivity on treatment outcomes remain relatively unexplored” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 94; see also Andrews & Bonta, 2010a). In practice, this means that the extant literature can provide only limited guidance to correctional interventions in how best to apply this principle. For that reason, Andrews (2011) concludes that the specific responsivity principle is considered “a weakness in the RNR approach” (p. 13). Essentially, within the RNR-GLM debate, the under-developed empirical status of this principle opens up the door for the GLM to suggest creative ways to apply the style and mode of service to each offender. Indeed, as described in the previous section, advocates of the GLM suggest theoretical explanations that have a potential to expand the RNR model’s perspective on issues such as offender motivation, values, offender needs, contextual factors, and offender personality.

In general, both the GLM and RNR model propose that interventions should implement treatment strategies that are “carefully matched to the preferred learning styles of the treatment recipient” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 72). Moreover, both models accept that correctional therapy should be “tailored to each offender…while still being administered in a systematic and structured way” (Ward & Mann, 2004, p. 612). Despite these agreements, the models differ in the way they apply the specific responsivity principle. Within the RNR-GLM debate, the controversy includes two interrelated issues: the adequate level of collaboration in therapeutic process (an issue of therapeutic relationship between offender and service deliverer), and the appropriate degree of programs’ manualization (an issue of structured services). These issues are discussed in more detail below.
The first controversial issue is how much therapists’ collaboration with offenders is required to result in maximum specific responsiveness. In this regard, advocates of the GLM emphasize the importance of staff collaborating or consulting with offenders during the entire rehabilitative process (see the GLM’ general assumption 7 and correctional principle 10 in Chapter 3). Thus, therapists delivering GLM-consistent interventions are expected to seek to work closely with and seek input from each offender during the assessment process, making an intervention plan, deciding on intervention content, and developing the final good life plan. Such interventions should pay close attention to what offenders want during this process. In practice, it also means that therapists should conduct a completely transparent therapeutic process. That is, offenders should always understand how every aspect of program delivery can “directly benefit them in terms of goods that they value” (Ward & Mann, 2004, p. 606; see also Ward, Mann, & Gannon, 2007).

Similarly, the RNR model considers the issue of collaboration with offenders as an important aspect of correctional interventions. In this regard, Andrews and Bonta (2010a) include this practice as one of the skills that therapists must acquire (see the RNR’s 14 principle—Core Correctional Staff Practice). That is, they accept the possibility that collaborative treatment planning may enhance the motivation of offenders or assist the intervention in establishing effective treatment goals (Andrews et al., 2011).

Thus, within the RNR-GLM debate, the two models agree upon collaborative and transparent practice. However, potential disagreement may occur in the application of these norms. In this regard, advocates of the GLM perceive the goal of collaboration as something more powerful than a strategy for engaging offender in the therapeutic process. That is, they view collaboration also as a way to ensure that correctional interventions are committed to
ensuring offenders’ agency and autonomy. Within the RNR-GLM debate, such commitment may have practical implications. For example, GLM-consistent interventions may deviate or ignore a particular aspect of evidence-based practice because the offender is resistant to this experience. In contrast, RNR-based interventions oppose making such adjustment based on what offenders want in their rehabilitative process. That is, within the RNR model, offenders’ treatment preferences have a limited ability to veto the use of the empirically support elements of treatment.

The second controversial issue around the specific responsivity principle is the appropriate degree of programs’ manualization—or the extent to which a manual directs therapists on the specific dosage, strategy, techniques, and outcomes of administering the particular treatment. Essentially, the degree of programs’ manualization determines the interventions’ level of structure. Advocates of the GLM argue that the RNR’s embrace of manualization “often results in a mechanistic, one-size-fits-all approach to treatment” (Ward & Mann, 2004, p. 601; see also Ward, 2000a; Ward & Maruna, 2007). According to this criticism, the RNR’s approach to treatment is a mistake because it “fails to take critical individual needs and values into account” (Ward & Maruna, 2007, p. 103). That is, it “tends to downplay the role of context and relationship variables (e.g., therapeutic alliance or therapists’ attitudes to offenders) in favor of a one-size-fits all approach (e.g., use of manuals)” (Ward & Gannon, 2006, p. 79). In this regard, Ward (2002a) argue that such practice results in therapeutic content that suffers from “irrelevance and meaninglessness” when applied to the life of offenders (p. 525). Thus, Ward et al. (2012) conclude that the RNR model is problematic because it has “led to overly structured interventions that allow for little clinical service in practice” (p. 103).
Advocates of the RNR model partly agree with the above criticism. They are aware that following its development, the RNR model has at times been implemented in a mechanistic way. According to Andrews et al. (2011), correctional agencies that implemented the RNR model on a large scale tended to “overmanualizing their training of service providers and the delivery of their intervention” (p. 747). They explain this problematic practice through agencies’ “zeal to maintain program integrity” and, in particular, their effort “to adhere to the need principle” (p. 747). Moreover, Polaschek (2012) concludes that correctional agencies in countries such as the United Kingdom, Canada, and New Zealand translated the RNR model into one version of RNR-based intervention: “structured, cognitive-behavioural closed-group based treatment programmes” (p. 11; see also Porporino, 2010).

Within the RNR-GLM debate, this reality raised the question of the appropriate balance between structured and highly structured delivery of therapeutic content. In practice, this controversy reflects different perspectives of the degrees of manualization in correctional rehabilitation. Importantly, advocates of the RNR model and the GLM agree that any extreme degree of manualization is not a desired practice in their interventions. First, both models reject the notion of not providing therapists with any guidance (i.e., no directions of how the intervention should change offenders’ criminality). In this regard, Ward and Mann (2004) conclude that such “unstructured treatment programs have been found to have no impact on recidivism rates and, therefore, presumably, are not sufficiently targeting offense-relevant areas of pathology” (p. 609). Second, both models reject the notion of generic programs that provide services without considering the individual differences. According to Andrews et al. (2011), such consideration is relevant “even among those who may exist at the same level of risk and share the same need” (pp. 746-747).
Thus, in practice, the RNR-GLM debate revolves around the mid points of programs manualization—that is, whether correctional interventions should adhere rigidly to treatment manuals (highly structured delivery of service) or avoid manuals in favor of less detailed or prescriptive “treatment guides” (structured delivery of service). In this regard, advocates of the RNR model prefer the use of treatment manuals because they address the types of problems that many offenders experience and verify the delivery of empirically supported services. In addition, such advocates argue that this highly structured method to service delivery enhances the integrity of program delivery (Andrews, 2011; Andrews & Bonta, 2010a; Gendreau et al., 2004). That is, “the goal of such manuals is to ensure that each group will address the same issues, in the same order, and follow the same approach” (e.g., the program uses “a set of fixed specific treatment targets” with “a specified procedure for each of these targets” along “a fixed number of treatment sessions for the program”) (Marshall et al., 2011, pp. 50-51). Essentially, they assert that such stability in service delivery is an important feature in the correctional interventions because the pressing daily problems tend to push their focus of treatment “away from long-term behavior change” (e.g., away from the task of changing offenders’ criminogenic needs) (Mann, 2009, p. 122).

In general, advocates of the GLM perceive the notion of manual-based programs as a problematic aspect of interventions that aim to rehabilitate offenders. Specifically, Ward and Maruna (2007) lament that such programs “tend to have built into them generic conceptions concerning what kinds of goods or goals should be achieved rather than taking into account individual offenders’ capabilities, preferences and likely living circumstances” (p. 103). In this regard, Ward (2002a) argue that manual-based programs “fail to consider the appropriate form of life for a given individual” (i.e., they provide “prepackaged lives”) (pp. 525-526). Thus,
according to Ward and Mann (2004), highly structured programs “may not be consistent with the
GLM’s emphasis on person-centered values” (p. 609).

Thus, Ward and his colleagues criticize the RNR model’s tendency to rely on treatment
manuals. They argue that this practice of treatment manuals represents the major problematic
aspect of the RNR model: the focus on the success of treatment programs rather on the success
of individual offenders. Accordingly, they propose that interventions should approach
correctional rehabilitation “from the perspective of the individual offender (stressing autonomy
and empathic concern) rather than of maximizing outcome for the benefit of the community”

According to Ward and his colleagues, the solution to this problem is for correctional
interventions to use treatment guides. They assert that treatment guides are less structured than
program manuals and therefore are more suitable to providing the flexibility that therapists need
to tailor therapeutic content to offenders’ needs (Willis et al., 2012; Marshall et al., 2011;
Polaschek, 2012). In practice, GLM would advice staff to assess the relevant therapeutic aspects
for each offender and then, in deciding what intervention to use, to consult and select
information from a pool of treatment guides relevant to a given offender’s specific needs.

Another aspect of this solution to overly structured, non-individualized, treatment is to
run open-ended (rolling) groups. That is, advocates of the GLM also recommend treatment
programs in which participates can be added over time and receive services according to their
progress. According to Marshall et al. (2011), this flexible frame of service delivery “allows the
therapists to pay attention to the responsivity principle” (p. 56). Specifically, in open-ended
groups, therapists can tailor the therapeutic assignments to the unique characteristics or learning
style of each offender (Ward & Mann, 2004).
Finally, Mann (2009) has attempted to detail the key elements of an effective treatment manual and has derived six features. First, a manual should focus on goals; it “sets out, and justifies, the targets of a particular intervention and by omission (or explicitly) clarifies what targets are inappropriate” (p. 126). In this regard, it should “explain aims as well as procedures” and be arranged in a way that “the modules that each offender needs to attend could be selected easily rather than applying inefficiently the entire set of options to every offender” (p. 126).

Second, a good manual should “specify the desired interpersonal and group processes for the intervention, and to suggest the techniques for achieving these aspects of treatment” (p. 127). In addition, it should specify the promising “targets and methods that are best employed to achieve those goals” (p. 127).

Third, a good treatment manual should be “preceded by comprehensive assessment” and should present “treatment strategies in terms of the need or risk they address” (p. 127). In that sense, a manual should be considered as “a menu” for treatment providers that “can choose to employ some treatment strategies from the menu and follow the manualized instructions for those strategies, but need not apply the full range of possible treatment techniques” (p. 127).

Fourth, “treatment manuals can describe the ideal interpersonal style of the treatment delivery” (p. 127). Essentially, a manual should be based on the assumption that the therapists have the interpersonal skills, the experience, and adequate training to approach the particular intervention (p. 127). Fifth, a good manual maintains the balance between structure and flexibility by keeping “an intermediate level of specificity so that guidelines are adequate but not too overwhelming to implement” (p. 128). In this regard, it also requires the flexibility to address the offenders’ pressing issue or daily crisis on time. Sixth, good treatment manuals should not be “too scripted” (p. 129).
In sum, the above two controversial issues demonstrate difficulty of implementing the specific responsivity principle. Doing so requires reliable individual assessments, high-quality therapists, and individualized therapeutic attention. Moreover, very little is known about the best way to tailor the rehabilitative efforts to the particular offender. That is, correctional interventions that aim to reduce offenders’ tendency to reoffend need more knowledge about the right balance between structured and highly delivery of therapeutic services.

Thus, within the RNR-GLM debate, it is still unknown how much flexible services should be allowed to enhance the effectiveness of specific responsivity to offenders. Andrews (2011) argue that the existing evidence shows the limits of “exquisite matching of services to the unique characteristics of the individual case” (p. 14). Moreover, the evidence suggests that “effective services that are sensitive to a few key characteristics of individuals for the most part are widely applicable regardless of the uniqueness of individuals” (e.g. Lipsey, 2009) (p. 14). As discussed in the Chapter 3, GLM-consistent interventions have not yet demonstrated what is an effective balance between structured and flexible practice. That is, such interventions are yet to show better outcomes than the highly structured approach of the RNR model.

Within the correctional system, it seems that the lack of high-quality therapists in correctional settings explains the struggles of GLM-consistent interventions to implement their flexible approach to treatment. In this regard, Mann (2009) observes that “much correctional treatment (at least in the United Kingdom and Canada) is delivered by paraprofessionals (albeit supervised by professionals)” (p. 129). Based on this reality, Marshall et al. (2011) wonder if the use of treatment guides (over manuals) “is perhaps better suited to small operations where on-site supervision is continuous” (p. 52). Relatedly, Andrews et al. (2011) suggest that such small operations with high-quality treatment providers may explain the consistent success of controlled
demonstration projects to reduce recidivism. That is, these projects may have found a more flexible way to tailor the RNR’s therapeutic process to each individual than the routine correctional interventions.

**Domain 2: The RNR-GLM Debate and the RNR’s Key Clinical Issue**

*The Breadth Principle within the RNR-GLM Debate.* In general, breadth (or multimodal) principles emphasize the importance of multimodal interventions for high-risk offenders. According to Glick (2006b), such interventions use a combination of reliable methods that can address several relevant targets simultaneously. Within the RNR model, this principle presents a narrower therapeutic pathway: “target a number of criminogenic needs relative to noncriminogenic needs” (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a, p. 46). In other words, correctional interventions should concentrate on criminogenic needs rather on noncriminogenic needs. Andrews et al. (2011) explain this strict direction as the result of their “frustration with ineffective treatment and with clinical attempts to block effect treatment” (p. 746).

Within the RNR-GLM debate, advocates of the GLM cannot accept a principle that directs interventions to focus predominately on criminogenic needs. In essence, the GLM rejects the RNR model’s strict distinction between criminogenic and noncriminogenic needs. For example, Ward et al. (2012) argue that “we do not refer to noncriminogenic needs in the construction of the GLM except in reference to the weaknesses and criticisms of the RNR. Our point is that it is sometimes essential to pay attention to addressing noncriminogenic needs to effectively target criminogenic needs” (p. 1012).

Thus, overall, it seems that the GLM and RNR model cannot find a common ground for the breadth principle. From the GLM’s perspective, scholars reject any rigid therapeutic structure that chooses to see the RNR model’s criminogenic needs as the apriori target and hence
treatment solution in every correctional case. By contrast, RNR scholars view the perspective’s criminogenic needs as fundamental to the practice of effective correction interventions. In addition, they argue that the results of meta-analyses that support this focus should not be ignored (Dowden et al., 2003; Dowden & Andrews, 1999a, 1999b, 2000, 2003).

**The Strength Principle within the RNR-GLM Debate.** The GLM and RNR model both endorse the use of offenders’ strengths in the therapeutic process. However, advocates of these competing perspectives differ on how to integrate offenders’ strengths in treatment. According to the RNR model, offenders’ strengths are independent variables that are the person characteristics and circumstances that potentially predict low probability of offending (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a). Thus, advocates of the RNR model propose that correctional interventions should include strengths when developing assessment tools and consider strengths as factors that affect an offender’s specific responsivity to treatment. However, as Farrington et al. (2012) conclude, there is very little knowledge about these factors and their protective mechanism. That is, the research does not provide much evidence about the potential interactions of strength factors in practice (Andrews, 2011). Thus, when advocates of the RNR model argue that the “RNR is about building on strengths,” they mean that interventions should seek and reward pro-social factors manifested by offenders. Within the RNR-based interventions, such pro-social aspects are often found during the assessment of the criminogenic needs’ domains (e.g., positive aspects in offenders’ attitudes, belief, values, personality, associates, social achievement in school/work, familial affection, and conventional leisure-time activities) (Andrews et al., 2011).

As a strength-based approach to offender rehabilitation, the GLM gives a more salient role to offenders’ strength factors than does the RNR model. According to the GLM, offenders’ strengths are the activities and strategies that are used to achieve the primary human goods in
social acceptable way (i.e., the individual capabilities to attain prosocial knowledge, healthy life, inner peace, friendship, communal belonging, happiness, creativity, and excellence in work, play, and agency). Thus, within the GLM, strength factors are the building blocks of the therapeutic process—the main way to achieve offenders’ optimal functioning in society (Ward & Gannon, 2006; Ward & Maruna, 2007). In practice, GLM-consistent interventions are expected to assess offenders’ strengths and use them to offset offenders’ dynamic risk factors.

Overall, the consideration given to strength factors in each model seems to be more than a semantic issue. That is because the RNR-based interventions are expected to use offenders’ strengths factors as a specific responsivity to offenders, whereas the GLM-consistent interventions are expected to use offenders’ strengths factors as a general responsivity to offenders. That is, RNR-based interventions use strength factors in a therapeutic process that focuses on the best way to change the RNR model’s criminogenic needs. Within this process, offenders’ strengths are important as to the extent that they assist to facilitate such change (i.e., a specific responsivity element). By contrast, GLM-consistent interventions use offenders’ strengths as an integral part of the main therapeutic change process. The design of such interventions is thus based on offenders’ strengths and the commitment to use these strengths while promoting offenders primary goods (i.e., the GLM dual aims).

**The Structured Assessment Principle within the RNR-GLM Debate.** Both the GLM and RNR model follow the general direction of this principle and seek to establish a structured offender-assessment process that uses structured assessment instruments. In addition, both models view the assessment process as the baseline of their overall therapeutic process. Thus, they agree that correctional interventions should include information from the assessments in the offenders’ structured intervention plan. Despite these similarities, the GLM and RNR model
adopt different approaches to offender assessment. The major differences reside in the domains that each model assesses, the role that they ascribe to empirically validated assessment tools, and the way they translate the information into practice.

First, although the GLM endorses the RNR model’s assessment domains, advocates also argue that additional domains should be assessed. That is, while the RNR model uses assessments to identify offenders’ (1) level of risk, (2) relevant criminogenic needs, and (3) specific responsivity issues, the GLM also seeks knowledge about (4) offenders’ priorities of primary and secondary goods (Word & Maruna, 2007; Ward & Mann, 2004). Specifically, within the GLM, uncovering the priority that offenders ascribe to each primary human good is the basic task of any GLM-consistent intervention. As described in the previous chapter, such assessment seeks information about offenders’ general life functioning and offense-related behavior. Accordingly, the GLM’s assessment process involves a comprehensive assessment of offenders’ secondary goods. Within the GLM, this type of assessment reveals the essential information about the specific activities and strategies used to achieve the primary goods, the relationship between the primary goods and offending (i.e., offenders’ good lives conceptualization), and the problems in the offenders’ good lives plan. Within the RNR-GLM debate, these additional assessments in GLM-consistent interventions have a practical implication. While the RNR-based interventions use assessment tools that provide specific information about offenders’ level of risk and relevant criminogenic/noncriminogenic needs, the GLM-consistent interventions also use any other structured instrument that provides information about offenders and their circumstances.

Second, the GLM and RNR model have a different perspective on what constitutes an adequate structured assessment. While the RNR model favors the use of validated actuarial-
based assessment instrument (i.e., highly structured assessment tools), the GLM supports the use of any structured assessment tool. Within the RNR-GLM debate, the RNR model’s actuarial-based assessment instrument has demonstrated its predictive validity. However, scholars have yet to conduct a study that examines the relative impact of a highly structured assessment system compared to only a structured assessment system.

In this regard, advocates of the RNR model insist that correctional interventions should focus on an evidence-based approach to offender assessment. That is, in RNR programs, staff are expected to adhere to the outcomes of empirically validated actuarial-based assessment tools when determining the intensity of intervention or developing treatment plans. As mentioned above, advocates of the GLM have also embraced these empirically validated assessment instruments in their interventions. However, the GLM does not insist on a similar scientific standard in the GLM’s unique assessment instruments. That is, the assessment of offenders’ primary and secondary goods is based on structured clinical interviews and observations. Essentially, the development of the GLM’s unique assessment instruments is still in its early stage. Thus, the empirical validity and reliability of these instruments is still unclear.

Third, within the RNR-GLM debate, the advocates of the RNR model also argue that the GLM allows therapists to exercise too much discretion when integrated assessment information into treatment practice. That is, while RNR-based interventions use quantitative analyses to ensure the predictive validity of assessments instruments, GLM relies on the assessors’ personal discretion to synthesize the overall information about offenders into effective practice. Andrews et al. (2011) assert that such practice “may dilute the validity of the RNR-based assessments and the RNR-based ability to influence criminal conduct” (Andrews et al., 2011, p. 737). In addition, they argue that such an unstructured assessment process adds “confusion in service planning” (p.
In this regard, they are concerned about “the risk of slipping back to the pre-RNR days,” when the field of correctional rehabilitation was characterized by invalided assessment tools and ineffective programs (p. 741). This broader controversial issue of therapists discretion will be discussed next.

**The Professional Discretion Principle within the RNR-GLM Debate.** Advocates of both the GLM and RNR model agree that service delivers can deviate from the structured directions of their model. They also agree that the scientific evidence does not cover the entire individual factors that correctional interventions may need to address when conducting an effective rehabilitative process (e.g., aspects of treatment alliance and motivation) (Ward & Maruna, 2007). In this regard, they believe that treatment based on professional observation and discretion will always be a step ahead of evidence-based practice or any other structured guidance (Andrews et al., 2011).

Specifically, advocates of the RNR model understand that the deviation from the models’ principles is sometimes inevitable because the evidence-based literature cannot solely govern the complex task of changing human behavior. They are also aware of the methodological limitations of empirical studies and of the fact that many research studies omit offenders’ contextual factors from their analysis (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a). Similarly, advocates of the GLM perceive the RNR model’s principle of professional discretion as important in that it "allows for treatment flexibility and innovation under certain circumstances" (Ward & Stewart, 2003, p. 128).

Despite the above agreement, the GLM and RNR model endorse different versions of the professional discretion principle. Advocates of the RNR model emphasize that the decision to deviate from any RNR principle should be is an exceptional practice. According to this
perspective, the strength of the RNR model derives from the adherence to its Risk-Need-Responsivity principles as well as to its key clinical principles.

Andrews (2011) concludes that “the evidence is reasonably strong in regard to the principles of human service, risk, criminogenic need, general responsivity, and the principle of breadth” (all of the above principles were supported by meta-analyses) (p. 9). Thus, deviation from these principles may result in ineffective correctional intervention and are recommended for very specific reasons. Regarding the other RNR principles (specific responsivity, strengths, and structured assessment), the research that has examined their impact on correctional intervention is limited (in the RNR’s terms, this means a lack of support from meta-analytic studies). In practice, such relatively weak empirical status makes these principles more susceptible to professional overrides. Thus, in order to improve their scientific knowledge, advocates of the RNR model mandates that service providers to conduct a systematic monitoring of their overrides and its consequences.

In essence, advocates of the GLM are reluctant to accept any principle that constrains their professional discretion in managing the rehabilitative process. They perceive the leverage in discretion as an inevitable practice for correctional interventions that focus on the attainment individuals’ primary and secondary goods. Thus, in GLM-consistent interventions, staff have much leeway to find the “very specific reasons” that are required to justify deviating from the RNR’ model’s principles. However, as discussed above, the GLM’s flexible interpretation of the RNR’s principles may result in GLM-consistent interventions that distort the very essence of these principles.
Domain 3: Organizational Principles

The Community-Based Principle within the RNR-GLM Debate. The GLM and RNR model agree upon this principle. Both models prefer rehabilitative processes that take place in community settings. For RNR-based interventions, behavioral change is more likely to occur when offenders practice the learned prosocial skills in their natural environment. For the GLM-consistent interventions, meaningful attainment of primary human goods can be achieved only when offenders reintegrate into their society. Nevertheless, advocates of both models believe in the power of their model to guide the delivery of effective interventions in institutional settings.

The Core Correctional Staff Practice within the RNR-GLM Debate. Advocates of the GLM and RNR model agree that therapists’ practical skills have a major impact on offender rehabilitation. Essentially, both models endorse the work of Carl Rogers (1961), “who first brought our attention to those important therapist qualities of empathy, warmth, being open, and being genuine” (Andrews et al., 2011, p. 745). In this regard, Ward and Maruna (2007) assert that strong therapeutic alliances between therapists and offenders result in effective correctional programs. Accordingly, Andrews et al. (2011) argue that therapists are “the greatest asset of any intervention” and “the therapeutic relationship between offender and therapist is a key ingredient of offender service” (p. 750).

In general, advocates of the RNR model argue that therapists in effective correctional rehabilitation exercise a dual set of core practical skills: high-quality relationship skills and high-quality structuring skills (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a). First, humanistic psychology influenced Andrews and Bonta to establish the RNR model’s relationship principle that states the importance of therapists’ developing a strong therapeutic relationship with offenders (see Chapter 2). Second, behavioral theories influenced Andrews and Bonta to require therapists to
collaborate with offenders through structured modeling, reinforcement, and disapproval—the *structuring principle*. Essentially, within the RNR model, these two core correctional principles are interrelated. According to Andrews et al. (2011), “building a therapeutic alliance is a step in establishing the power of therapist’s use of core structuring practices” (p. 746). In practice, such combination is expected to influence offenders’ criminogenic needs and, consequently, their tendency to reoffend.

Notably, within the RNR-GLM debate, advocates of the RNR criticize the GLM for overemphasizing the power of the therapeutic relationship to reduce offenders’ tendency to reoffend. They argue that the GLM tends to downplay the importance of structuring skills when therapists collaborate with offenders. For example, Andrews et al. (2011) assert that the GLM views “therapy as more an art than an applied science, and not wanting to restrict their freedom to experiment with individual cases” (p. 741). In this regard, they conclude that “appeals to relationship and alliance as the major or sole source of therapeutic change do not fit at all with the findings of meta-analyses of the effect of correctional treatment with moderate and higher risk cases” (p. 745).

Indeed, within the GLM, therapists must have high-quality interrelationship skills but they are not required to practice structuring skills. According to Ward et al. (2012), the GLM-consistent intervention “is an art in the sense that there is no prescriptive set of procedures available to guide every aspect of intervention” (p. 105). Instead, they “must be skilled at motivating offenders, building an effective working alliance, and being change agents” in a treatment that is “not overly structured and manualized” (p. 105).

Thus, advocates of the GLM respond to their critics by arguing that the RNR model’s structured approach provides insufficient therapeutic attention to what the individual offender
wants in life. They insist that attention to what offenders want results in a stronger therapeutic alliance, which leads to a higher level of motivation to engage in treatment and, in turn, achieves a higher chance to reduce offenders’ tendency to reoffend (Ward & Maruna, 2007). In this regard, Ward and Mann (2004) argue that one of the major problems in the RNR-based interventions is that they give little therapeutic attention to “the crucial importance of human needs and their influence in determining offending behavior” (p. 601). Thus, overall, Ward and his colleagues concluded that their emphasis on therapists’ positive approach to offender rehabilitation (i.e., their humanistic strength-based approach) generates more effective influence on offenders than the RNR model’s structured approach to therapeutic relationship.

However, within the strength-based approach literature, not all scholars have reached the same conclusion. Several scholars who support the positive approach to offender rehabilitation also recognize the importance therapists’ structuring skills. For example, Marshall et al. (2013) suggest that the therapists’ training “should involve not only targeting the specific criminogenic features and implementing appropriate procedures to change them but also emphasizing the important aspects of the delivery of treatments” (p. 177). More specifically, Polaschek (2011) argues that the role of therapists as “vehicles for achieving the general responsivity principle” has two effective components: “the ability to develop a good working alliance, and skill in effecting change in participant through the use of cognitive-behavioral methods” (p. 24). In this regard, Marshall et al. (2011) has observed that a common problem in correctional interventions that employ CBT is their inappropriate use of reinforcement (as well as lack of other useful behavioral techniques).

From the RNR’s model perspective, scholars argue that it is still unknown if the GLM’s therapeutic approach results in more effective correctional interventions than the RNR’s
approach. In other words, there is no evidence that GLM-consistent interventions that focus on establishing strong a therapeutic alliance with offenders (with or without structured responds to offenders’ behavior) result in offenders’ lower tendency to reoffend (see Chapter 3).

In sum, within the RNR-GLM debate, it seems that the role of therapists in GLM-consistent intervention is fundamentally different than the role of therapists in RNR-based interventions. Although both models emphasize on developing therapists’ high quality relationship skills, only the RNR model insist on having structuring skills. In practice it means that the RNR model imposes more restrictions on therapists’ therapeutic discretion than the GLM. Essentially, the experience from the past unrestricted therapeutic programs in correctional rehabilitation (see Chapter 1) and the demonstrate success of the RNR model’s therapists to reduce reoffending (see Chapter 2) support the development of structuring skills. Thus, the models can find a common ground only if advocates of the GLM will encourage therapists to develop their therapeutic alliance in more structured way. As described above, advocates of the positive approach to correctional rehabilitation argue that such practice assist therapists to achieve therapeutic goals without losing their humanistic strength-based approach to collaboration with offenders.

The Management Principle within the RNR-GLM Debate. According to the management principle, programs’ managers have a salient role in correctional interventions. Managers in such programs are responsible for the correct implementation of the therapeutic elements during the rehabilitative process. Within the RNR model, this task includes the establishment of a therapeutic environment that constantly follows the principles of effective intervention. In addition, managers in RNR-based interventions should select skilled staff
members, ensure the relevant training and support, and supervise the quality of treatment delivery (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a).

The GLM endorses many similar directions for managers in GLM-consistent interventions. Specifically, advocates of the GLM often refer to practice in terms of ensuring appropriate therapists’ characteristics and therapeutic environment, providing adequate environmental resources and support, and verifying the attention to the specific responsivity process. Nevertheless, the GLM literature often omits the element of quality assurance mechanisms in correctional interventions (e.g., Willis et al., 2012; Willis et al., 2014; Yates et al., 2010). Within the correctional system, such mechanisms are required to ensure that interventions follow their theoretical and correctional assumptions (i.e., interventions; integrity).

Within the GLM literature, research by Willis et al. (2014) has demonstrated the importance of such mechanisms in the field of sex-offenders rehabilitation. These scholars showed that even among treatment programs that “reported using the GLM as a main theory informing their treatment approach,” most of the programs were not consistent with the GLM. Specifically, this study evaluated 13 programs and found that only 4 programs integrated the GLM “into programs content” (in other 7 programs, only the “GLM spirit was evident”) (p. 75).

In recent years, advocates of the GLM have paid more attention to quality assurance in correctional interventions (Purvis et al., 2011; Purvis et al., 2013). For example, Purvis et al. (2011) described how the correctional system in Victoria, Australia (VC) was the first justice organization to operationalize the GLM in case-management practices. According to this initiative, “serious sex offenders who are subject to post-sentence supervision orders will receive intensive case management based on the Good Lives Model (GLM)” (Post-sentence Supervision and Detention Scheme for Serious Sex Offenders, 2012, p. 11). According to Purvis (2011), the
organizational aspects of such intensive case management include “high level organizational support and stable resourcing,” “quality training,” “monitoring program,” “case management forum,” and “quality assurance” (p. 18). In this regard, the quality assurance mechanism includes “monitoring drift in practice, competency standards, knowledge gaps and training needs and the quality of case management reports” (p. 18). Overall, this initiative reflects the ongoing developments in the GLM’s attention to the various aspects of operating interventions in the correctional system. Moreover, this initiation seems to establish a solid platform to examine systematically the GLM’s correctional framework in the real world of correctional rehabilitation. However, even though this project has been in operation since 2008, it has yet been evaluated.

In sum, the recent developments in the GLM’s organizational aspects show that the RNR’s management principle can be integrated into the GLM. Within the RNR-GLM debate, it seems that the major challenge is to find an agreed-upon approach to clinical supervision. For example, due to the vast therapeutic discretion in GLM-consistent interventions, it is unclear how managers can determine that the therapeutic process incorporated all the relevant primary goods or how they ensure that the needed internal and external support for the offender were provided.

CONCLUSION

This chapter sought to convey and assess the theoretical and correctional debates that have occurred between the advocates of the Risk-Need-Responsivity model (the RNR model) and the advocates of the Good Lives Model (the GLM). The first section, chronicled the nature of the RNR-GLM debate and how this controversy led scholars from both camps to offer strident criticisms on opposing visions of how best to undertake correctional rehabilitation. In turn, the
chapter’s second and the third sections tried to examine these issues by clarifying each position and the potential to establish a common ground between the RNR model and the GLM.

Thus, the second section elaborated the extant theoretical controversial issues and examined whether the GLM has provides incremental value to the offender rehabilitation enterprise. As described above, such discussion was needed because advocates of the RNR model have concluded that the GLM’s incremental value is unclear (Wormith et al., 2012). In this context, the second section discussed seven theoretical controversial issues that were suggested by Ward and his colleagues. The RNR model’s perspective on each of these issues was presented. Based on these theoretical discussions, it was suggested that the GLM provides a broader theoretical perspective on offender rehabilitation. Essentially, this perspective offers insights on offender rehabilitation that remain beyond the confines of the RNR model’s evidence-based approach. As summarized Table 4.1, the GLM’s theoretical framework expands the RNR model’s perspective in rehabilitative issues such as motivation, values, needs, risk, social context, personality, and human agency.

Accordingly, the third section assessed the correctional controversial issues of the RNR-GLM debate. As noted, despite the mutual criticism inherent in the paradigms’ debate, the advocates of both the GLM and RNR model admit that the two correctional frameworks are, in many ways, compatible. Thus, the third section examined this assumption through the models’ potential agreements and disagreements on each of the RNR model’s correctional principles. As summarized in Table 4.2, this analysis found that the GLM’s theoretical framework may lead to substantially different correctional interventions than the RNR-based interventions. That is, correctional interventions that follow the GLM’s dual aims—that is, of risk reduction and the promotion of goods—may distort the essence of the RNR model’s principles or even resist their
practical implications. As a result, this chapter shows that the integration between the GLM and RNR model may be more challenging than many scholars have assumed.

The next chapter will recap the overall conclusions of the four chapters and discuss the future of offender rehabilitation. In general, Chapter 5 suggests two possible futures for offender rehabilitation in corrections. Within one realistic future, advocates of the GLM and RNR model continue to develop their models independently. That is, each model remains a distinctive perspective of correctional rehabilitation. The second realistic future of offender rehabilitation suggests the development of a new, alternative perspective. This perspective uses the strengths of each model to propose an integrated paradigm of offender rehabilitation. In essence, within such a paradigm, the two models would work together to achieve their ultimate goal—the reduction of offenders’ future reoffending. These two futures of offender rehabilitation will be discussed next.
At the core of the RNR-GLM debate is the challenge of how best to grow knowledge about treatment effectiveness and to improve offenders’ lives. Toward this goal, two possible futures for offender rehabilitation seem possible. One concludes that the RNR model and the GLM are fundamentally incompatible and thus should remain independent treatment paradigms that are left to compete with one another. The other future sees special value in each model and encourages the two perspectives to seek judicious integration. Such integration might involve a complete merger into a single overarching perspective, whereas another integration might involve mutual influence where the RNR model and the GLM continue to exist but in a different way.

In choosing these two futures—which are not mutually exclusive—it is important to realize that a similar controversy has existed in criminological theory for more than four decades. Beginning with his publication of *Causes of Delinquency* in 1969, Travis Hirschi has trumpeted the value of clearly demarcating rival, independent theories that are tested systematically against one another. Hirschi argues that, at least within criminology, theoretical paradigms start with inconsistent assumptions about human nature that cannot be reconciled—a fact that dooms any true merger. Further, he contends that competition leads to a more concerned effort by advocates to improve individual paradigms and to amass supportive empirical evidence. “A successful integration,” he observes, “would destroy the healthy competition among ideas that had made the field of delinquency one of the most interesting and
exciting fields in sociology for some time” (Hirschi, 1979, p. 37; see also Hirschi, 1989). Accordingly, he advises that when it comes to the growth of knowledge, “separate and unequal is better” (p. 34)

The counterargument, however, is that Hirschi’s rigid independence strategy ignores empirical reality. Most theoretical paradigms capture a slice, not the whole, of reality. By focusing on a delimited set of causal factors, they turn a blind eye to all others. The failure to integrate thus forfeits the possibility of taking into account causal processes that matter. At a certain point, a theory being wrong—even partially wrong—restricts its ability to be a truly general, unifying perspective (for a general discussion, see Messner, Krohn, & Listka, 1989).

Similar issues thus face the growth of the RNR model and the GLM. Are they best left alone to develop internally without much thought of the other? Will this lead them to develop conceptually and empirically more fully? Or will this approach eventually reach a glass ceiling and limit what the models might become? If integration is to occur, however, is this possible? And if possible, how would such integration be undertaken? Should the goal be a full merger and true integration, or should advocates of the RNR model and GLM look to the other approach as a means of elaborating their favored treatment paradigm (see Thornberry, 1989)? In a way, these questions will be answered only in the time ahead. Even so, this chapter discusses what these futures might entail.

Specifically, the first section of this chapter discusses a future with the RNR model and GLM as independent models of offender rehabilitation. This section presents the models’ unique theoretical and correctional aspects that seem incompatible. Then, the second section discusses a future with the RNR model and GLM as integrated models of offender rehabilitation. Given its theoretical specificity and empirical support, the RNR model is chosen as the foundational
treatment paradigm for this integration effort. However, GLM offers crucial reminders of the therapeutic importance of both encouraging offender motivation for change and helping offenders to pursue good lives. Accordingly, the potential for the GLM to enrich the RNR model is incorporated into the new integrated perspective—to be called the Risk-Need-Responsivity-Motivation model or the RNRM model.

THE FIRST FUTURE: INDEPENDENT MODELS

This section discusses a future of offender rehabilitation with two independent models of offender rehabilitation. Advocates of this vision may argue that the integration of the RNR model and GLM is impossible without substantially altering at least one of these models. In this regard, the assumption is that such alteration would impede the potential of each model to reduce reoffending. Essentially, the practical implication of such future is that each of the opposed models would be developed independently, including their theoretical ideas and their applied correctional strategies.

When the Theoretical Frameworks of the RNR Model and GLM Hold Opposed View of Offender Rehabilitation

Since the GLM was first developed, the model’s advocates have presented their humanistic strength-based approach to offender rehabilitation as an alternative model to the RNR’s evidence-based approach. Indeed, these scholars designated the GLM as a distinctive model of offender rehabilitation. Thus, the theoretical differences between the RNR model and GLM may not reflect merely differences in the models’ focus or emphasis. Rather, these differences reflect two models that are not the same for all intents and purposes. Thus, a realistic future of offender rehabilitation consists of the RNR model and GLM as independent models that each keep their theoretical framework clear and consistent.
From the GLM’s theoretical perspective, the concept of primary human goods demonstrates the vitality of two independent models in correctional rehabilitation. In essence, the consistent role of this concept gives the GLM its distinctive theoretical framework. First, the GLM’s naturalistic view of human beings assumes that the concept of primary human goods is the major source of offenders’ motivation and change (i.e., goals held and sought by all offenders). Second, within the GLM, the concept of primary human goods determines the role of all other GLM’s theoretical concepts. For example, the concepts of offenders’ needs and risk are evaluated according to their potential to attain or block the person’s most important primary human goods. In addition, the concepts of values and contextual factors are expected to mediate the notion of primary human goods throughout the rehabilitative processes.

Thus, any integrated theoretical framework will inevitably diminish the explanatory power of the concept of primary human goods. In this regard, such an integrated model cannot ignore the lack of existing empirical evidence showing that the idea of primary human goods explains variation in the criminal behavior of individuals. Accordingly, within an integrated model, the limited role given to primary human goods will substantially curtail the GLM’s unique theoretical explanation and therapeutic spirit. Thus, overall, it does seem that any attempt to integrate the RNR model and GLM would not preserve the GLM’s core theoretical explanatory approach. That is, from the GLM’s perspective, the field of offender rehabilitation should continue in an independent development of the GLM’s theoretical framework rooted in the concept of primary goods.

From the RNR model’s perspective, a future with two independent models also seems more promising than a future with an integrated model. First, as an independent model, the RNR model can continue to maintain and develop its strict evidence-based approach to correctional
rehabilitation. Second, the RNR model can continue to secure the theoretical elements that reaffirmed the legitimacy of rehabilitation in the correctional system. That is, the RNR model remains a consistent theoretical framework that demonstrates predictive power, reflects interdisciplinary criminology, and enables the incorporation of new promising rehabilitative elements.

In fact, as opposed to the GLM, the theoretical development of the RNR model was based on empirical evidence and followed by empirical tests that guided its theoretical construction (See Chapters 2 and 3). That is, while the RNR model was designed as an evidence-based theoretical framework, the GLM was designed as a holistic rehabilitation framework that provides practitioners with a broader perspective of therapeutic aims and values. Thus, an integration of the models’ theoretical frameworks will inevitably impede the already long enterprise to develop the most effective evidence-based correctional intervention. In addition, such integration may impede the legitimacy that the field of correctional rehabilitation gained since the RNR model’s theoretical framework used the empirical evidence to demonstrate success. Thus, from the RNR model’s theoretical perspective, an independent development of the model has a greater potential of success than an integrated model.

**When the Correctional Frameworks of the RNR Model and GLM Hold Opposed View of Offender Rehabilitation**

In accordance with their unique theoretical perspectives of offender rehabilitation, the RNR model and GLM also hold a distinct perspective of correctional rehabilitation. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, each model has its own consistent approach to offender assessment and therapeutic strategies. Moreover, since first presented, advocates of each model continue to develop their correctional approach and argue for its therapeutic power. Within this
context, a future of offender rehabilitation with the RNR model and GLM as independent models is supported by the fact that each model has (1) a unique therapeutic orientation and (2) therapeutic elements with distinctive levels of structure.

First, although both models agree that the ultimate goal of offender rehabilitation is to reduce future reoffending, advocates of the RNR model and GLM differ in their therapeutic orientation to achieve this goal. For example, while the RNR model concerns the appropriate management of correctional interventions, the GLM concerns the appropriate management of individual cases. That is, the RNR’s correctional framework was designed to maximize the potential of correctional interventions, whereas the GLM’s correctional framework was designed to maximize the potential of individual offenders. In addition, the RNR model and GLM have a different orientation toward the rehabilitative outcome. That is, while the RNR-based interventions aim to achieve reduction in participants’ recidivism, the GLM-consistent interventions aim to achieve offenders’ prosocial reintegration.

Accordingly, the RNR model and GLM differ in their therapeutic process. Specifically, RNR-based interventions are designed to change offenders’ dynamic risk factors that relate to recidivism (i.e., to identify and address criminogenic needs), whereas and GLM-consistent interventions are designed to address offenders’ psychological needs and social resources that promote prosocial reintegration (i.e., to identify and address primary and secondary human goods). Essentially, each correctional framework also has its own orientation to offender assessment (focus on offenders’ risk and needs versus on offender’s strengths), treatment strategies (focus on offenders’ perceived reward-cost contingencies versus on their self-reflection), and delivery of services (limited versus wide therapeutic discretion).
Second, advocates of the RNR model and GLM implement their unique therapeutic orientation with a distinctive level of structure. In general, on a hypothetic scale of structured practice, the RNR’s correctional framework consists of structured and highly structured therapeutic elements. By contrast, on the same scale, the GLM’s correctional framework consists of structured and unstructured therapeutic elements. In other words, while RNR-based interventions tend to vary between structured and highly structured practice, the GLM-consistent interventions tend to vary between structured and unstructured practice.

For example, while RNR-based interventions use actuarial-based instruments to integrate offender assessment and treatment (i.e., highly structured assessment tools), GLM-consistent interventions use structured clinical interview for such integration. In addition, while RNR-based interventions endorse a therapeutic practice that systematically uses structured behavioral procedures (e.g., behavioral rehearsal, classical or operant conditioning, role playing), GLM-consistent interventions endorse a therapeutic practice that employs mainly structured and unstructured cognitive strategies. Moreover, while the RNR model encourages therapists to practice structuring skills (e.g., effective reinforcement, effective disproval, effective authority), the GLM views this practice as an unnecessary constraint on the therapists’ professional discretion. Relatedly, advocates of the RNR model recommend correctional interventions to use treatment manuals when delivering therapeutic content, whereas advocates of the GLM recommend interventions to use treatment guides for this task (less structured manualization).

Overall, the RNR model and GLM seem to hold opposed views of correctional rehabilitation. Thus, an integrated model is likely to curtail or distort their independent potential to reduce reoffending. In other words, an integrated model is expected to be less effective than the original models. A better solution for offender rehabilitation might be to keep the RNR
model and GLM as rival models that challenge each other within the correctional system. Essentially, advocates of these models will continue to develop and implement their unique correctional frameworks. Within such future, each model will be evaluated by its ability to achieve the definitive goal of offender rehabilitation—reduction in reoffending.

**THE SECOND FUTURE: THE RNRM INTEGRATED MODEL**

If successful, the first future outline above will produce either a single, dominant effective treatment model or potentially two independent models that are equally effective. The second outcome might be preferable because it would give the field two distinct strategies from which to select. This option might then allow agencies in different contexts to select either the RNR model or the GLM according to how each perspective matches their orientation to the correctional enterprise.

As also noted, the incompatibility of the RNR model and the GLM means that these approaches cannot be easily merged. There is a tendency to assume that integration is the best option because the best from both approaches can be combined. However, this view can be mistaken if the models are not equally developed or if they have incompatible components. In this context, it does not appear that it is possible to integrate the RNR model and the GLM as co-equal treatment partners. At this point in time, the RNR model is far more clearly specified it is statement of principles and has achieved far more empirical support. In offering an integrated theory of rehabilitation, therefore, it seems that the foundation for this approach should be the RNR model.

The difficulty for the RNR model is that it may have reached, or at least be approaching, a glass ceiling in how much effectiveness it can achieve. It is not clear within this paradigm where the next conceptual development will occur that will significantly advance its efficacy. Of
course, it is possible to improve its impact through more advanced training of correctional staff and by improving program implementation. But avenues for theoretical advance remains unclear. With the passing of Donald Andrews and the retirement (though not inactivity) of James Bonta and Paul Gendreau, the leadership for paradigmatic advance is declining.

Although still in a developmental stage and in need of true evidence-based verification, the GLM seeks to add something that the RNR model lacks. Although not the intention of its advocates, there is a tendency in the RNR model to reduce offenders to a set of risk factors that should be targeting to reduce recidivism—the gold standard of any RNR-based correctional intervention. By its nature, the LSI-R seeks to separate the criminogenic wheat from the chaff—to focus on what really matters to reduce reoffending. But the GLM starts from a different vantage point. Its strength is seeing offenders as whole people and envisioning corrections as not only reducing their future criminality but also improving their future lives. Its advocates remind us that therapists should take the time to talk with offenders and understand their life goals—and then use this knowledge to motivate their treatment and help them achieve good lives that involve less offending.

Thus, it seems possible to envision an integrated model that starts with the RNR model as the foundation that is then elaborated by integrating the strengths of the GLM. It is unclear that this approach would be more effective than independent models; such a claim would await empirical test. Still, the GLM identifies areas that plausibly would enrich the RNR model. In particular, the GLM has made a strong case for the use of the good lives goals as a means to motivate offenders to enter and sustain treatment. For this reason, the integrated approach being proposed is called the “Risk-Need-Responsivity-Motivation” model, or the RNRM model.
To identify the contents of the RNRM model, the following strategy is used. First, given that the RNR model is conceived as the foundational perspective, its fifteen principles are listed. For each principle, it is noted whether the principle stays unchanged or is revised by integrating insights from the GLM. If there is a revision offered, then a rationale for the elaboration is explained under the principle. Further, new principles are also integrated into the RNR model’s list of principles. When this is done, a rationale is provided. Finally, when new text is added to an existing RNR principle or a new principle is added, then this text is noted in italics.

**Overarching Principles**

**Principle 1: Respect for the Person and the Normative Context.** Services are delivered with respect for the person, including respect for personal autonomy, being humane, ethical, just, legal, decent, and being otherwise normative. Some norms may vary with the agencies or the particular settings within which services are delivered. For example, agencies working with young offenders may be expected to show exceptional attention to education issues and to child protection. Mental health agencies may attend to issues of personal well-being. Some agencies working with female offenders may place a premium on attending to trauma and/or to parenting concerns.

The words of this principle remain unchanged. However, the RNRW expands the interpretation that the RNR model gives to personal autonomy in correctional rehabilitation. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 4, the RNR model provides a limited explanation of why correctional interventions should respect the personal autonomy. According to the RNR model, such respect aims to ensure that correctional interventions will secure the physical and psychological health of offenders (i.e., an ethical norm). In this regard, the RNRM model draws from the GLM and approaches offenders’ autonomy also as a personal choice. That is, the RNRM model directs correctional interventions to respect the need of offenders to engage in rehabilitative process because they want to improve their lives. In other words, correctional
interventions should respect offenders’ personal autonomy to choose a rehabilitative process that reflects their values, goals, or interests.

**Principle 2: The Major Goal of Correctional Rehabilitation Is to Improve Offenders first by Reducing Their Recidivism and, second, by Enhancing Their Well-Being.** The overall goal of corrections as improving offenders through rehabilitation. Within this general aim, the primary goal of correctional rehabilitation is to reduce offenders’ tendency to recidivate. The secondary goal of correctional rehabilitation is to enhance offenders’ well-being.

This RNRM’s new principle reflects the consensus among both the RNR model and the GLM that the goal of offender rehabilitation is to improve offenders through rehabilitation. However, within general goal, the RNRM prioritizes two major goals of correctional rehabilitation.

First, according to the RNRM model, the primary goal of correctional rehabilitation is to improve the offender through reduction of his or her tendency to recidivate. This goal reflects the view that the public mandate to intervene in offenders’ lives while they are under state supervision is based on evidence that correctional interventions reduce offenders’ recidivism (Andrews, 1982; Ward & Maruna, 2007). In addition, this goal reflects the fact that the legitimacy of the RNR model in the corrections was founded on ample empirical research that appropriate treatment reduced recidivism—which the model’s advocates embraced as the goal standard outcome of correctional intervention (see Chapter 2). Thus, within the RNRW, the primary task of correctional interventions is to improve the offender in a way that protects the members of the community from being victimized. Essentially, this primary goal directs practitioners to build their correctional interventions on therapeutic elements that were found as associated with recidivism (e.g., associated with offender’s re-arrest, reconviction, and re-incarceration).
Second, according to the RNRM model, the secondary goal of correctional rehabilitation is to improve the offender through enhancement of his or her well-being. In essence, this goal reflects the view that, implicitly or explicitly, all interventions in correction rehabilitation assume that offenders can achieve good lives and aim to address internal and external conditions that impede or facilitate such lives (Cullen, 2013; Ward, 2002). In addition, this principle reflects the salient role of the discipline of psychology in the field of correctional rehabilitation. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the GLM and RNR model are rooted in the psychological perspective of criminal conduct, and their advocates seek better understanding of the cognitive processes in offenders’ personality and behavior.

Thus, within the RNRM model, the legitimacy of applying psychological explanations in correctional rehabilitation also depends on practice with a focus on the goal of improving the person (being well) alongside the goal of protecting society (to have interventions that reduce victimization). Accordingly, the RNRM model directs practitioners to search for ways to engage offenders with the challenges and opportunities that the therapeutic process offers to their lives. Relatedly, this model encourages researchers to explore the direct and indirect impact of enhancing offenders’ well-being on recidivism.

**Principle 3: Psychological Perspective and Theories.** Base interventions on the social psychology perspective of criminal behavior and, within this perspective, apply the positive psychology framework. Specifically, a perspective that combines the general personality, social learning theory, and social cognition theory is the most promising, empirically supported way to reduce recidivism. Within such a perspective, the application of theoretical concepts and strategies from positive psychology is expected to enhance the interventions’ capacity to reduce recidivism and the offenders’ well-being.

Within the RNRM model, the original RNR model’s “Psychological Theory” principle is revised. According to the RNRM model, correctional interventions should follow the social psychology perspective on human behavior and apply theoretical concepts and strategies from
the positive psychology framework. In general, this principle takes a broader perspective on the psychological framework of offender rehabilitation than the RNR model. According to this framework, the RNRM model consists of two integrated psychological perspectives.

First, similar to the RNR model, the RNRM model advises that correctional interventions be based on the social psychology perspective of human behavior. As discussed in Chapter 2, this perspective establishes a solid theoretical foundation because it bridges the discipline of psychology and criminological theories and because of its demonstrated success in predicting and providing a basis for changing criminality. Specifically, the RNRM model endorses the RNR model’s perspective that explains human behavior through an interaction between the general personality, social learning theory, and social cognition theory. That is, human behavior is explained through dynamic psychological processes that mediate between the genetic predisposition and personal, interpersonal and community-based factors.

Essentially, this is a powerful perspective because it combines empirically defensible theories. Relatedly, the following features reflect the practical merit of this perspective for correctional rehabilitation: (1) it has a proven applicability across the human being; (2) it seeks to identify the immediate causal factors that influence criminality; (3) it seeks to identify the major factors that predict criminal or noncriminal lifestyle; (4) it aims to identify ways to influent criminality by guiding the learning of alternative noncriminal behavior and thinking process; (5) it supports efforts to explore the integration of theoretical elements from alternative perspectives of human behavior (e.g., humanistic and positive psychology perspectives of human behavior); and (6) it is flexible enough to incorporate new therapeutic strategies from other perspectives.
Second, similar to the GLM, the RNRM model uses the conceptual framework of positive psychology to illuminate factors or strategies that increase offenders’ motivation to improve their lives. As discussed in Chapter 3, applied positive psychology aims to identify offender’s strengths, capacities, and resources for assisting offenders to meet their needs and interests. Specifically, advocates of this perspective seek therapeutic ways to enhance offenders’ subjective well-being (developing positive emotions toward life experiences), psychological well-being (developing full engagement in life), and collective well-being (developing a meaningful life as community members). In essence, a major value of the GLM is that, more than the RNR model and other approaches, it explains the importance of achieving these outcomes in treatment interventions (Marshall et al., 2011).

Essentially, according to the RNRM model, positive psychology serves as a psychological framework that is integrated within the social psychological perspective of criminality. Within this integration, positive psychology helps to identify sources of internal incentives that can assist to achieve the goals of correctional rehabilitation. Specifically, the RNRM assumes that offenders, as is true for all human beings, have inner motivation to attain the GLM’s primary human goods. However, within the RNRM model, primary human goods do not have the central role in the treatment process. That is, this model assumes that correctional intervention that focuses on the attainment of primary human goods is not the most effective way to attain reduction in recidivism. Instead, the role of primary human goods is to increase offenders’ motivation to learn skills, attitudes, and behavior that reduce their tendency to recidivate. In addition, these goods have a salient role in improving offenders through enhancement of their well-being.
** Principle 4: General Enhancement of Crime Prevention Services.** The reduction of criminal victimization may be viewed as a legitimate objective of service agencies, including agencies within and outside of justice and corrections.

Within the RNRM model, this principle remains unchanged. In general, agencies that provide services within and outside corrections and criminal justice can use the RNRM model to guide their efforts to prevent crime. Thus, because there is strong empirical evidence supporting the principle of using a human service approach to intervention, the risk principle, and the general responsivity principle, it is likely that these principles have broad applicability across agency settings. Further, a rehabilitative model that integrates strategies that aim to reduce victimization and enhance well-being offers an attractive practice for agencies that see their clients not only at risk of offending but as having other personal needs (e.g., mental health).

**Core RNRM Principles and Key Clinical Issues**

**Principle 5: Introduce Human Service.** Introduce human service into the justice context. Do not rely on the sanction to bring about reduced offending. Do not rely on deterrence, restoration, or other principles of justice.

Within the RNRM model, this principle remains unchanged. Similar to the GLM and RNR model, the RNRW model views human services as the general strategy to attain the goals of correctional rehabilitation. First, the RNRW model prefers the provision of human services over strategies based on punitive sanctions (deterrence or incapacitation) or justice (retribution, restorative justice). Second, within the RNRW model, the provision of human services aims to address offenders’ recidivism and improve their quality of life.

**Principle 6: Risk.** Match intensity of service with risk level of cases. Work with moderate and higher risk cases. Generally, avoid creating interactions of low-risk cases with higher-risk cases.

Within the RNRM, this principle remains unchanged. In this regard, the RNRM follows the RNR model’s conception of risk. First, the level of risk is determined according to
offenders’ likelihood to recidivate. Second, although risk is a dynamic factor, changes in the level of offenders’ risk can occur only periodically (while aging or when completed treatment program

**Principle 7: Need.** Target criminogenic needs predominately for achieving reduction in recidivism. Promote the attainment of primary human goods for enhancing offenders’ well-being.

Within the RNRM model, this principle is expanded. First, the RNRN model endorses the major role that the RNR model gives to criminogenic needs in correctional interventions. As discussed in Chapter 2, criminogenic needs are empirically supported dynamic risk factors. In essence, these are “characteristics of people and/or their circumstances that signal reward-cost contingencies favorable to criminal activity relative to noncriminal activity” (Andrews et al., 2011, p. 738). Within the RNR model’s correctional framework, these factors determine offenders’ category of risk and the therapeutic areas that the rehabilitative process should target. Thus, similar to the RNR model, the RNRM model guides correctional interventions to target criminogenic needs predominately, and it predicts that a change in these factors affects criminality and reduces offenders’ recidivism.

Second, the RNRM model adds to the RNR model by inserting the concept of primary human goods as a concept that directly highlights the importance of targeting the secondary goal of correctional rehabilitation—the enhancement of offenders’ well-being. In essence, these primary human goods serve as the RNRM model’s explicit efforts to improve the quality of offenders’ lives. In this regard, the RNRM model relies on the GLM’s primary human goods as personal targets that reflect what offenders want most during their rehabilitative process. In essence, the RNRW’s model underlying assumption is that addressing primary human goods has
an indirect incremental impact on offenders’ recidivism and a direct impact on offenders’ well-being.

Specifically, the RNRM model assumes that the primary goods have only an indirect impact on offenders’ recidivism because there is no empirical evidence that satisfying any of these primary human goods has ever achieved such an impact (see Chapter 3). In fact, the research that aims to specify, operationalize, and test these goods is still in its developmental stage (see Table 3.1 and Appendix A for the current developmental stage of primary human goods). Nevertheless, the RNRM model expects that the direct impact of primary human goods on offenders’ well-being will result in an indirect incremental reduction in offenders’ recidivism. That is, the enhancement of offenders’ well-being through the promotion of their primary human goods is expected to increase offenders’ level of engagement in the process of change. Accordingly, high levels of such engagement are expected to significantly decrease the chance that offenders will recidivate.

**Principle 8: General Responsivity.** Target criminogenic needs by employing behavioral, social learning, and cognitive behavioral influence and skill building strategies. Promote the attainment of primary human goods by employing motivational strategies that enhance offenders’ core commitments in the process of behavioral change.

Within the RNRM model, this principle is expanded. Essentially, the RNRM model’s general responsivity consists of two types of styles and modes of service that aim to achieve the major goals of correctional rehabilitation (reduction in recidivism and enhancing well-being). One type of services aims to generate changes in offenders’ criminogenic need, whereas the other type aims to promote the attainment of offenders’ primary human goods.

First, the RNRM model follows the RNR model and the consistent empirical findings that specify how to achieve direct changes in offenders’ criminality. Thus, to achieve the primary goal of reduction in offenders’ recidivism, the RNRM model endorses using behavioral, social
learning, and cognitive behavioral therapies. Similar to the RNR model, the RNRM model favors rehabilitation practice that focus on changing the criminogenic needs through strategies such as role-modeling, role-playing, graduate practice, external and internal reinforcement, cognitive restructuring, and building behavioral and cognitive skills (see Chapter 2). In this regard, within the RNRM, the therapeutic process should build the offenders’ prosocial capabilities through a systematic use of behavioral techniques (reward-cost contingencies).

In addition, similar to the RNR model, the RNRM model assumes that teaching offenders low-risk alternative behaviors, thoughts, and emotions that aim to change their dynamic risk factors will also enhance their well-being. However, in contrast to the RNR model, the RNRM model pays explicit attention to the distinctive styles and modes of service that achieve this secondary goal of correctional rehabilitation. In this regard, the RNRM model uses offenders’ inner motivation to attain primary human goods as a general therapeutic strategy that motivates offenders’ commitment to the process of behavioral change. That is, the RNRM model uses primary human goods to directly enhance offenders’ well-being and to indirectly reduce their recidivism.

Essentially, the RNRM model focuses on the primary human goods that the offender value most. Thus, this model guides correctional interventions to assess the weight that offenders ascribe to each primary human good (i.e., offenders’ priority). For this task, practitioners may use the GLM’s Primary Human Good Acquisition Analysis that was designed to determine the priority of offenders’ primary human goods acquisition (see Appendix A).

Overall, then, the responsivity principle reflects a substantial difference between the correctional frameworks of the RNR model and RNRM model. While the RNR model views offender motivation as a specific responsivity issue, the RNRM model views offender motivation
as a general responsivity issue. In other words, while the RNR model uses motivational
techniques to facilitate changes in offenders’ criminogenic needs, the RNRM model also uses
motivation as a major strategy to achieve the goals of correctional rehabilitation.

Specifically, within the RNRM model, two main sets of motivational strategies aim to
promote the attainment of primary human goods. The first set consists of strategies increases
offenders’ awareness of the challenges and opportunities that the therapeutic process holds for
their lives. In essence, these strategies are designed to increase offenders’ understanding of how
the therapeutic process relates to their personal goals. Thus, in practice, correctional
interventions should use motivational strategies that assist offenders in realizing the internal and
external conditions for attaining their primary human goods.

For example, correctional intervention may provide pre-treatment sessions to increase
offenders’ treatment readiness. Within such sessions, offenders may discuss which primary
human goods are most important to them and what expectations they have for participating in a
program that aims to change their criminal lifestyle. A second possible example involves case
managers and offenders meeting to discuss what set of interventions they believe is likely to
promote desirable prosocial change. As a third example, offenders might be taught to verbalize
their personal goals during treatment sessions that teach them specific behavioral and cognitive
skills. That is, the substance of offenders’ role playing (e.g., a vignette that shows the steps of
the skill related caveats) and homework explicitly reflect the challenges that offenders face while
attaining their primary human goods.

The second major set of strategies that enhance offenders’ well-being consists of teaching
offenders basic cognitive capabilities that facilitate the attainment of their primary human goods.
Specifically, drawing from social cognitive theory, correctional interventions should apply three
related concepts that construct a powerful way to attain the desired primary goods: (1) goal setting, (2) self-efficacy, and (3) self-regulation.

Within the RNRM model, goal setting is a motivational process that is directed toward the attainment of offenders’ primary human goods. Thus, within this perspective, correctional interventions should teach offenders the skill of setting a series of goals where each goal is (1) desired by the offender, (2) proximal, (3) concrete, and (4) perceive by the offender as challenging but attainable. Essentially, such progress toward each goal is expected to increase offenders’ self-efficacy—a concept defined by Bandura (1986, p. 391) as “people judgment of their capabilities to organize and execute courses of action required to attain designated types of performances.” In turn, increasing offenders’ self-efficacy is expected to sustain their motivation to achieve the next intermediate goal. As mentioned above, the overall aim of this process is to instigate and sustain offenders’ inner motivation to attain their personal goals through goal-directed activities.

Essentially, such an overall aim requires that offenders will learn how to self-regulate themselves during this process—that is, how to “activate and sustain cognitions, behaviors and affects that are systematically oriented toward attainment of their goals” (Schunk et al., 2014, p. 158). In this regard, goal setting and self-efficacy influence offenders’ self-regulation. In practice, intervention should teach offenders the three activities that comprise the self-regulation process: self-observation, self-judgment, and self-reaction (Bandura, 1986). Specifically, correctional interventions should encourage offenders to record “the frequency, intensity, or quality of behavior” (self-observation), to compare the “current performance level with one’s goal” (self-judgment), and to conduct “behavioral, cognitive, and affective responses to self-judgment” (self-reaction) (Schunk et al., 2014, pp. 159-160).
**Principle 9: Specific Responsivity.** Adapt the style and mode of service according to the setting of service and to relevant characteristics of individual offenders, such as their strengths, motivations, preferences, personality, age, gender, ethnicity, cultural identifications, and other factors. Test the impact of these adaptations on offenders’ recidivism and well-being. Communicate these adaptations in terms of assistance to attain offenders’ primary human goods.

The evidence in regard to specific responsivity is generally favorable but very scattered, and it has yet to be subjected to a comprehensive meta-analysis. Some examples of specific responsibility considerations follow:

e) When working with the weakly motivated: Build on strengths; reduce personal and situational barriers to full participation in treatment; establish high-quality relationships; deliver early and often on matters of personal interest; and start where the person "is at."

f) Attend to the evidence in regard to age-, gender-, and culturally responsive services.

g) Attend to the evidence in regard to differential treatment according to interpersonal maturity, interpersonal anxiety, cognitive skill levels, and the responsivity aspects of psychopathy.

h) Consider the targeting of noncriminogenic needs for purposes of enhancing motivation, the reduction of distracting factors, and for reasons having to do with humanitarian and entitlement issues.

Within the RNRM model, the specific responsivity principle is revised. Similar to the GLM and RNR model, the RNRM model guides correctional interventions to adapt therapeutic to the setting in which the service is provided and the characteristics of the individuals being treated. In this regard, all three models share the assumption that specific offender responsivity helps offenders to overcome internal and external barriers to their engaging in the rehabilitative process (see Chapters 2 and 3). Notably, these models also are limited by the lack of empirical research that can be used to guide how correctional interventions should follow this principle.

In this regard, the RNRM model endorses the RNR model’s orientation to specific responsivity. First, within this model, correctional interventions should follow the empirical evidence in regard to offenders’ bio-demographics and amenability to treatment. Second, as a model that expands the role of motivation in the RNR model, the RNRM model endorses practice that provides specific attention to offenders’ level of motivation. Third, the RNRM
model accepts the priority of criminogenic needs over noncriminogenic needs. That is, targeting criminogenic needs are integral part of any rehabilitative process, whereas noncriminogenic needs are employed based on professional discretion.

The RNRM model also has its own orientation to offenders’ specific responsivity. In accordance with the model’s evidence-based approach, the RNRM model advises correctional interventions to test the impact of service adaptations on both offenders’ recidivism and well-being. In addition, the RNRM instructs correctional interventions to communicate these adaptations with offenders in terms of potential obstacles or facilitators to the attainment of their primary human goods.

Essentially, regarding the GLM-RNR debate over the issues of offenders’ specific responsivity, the RNRM model stands beside the RNR model. As discussed in Chapter 4, the major controversial issues between the GLM and RNR model revolve around the adequate level of responsivity to what offender want (i.e., offenders’ preferences), and around the appropriate degree of structure that interventions should use while delivering services. Two considerations are relevant.

First, the RNRM model views collaborative (and transparent) rehabilitative process as a desirable practice. Nevertheless, the RNRM model also views its correctional principles as a guidance that limits offenders’ personal preferences. For example, correctional interventions should not dismiss the Risk-Need-Responsivity principles because offenders prefer an alternative course of action. Second, the RNRM model views the effort to tailor rehabilitative content to each offender as a desired practice. Nevertheless, this model also sets limitations to the flexibility of such service delivery. In this regard, the RNRM model follows the evidence that supports using a highly structured rehabilitative process over an unstructured process. This
model also assumes that correctional interventions can deliver highly structured processes that offenders perceive as relevant and meaningful to their lives.

Thus, in practice, the RNRM model guides correctional interventions to use detailed program manuals that enhance service’s integrity and elaborate how to target common types of offender-related needs. Accordingly, the RNRM model also favors interventions that conduct close-group based treatments with multiple entry points over open-ended groups. Such practice is believed to generate interventions with sufficient flexibility to tailor rehabilitative services (e.g., needs and dosage) to offenders’ individual characteristics.

**Principle 10: Breadth (or Multimodal).** Employ multimodal interventions for high-risk offenders. Within such interventions, rehabilitative services that aim to reduce offenders’ recidivism should target a number of criminogenic needs relative to noncriminogenic needs.

Within the RNRM model, the breadth principle is clarified. First, this principle guides only correctional interventions that provide services to medium to high-risk offenders. Second, this principle emphasizes that correctional interventions that aim to change high-risk offenders’ behavior are required to target several criminogenic needs. Thus, this principle directs correctional interventions to focus on modifying criminogenic needs and minimizes their attention to noncriminogenic needs.

**Principle 11: Offenders’ Personal Strengths.** Assess offenders’ personal strengths to enhance prediction of recidivism and to promote attainment of primary human goods.

Within the RNRM model, the strength principle is revised. Similar to the GLM and the RNR model, the RNRM model aims to integrate offenders’ personal strengths into therapeutic processes. However, the scientific knowledge regarding the effects of these strengths is very limited (see Chapter 2). For example, it is still unknown whether the opposite manifestation of empirically based risk factors protects the person from a criminal lifestyle (Farrington et al.,
2012). Accordingly, it is still unknown whether assessment tools that are based on personal strengths, or integrate them into a broader instrument, improve the prediction of offenders’ recidivism. Similarly, how the inclusion of personal strengths in the therapeutic process impacts the effectiveness of correctional interventions remains unknown.

Nevertheless, the RNRM model follows the empirical enterprise that aims to increase the current knowledge. This research seeks to identify personal factors that can be shown empirically to protect offenders from engaging in criminality or, if involved in such conduct, to pull them out of crime. Hopefully, empirical studies will not only identify these strength factors but also illuminate the mechanisms that allow such factors to protect against criminal involvement. In the future, such findings may assist the RNRM model to predict and address offenders’ recidivism and well-being.

Due to this lack of empirical guidance, the RNRM model draws from the GLM’s perspective on strengths. That is, according to RNRM model, personal strengths are also the activities and strategies that offenders use to attain their primary human goods in socially accepted way. Correctional interventions should reward these activities and strategies and may use them to promote the attainment of other primary human goods. Thus, in practice, correctional interventions should assess which of the primary human goods are attained in a prosocial way and what strategies offenders use during this process. For gathering such information, practitioners may use the following procedures: (1) observe offenders’ offense-related actions and general life functioning; (2) conduct semi-structured clinical interviews that focus on offenders’ important activities, situations, and experiences; (3) use the RNR-based risk-need-responsivity assessment instruments to gain information about offenders’ pro-social aspects.
**Principle 12: Structured Assessment.**

a) Assessments of Risk-Need-Specific Responsivity Factors: Employ structured and validated assessment instruments.

b) Integrated Assessment and Intervention: Every intervention and contact should be informed by the assessments.

Within the RNRM model, the structured assessment principle remains unchanged. First, the RNRM model views the assessment of level of risk, relevant criminogenic needs, and relevant responsivity factors as the backbone of effective correctional interventions. Thus, similar to the RNR model, the RNRM model advises that therapists providing interventions should base their decisions on structured and validated assessment instruments (see Chapter 2). Second, similar to the RNR model, the RNRM model argues that the primary goal of correctional rehabilitation is to influence criminality—that is, to reduce offenders’ recidivism. Thus, this model emphasizes the importance of integrating assessment and intervention.

**Principle 13: Release Process and Continuity of Care.** Develop a release process that assists offenders to avoid criminality, maintain therapeutic changes, and implement personal goals.

a) Teach offenders skills that help them to avoid high-risk situations, develop social support, and plan the attainment of their personal goals.

b) Collaborate with offenders to develop a future-oriented plan for implementing their primary human goods.

c) Collaborate with other agencies to establish continuity of care.

This RNRM model’s new principle reflects the attention that this model pays to successful termination of services in correctional interventions. In general, correctional interventions that provide services to offenders should extend to point when offenders are discharged from treatment. Thus, the RNRM model advises correctional interventions to develop a release process that has clear objectives of how to terminate services successfully. In essence, this release process should include the development of a release plan that assists offenders to avoid criminality, maintain therapeutic changes, and implement personal goals.
Overall, such practice is expected to serve the two major goals of correctional rehabilitation—reduction offenders’ recidivism and enhancement of their well-being.

Specifically, the RNRM model requires correctional interventions to complete the following tasks before the formal termination of services. First, correctional interventions should equip offenders with skills that assist them to maintain the behavioral and cognitive changes that were gained in treatment. Such practice consists of skills that help offenders to achieve the following objectives: (1) Identifying high-risk situations that may lead them to offending behavior and respond to these situations with a low-risk alternative course of action (e.g., through relapse-prevention strategies); (2) sustaining progress toward the attainment of their primary human goods (e.g., teaching planning skills); and (3) identifying and developing social support that can maintain their prosocial lifestyle.

Second, during the therapeutic process, staff conducing correctional interventions should collaborate with offenders to develop a concrete individualized future-oriented plan. In essence, this plan is designed to assist offenders in achieving their primary human goods. Within the RNRM model, correctional interventions are expected include the development of this plan while the therapeutic process concentrate on offenders’ criminogenic needs. That is, intervention therapists should help offenders understand how the therapeutic process relates to their most important primary human goods (see the RNRM model’s general responsivity principle).

In general, such practice aims to enhance offenders’ intrinsic motivation to face the challenges and opportunities that awaits them outside the intervention. Thus, such individualized future-oriented plans may consist of (1) offenders’ most important primary goods, (2) the strategies to achieve these goods in a prosocial way, (3) indicators that signal the attainment of
these goods, and (4) indicators that signal threat to the attainment of these goods (for the GLM’s version, see Chapter 2 and Appendix D).

Third, the successful termination of human services also requires correctional interventions that provide offenders with continuity of care. In general, the practice of continuity of care aims to prevent the interruption of service when offenders leave the intervention and move to another correctional agency or to an agency outside the correctional system (Van Voorhis & Salisbury, 2016). In essence, such practice allows different correctional and criminal justice agencies to deal with offenders while speaking “the same language” (p. 329). Thus, the RNRM model instructs correctional interventions to make sure that offenders who complete the formal intervention continue to receive the support that they need to maintain their rehabilitative process. Overall, the RNRM model assumes that such inter-agency communication and after-care services reduce offenders’ recidivism and enhance their well-being.

**Principle 14: Professional Discretion:** Deviate from recommendations only for very specific reasons. For example, functional analysis may suggest that emotional distress is a risk/need factor for this person.

Within the RNRM model, this principle remains unchanged. First, similar to the RNR model, the RNRM model states a clear default that correctional interventions should adhere to its principles. In essence, this guidance reflects a consensus in the field of correctional rehabilitation that adherence to the principles of the RNR model results in the reduction in offenders’ recidivism (i.e., the primary goal of correctional rehabilitation) (Andrews & Bonta, 2010a; Ward & Maruna, 2007). Relatedly, this position also reflects advocacy of correctional principles as a strategy to transfer the scientific knowledge to practitioners in a way that can be tested (Cullen, 2005).
Second, similar to the RNR model, the RNRM model elaborates the general conditions under which it is permissible for practice to deviate from its principles. That is, correctional intervention can deviate from the model’s core principles (human service, risk, need, and general responsivity principles) only when a reliable empirical research suggests taking an alternative course of action. In addition, according to the RNRM model, any deviation should be explicitly explained and systematically monitored. In this regard, the RNRM model assumes that such practice allows correctional interventions to have a sufficient therapeutic flexibility to produce further developments of this model while continuing to achieve the major goals of correctional rehabilitation.

**Organizational Principles: Settings, Continuity of Care, Staffing, and Management**

*Principle 15: Community-based.* Community-based services are preferred but the principles of RNR also apply within residential and institutional settings.

Within the RNRM model, this principle remains unchanged. Similar to the GLM and the RNR model, the RNRM model prefers to conduct therapeutic processes in offenders’ natural environment.

*Principle 16: Core Correctional Staff Practices.* Effectiveness of interventions is enhanced when delivered by therapists and staff with high-quality relationship skills in combination with high-quality structuring skills. Quality relationships are characterized as respectful, caring, enthusiastic, collaborative, and valuing of personal autonomy. Structuring practices include prosocial modeling, effective reinforcement and disapproval, skill building, problem-solving, effective use of authority, advocacy/brokerage, cognitive restructuring, and motivational interviewing. Motivational interviewing skills include both relationship and structuring aspects of effective practice.

Within the RNRM model, this principle remains unchanged. Similar to the RNR model, the RNRM model endorses the importance of therapists that approach offenders with both high-quality relationship skills and high-quality structuring skills (see Chapter 2).
**Principle 17: Management.** Promote the selection, training, and clinical supervision of staff according to *RNRM model* and introduce monitoring, feedback, and adjustment systems. Build systems and cultures supportive of effective practice and continuity of care. Some additional specific indicators of integrity include having program manuals available, monitoring of service process and intermediate changes, adequate dosage, and involving researchers in the design and delivery of service.

This principle remains unchanged. Similar to the RNR model, managers of correctional interventions have a pivotal role in the capacity of the RNRM model to achieve the major goals of correctional rehabilitation.

**CONCLUSION**

This chapter has presented two possible futures for offender rehabilitation. One future views the GLM and RNR model as incompatible and thus as offering two independent, rival treatment paradigms. Within such a future, advocates of these models would continue to develop the distinctive theoretical and correctional perspectives of their model. The second future for offender rehabilitation envisions the possible integration of the GLM and the RNR model. Toward this end, it was proposed that the most defensible integrated approach would use the RNR model’s framework as its theoretical and correctional foundation and the GLM’s primary human goods as a source of intrinsic motivation to attain offenders’ personal goals.

Specifically, the first section discussed a future with scholars who believe that any integration between the GLM and RNR model will severely curtail the models’ unique perspective (see also Chapter 4). In this regard, an integrated model seems to force the RNR model to compromise the role of the evidence-based practice in correctional rehabilitation. Indeed, for many of its advocates, such concession may perceived as a malpractice because it can undermine the legitimacy of rehabilitation in the criminal justice system. Accordingly, any integrated model inevitably seems to force the GLM to compromise the role of offenders’
primary human goods as the main rehabilitative principles. Thus, advocates of the GLM may view the consequences of such an integration with the RNR as unacceptable in practice because the GLM prioritizes tailoring the rehabilitative process around what the offender values most in life. Overall, then, scholars who share the notion of a future with an independent GLM and the RNR model believe that treatment effectiveness is best advanced by encouraging both models to develop their “internal consistency and conceptual clarity” (Hirschi, 1989, p. 42). The resulting competition would yield either a single model that empirically is shown to reduce recidivism more substantially or two models that might be equally effective. This latter possibility would mean that the field of corrections would have two options when undertaking offender treatment.

The second section discussed a future in which scholars would seek to advance correctional rehabilitation by creating an integrated RNR-GLM model. Such a model would embrace both a strong scientific orientation and ethics of care. Toward this end, a specific integrated model of offender rehabilitation was presented—the Risk-Need-Responsivity-Motivation model (RNRM model).

In essence, this integration aims to guide correctional interventions to achieve the two major goals of correctional rehabilitation: reduction in offenders’ recidivism (as the primary goal) and the enhancement of offenders’ well-being (as the secondary goal). Recognizing the existing theoretical sophistication and empirical support achieved by the RNR model’s development over the past quarter century (Andrews & Bonta, 2010), the RNRM model accepted the RNR model as its correctional foundation. However, it also was proposed to integrate the GLM as an integral part of this model. Specifically, within the RNRM model’s correctional framework, the RNR model’s principles serve as a base line. Then, the GLM’s concept of primary human goods are integrated into the RNR model to create the RNRM model. Taken
together, the RNRM model presents 17 principles that guide evidence-based interventions on how best to reduce future criminal involvement and to promote offenders’ personal goals in prosocial ways. Importantly, the effectiveness of this new model in correctional setting should be tested.

Overall, within the above two futures for offender rehabilitation, correctional interventions have three legitimate models of offender rehabilitation: the RNR model, the GLM, and the RNRM model. As the history of correctional rehabilitation shows, the main challenge of these models is to secure and promote the legitimacy of offender rehabilitation. Thus, as the 21st century moves forward, a successful development of these models depends on scientific evidence that demonstrates their capacity to reach their goals—of reducing recidivism and improving offenders’ lives.
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APPENDIX A. Primary Human Goods Acquisition Analysis

Individual being evaluated: _____________________________

Evaluator: _____________________________

Assessment Date: ___/___/_______  Assessment Number: _______

Time of Evaluation:  □ Initial    □ During Management    □ End of Management Period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHGs*</th>
<th>W**</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td>Progressing</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Blockages</td>
<td>Disengaged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatedness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. in Work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. in Agency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creativity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. in Play</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleasure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirituality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Peace</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Highlight those primary human goods previously implicated in offending.

** “W” refers to weighting. Identify as either high (H), moderate (M) or low (L).
1. Life

The primary human good of Life incorporates all the physical needs and factors that are important for healthy living and physical functioning: food, water, shelter, a physically healthy body and so on. Essentially, fulfilment of this good requires not only that the individual’s basic needs for survival are met, but that beyond this, his/her physical health is determined to be sound. The good of Life also requires that the person’s living circumstances are adequate and suited to their needs. Ideal fulfilment of this good would mean that the person presents as a physically healthy person whose physical functioning and living circumstances are of a high standard.

Seeking of this good may result in a range of activities such as, gaining secure and stable accommodation, engaging in physical exercise or sports, being diet conscious, preparing healthy meals, managing one’s own finances to ensure basic needs are met and managing specific health problems, such as mental illnesses or high blood pressure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weighting/Priority: (Tick one)</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rating – Evaluate the individual’s current level of functioning. Mark correct box.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimal</th>
<th>Progressing</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Inactive</th>
<th>Blockages</th>
<th>Disengaged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rationale for Assessment:
2. Relatedness

The good of Relatedness is based upon the natural desire of human beings to establish warm affectionate bonds with other people ranging from romantic relationships to intimate family relationships and platonic yet close friendships. As such, this primary human good refers to the close, caring, mutual relationships that adults establish with an intimate partner, family members and close friends. The activities that constitute the good of Relatedness include disclosure, support, sexual activity, physical contact, honesty, spending time together, sharing interests, mutual emotional caring, equality and so on.

Seeking of this good may result in a range of activities centred on relationships, such as heterosexual or homosexual romantic relationships, close family relationships, or very close friendships. Specifically, instrumental goods are likely to include establishing and maintaining intimate or romantic relationships, establishing and maintaining friendships with others, spending time with family and having and parenting children.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weighting/Priority: (Tick one)</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Rating** – Evaluate the individual’s current level of functioning. Mark correct box.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimal</th>
<th>Progressing</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Inactive</th>
<th>Blockages</th>
<th>Disengaged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Rationale for Assessment:**
3. **Excellence in Work**

This good refers to one’s need to be meaningfully employed in a role that provides mastery experiences and challenges that are matched to the person’s level of functioning. This good refers to the desire to engage in work, which provides the person with a sense of pride, achievement, satisfaction and/or skill development. Meaningful employment will have both an intrinsic value (accomplishment for the sake of it, i.e. for personal fulfilment) and an instrumental value (accomplishment for a specific purpose, i.e. a promotion, greater responsibility or salary increase) and must be matched to an individual’s personal set of skills, interests, preferences and desires.

Relevant activities may include participating in meaningful paid employment, meaningful volunteer work, self-employment, undergoing apprenticeships, and professional development courses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weighting/Priority: (Tick one)</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rating** – Evaluate the individual’s current level of functioning. Mark correct box.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimal</th>
<th>Progressing</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Inactive</th>
<th>Blockages</th>
<th>Disengaged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rationale for Assessment:**
4. Excellence in Agency

This good refers to the desire human beings have to formulate their own goals and seek ways to realise them in actions and activities of their own choice and accommodates an adult’s need for autonomy and self-directedness. *Excellence in Agency* refers to the desire to make up one’s own mind and to function as an independent being to at least some minimal degree without interference from others (moderated by cultural and social norms of course). The good encompasses the desire to stand on one’s own two feet, to be able to pursue the things individuals value most and to shape their lives in ways that are consistent with their deepest values and concerns.

Relevant activities and behaviours may be: engaging in assertive actions (asserting oneself and one’s needs), self-reflection, achieving financial independence. Problematic means may be identified as behaviours such as attempts to mentally or physically dominate, control or manipulate others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weighting/Priority: (Tick one)</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rating** – Evaluate the individual’s current level of functioning. Mark correct box.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimal</th>
<th>Progressing</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Inactive</th>
<th>Blockages</th>
<th>Disengaged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rationale for Assessment:**
5. Creativity

The primary human good of *Creativity* refers to a desire for novelty, innovation and individuality in one’s life. It may be reflected in the experience of doing things differently, being engaged in a specific type of activity that results in an artistic output, or perhaps producing a novel product of some kind. *Creativity* does not require that an individual be artistic in a traditional sense, as it may be implicated in a range of everyday activities; *Creativity* is essentially the expression of oneself through alternative forms.

Relevant activities and behaviours may include work, parenting, gardening, woodwork, painting, attending art exhibitions, solving problems, devising new methods of doing, playing a musical instrument, etc. *Creativity* may also be expressed in how we dress and present ourselves, how we set up our home, the colours we choose, the fabrics we use and the furniture we select.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weighting/Priority: (Tick one)</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rating</strong> – Evaluate the individual’s current level of functioning. Mark correct box.</td>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td>Progressing</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rationale for Assessment:**
6. Excellence in Play

Human beings seek to enjoy and be good at a range of recreational tasks that may or may not be structured into games or events. This good refers to the desire to engage in leisure or fun activities, which provide the person with a sense of pride, achievement, satisfaction or skill development. The underlying idea of this good involves both engaging in activities for the purpose of enjoyment, as well as to achieve mastery in the area. This good is likely to have both an intrinsic value (accomplishment for the sake of it, i.e. for personal enjoyment) and an instrumental value (accomplishment for a specific purpose, i.e. to win a competition, move up to the next grade/level or to achieve greater physical fitness) and must be matched to an individual’s personal set of skills, interests, preferences and desires.

Relevant activities and behaviours may include participating in competitive or social team or individual sporting competitions, having hobbies, socialising with friends, participating in organised discussion groups, such as movie or book clubs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weighting/Priority: (Tick one)</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rating** – Evaluate the individual’s current level of functioning. Mark correct box.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimal</th>
<th>Progressing</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Inactive</th>
<th>Blockages</th>
<th>Disengaged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rationale for Assessment:**
7. Pleasure

The primary human good of Pleasure refers to a state of being (feeling good in the here and now), and refers to hedonic pleasure seeking, which is essentially healthy self-indulgence. It is often implicated in activities that bring about feelings of enjoyment, deep satisfaction and excitement. This is different to overarching life contentment and happiness characterised by overall well-being, which emerges from the degree to which all the primary goods have been achieved.

*Pleasure* related activities and behaviours may include establishing relationships that result in pleasure and joy, enjoyment of food, massage, engaging in sexual activity, thrill seeking activities, or participation in sport or recreational activities and so on, where the goal sought is largely a feeling of momentary happiness and pleasure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weighting/Priority: (Tick one)</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rating** – Evaluate the individual’s current level of functioning. Mark correct box.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimal</th>
<th>Progressing</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Inactive</th>
<th>Blockages</th>
<th>Disengaged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rationale for Assessment:**
8. Knowledge

The primary human good of Knowledge is not concerned with IQ or how smart someone is, instead, Knowledge acquisition and seeking is about how well informed individuals feel about things that are important to them. This primary human good is based on the notion that people are inherently curious and possess the desire to understand aspects of themselves, their environments, and/or other people. The good of Knowledge satisfies this need and includes acquiring wisdom or information such as facts, theories or ideas, which we can use to answer a number of questions about our area of interest. For some people, the good of Knowledge might be achieved by knowing a great deal about one or a few topics of interest (depth of knowledge). For others, it may be achieved by having limited knowledge about many diverse things (breadth of knowledge), or an individual may seek Knowledge via both means.

Knowledge related activities and behaviours might include asking questions, studying at university or school, participating in training, vocational pursuits, self-study activities, belonging to a discussion group, or taking lessons to acquire a new skill.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weighting/Priority: (Tick one)</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Tick one)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rating – Evaluate the individual’s current level of functioning. Mark correct box.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimal</th>
<th>Progressing</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Inactive</th>
<th>Blockages</th>
<th>Disengaged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rationale for Assessment:
9. Spirituality

The primary good of Spirituality refers to the desire people have to discover a sense of meaning and purpose in life and achieve the overall experience of being content and satisfied with one’s life. This could involve seeking religious truths and involvement, a spiritual connection with a transcendent being or reality, or simply the experience of being part of a wider whole. In short, this good refers to the broad sense of purpose and direction in an individual’s life and relates to the overall feeling of happiness and contentedness that emerges from understanding one’s involvement with the world around them.

Relevant activities and behaviours may include belonging to a church, studying philosophy, environmental association, having a clear vision or plan for one’s future and life direction, or living one’s life according to a particular set of values (such as ethical behaviours and nonviolence).

| Weighting/Priority: (Tick one) | High ☐ | Moderate ☐ | Low ☐ |

**Rating** – Evaluate the individual’s current level of functioning. Mark correct box.

| Optimal ☐ | Progressing ☐ | Active ☐ | Inactive ☐ | Blockages ☐ | Disengaged ☐ |

**Rationale for Assessment:**
10. Community

The primary good of Community refers to the desire human beings have to belong to social groups, to feel connected to (sometimes a variety of) groups that reflect their interests, concerns, and values. It is the sense of being part of a wider social and/or cultural network, to feel you are contributing to a larger social unit and to be able to rely on this larger group to meet one’s own needs.

Community related activities and behaviours may include belonging to social service groups, or special interest groups (e.g. a political party, a sporting club, a craft group, book club, nature/wildlife group or religious affiliations), engaging in volunteer work, or being part of a neighbourhood group or school group community.

Weighting/Priority: (Tick one)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Rating – Evaluate the individual’s current level of functioning. Mark correct box.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimal</th>
<th>Progressing</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Inactive</th>
<th>Blockages</th>
<th>Disengaged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Rationale for Assessment:
11. Inner Peace

The primary human good of *Inner Peace* refers to emotional self-regulation and one’s ability to achieve a state of emotional balance. It also refers to the need for emotional competence. Emotional competence is basically the application of self-regulation processes to the emotional domain and therefore consists of a number of skills, such as awareness and understanding of one’s own emotional state, the ability to express how we feel, the capacity to identify other peoples’ emotions, the capacity to respond empathically to other people, and the ability to manage aversive emotions through a range of adaptive strategies.

Relevant activities and behaviours for this particular good may include a combination of activities such as achieving a balanced lifestyle, building positive relationships with others, learning emotional control and other self-regulation skills, talking to others, meditation, counselling or physical exercise. These activities function to reduce emotional stress and psychological turmoil, and enable the person to interact with others in an emotionally competent way, thereby increasing psychological well-being.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weighting/Priority: (Tick one)</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rating** – Evaluate the individual’s current level of functioning. Mark correct box.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimal</th>
<th>Progressing</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Inactive</th>
<th>Blockages</th>
<th>Disengaged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rationale for Assessment:**
APPENDIX B. The GLM Mapping Table

Table 1. The GLM mapping table (from Purvis, Ward, & Willis, 2011)

Name: John  
Person ID:  
Table Number: __________  
Date table commenced: ____/____/____

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOODS</th>
<th>WEIGHTING (preferences/most valued good/s)</th>
<th>CAPACITY</th>
<th>MEANS</th>
<th>RELATIONSHIP TO OFFENDING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|       |                                          | Internal Capabilities (strengths) | Internal Obstacles (deficits) | External Capabilities | External Obstacles | Appropriate vs. Inappropriate | Direct or Indirect Pathway  
Protective or No Relationship |
|       |                                          |          |       |                          |                     |                       |                               |
| Community |                                          |          |       |                          |                     |                       |                               |
| Creativity | √ | Talented at photography & graphic designing | Sexually preoccupied with young females; | Professional recognition for photography | Incarceration | Appropriate | Protective |


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excellence in Agency</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>Impulsivity</th>
<th>Sexually preoccupied with young females; impulsivity</th>
<th>Professional recognition for photography</th>
<th>Incarceration</th>
<th>Appropriate</th>
<th>Protective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellence in Play</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Talented at photography</td>
<td>Sexually preoccupied with young females; impulsivity</td>
<td>Professional recognition for photography</td>
<td>Incarceration</td>
<td>Appropriate</td>
<td>Protective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellence in Work</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Responsible teacher</td>
<td>Sexually preoccupied with young females; impulsivity</td>
<td>Respected by colleagues</td>
<td>Banned from teaching children; offended against his students</td>
<td>Inappropriate</td>
<td>Direct (misused trust, &amp; opportunity, to offend against his students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Peace</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Willingness to go for therapy; recognized need to therapy; distrustfulness</td>
<td>Ineffective &amp; deviant coping style; distrustfulness</td>
<td>Therapy</td>
<td>Lacked perceived social support; ostracized by</td>
<td>Inappropriate</td>
<td>Direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Life</td>
<td>Pleasure</td>
<td>Relatedness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Willingness to go for therapy; recognized need to address issues; talented at photography</td>
<td>Sexual preoccupied with young females; distrustfulness; impulsivity;</td>
<td>Therapy</td>
<td>Family blamed him for offences; lacked perceived social support</td>
<td>Inappropriate</td>
<td>Direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirituality</td>
<td>through paid sexual services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX C. The GLM Analysis Table

The GLM Analysis Table
Name: ____________________________ Table Number: ________________
Person ID: ____________________________ Date Commenced: ________ / ________ / ________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIFE PLAN – PAST/TIME OF OFFENDING</th>
<th>LIFE PLAN – PRESENT TIME/FUTURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF LIFE PLAN:</td>
<td>TYPE OF LIFE PLAN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit – Overt</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Direct</td>
<td>□ Direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Indirect</td>
<td>□ Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Undetected</td>
<td>□ Undetected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit – Covert</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Direct</td>
<td>□ Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Indirect</td>
<td>□ Undetected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Implicit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Indirect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Undetected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LIFE PLAN DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS:

SCOPE and MEANS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods Sought and secured via Appropriate Means</th>
<th>Goods Sought via Inappropriate Means</th>
<th>Non-secured Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANALYSIS:
### CAPACITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key strengths: (will be largely presented in goods with appropriate means)</th>
<th>Key obstacles: (will be largely presented in goods with inappropriate means)</th>
<th>New strengths being developed/focused on:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>Internal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANALYSIS:

### COHERENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horizontal Coherence</th>
<th>Vertical Coherence:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIGHEST WEIGHTED GOODS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PATHWAY TO OFFENDING:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unrelated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unrelated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unrelated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANALYSIS:
APPENDIX D. Good Lives Plan Template

Table 3
Good Lives Plan Template (Adapted from Yates, Prescott, & Ward, 2010)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common life goals desired</th>
<th>Ways to obtain goals</th>
<th>How I will know I am getting these</th>
<th>Problems I will need to manage</th>
<th>Risk factors</th>
<th>Risk management strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life: Living and Surviving</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge: Learning and Knowing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being Good at Play</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being Good at Work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Choice and Independence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace of Mind</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships and Friendships</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community: Being Part of a Group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirituality: Having Meaning in Life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creativity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>